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Abstract

A typical pattern recognition system consists of two stages: the pre-processing stage to

extract features from the data, and the classification stage to assign the feature vector to

one of several classes. While many general classifiers exist and are well-understood, the

pre-pïocessing stage is usually ad-hoc and designed by hand. Although the accuracy of the

classifier is heavily dependent on the choice of features, there is little more guidance in the

process of manual feature extraction than intuition, experience and trial-and-error.

To achieve automatic and near-optimal pre-processor design, a framework is required

for the problem-independent extraction of features. Within such a framework, the concept

of an optimal pre-processor can be formulated. The framework must allow pre-processors

which are universally applicable and realisable using finite resources. Those frameworks

already in existence, such as principal-component analysis and multi-layer perceptrons, ate

either unable to cope with arbitrary non-linearity or unable to be implemented using finite

resources because they employ one type of constituent function and have a fixed structure'

In this thesis, a framework for automatic feature extraction is proposed, called t};re gen-

eralised, pre-processor. This is an arbitrarily-interconnected feed-forward network with ar-

bitrary non-linear functions at the nodes. The use of different constituent functions and

irregular inter-connection strategies allows for the economic realisation of a pre-processor

in more situations than the more uniform universal approximators, such as the multi-layer

perceptron. A software system called the Euolutionary Pre-Processor is presented which

performs a search over the space of generalised pre-processors. The system is rrsed for su-

pervised classification, and must be provided with a data set of measurement vectors and

associated class labels. Based on genetic programming, the evolutionary pre-processor begins

with a population of randomly-generated pre-processors. The fitness of each pre-processor

is based on the estimated misclassification cost of a classifier trained on the pre-processed

data. Through fitness-proportionate reproduction and recombination, the ability of the pre-

processors to separate the data increases with generations'

The evolutionary pre-processor has been tested on 15 real and synthetic public-domain

d.ata sets. Neural networks, decision trees and five simple statistical classification techniques

were applied to the same problems, and the results compared. The results show that the

evolutionary pre-processor maintains good classification and generalisation performance, and

is more accurate on average than the decision tree method. The neural network achieved the

lowest classification errors on average, but was surpassed by the evolutionary pre-processor

on some synthetic problems. Both the evolutionary pre-processor and the decision tree

produce solutions which can be understood and interpreted by the user' These results

must be considered with care, however, as they fluctuate with different random seeds and

partitioning of the data.
The investigations ofthis thesis have revealed that a search over pre-processors is feasible'

The synthesis ofpre-processors from a variety ofnon-linear, and even discontinuous functions

occasionally provides better discrimination than existing methods of classification, but for

most problems gradient-descent methods are adequate. The evolutionary pre-processor has

a,¿vantages for knowledge discovery due to the versatility with which appropriate functions

XI



ABSTRACT xll

can be combined., but is timited due to the high variability in results. It should be used

in conjunction with other methods of knowledge discovery for reliable results. The evolved

pre-processors and simple classifiers used by EPrep result in relatively accurate classification

systems that can be implemented more economically than other methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Overvlew

This is a thesis about pattern recognition, and in particular about the use of genetic pro-

gramming to automatically extract features from data for supervised classification. This
introductory chapter serves as a guide for the whole thesis, giving the reader a flavour of the

background and motivation for the work, as well as a brief description of the experiments

carried out, For the partially-interested reader, Section 1.5 contains an overview ofthe thesis

so that pertinent chapters can be quickly identified.

1.1 Background to the Research

Pattern recognition refers to the use of computers to recognise and classify objects based

on measurements of those objects. The measurements may be images, sound waveforms,

demographics, etc. Within the topic of pattern recognition, supervised classification is con-

cerned with the task of learning to classify new objects based on knowledge gained from
observations of previously-encountered objects.

A system designed to perform supervised classification usually consists of two sequential

stages: a feature extraction stage, and a classification stage. The feature extractor, or pre-

processor, transforms the data to allow more successful classification by the second stage,

the classifier. There are many different types of general-purpose classifiers that have been

designed for use over a broad range of problems. In comparison, the pre-processing stage is

generally problem-dependent, and is usually constructed by the designer using experience,

intuition and trial-and-error. There is no existing methodology to guide the designer, so the
concept of optimal feature extraction only exists within the context of the method used.

Automatic feature extraction methods seek to extract salient features from data inde-

pendent of the problem domain. Examples of existing methods are principal component

analysis and artificial neural networks. Although these existing methods provide a frame-

work for automatic feature extraction, they are limited in their scope of application by the

availability of a very small number of functions. For instance, the multi-layer perceptron uses

only sigmoidal activation functions to pre-process the data. While theorems exist stating the
suffi.ciency of these functions to approximate all continuous transformations, only existence

of such a transformation is guaranteed, and it may not be realisable using finite resources.

t.2 The Thrust of this Thesrs

A new framework for automatic feature extraction is proposed here: a general'i'sed pre-

processor (GPP), which is an arbitrary composition of different functions, which can be

non-linear and discontinuous. The main question investigated in this work is:

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

How effecti,ue is a general,ised pre-processor at ertracting features from real data

when compared wi,th eri,sting automatic feature ertract'ion methods?

The primary route of investigation was to compare the classification performance of the

generalised pre-processor method with that of other known classification and automatic

feature-extraction methods. The comparison took place over a test-bed of 15 public-domain

data sets, consisting of synthetic and real-world data.

We argue that the research topic and investigations are important for the field of pattern

recognition. The generalised pre-processor represents a fully-general framework for auto-

matic feature extraction, which is essential to:

1. avoid repeated manual feature extraction on new problems,

2. allow the concept of a globally-optimal realisable pre-processor'

3. identify common features of different problems,

4. discover previously-unknown structure in data, and

5. allow the extraction of features from data for which no a priori knowledge is available.

The investigations conducted are important for two reasons:

Feasibility The existence of an optimal realisable pre-processor does not promise the fea-

sibility of its synthesis. Genetic programming was used to investigate the feasibility of

a search for an optimal generalised pre-processor'

Practical Utility Synthetic examples of the usefulness of a generalised pre-processing stage

are demonstrated in Chapter 4. Such examples can always be contrived, but the

important issue is whether the generalised pre-processor is more useful than existing

methods for real problems.

1.3 Contributions of this Thesis

This thesis contributes to the fields of pattern recognition and genetic programming' The

following original contributions to the body of knowledge are made in this thesis:

1. A new framework for automatic feature extraction is proposed (Section 4.8)'

2. Genetic programming is applied to general supervised classification of real-world data

sets (Chapter 6).

3. Analysis showing that population-based search methods converge on solutions of the

appropriate size faster than single-point search methods (Section 4.9).

4. A comparison of genetic programming with well-known classification techniques on 15

data sets (Chapter 6).

5. A concise overview of pattern recognition (Chapter 2)'

6. A concise overview of evolutionary computation (Chapter 3).

7. The demonstration of the inadequacy of the multi-layer perceptron for classification of

a synthetic data set (Section 4'6).

8. The application of the rational-allocation-of-trials algorithm to classification problems,

with the necessary modifications (Section 5.5.1).

9. The use of the simplex algorithm for local optimisation in genetic programming (Section

5.7).

2
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Figure 1.1: A high-level illustration of the evolutionary pre-processor algorithm

I.4 Methodology

The method used to investigate the issues addressed in this thesis was empirical evaluation

and comparison. The particular line of reasoning was to devise a method to perform a search

over generalised pre-processors so that an optimal pre-processor could be sought. The result

was the evolutionary pre-processor. Experiments were performed to evaluate the algorithm
and compare it with existing methods for classification and automatic feature extraction.

The method used to search for an optimal generalised pre-processor needed to be able to

arbitrarily combine different non-linear or discontinuous functions to form variable-length so-

Iutions. Genetic programming, an optimisation method based on the principles of biological

evolution, was chosen as the basis for the evolutionary pre-processor algorithm. Figure 1'1

shows a high-level diagram of the execution of the evolutionary pre-processor. The algorithm
performs a search by manipulating a population of individuals. Each individual is a solution

to the problem, and consists of a generalised pre-processor and a classifier. The evolution-

ary pre-processor operates by iteratively modifying and re-combining the pre-processors in

search of feature extractors that effectively transform the data for the classifier used.

The first stage in the algorithm randomlv generates the initial population of solutions.
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Each pre-processor is represented as a set of trees, each of which is a single feature. The

classifier in each individual is one of a fixed set of simple well-known classification algorithms.

The next stage evaluates the fitness of each individual, which quantifies the ability of the

individual to classify the pre-processed training data. The fitness is an empirical estimate of
classification error. Based upon these fitness values, the selection stage chooses individuals

from the population to form the mating pool. An individual is selected by randomly choosing

a set of individuals from the population to participate in a tournament. The individual in

the tournament with the best fitness value is the winner of the tournament, and proceeds

to the mating pool. Individuals from the mating pool are then stochastically modified by

genetic operators to form new individuals. The modification may involve the combination

of two individuals from the mating pool via the crossover operator, or the perturbation of
a single feature from an individual by a mutation operator. The new individuals are placed

into the new population, which is used for the next iteration of the algorithm. After the

modification stage, the termination criteria are tested. The algorithm terminates if progress

has stagnated, the best individuals are losing their generalisation capabilities, or a prescribed

maximum number of iterations has been performed. Otherwise the process is repeated using

the new population of solutions. Through natural selection, the population is iteratively
transformed from a random mess to a set of individuals whose estimated classification error

is lower than the the classifier used on the original data'
The evolutionary pre-processor was evaluated by running it on 15 public-domain data

sets, most of which came from real-world problems. Having established that the search

was able to find a pre-processor able to improve upon the performance of a classifier, the

evolutionary pre-processor was then compared on the same data sets with several well-known

classification methods: neural networks, decision trees, and five simple statistical methods.

1.5 Outline of this Thesis

This section contains a brief outline of the contents of the thesis. The work begins in
Chapter 2 with an introduction to pattern recognition. The key topic for this thesis is

supervised classification, which is the focus of Chapter 2. The classification methods used

for the experimental work are described, and methods for measuring the performance of a
classifier are explained. Methods for comparing classifiers are also presented.

Chapter 3 is an introduction to evolutionary computation. First, the topics of optimisa-
tion and heuristic search are introduced. Next, each of the four paradigms of evolutionary

computation are briefly introduced, and their differences discussed. Then genetic algorithms

and genetic programming are examined in greater detail, because these two approaches form
the basis for the evolutionary pre-processor algorithm.

The main arguments of the thesis begin in Chapter 4. Existing methods of feature

extraction are discussed, and their short-comings are pointed out. To address these short-

comings, the generalised pre-processor is proposed as a framework for automatic feature

extraction. A series of hypotheses are presented and argued for to establish the position

taken in this thesis. To be specific, the hypotheses propose that the GPP method can be

more appropriate than existing methods for feature extraction. It is then conjectured that
population-based heuristic search techniques are more appropriate to search for an optimal
GPP than search methods based on a single point. The two questions are then raised:

is a search for an optimal GPP feasible for real problems, and is this approach useful for

knowledge discovery? It is the task of the next two chapters to address these questions. The

chapter ends with a review of previous work in the field.
The evolutionary pre-processor algorithm used to empirically investigate the research

questions is fully described in Chapter 5. First, the choices of solution representation, pop-

ulation model and objective function are described and justified. Then an overview of the

4
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whole algorithm is presented. The rest of the chapter describes each portion of the algorithm

in detail, including relevant background literature. The last section in the chapter presents

some heuristics for selecting the algorithm parameters.

The experiments performed are described in Chapter 6, and the results are presented. The

chapter begins with a description of the data sets used to test the algorithm. The two main

experiments were the use of EPrep to classify the test data sets, and a comparison of EPrep

with existing methods for classification and automatic feature extraction. The chapter next

presents a description of the experimental configuration. The results of the EPrep algorithm

on the test problems follow, and the behaviour of the algorithm is examined in detail. Next,

the results of the existing algorithms are presented. Then a comparison is made between the

algorithms and EPrep using statistical tests. The comparison is based not only on estimated

misclassification rate, but also on interpretability of results and computational complexity.

The conclusion to the work is written in Chapter 7. The experimental results are linked

back to the hypotheses and research questions presented in Chapter 4. Then conclusions

are presented about the overall research topic, followed by implications for the larger field

of research. The chapter ends with suggestions for future research.

There are fi.ve appendices. Appendix A contains instructions for the use of the CD-rom

found at the back of this thesis, which contains the detailed reports generated by EPrep.

Appendix B contains some details of the evolutionary pre-processor software, and a discussion

of some of the major design issues of the implementation. Appendix C describes each of
the experimental data sets in detail. Appendix D contains the parameter files used for the

experiments of EPrep. Appendix E shows plots of the summarised results obtained by EPrep

on the test problems.

1.6 Conclusion

This chapter has presented an overview of this thesis, on the basis of which the reader

can proceed with confidence, or skip to particularly relevant sections. The background of
the research problem was introduced, and the main question addressed by the work was

presented. The basic methodology used for the research was described, and an outline of the

remainder of the thesis was presented.

5



Pattern Recognition

Chapter 2

2.I Introduction
This thesis presents novel work in pattern recognition with the use of genetic programming

as a tool. To grasp the main concepts beginning in Chapter 4, a knowledge of pattern recog-

nition and genetic programming is required. In this chapter, the field of pattern recognition
is introduced and reviewed. Since pattern recognition is such a voluminous subject, attention
has been restricted to those topics that are immediately relevant to the thesis. The reader

familiar with pattern recognition and supervised classification may like to skip this chapter,

referring back to it if needs be.

2.2 W'hat is Pattern Recognition?

\Me humans are constantly engaged in pattern recognition. The predominant form of pattern
recognition we engage ourselves in is through our visual senses; correspondingly about 60%

of the brain's neurons are attributable to our visual system. As we look around us, we

recognise scores of objects without an ounce of effort. \Mhether they occlude one another,

appear at different angles of rotation or in different lighting conditions, our visual system

enables us to perform this general and complex task subconsciously. Although we exist in a
three-dimensional world and have two eyes to exploit this fact, we humans can still recognise

objects in two-dimensional images. Consider the picture in Figure 2.1. We clearly recognise

the candlestick, toothbrush, glass and other objects in the scene, regardless of occlusions or

their pose. We also deduce that the toothbrush and toothpaste are in the glass, which is on

the dresser.
Pattern recognition is not constrained to the visual senses alone. \Me can recognise a

face, the voice of an acquaintance, detect facial similarities in two blood-related people,

and identify a musician from their style. Specialists from many fields, such as mining and

medicine, apply their experience and knowledge to detect and diagnose certain scenarios.

Amazingly, all this is done automatically by our bodies without our slightest knowledge of
how it happens.

The field of pattern recognition research is generally an endeavor to enable computers

to perform the same sorts of cognitive tasks that mammals do. The secrets of the brain
and consciousness have eluded current and past scientists, such that state-of-the-art pattern

recognition systems can only mimic isolated cognitive capabilities of humans. For instance,

accurate machine recognition of hand-writing can be performed by a computer under certain

constraints, and similarly human speech can be recognised by a machine to a reasonable

degree of accuracy. There is, however, no single system or methodology that can perform

both tasks, even though our single brain can do all this and more.

6
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Figure 2.1: An example scene: mirror and candle stick, M. C. Escher

Pattern recognition has attracted interest and input from many disciplines, including
mathematics, physics, engineering, computer science, psycholog¡ biology, cognitive science,

neurophysiology, statistics, geography, geophysics and operations research. The possible

applications for pattern recognition are abundant in every area of industry and research.

Of late, research in the area has taken the interesting turn towards nature and biology as

scientists seek to model the mechanisms by which natural systems perform pattern recogni-

tion. As a result, we have areas such as artificial neural networks, evolutionary algorithms,

simulated annealing, swarm algorithms and immune system algorithms.
There are several tasks that are performed under the banner of pattern recognition:

detection, classification, prediction, data visualisation and analysis, and novelty detection.

Pattern recognition tasks can all be assigned to one of two broad categories: superu'ised and

unsuperuised. A supervised learning process is one in which the user provides some external

information about the problem. In the unsupervised case, no prior information is provided

and the system is to discover the fundamental structure of the data on its own.

It would be impractical to give a comprehensive overview of the field of pattern recogni-

tion in a single chapter. Instead, this exposition discusses only those areas that are requisite

knowledge for the remainder of the thesis, and focuses mainly on supervised classification.

2.3 Supervised Classification

The subject of this chapter and indeed this thesis is superu'ised classifi,cation, oft'en referred

to as mach'ine learning. The task of supervised classification can be defined thus:

o A domain is given in which objects belong to one of C classes. The zthe object is

annotated with a class label ci e {I,2, ". ,C}.

o Each object is characterised by d measurements, ø¿1,Ii2¡...,r¡¿. Placed in a vector,

these quantities form the measurement uector x¿ of object z.

o During some experimental procedure, N objects are observed resulting in a set of

measurement vector-class label pairs:

D : {(xt,ct),(xz,cz),..., (*ry, 
"¡¿)}

I
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Each pair (*¿,"¿) is termed a d,ata sample'

o The task is to construct a function fr,(x) that learns from D to predict the class of a

previously-unseen object. So for a new object j, we want:

h(x¡) : c¡

The set of data samples used to learn the predictive function is called the trai'ni'ng set.

Each data sample in that set is called a tra'in'ing sample or tra'in'ing erample'

In the case of unsupervised learning, the class labels of the data samples are not known and

the algorithm must discover for itself which samples have a natural affinity with each other.

unsupervised learning will not be described further in this thesis.

The ability of a classifier to predict the class of new objects is called generaliso,tion. Some

examples of supervised classification are:

o A database of photographs of employees' faces is made and each photo is labeled with
the respective name. A pattern recognition system is then trained on this database to

identify employees as they arrive each morning, and to detect intruders who are not in
the database.

r A set of pathological reports associated with patients suspected to have heart disease

are catalogued over time. Each record is retrospectively labeled with the presence or

absence of the disease. A pattern recognition system is then designed which learns

from these samples to diagnose new patients complaining of heart trouble.

From the above examples one can see that the nature of x¿ can vary widely, from a high-

dimensional multi-spectral image (each r¿¡ corresponding to one pixel) to a set of different

discrete and real quantities.
The system that achieves this goal generally consists of two stages: a feature ertract'ion

stage and a classification stage. The flow diagram is shown in Figure 2.2. The measurement

vector is transformed by the pre-processor to a feature uector of dimensionality g, Yi :
lyn,A¿r,. . . ,A¿g]. Each element of the feature vector is called a feature, and is a generally

non-linear transformation of the original measurements. The feature vector becomes the

input to a classifier which outputs a class label cl, the predicted class of object z. cl is then

used in some decision process. When the predicted class does not match the true class c¿, a

mis cl a s sifi cat'io n }ras occurred.

class

prediction
h(*¿)

8

measurement
vector

xi

feature
vector

Y¡,

Figure 2.2: Flow diagram for a pattern recognition system

In this very general model of supervised classification, the pre-processing stage is problem-

specific while the classifier is more general. The pre-processing required for an image is quite

different to that required for a time series, but the features of both could be used with a
generic classifier. It is usually the classifier that learns from the data, while the pre-processor

classifier
feature

extractor
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is a static entity designed by the engineer of the system. In practice, the boundary between

the pre-processor and classifier is not clearly defined. For instance, artificial neural networks

can be fed directly with the measurement vector, the pre-processing and classification pro-

ceeding internally and inextricably. In other instances, the pre-processor undergoes learning

as well as the classifier"
This description so far has been only a basic outline; pattern classification systems can

differ in many ways. An important addition to this model is the inclusion of mi,sclassi'ficati,on

cosús. Consider again the above example of the use of machine classification in the diagnosis of

human patients with heart disease. If the computer diagnoses a healthy patient as terminal,

the worst that will happen is the patient will get a good scare and the story will appear

on a situation comedy. If, however, the computer diagnoses a sick patient as healthy, the

repercussions are much more grave. Therefore a cost or risk can be associated with each

different type of misclassification to express its relative undesirability.

The predicted class output described previously is a hard decision, since it is mutually

exclusive with the other cases. A classifier may also make solú decisions, which usually

manifest in the delivery of class probabilities. Thus the predicted class label cl is replaced

with a vector of probabilities, one for each class:

c'¿ : þ(c¿: 1lx¿), p(c¿ : 2l*ù,'.', p(c¿: Cl*c)]

Each p(c¿: jlxi) is the ¿ posteriori (or posteri,or) probabitity of class j given the data vector.

These probabilities are usually transformed to a hard decision by selecting the class with the

highest posterior probability. This approach has the advantage that a level of confidence in

the final decision is provided, extremely important in those safety-critical applications.

Another paradigm for soft decisions is fuzzg logic, a technique for manipulating linguistic

quantities in a principled manner (Ross, 1995). Each object does not belong to a single

class, but rather inas membership in a number of classes, or fuzzy seús. Soft decision methods

have been found to be more robust to noise than their hard counterparts (Gelfand and Delp,

1ee1).

2.3.L An Example: Parallelepiped Classifier

The parallelepiped classifier, commonly used in remote sensing applications (Lillesand and

Kiefer, 1994), is a very simple classifier and therefore makes a good introductory exam-

ple. This classifier emphasizes the view taken in the development of many non-parametric

techniques: that the measurement vectors are a set of points existing in a high-dimensional

space. The classifier assumes that there is only one cluster per class, and seeks to enclose

each cluster in a hyper-rectangle.
The range of feature values over the data samples is calculated along each feature-space

axis to determine the extents of each parallelepiped; a two-dimensional example is shown in

Figure 2.3 for three classes. New samples are assigned the class label corresponding to the

parallelepiped in which they fall.
A problem arises when the boxes overlap: the identity of a sample is undecided in the

overlap region (for example, the points in region 1 in the figure). Similarly, the class label

of a new sample that does not lie inside any of the parallelepipeds will be undecided (point

2 in the figure), These two cases of ambiguity can be resolved by assigning the class whose

parallelepiped centroid is closest to the new sample.

The example of Figure 2.3 illustrates one of the main drawbacks of the parallelepiped

classifier: the parallelepipeds do not account for covariance in the data, so that large regions

in the corners may contain no data and may overlap with other parallelepipeds.

I
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Figure 2.3: Example of the parallelepiped classifier

2.4 Estimating Classification Error

It is a fact of life that, in real-world situations, classifiers make mistakes. The measurements

chosen as inputs to the classifier are assumed to have some discriminatory qualities such that
objects from the same class are similar in the measurement space. Groups of objects that
are similar in the measurement space are called clusters. In real situations, two objects may

yield the same measurement vector but belong to different classes. The two causes for this

phenomenon are:

1. noise in the sensors used to obtain the measurements, and

2. overlap between clusters, such that objects from different classes share the same mea-

surement vectors.

The issue of noise depends on the quality of the sensors used and the conditions under which

the measurements are obtained. As an example, when classifying fruit based on length, the

sensor may return an erroneously-large value of length for a kiwi fruit so that it is misclassified

as a banana. Overlap between clusters occurs in many practical situations, and the degree

of overlap is determined by the appropriate choice of measurements. For example, diameter

would not be a good measurement to distinguish between apples and oranges, since objects

from both classes share similar measurement values, whereas skin pigment would make an

ideal discriminator. Even if the measurements are chosen carefully, class overlap still occurs

due to variations in the population of all objects. For example, a particularly short banana

may be mistaken for a kiwi fruit, or vice versa'

It follows that there is an irreducible classification error inherent in such situations.

Therefore we take a probabilistic view of the situation via the joint distribution P(x, c)l

wlrere x € X, the universe of all objects, and c is the class of x. Taking this perspective,

there is a maximum a posteriori, or "most likely", value of c at a given observation which

we will call c*(x), and consider to be the "right answer":

c*(x) :"'gfu" P1"¡*¡

lThe capital P denotes a single probability value, while the lower-case p is a probability density function
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We shall see later that this is termed the Bayes dec'ision.

For a fixed overall classification rule /(x) that outputs a class prediction, the most

common measure of error is the error rate ot probabi'Iity of mi,sclass'i,ficat'ion, pmc :

pmc (/) : E¿[Pmc(xl/)]

(2.1)

t p(/(*) I clx)p(x).d'r
Jx€x

t [r - r(/(x)lx)]p(x).dr
JX€N

where E[.] is the expectation over the subscripted space, and P(/(x)lx) is P(c : /(*)1").
This is a particular case of the more general loss or cost of the classifier:

cost(f) : I*r*r(/(x)lx).p 
(x).d,r (2.2)

in which ¿ (/ (x)lx) is tlne erpected, Ioss which defines the cost or loss incurred by the prediction

/(x) and subsequent action. The expectation is over the classes. In general this manifests

as a cost matrir, whose (i, j)th element /¿,¡ defines the cost of predicting class rl when the

expected class was i: c
r(/(x)lx) : Dr/(*),¡P(il*) (2.3)

J:|

As an example, the cost matrix for the heart disease problem described earlier might be:

Ii,i : diagnosis

ground truth
in healthy

01
1000 0

iu
healthy

The misclassification rate of Equation(2.1) is the result of the commonly-used 0-l loss:

i,i : L, )w

The error rate resulting from 0-1 loss will be used as the primary method for measuring

the performance of a classifier in this thesis. 0-1 loss is a natural measure of error for a
classifier making hard decisions. For a classifier that outputs class probabilities' one possible

Ioss function is the absolute difference between the maximum predicted probability and the

predicted probability of the true class.

Although in practice we only have a single data set to go by, in theory the expected loss

used in Equation(2.2) could be replaced with an expected value over training sets as well as

over P(clx). The result is a bias-variance decomposition which has been used widely but

in many different forms; some investigations are found in (Tibshirani, 1996; Wolpert, 1995;

Friedman, 1996; Meir, 1994). A bias-variance decomposition can be useful to see how the

expected loss is contributed to by the bias of the classifier and by its sensitivity to the data.

The decomposition of (James and Hastie, 1997) is now presented, and was chosen because

it is more general than the others.

In general prediction, of which classification is a special case, 1ve have a random variable

Y which we wish to predict, and another Y which is the output of our predictor. Y varies

due to noise in the source2, and Û varies with the random selection ofthe training set used to

2For classification, the source noise is the variation in the class of objects with the same measurement

,rr: 
{ 1

x

i J
7-

J
j
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construct the predictor. For both variables there is a systematic component, ,SY and ^9Û3,

which can be obtained by operating on the distribution of the variables (the usual choice is

the expected value). The expected loss of the predictor at a specific point x can be written

AS:

EIL(Y,i'.)l

.1

,.\

EIL(Y, SY)l

+E|L(Y,SÛ) - L(Y, SY)l

+ElL(Y,i'.¡-t1V,si'.¡1 (2.4)

where the expectation is P(Ylx) over training sets D e X. If the problem involves

regression on a continuous squared.-error loss Ls(a,b) : (a - b)2 can be used,

resulting in:
EIV -i')'l: var(Y) + bias2(Û, sy) + var(Û)

This is a familiar equation; the first term is an irreducible error due to noise, and sets a lower

bound on the error. The remaining two terms form the reducible error which is a function

of the classification algorithm used. The bias measures how close the predictor can get to

the real function on average, while the variance indicates the sensitivity of the predictor to

sampling variations in the data. Clearly we would like to reduce both terms, but decreasing

the bias generally requires more sensitivity to the data, which increases the variance term.

This "bias-variance trade-off" or "bias-variance dilemma" is a well-known phenomenon.

The relationship between bias and variance and their effect on overall error is not as

simple for 0-1 loss. The analysis of (FYiedman, 1996) revealed a counter-intuitive relationship

between bias and variance, in that high bias can be canceled by low variance to improve

accuracy. Several corrections to this decomposition were presented in (\Molpert, 1995) which

restored the intuitive behaviour of the decomposition using covariance terms. The bias-

variance decomposition for 0-1 loss can be performed under the notation used here by writing
Equation(2'4) as: 

Ew(y,û)l : var(y) + sE(û, v) + vE(û, v)

where the two quantities on the right are defi.ned as:

SE(Û, Y) : E[L(Y,5Û) - L(Y, SY)] (2.5)

VE(Û, Y) : EIL(Y,í'¡ - r1V, Si'¡1 Q'6)

SE is termed,the systemat,ic effect; it is the change in error caused. by the bias (,SY -,tt)
VE is the uariance effect, and is the change in error caused by the variance EfÛ - ^9Û)'].
So rather than looking directly at the bias or variance, we examine the effect they have on

the expected loss, which is of more concern.

Note that there is no unique definition of bias and variance. In (James and Hastie, 1997),

variance and bias are defined as:

var(Y) : EIL(|' ,5í')]
bias(Û, Sr) : L(SY, Sí')

Under this definition, the bias is actually the square of the bias obtained with squared-error

loss.

To simplify notation, we define:

Pd : P(Y:i'lx)
t?ai : P(Y:ilx)

sThe notation used here has been borrowed from (James and Hastie, 1997)
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Note that Prv involves the distribution over all possible training sets, P(X,Y,D) For 0-1

loss the systematic parts are:

Let 1(.) be the logic function:

13

argmax
't,

argmax
2

SY

Si'
Pd

Pd

I(z):

Using Equations(2.5) and (2.6) we get

vE(Û, Y) : Elr(Y +t) - r(Y + sÛ)l
P(Y +t¡ - elv + st)

I if. z is TYue

0 tf z is False

C

1-tpdpd - (1 - Pl?)
i:r

C

Pþ -ÐPd
i'=l

sE(Û,v) : EII(Y + SÐ - I(Y + SY)l

: P(Y + SÛ) - P(Y + sY)
oY otYrSY _ T S'Ì

: ^?Pd-Plt
var(Y) : EII(Y+SY)l

: P(Y + SY)

: t-^? ed

Note that white SE > 0, VE can be negative with the constraint VE + SE > 0. This agrees

with FYiedman's observation that it is possible for the variance of a classifier to cancel out

its error due to bias. Now compare the variance and bias effects to the variance and bias of

the classifier themselves:

var(û) : P(i+sî)
t ^?" e!

bias(Û, Sr) : I6t + SY)

There is no obvious relationship between the bias and variance and their effects on the

expected loss. The decomposition is still useful for understanding how the bias and variance

are affecting the accuracy of the classifier.

In general we cannot calculate pmc because we do not know f (/(x)lx) or p(x), and the

domain I may be infinitea. In fact, we only have a single training set 2 from which to infer

our model. Tfuerefore any performance measures must be based on the samples provided'

The experimental approach is to approximate the integral over .l by a summation over some

data set 7-: 1 _
ñ' rfflD): -rlàt,t,*¿) * 

c¿)

aof course, there a,re synthetic problems where the distribution of the data is fully known.
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The obvious choice for T is to use the data set D that was used to train the classifier.

The resulting quantity is called the trai,ning error. It is widely known, however, that the

training set error is a downwardly-biased estimator of pmc because the same data were

used to build and to test the model. This optimistic estimate of pmc is also termed the

apparent error (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). In order to reliably estimate Pmc, we require

independent samples from P(x, c); such a data set is called the test set. Often the re-sampling

of P(x, c) is impossible or expensive, so the supplied data is divided into a training and a

test set. The classifier is built using D and evaluated using ?r to obtain an independent, and

therefore unbiased, estimate of pmc. The test set is sometimes termed the hold-out sample,

The problem with the hold-out approach is that we require as much data as possible to

hypothesise l6lD), and the available data set is often not large enough that we are willing

to spare samples for the test set. F\rrthermore, a large number of samples is required to

obtain a satisfactory estimate of pmc . Consider a test set consisting of rn samples, m. of

which were erroneously classifred. m" is a random variable; let us assume that it is binomially

distributed:
rne - B(m, Pmc )

The variance of our estimator þfiè 7 is:

"'Ñ" 
: o^" (1 - Pmc )

If the true error rate is 5To, say, and we want the 95% confidence interval to span no more

than2To, then we require (Ripley, 1996):

0.05 x
= 0.01

TN

which yields rn = 1900.

There are several re-sampling methods that can be used to improve the accuracy of the

error estimate. Two are described below'

2.4.t'u-fold Cross-Validation

Cross-ualid,ati,on (CY) is the practice of dividing a data set into a training set 2 and a valida-

tion set V, and subsequently using D to create a classifier and V to evaluate its performance.

The difference from the hold-out method is that cross-validation is typically used for model

selection, the result of which must subsequently be evaluated using the hold-out test set.

Fo1u-fold cross-validation, the data set is randomly divided into u disjoint sub-sets of

roughly equal size, Vi,i : I,...,u. Leti)'denote the set of samples remaining when the

ith cross-validation sample is removed from the whole data set. F,ach V' is used to train a
separate classifier fi(*), which is subsequently evaluated on V':

iñ,rff,lio) :# I ¡(/(*¡)#"¡)
lY I y.çyt

The result is u independent estimates of error for which each sample has been used to train

and to test the classifier. The overall error for the classifier is the average of these cross-

validation estimates:

úæ r(/) ::äiñ r1lv\

The extreme case of ,r.r-fold cross-validation is leaue-one-out cross-ualidation,, for which lV'l :
l,i: I,... ),u. This method results in a more accurate estimate of ettor, but clearly is more

computationally exp ensive.

2
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2.4.2 The Bootstrap

Other methods for estimating the true error rate of a classifier are obtained by adding a

correction to the apparent error. One popular method is the Öooústrap (Efuon and Tibshirani,

1gg3), a non-parametric technique for measuring the accuracy of an estimator. It was stated

earlier that the problem with estimating error is that we do not know the distribution of

the data at every point. The bootstraps appro*imates the true distribution P(x, c) with
the empirical distribution P(x, c) derived from N data vectors by placing an impulse of size

llN at each (x¿, c¿). The empirical distribution is then re-sampled with replacement to form

B bootstrap samples of size N. A non-linear estimator 0 is calculated for each of the B

samples yielding 0i,0i,...,0b, which are averaged to obtain a more accurate estimator 0*.

The underlying assumption is that the empirical distribution is a suitable mimic for the true

distribution of x. In practice, B :200 usually gives sufficiently accurate results (Efron and

Tibshirani, 1993, p. 52)"

The bootstrap estimate of classification error is based on the training set only, so that all

of the available data can be used. To estimate classification error, two bootstrap estimates

are required:

o the classification error of the model trained on the bootstrap sample and tested on the

ori,gi,nal d,ata, err (x*, Ê(*, c)), and

o the classification error of the model trained on the bootstrap sample and tested on the

same bootstrap sample, err(x*,P1*-, 
"¡¡'

Each of these quantities is averaged over the B bootstrap samples to obtain averages ør(x* , F)
and err(x*,Ê*). One might expect err-(x*,f'¡ to be a sufficient estimate of error, but in
practice it is still too downwardly-biased. It is observed, however, that the error estimates

obtained by testing on the bootstrap samples, the apparent errors, are on average lower

than those evaluated on the original sample. We can therefore calculate the auerage opt'i-

mi,smdT(x*,Ê) - err-(x*,Ê*) and add this to the apparent error of the original data set,

err(x,f¡. tftu result is the bootstrap error estimate.

2.4.3 The Confusion Matrix

A useful tool for evaluating the performance of a classifier is the confus'ion matrir. The

element ,n(i, j) of the matrix is the number of test samples that belong to class i, and were

assigned by the classifier to class j. From the matrix, one can identify which classes the

classifier is confusing in its decisions. An example of the confusion matrix for a classifier

used to distinguish fruit based on length is shown in Table 2.1. There are three types of fruit
to be classified, bananas (class 1), apples (class 2) and oranges (class 3). When tested on 120

examples with 40 examples per class, the classifier correctly classifies all the bananas, but

incorrectly classifies 9 apples as oranges) and 19 oranges as apples. The matrix can be used

to see where two classes are being confused based on their sensor measurements, and new

sensors can be added to particularly discriminate the confused classes. For example, based

on Table 2.I fhe designer might add a sensor that measures the colour or surface texture of

the fruit to distinguish between the apples and oranges'

Another anomaly that can be detected with the confusion matrix is the case when the

classifier tries to trade off misclassifications of one class against another. Consider, for

example, the two confusion matrices for the same two-class problem shown in Table 2.2'

There are 100 test samples, with 70 coming from the first class and 30 from the second.

sThe ,rame bootstrap comes from "the Adventures of Baron von Munchhausen", who was said to have

pulled himself up by his bootstraps. The implication is that by using this method we are getting something

for nothing.
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Table 2.1: An example of a confusion matrix

Class predicted Total
1 2 e

actual
1 40 0 0 40

2 0 31 I 40

3 0 19 2L 40

Total 40 50 30 r20

Both classifiers make 20 errors. The first classifier, Table 2.2(a), is biased towards class 1'

It correctly classifies all samples from class 1, but misclassifies most of the samples from

class 2. The second classifier with confusion matrix in Table 2.2(b), however, is more even-

handed, and is not particularly biased towards either class. Now consider that the problem

just described is heart disease diagnosis, class 1 is the class of healthy people, and class 2

is the class of people diagnosed with the disease. In this case the second classifier is more

preferable than the first, because it is much more disastrous to tell a sick person that he/she

is well than to tell a healthy person he/she is sick. The trade-off of errors between the classes

can be controlled using a cost matrix to weight the errors.

Table 2.2: An example of a classifier that trades off errors between classes

Class predicted Total
1 2

actual 1 70 0 70

3010

Total 90 10 100

Class predicted Total
1 2

actual 1 63 I 70

302 2 28

Totai 65 35 100

(a) Classifier 1 (b) Classifier 2

2.5 Partitioning the Data

Many classification algorithms require an independent measure of classifier performance dur-

ing training, either to select from one of several models or to determine when training should

stop. Therefore the following three-fold partitioning of the data is usually performed:

training set: used to train the classifier;

validation set: used to test the trained classifier in order to select a model or a stopping

point; and

test set: used as a hold-out set to evaluate the generalisation perf'ormance of the final

classifier resulting from the training algorithm.

The test set is a simulation of the job the classifier will be doing in the real world'

In the work presented in this thesis, the data are partitioned in contiguous chunks,

displaved graphically in Figure 2.4. Let the total number of samples in the data set be N,
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and the actual numbers of samples in each set be rùbt fruat an.d n¿s¿

n¡yi- Truatln¿r¡:N

77

Training

Figure 2.4: Partitioning of the data.

The training set and the validation set constitute the trai,ni,ng data. T}l.e test set is not
used at all to generate the classifier, it is only used for comparison of the generalisation

performance of different classifiers. The test set estimate of percentage classification error

is:

e : too (Y-\ n
\n*t )

where n"r, is the number of errors on the test set made by the classifier'

2.6 Bayesian Classification

The Bayesian approach to classification is very popular and has been for several decades.

Under this approach the problem is posed in probabilistic terms and all of the probabilities

and distributions are assumed to be known (Duda and Hart, 1973). The advantages of
this approach are that it is theoretically well-founded, empirically well-proven and involves

procedural mechanisms whereby new problems can be systematically solved (Hanson eú al.,

1991). The pivotal mathematical tool for this analysis is Bayes Rule:

P(alb):'#
Also using P(bla) we obtain the familiar form:

P(alb) - 
P(uþ)!(a)

P(b)

In the universe of all objects some objects are more common than others. The probability
of occurrence of an object of class z is the a priori or prior probability of that class, and is

denoted P(i). For example, when classifying aircraft in suburban skies the prior probability
of an air-liner would be much higher than that of an F-18 fighter plane. In the absence of

further information, a class decision could be made based purely on the prior probabilities

by always guessing the class with the highest prior probability. This static classification

decision results in the default error rate:

ë:1.-^? e1l¡

In practice the true prior probabilities are rarely known, and are either estimated from the

data or are assumed to be equal. In the work of this thesis, the priors are assumed equal.

Rather than settle for the default error rate, we note that objects from the same class

tend to have similar characteristics (that's what makes a class). So the objects from a single

class are taken from some population with a probability density function (pdf) p(xlc : i).
These conditional densities are termed li,keli,hood functions, and can be modeled in different

ways as discussed later.

Training Set
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Now consider that we have taken a measurement vector x of some new object whose

class we do not know. The main result of Bayes decision theory is that ïve can invert the

conditional probabilities using Bayes rule to obtain the probability of each class given the

data
P(c:ilx) : e$l¿)l(¿)
- \" "t--t p(x)

where p(x) is formed by integrating over the conditional densities to form the marginal:

P(ilx) : e$li)P(t) (2.7)
p(xlc¡)P(c¡)

This conditional class probability is called the a posteriori or posterior probability. Intuitively
we would choose the class with the highest posterior probability as the class decision for

x; in this case, the denominator of Equation(2.7) is irrelevant since it is the same for all
classes. Figure 2.5 shows a one-dimensional example of the likelihood functions and posterior

probabilities for two normally-distributed classes with equal priors.

2-class l¡kêl¡hoods ând post€r¡ors, êqual Þriôrs

=1

í

è
=

ô-a

o-6

o.4

o2

4 6 lo 12 14 16a

Figure 2.5: The class probability density functions and posterior probabilities plotted as a

function of ø for a two class problem, equal priors.

In general we must consider the loss associated with the class decision. Referring to
Equations(2.2) and (2.3), the overall expected cost is minimised by minimising the decision

rule's expected cost at each point x. Re-writing the loss at a given point in the probabilistic
notation: 

c
L(ilx): I r1z¡¡¡rg¡*¡

J:

The Bayes dec,is'ion ruleis to select the class c* that minimises L(l,lx) at each point:

c* :t'gftt r(clx)

Thus the class with the maximum posterior probability may not necessarily be selected if it
has a relatively high cost.

It is an important point that the Bayes error rule results in the optimal Bayes error

rate. This is the theoretical minimum achievable error rate of any classifier on the data; it
represents the irreducible error of the problem due to overlap in the class probability density

functions. The reader may be wondering "why not just use this classification rule every time

and everything will be hunky dory?". The problem is that in reality we rarely know the true
priors or the form and parameters of the pdfs. Therefore the performance of a classifier will
only be as good as the assumptions made in deriving these quantities.

- 

p(xlcl)

- - p(xlc2)

- p(c1 lx)
p(c2lx)
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Under 0-1 loss we wish to minimise equal-cost misclassifications; the Bayes decision rule

is to select the class with the maximum posterior probability:

c* :^'ETu* p(clx)

To summarise, the overall Bayesian approach for minimising error rate is to estimate

or hypothesise the priors and the conditional class densities, then invert these to obtain

the posteriors. For a new x, the posterior with maximum value corresponds to the Bayes

optimal class. The freedom in choice of learning algorithm is in the way the conditional pdfs

are formed. Some common methods are discussed here.

2.6.L Discriminant Functions

For the minimisation of 0-1 loss classification error, we choose the class that maximises

s¿(x) : e@lt)e(,)

g¿(x) is called a discrim'inant functi,o??; we }rave C of these, and the maximum value at a
point decides the class label in a winner-take-all fashion. For any two classes z and j, there

is a surface at which both classes have an equal discriminant function value defined by:

{r: g¿(x) : gj(x)}

This surface is called a decis'ion surface or dec'ision boundary. These boundaries segment

the feature space into C disjoint regions, one for each class. In general, the regions are not

convex or simply-connected6.
Since we seek a relative maximum, we can apply a monotonic increasing transformation

to each discriminant function to obtain:1.,,
I /' 1.11.:iL'-

à ' .. :, s¿(x)'': Iosþ(xli)l + IoslP(i)l (2'8)
.J1|._.

The pdfs and priors can now be plugged directly into Equation(2.8) to perform classification.

The most common practice is to assume that:

¡ each class consists of a single cluster;

o the samples from each class are distributed according to a multi-dimensional Gaussian

function.

In that case: 
1

P(xli) : QñhÍ1r"- 
L{x-rnn)',>¡l(x-m;)

where m¿ is the mean and E¿ is the covariance matrix of class i, d is the dimensionality of
the data, and Ar denotes the transpose of matrix ,4. Generally the mean mi and covariance

matrix E¿ of each class are estimated from the data.

The discriminant functions are:

si(x) : -(d,12)ln (2zr) -Tr"l>ol - å," - mi)r>tl(x - mi) + ln[P(z)]

Discarding the first class-independent term:

g¿(x) : -Tr"l>¿l - |t- - m¿)"E;1(x - mi) + ln[P(,)]

6That is, the regions may consist of several sub-regions, or may contain holes.
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2.6.2 Minimum-Distance-to-Means Classifier

With this classifi.er, each class distribution is assumed to have a different mean but the same

covariance matrix 2¡: o2 It that is, there are no covariance terms and the variance along

each ordinate is the same for each axis for each class. The priors are also assumed equal.

When the class-independent terms and scale-factors are removed, the discriminant functions

become
g¿(x) : *rrn¿-T^Tr"o

We can obtain these functions another way. Consider the discriminant functions:

g¿(x):-(x-rn,)"(x-m¿)

This is the negative of Euclidean distance squared from the sample to the mean of class z

Simplification reveals:
gie) -- *?* - 2xrrn¿ t rnf,rn¿

which, for purposes of a comparison amongst discriminant functions, simplifies to:

g¿(x) : *T^¿ -tt*Tr"o

So the assumptions under this model are equivalent to choosing the class with the closest

mean. The decision surfaces that separate the class sub-spaces are hyper-planes: each hyper-

plane lies between a pair of class means and is the perpendicular bisector of the line between

the means.

2.6.3 The Maximum Likelihood Classifier

The Maximum Likelihood classifier models the distribution of data in each class using a

Gaussian with a different mean and a different covariance matrix. The mean and covariance

matrix of each class is estimated from the training data:

x
Ífl¿:

X€C¿
ni

>¿: 

'

(x-m¿).(x-mi)"
niX€C¡

The discriminant functions are:

g¿(x) : -Ir"l>¿l - |f- - m¿)"E;l(x - m,) + tn[P(i)]

The resulting discriminant functions between classes are quadratic; this can be very

useful in exclusive-or type problems since one class can consist of several regions in feature

space. An example of this classifier for synthetic two-dimensional two-class data is shown in

Figure 2.6.

2.6.4 The lc-Nearest Neighbours Classifier

An intuitively appealing classification rule is the nearest neighbour ntle: find the known

training sample x/ closest to x and assign the class of that sample. This approach can still

be considered under the Bayes framework. As the number of training samples 2¿r approaches

t
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Figure 2.6: Example of the Gaussian maximum likelihood classifier
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infinity, x' becomes infinitely close to x, and the class distribution at x/ approaches the class

distribution at x:

"J'g1- 
P(ilx'): P(ilx)

The Bayes rule would choose the class with the maximum posterior. The nearest neighbour

rule is a randomised version of the Bayes rule, in that the class label associated with x'
has been randomly sampled from P(x, c). Therefore it only agrees with the Bayes rule with
probability P(c-lx). In (Duda and Hart, 1973) it has been shown that the error rate under

this rule never exceeds twice the Bayes rate'
The k-Nearest Nei,ghbours (k-NN) algorithm attempts to improve upon the previous rule.

It determines the k nearest training samples to the test sample being classified, and uses

these samples to vote on the class Iabel of the test sample. Ties are broken by selecting the

class whose voters have the smallest total distance. The probabilistic rationale for this rule

is that we now have a sampling of P(ilx') around x which is averaged through the majority

vote procedure to estimate P(c-lx) and choose the corresponding optimal class.

In general, the higher the hyper-parameter k the more accurate the classification' There

is, however, a trade-off associated with the choice of k. On the one hand, we want k to be

as large as possible to improve our estimate of P(c*lx), but on the other hand we want the

k neighbours to be as close to x as possible. Therefore we can expect a global minimum in

error as /c is varied from L to n¿r '

The decision regions created by this algorithm correspond to the Voronoi tessellation

constructed from the training data. The advantages of this classifier are insensitivity to

initial conditions, guaranteed convergence, and no need for training. The disadvantages are

that it is slow (O("T0, the training samples must be stored with the classifier, and k must

be selected.
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2.7 Artificial Neural Networks

22

A biological neural network, or brain, is an interconnected conglomerate of neurons. These

neurons interact with one another through sAnapses, which carry tiny electrical impulses. It
is estimated that the human brain contains of the order of 10 billion neurons, each having

the order of 6,000 connections to other neurons (Ilaykin, 1994). As a loose comparison, the
pentium processor contains about 5 million transistors. Although the neurons themselves

are fairly simple and operate via chemical processes that are currently well-understood, it
is the extremely high level of interaction between these units that generates the complex

behaviour which we can only call "ourselves",
It is the human brain that learns from and stores information that arrives at the senses.

The computational paradigm of the brain is massive parallelism: the individual neurons

all operate concurrently. If the neurons themselves are so limited in capability, how then
do we reason and remember? The only answer can be that the information is stored not
in the individual neurons, but in the patterns of interconnections between them; that is,

the memory of your mother's face is not stored in a single neuron, but rather distributed
among several neurons, some of which may also be partially responsible for the memory of
your brother's face. Indeed, studies have revealed that brain activity is accompanied by a
synchronisation in neural impulses between different parts of the brain (Gray et al., 1989;

Pöppel and Logothetis, 1986). The distributed nature of knowledge leads to fault tolerance,

so that the loss of a few neurons does not result in the forgetting of your mother's face.

Despite this distribution of information, the trrain is still believed to be largely modular in
structure.

The computational paradigm of biological neural networks is quite different from digital
computers which carry out their tasks in sequential fashion. Artificial Neural Networlçs

(ANNs) are computational algorithms based on the virtues of the biological brain rather than
on the true physical details. Interconnections of synthetic neurons are used to learn from
observed data in a manner that is amenable to parallelism, robust to noise and fault tolerant.
As in their biological counter-parts, the information learned is stored in the interconnections
of the neurons rather than in the neurons themselves. Although the neural paradigm is

parallel, ANNs are usually implemented on a sequential computer.
Artificial neurons are based on a very crude model of natural neurons (Haykin, 1994).

Each neuron j receives input signals rtt...rr, frorr' r¿ other neurons, and sends its own

output g¡ to several other neurons. Each synaptic connection between neurons is weighted

according to the degree to which they influence each other. u¡i is the numeric weight on the
synapse between neuron i and neuron j. Typically the output of a neuron is a non-linear
function of the weighted sum of its inputs:

ai: Ó(Ð-,'"'*t,)

0¡ is a bias which acts as a threshold level. The act'iuat'ion function d(.) is typically some

form of thresholding function, such as the sign function or the sigmoid function shown in
Figure 2.7. The constant ¿ in the sigmoid equation is the slope parameter; the slope at

the origin is al4. Learning proceeds by the iterative adjustment of the synaptic weights to

optimise some objective.
Research into ANNs was first published in 1960, when the Perceptron rule and the LMS

algorithm were independently discovered(Widrow and Lehr, 1990). Both methods involved

the adaptation of a single neuron using an error correcting rule. Interest in ANNs deteriorated

in 1969 when the famous work of Minsky and Papert revealed that the perceptron could not

solve the simple exclusive-or problem (Minsky and Papert, 1969). The next development was

the step to multi-layer neural networks with the MADALINE, which used a hard-limiting
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Figure 2.7: Neuron activation functions,.;

k structure was able to solve the exclusive-or problem,

Although a multi-layer training algorithm was discovered soon

t was not popularised until 1985 when it was re-discovered by

and Williams. The logical step that took nearly 16 years to gainParker, Rumelhart,
popular usage was to use continuous, differentiable activation firnctions which approximate

the thresholding function.
There are several types of ANN which are fundamentally different in structure and pur-

pose. Of these, some are used for supervised learning and others for unsupervised learning.

The supervised networks can be divided into two types: those that learn via gradient descent

and those that learn via an erroï-correcting rule (Widrow and Lehr, 1990). An example of

each type is described below. Both types of learning operate on the minimal disturbance

pyinc,iple, which suggests that new information be learned in such a way as to cause minimal

disturbance to information previously learned (Widrow and Lehr, 1990). These networks

are termed feed,-forward, networks, because they consist of several layers of neurons with the

output of each neuron in layer k connected to the input of each neuron in layer k + 1. Data

is presented at the input layer and the signals propagate through the layers of the network

to prod.uce a result at the output layer. Such networks can be used for classification and,

more generally, function approximation.

2.7.L The Generalised Linear Machine

The earliest neural elements, the Adaline and the Perceptron, were both trained with an

error-correcting rule and used a discrete activation function. These algorithms are useful for

classification, since the output yields a hard yes-no decision. The visual interpretation of the

Perceptron is a hyper-plane that divides the input space into two, providing a dichotomy

of the data points in that space. An example for points in two dimensions is shown in

Figure 2.8. A point is assigned to one class or the other based on the magnitude of its dot

product with the weight vector.
This dichotomiser is generalised to a multi-class situation by the Generalised Linear

Machine (GLIM) classifier (Nilsson, 1993). The GLIM consists of a single-layer of winner-
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Figure 2.8: An example of a 2-dimensional hyper-plane separating two classes

take-all neuïons, one for each of the C unique classes. The classifier is shown in Figure 2.9.

The term "winner-take-all" comes from competitive learning: the neuron having the largest

output is chosen as the winner of the competition, and its weights alone are updated. The

d-dimensional input vector, *--lrt,I2t...,r¿], is fed as input to the classifier.

At the ith node, the discriminant function for the zth class 9¿(x) is:

d

g¿(x):Ðrt-nt+00
j=l

To unify the neuron bias with this notation, we augment the input vector with a constant

input of 1:

*,: [1, ïrtfi2¡.."rrd]T

and set the bias to be the zero-th weight w¿¡. We can then write the discriminant function

as the dot product of the augmented input with the node's (d + l)-dimensional weight vector

w¿:

9¿(x) : w"x'

The predicted class of the input vector, c/, corresponds to the node with the maximum

output:

", 
:"'"T" g¿(*)

T[aining proceeds as follows. Let the weight vector at the r¿th iteration be denoted w¿(n)'

The weight vectors are initialised to zero; u¡r(O) : 0. For each training vector x with correct

class label c, the predicted class c' is calculated. If c' : cr the weights are updated according

to the following equation:
w"(n'*1) :w"(z¿)

If the predicted class is wrong, however, then c/ f c and the weight vectors are updated

according to:
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Figure 2.9: The Generalised Linear Machine.

w"(nf1) :w"(n) lP*'
w",(n*1) :wcr(r)-t"*'

where p is the learning rate. Thus the weights are modified so as to correct the error
most recently made.

When each training vector has been presented once, an epoch has transpired. TYaining

continues until a prescribed error rate is achieved, or a prescribed maximum number of
epochs has occurred. If the epoch limit is reached, the classifier did not converge, probably

because the data are not linearly separable. The subsequently-used weights are taken from
the epoch that resulted in the least training error. For linearly-separable data and þ ) 0,

convergence is guaranteed (Nilsson, 1993, pp. 88-90).

The advantages of the GLIM are its simplicity and speed (O(N.e"r), where eo, is the
average number of epochs for training), and its insensitivity to the choice of initial weights

and learning rate. The disadvantages are its inflexible linear decision surfaces and uncertain
time to convergence. Note that although a linear classifier has simple decision surfaces,

non-linearly transforming the data before classification is equivalent to using more complex

decision surfaces with the original data.

2.7.2 Multi'Layer Perceptron

The multi,-layer perceptron (lly'rLP) is a feed-forward network with an arbitrary number of
Iayers. The general architecture is shown in Figure 2.10. The network is organised into
layers with an input layer, an output layer, and hidden layers in between. Usually either one

or two hidden layers are used. Connections traditionally only exist between adjacent layers,

although short-cut connections can be added between a neuron and neurons in arbitrary
successive layers.

The activation function at each hidden neuron is typically the sigmoid function shown

in Figure 2.7; \n practice any differentiable function can be used. The activation functions

at the output neurons can be either linear (i,e: þ(a): a) or sigmoidal. The MLP is trained
using a set of input-output data pairs {x¿, dn}N. The objective of training is to learn the
required mapping from the input domain to the output domain. Tlaining proceeds by the

iterative presentation ofinput data vectors and subsequent adjustment ofthe weight vectors.

Let x(n) be the input vector presented to the input layer of the network at iteration r¿. These

x

C
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Figure 2.10: The Multi-Layer Perceptron architectrue.
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signals are propagated. forward through the network to arrive at the output neurons, thus

resulting in an output vector.
We employ the following notation: Ul @) is the output of the jth neuron in layer k as a

result of the presentation of a training sarnple at iteration r¿. The vector of outputs of the n,¿

neurons contained in layer k is yk (n). Each neuron j (except for the input-layer neurons) has

an associated weight vector *f@), where r¿ is the current iteration. The synapse connecting

the output of neuron i in layer k - t to the input of neuron j in layer k has the weight

.lt@).Each layer except the output layer is prepended with a neuron that has no inputs,

and constantly outputs the value *1 (ie: y[(n): 0 V n). This allows the gracefirl inclusion

of the bias term *loØ) : 0n into the notation.
The input layer is labeiled layer 0, and contains one node for each of the input data

d.imensions. Neurons in this layer have no weights or activation function: their outputs are

simply the corresponding input data vector elements:

v9(") : x(n)

For subsequent layers, the neuron outputs are the weighted sums of the outputs of the

previous layer acted upon by the activation function:

yf (n) : 6oç*l@)r.vk-1("))

: rr("Ð*!tln)an-'1'¡ +,fo(')) ; k:r,.",K

where dr(.) ir the activation function used at layer k. Eventually the output vector is

obtained from the network, yK(r).The error vector at the output is the difference between

the desired and network output vectors:

e(n) : d(") - YR @) (2'e)

The goal of training is to minimise some function of this error vector, usually t}i'e instanta-

neous sunx-squared error, which is the sum-squared error at the outputs upon presentation

of the training sample at iteration n:

t(n):iï"!r, (2 10)

We really want to minimise tlne auerage surn-squared error over the set of training samples:

too:f Ë tt"l (2.11)

The free parameters of the network, the synaptic weights, must be modified to minimise this

average error. The weight vectors are randomly initialised prior to training. The gradient

descent algorithm used to adjust the weights is called error back-propagation. While the error

function to differentiate is the average error in Equation(2.11), in practice the instantaneous

error of Equation(2.10) is often used to approximate the true gradient. The adjustment

L,.l;@) to weight *lt@) is formed using this gradient, and the weight is then updated

according to the delta rule:

.lí"+ 1) : .lí") + Lufi{.")

with
l*a!t@):-,lffi
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where 4 is the learning rate pararneter. Define the 'internal acti,ui,ty of neuron j from layer k
as:

af @) : w!{")r.vk-r(n))

The gradient of the instantaneous error with respect to weight .f¿ i" obtained using the
chain rule:

a8@) \s(n) aaf@) ôufØ)
a'u'l¿@) - ayf @) aufØ) awft@)

For all layers, the last two partial derivatives are:

and

H#:ó;@tr@))

#ffi:a!-'@)
The other term depends on whether the neuron is in the output layer or in a hidden layer.

We shall call this partial derivative the local gradient at neuron 7. For the output neurons:

ôe(n) a9(n) ôe¡(n)
aaf Ø) - ôe¡(n) ayf Ø)

Referring to Equations(2.9) and (2.10):

ôt(n) / \

aaf Ø): -ei\n)

The situation is more involved for neurons in the hidden layer, since there is no desired
output with which to compare the neuron's output. We exploit the fact that we know this
partial derivative for the neurons in the next layer, hence the term error back-propagation.
If we consider the instantaneous error €(n) to be a multivariate function of the outputs in
layer k f 1, then using the chain rule for multivariate functions:

ae@) i{ ae@) aaf*'(n)
ôM 

:'ÈWm., (n)).wfft (n); k : r,, (,. - 1)3 ovf*'(n)'*
Thus the local gradient can be computed in terms of the local gradients at the nodes in the
succeeding layer.

When each training sample has been presented to the network once) an epoch has oc-

curred. Thaining continues until some criterion is reached, such as zero training set error,
an increase in validation set error or the gradient magnitude approaches zero. Note that the
weight updates are different if we calculate the gradient with respect to the average error:

\€o,(n) : 1 S ¡-----.,^, ôe*(n)
ô4ñ: ñ þ-LnKek\n) a@Jn)

This is called ttre batch method of training, as opposed to the pattern method that was de-

scribed earlier. Although the gradient calculated using the average error is more accurate,

the pattern method requires less storage in implementation and results in a stochastic esti-

mate of the gradient, which can help in escaping local optima (Haykin, 1994). In general,

the efficiency of each approach depends on the problem.
What sort of functions can the MLP approximate? Ttre uniuersal approrimat'ion theorem

addresses this question:
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Theorem 2.1 (Universal Approximation Theorem
co n st ant, b o un d ed, an d' m o n o t o n e -'in crea s in g co nt'inu o u s f un

sional unit hypercube 10,7]e. The space oJ continuous

29

,19 \) Let ó(.) b" a non-

p denote the p-d'i'men-
I, is d,enoted by C(Io)on

Then giuen any functi,on f e CQ) and e ) 0, there erist an 'integer M and sets of real

constants a¿r0¿ and, w¡¡, where i ,M and j 1 p such that we may defi'ne1,

M lp \
F(rt,.. . ,rp) :Do'ó ll.¿¡"¡ - e¿l

i:1 \j=t /

as an approrimate realisation of the functi'on f (-); that i's,

lF(*t,...,rp) - l@u'..,rp)l 1,

for aII {*t,... ,ro} e Io.

The reader should note well that this is an existence theorem, and does not say what

the optimal number of hidden nodes or weight values are. In addition, the theorem states

that only a single hidden layer is required to approximate an arbitrary continuous function,

whereas the use of multiple hidden layers may greatly decrease the size or training time

required for the network. This theorem has been generalised to allow the use of any smooth

(thrice differentiable) non-linear activation function d(') i" (Kreinovich, 1991)'

The MLP can be applied to classification problems, since these require a mapping from

the input domain to the class decisions. The most common architecture is to use one output-

layer node per class and construct the target vectors using a L-o1-rn encoding:

¿t(rr)

with d¿(r)

',1,"',0]
if i : class of x(n)
otherwise

1x

[0,0

iå ,C

It has been shown that in the case of infinite training data, the network with bally-optimal

weights approximates the class posterior probabilities at the output neurons

af @): P(jlx(rz)); i :1,... ,c

Thus the optimal class decision is the class corresponding to the output-layer neuron with

the largest output. Note that under this encoding, minimisation of the sum-squared-error

at the output is not the same as the minimisation of misclassification error' which would be

a discontinuous function.

2.7.2.L Practical Issues

There are several practical considerations that must be addressed to successfully use the

MLP

Architecture The first decision that must be made is the choice of architecture. If too

many hidden neurons are used, the network will tend to over-fit the data; if too few, the

network may under-fit since it does not possess enough free parameters to perform the

mapping. In addition, the number of layers may make a difference to the performance of

the MLP. We could go as far as to allow arbitrary forward connections among the neurons.

These factors depend on the underlying complexity of the data which is generally unknown,

so for near-optimal results a search must be made over the set of possible architectures.

There is a significant amount of research into the use of evolutionary algorithms for

this purpose, the different methods varying in the extent of the search (Branke, 1995).

kin, 1994):
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For instance, genetic algorithms have been used to find the best neural connections for a

fixed number of hidden nodes (Miller et aI., I9B9), while more extreme approaches have used

genetic programming to find the number of hidden layers, hidden nodes, the interconnections

between them and the initial weights for training (Zhang and Mühlenbein, 1995)'

Activation It has been found that the training performance of an MLP can

anti-symmetric activation function at the hidden nodes (Haykin,

usual choice is the hyperbolic tangent shown in Figure 2.11.994; Bishop, 1995)

50
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1 o-aÍQ\r): ffi
Figure 2.1L: Hyperbolic tangent activation function

taining can also be expedited for classification by modifying the target vector represen-

tation. With the binary target values set to the asymptotic values of the activation function,
the weights can become very large and training become slow, This situation can be remedied

by offsetting the target values by a small amount e:

dt(rr) :l€, e,..., (1 - e), ..., e]

Local Optirna In practice it is highly unlikely that the error function will contain a single

optimum; rather the function that is being optimised will tend to be very rough and noisy,

and dotted with local optima (Widrow and Lehr, 1990). Since back-propagation training is

a gradient descent method, convergence to a local optimum is final and the network becomes

trapped at this sub-optimal point. Therefore two networks with the same architecture can

often achieve the same goal using different sets of weights. It is sensible to train the network
several times, starting with different initial weights for each training instance. For each

training run, the weight vector may start in a different basin of attraction, and hopefully the

basin of the global optimum will eventually be encountered.

One method for escaping small local optima is the use of a momentum term in training,
although this adaptive step-size update metho
The delta rule is modified to include a memo

n'ul¿(n) : o\-f¿

where a is the momentum term, and 0 < lol ( 1 for stability. Momentum allows the step-

size parameter to adapt to the local landscape: in regions where successive updates involve

gradients with the same sign, the weight update increases in magnitude, metaphorically
gaining momentum. In the case where gradients change sign on successive updates, the

weight vector has overshot a local minimum and the weight update magnitude decreases to

i5
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fit in the smaller basin. For an appropriately chosen a, the weight vector can overshoot and
thus escape relatively small local optima.

Generalisation Generalisation is a significant issue for MLPs: one could keep adding
hidden nodes to a network and generally the training error would reduce, perhaps reaching

a perfect classification accuracy. However, the network would probably be totally unable to
generalise since it would be tuned specifically to the data. Thus the very objective function
we minimise, the training set error, leads to the wrong network!

A useful result has been published by Baum and Haussler for an MLP with one hidden
layer used as a binary classifier (Baum and Haussler, 1989). Given a fixed architecture with
M hidden neurons and W synaptic weights, the network will almost definitely generalise

well, provided that:

1. the fraction of errors made on the training set is less than e/2;

2. the number of training samples N satisfies:

(2.12)

where e is the fraction of errors permitted during test. This is a di,stribut'ion-free, worst-case

formula; in practice a much smaller training set may be satisfactory. To a first approximation,
Equation(2.12) reduces to the rule-of-thumb:

WN>---
e

This result assumes that we have the number of hidden nodes most appropriate for the
complexity of the problem. In practice one tends to have a fixed-size training set and wishes
to find the best architecture. To avoid over-fitting for networks that are too large, cross-

validation techniques can be used to stop training when generalisation is estimated to be at
its best.

Pre-Processing Experience has shown that transforming the data before use with an
MLP can improve performance (Bishop, 1995). The specific transformation depends on the
type of data:

real-valued: the input variable r is typically de-meaned and scaled to the same dynamic
range as the activation functions used. This allows the same range to be used for the
random initialisation of all weights, regardless of the average magnitude of the original
data measurements.

enumerated: if r can only assume one of rn possible values, and these values have no natural
ordering, ï can be encoded in one-of-rn form to ensure that no artificial ordering is
imposed. For example if r e. {red,greenlblue,yellow} then r could be replaced with
four binary inputs:

IIT2IZï4ï
1000red
0100green
0010blue
0001yellow

Enumerated variables are also referred to as nom'inal or categoricøl attributes

*.ry'(ry)
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2.7.2.2 RPROP Tbaining Algorithm

The results of back-propagation training are sensitive to the weight step-size r¡, the correct

choice of which is problem-dependent. The use of momentum may improve matters, but in
practice moves the selection of an important parameter back one level. One can imagine

also that the learning rate should have a different magnitude at different stages in training.

Several adaptive learning-rate techniques, such as the Delta-Bar-Delta technique, have been

developed to modify the learning rate in response to the behaviour of the error function.

often modified in the Partial
is sensitive to the ivative.

agation) (Riedmil tive weight

update method in which each weight step is based on only the sign of the local gradient'

and not the magnitude. Ignoring the magnitude of the local gradient results in more robust

behaviour with respect to learning rate parameters. Each weight has an individual update

value A¿¡, which solely determines the size of the weight update:

^lî

(")

(")
)0,
(0,

<0

where 0 < r¡- < 1 < 4+, and the local gradient u*@(") is calculated at epoch n. Verbally,

the weight update-value is increased when the derivative keeps the same sign so as to speed

up convergence in shallow regions of the error surface. If the gradient changes sign, the

network has over-shot a local minimum in weight-space and the update-value is decreased

in magnitude accordingly.
With the local update-value calculated, the weight-update itself is:

,9+t) - rg) + L,uff) (2.18)

The weights are updated only after an epoch (ze; batch training). The exception to

Equation(2.13) occurs when the partial derivative changes sign, 'ie: the previous step was

too large. In this case, the weight is reverted to its previous value:

-1) 69 (n)

" aru

when back-tracking is performed, the gradient changes back-

tracking repeatedly, the gradient @("-]') is set to zero for The

update-values A¿¡ are initialised randómly wit ir a uniform distr 
" 

(0)]'

During training, the update-values are constrained to the range l\^¿n, A*orf ' The weights

are initialised randomly on the range lr*in,u^or] with a uniform distribution.

2.8 Decision TYees

Decision trees are data models that can be used to classify objects by asking a series of

questions to arrive at a class prediction. The trees, which are generally binary, consist of

@)-Í 
-

ij -ì +
Io

A,U

Lrff) - -n,ff ) lr #6uti

n
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internal nodes and terminal nodes; an example is shown for a 2-dimensional domain with
two classes in Figure 2.I2(a). Each node represents a sub-set of the training data: at the
root node we begin with the full training set, which is subdivided as we progress down the
tree. A question is asked at each internal node, and all the samples responding affirmatively
are assigned to the left child node, with those responding negatively going to the right child
node. This process is called a split. Usually splits involve one variable and are of the form "Is
r¿ 1 c ?". In the example, we begin with 364 training examples. For 207 of these samples,

the first attribute 11 is less than 1.5, and these samples are assigned to the left branch. The
subdivision of the data sample continues until a terminal node is reached. Each terminal
node is assigned one of the pre-existing class labels according to the construction algorithm.
Thus a novel sample presented to the tree can successively be tested against the splitting
questions along some path and eventually arrive at a terminal node where a class label is
assigned.

Referring to Figure 2.12(b), we can see that each region ri corresponds to one of the
terminal nodes in Figure 2.I2(a). The axis-parallel sub-division of the feature space is a
characteristic of this form of univariate split.

Class I Class 2

ø1 ( 1 5

r6

x2

il

t0

I

1

5

4

l

2

I

12 ( 8.3

r1

C1

12 1 4.7

r2 tt I 7,7

c2

12 1 2,1

c2 Cl

rl 15

9 t0 | ^tC2 C1

(a) Decision Tlee for 2-class 2-dimensional
problem. The number of samples associ-
ated with each node is written in the node,
the splitting criterion is shown to the left
of each internal node, and the assigned
class number is written underneath each

terminal node.

(b) Corresponding pa^rtition in 2-dimensional do-
matn.

Figure 2.L2: An example of a decision tree

The decision tree approach to classification has the advantage of being descriptive as

well as predictive, since the rules of a reasonably-sized tree are humanly interpreted and

understandable. The three main issues in the construction of a decision tree are (Breiman
et aL,1984):

1. selection of the splits,
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2. when to stop splitting, and

3. the assignment of each terminai node to a class

There are very many ways of addressing these issues, since the research field is quite mature

and many different algorithms have been developed. Among the better-known algorithms are

çART (Breiman et aL.,1984), ID3 (\Minston, 1992), C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993), FOIL (Quinlan

and Cameron-Jones, 1995), FACT (Loh and Vanichsetakul, L988) and QUEST (Loh and

Shih, 1997b). A description of CART, C4.5 and QUEST are included in this section. A
more comprehensive overview of the whole field can be found in (Murthy, 1996; Gelfand and

Delp, 1991). But first, a discussion of some of the main points about decision trees.

One can observe from the previous example that univariate splits can be quite inappro-

priate for data in which class discrimination depends on combinations of variables. While

early endeavours in decision tree research only used univariate splits, multi-variate splits are

now commonplace, and usually manifest as linear (oblique) splits of the form (Breiman et aI.,

1e84):

Da^r^ ! c?

In general, arbitrary combinations of the data can be used to perform splits. For instance'

neural networks have been used to perform non-linear multivariate splits at each internal

node (Guo and Gelfand, 1992).

Another advantage of decision trees is their ability to cope with ordered and categorical

data. Often a variable can only take on one of several values which have no particular

ord.ering, such as colours or types of car. These enumerated variables can pose a problem

for some methods. Given a variable ø¿ which can take on values in A: {ot,oz,. . . oK}? the

split question for an enumerated variable is:

r¿ €. B,whereB C A

Decision trees also allow for a rather unique method of dealing with missing data, called

surrogate spti,ts (Breiman et aI., 1984). A measure of similarity of two splits is defined for

a given node. If the best split ^9 is performed on variable rrn, then find the split ,9' that
uses variables other than rrn and that is most similar to ^9. ^9t is the best surrogate split.

Now find the second best surrogate split, the third best and so on. When it comes to using

the tree for classification, a sample that has the value of r* missing is tested on the best

surrogate split, and so on for any other missing values.

A drawback of decision trees is that they are grown incrementally according to some

criterion, and are therefore incrementally optimal rather than globally optimal. The use of

hard decisions may also be a liability in noisy environment, due to their sensitivity to noise.

Developments in decision trees have been made using soft decisions, and fiizzy logic has also

been used to partition data. Soft splitting assigns probabilities to sample categorisations, so

that a sample has a membership in multiple tree nodes. This can result in more robustly

interpretable trees (Gelfand and Delp, 1991; Sethi, 1995).

Although decision trees can be understood, they must be interpreted with carrtion. For

example, if a variable is not used to perform a split in the tree, we might conclurle that it is
not useful for classification. It may be, however, that the variable's usefulness was masked

by other variables (Breiman et aL,1984). When this masking is narrow, small changes in

the data sample or the priors may greatly affect the final tree, leading to unstable results.

There are methods to cope with tree interpretation described in (Breiman et a\.,1984), but

the most sage advice from there is to do any such analysis carefully and objectively.

Algorithms that split on variables by performing an exhatrstive search have a compu-

tational complexity that increases with the number of values taken by that variable in the
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learning sample. For an ordered variable with n distinct values, there are (" - 1) splits, and

for an enumerated variable with M values, there are (Zrø-t - 1) splits (Loh and Shih, 1997ó).

A problem that affects tree interpretability is that exhaustive search techniques tend to be

biased towards variables that have more splits.

2.8.1 CART

The book on Classification and, Regression Tlees (Breiman et a1.,1984) (CART) is a seminal

work on decision trees which discusses and offers solutions for many of the issues in the field,
including generalisation and parsimony. It was observed in (Breiman et aL,1984) that the

resubstitution estimate of classification error (ie; based on the training set) decreased to
zero as the tree size was allowed to increase, until eventually each terminal node contained

only a single training sample. As this increase in size occurred, howevet, the error on an

independent test set increased. The method used by CARII to arrive at a good-sized tree is
to allow an unreasonably-large tree to grow, then prune it back to improve generalisation.

Splits are found by exhaustive search in CART:

1. for each variable ø¿

(a) if ø¿ is an ordered variable

o if r¿ only takes on .ðl distinct values in the training set, r¿ € {*n, ri2t . . . riN},
then for each value u¿¡ generate the split:

r¿1r¡¡*!#
else r¿ is an enumerated variable

o for each sub-set B of the set of values -4 that can be taken by r¿, generate

the split:
r¿€B

end if
(b) Select the best split for this variable.

end for

2. Select the variable with the best split.

The concept of which split ,9 is best at node ú is determined by the goodness-of-split

criterion ó(S,t). There are many different criteria, but all are based on the concept of
purity: the more homogeneous the samples are at a node in terms of classes, the more pure

the node. Therefore if a node ú has impurity i(ú), a split that results in the two child nodes

ú¿ and ú¿ results in a decrease in impurity:

6i(s,t) : i(t) - pui(tt) - pn.i(tn)

where p7 and pR aïe the proportions of the sub-set at ú going to the left and right child

nodes. The split with the highest decrease in impurity is best.

Examples of impurity measures are:

entropy:

C

i(t) : - D ejlt)togþU lt)l
J=l
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Gini index:

36

C

i(t) : I -De2ult)
j:7

A simple method for hatting of the splitting process is to set a threshold B for 6i'(5,ú), and

stop when 6¿(S,t) ( B. Experimentation has shown that this method is not very robust to

the selection of B (Breiman et aL, 1984). When pruning is used, the size of the initially-grown

tree is not such a concern. In fact, if sufficient computational resources \¡/ere available, the

best option would be to continue until the largest possible tree size is reached. The algorithm

used in practice is to stop splitting a node ú when:

o ú is pure; ie: each sample in the node belongs to the same class; or

¡ the number of samples N(ú) 3 N*in, a user-defined minimum-number of samples

required for a split; or

o all the data samples in ú are identical'

Define a pruned sub-tree T' of tlne tree T to be the tree remaining when the branch 7¿

rooted at some node ú is removed; the notation is ?/ < ?. The branch is pruned by removing

the sub-tree rooted at ú but leaving the node ú in place. We write:

Tt:T -Tt
The pruning method proceeds by iteratively pruning the weakest link in the tree. This results

in a sequence of sub-trees of the original large tree T^or, all of different sizes. The best-sized

sub-tree is then selected using an "honest estimate" of the misclassification rate.

The error rate used to prune the tree is based on the training set error (resubstitution

error). Since this would always be biased towards larger trees, it is used in the context of

mi,nimal cost-compleri,ty prtning. Defining the complexity of T 1T^o, to be the number of

terminals lf l in ?, the cost-complexity measure is:

R.(T): R(") + alil

where Ã(") is the resubstitution error of tree 7. For each a ) 0, we seek the minimum

cost-complexity sub-tree ?(a) 1T*o, which satisfi.es:

R,(r@\ : rU#', R.(r)
if ,R"(") : R"(T(a)), then r(a) < r

For any node ú € ? which is the root of a sub-tree 7¿, we have

R"(t) : 'R(ú) +a
R.(Tù : R7ò+olrtl

For sub-tree ?¿ to be of use, we need R"(Tù < ß"(¿). There will be some critical value of a

for which equality is obtained, and the node ú becomes preferable to the sub-tree below it.

Solving Equations(2.I4) and (2. 15) :

o(a <R"(t)=-R"(rt) (2.16)
l"úl - 1

The right-hand side of Inequality 2.16 can be calculated for each node in ?, marking equality

with a. The sub-tree with the lowest value of this threshold c is the weakest link, in the

(2.t4)
(2.15)
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sense that as ¿r increases, it is the first sub-tree for which its root node becomes preferable,

and should be pruned first.
The pruning algorithm starts with T^or. First, every node f/ for which R(t') -- R(t') +

R(t'n) is pruned, resulting in the tree ?r :T(a:0). Then, calculate the function:

s{t):
*oo

t #Tt
t eft

Prune all sub-trees f1 for which:

s,(lù:ftT' st(t)

to obtain ?2. Repeat this process starting with 72, and so on, to arrive at a sequence of
progressively-smaller trees, eventually ending with the root node only:

T1t T2 Þ ?s Þ ...t h Q.I7)

In practice, this algorithm tends to prune many nodes in the beginning, and progressively

fewer towards the end.

There are several interesting and convenient properties of the quantities in this process'

If we let an : g*(ln), then it can be shown that c¡ < ak+LV k > 1 in the sequence of trees.

Also, due to the discrete nature of the experiment, the tree T(où remains the minimum
cost-complexity tree for the Iange of continuous values between o¿k arlld o¿k+t.

Given the sequence of trees in Equation 2.17, it remains to select the best pruned sub-

tree based on some independent measure of classification error. The two most widely used

methods are an independent validation sample, or u-fold cross-validation. The first method

is straight-forward, the second more complex. For cross-validation, we select a number

V and divide the training set ,L into V disjoint sub-sets .Lr. The uth learning sample is

tr@) : L - Lu. Then V auxiliary trees are grown on each respective .L, along with the

main tree on tr. For each value of a we have ?(a) and ?(') (a),u :1, . . . , V, the minimum

cost-complexity sub-trees of T*o, and.T*¿".For each cut-offvalue a¡ of T¡, the geometric

mean of the continuous range of a is used as the frozen value for combining the auxiliary
trees:

d'k: ok'ak+L

Then the errors of the 7@) (at¡r) on the respective Lu are combined to form an estimate of
the true error rate R-(Tù.The sub-tree ?(o¿¡) derived from L that minimises this error

estimate is chosen as the best-sized sub-tree:

R"u(Tno):*Ån R'u(Tt) (2.18)

The analysis of the bias of this method is complicated, but errs on the conservative side of

larger errors since the 7(o)1a)'s are derived from a smaller training sample and are therefore

generally less accurate.
The rule of Equation 2.18 can be modified to take into account the variability in results

with cross-validation error due to different random division into the V sub-sets. The new

rule, called the 1 S.E. rBzle, assumes a binomial distribution for the errors of the classifier,

and selects the smallest tree with misclassification rate estimate within one standard error

of the lowest:

Select tree T¡¡ with kl the maximum k such that Ã(?¡1) < Ã("ro) + SE(A(40))

As was stated earlier, the absence of a variable in the splits does not indicate that it has

no correlation with the class of the samples. A method of ranking the input variables in
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order of importance is given in (Breiman et a\.,1984). The method is based on the surrogate

splits ,5- of variable r*. Let ? be the optimal tree obtained through growing and pruning.

Compute the loss of impurity of the surrogate split, ô1(,5-,t), at each node in ?. The

importance measure is defined as:

M(r*):lttlí*,t)
teT

Therefore similar splits of which only one can be chosen for the final tree will offer similar

contributions to their respective importance values. The importance measure is usually

normalised to L}}.M(r^)l^å" M(*^) so that the most important variable has a value of

100, and the others range from 0 to 100.

2.8.2 c4.6

C4.5 is an extension of the ID3 algorithm; both were developed by Ross Quinlan (Quinlan,

1gg3). The two main characteristics of the C4.5 algorithm are that a single attribute can

only be used once in any given path from the root to a leaf node, and the splitting criterion

used is information gain.
For a discrete attribute ,4. with n, possible values, the splitting rule results in n outcomes

(tree branches). For a real-valued variable, there are only two outcomes of the test ,4. ( ú.

Each pair of adjacent values for the variable in the test set is a possibility for a split point

ú. At each step, that variable is chosen which maximises the ga'in rat'io:

Gain Ratio (D,r): ffi84
Here D is the set of samples in question, ? is the proposed test with k outcomes, C is the

number of classes andp(D,j) is the proportion of cases in D that belong to class j. Flom
information theory, the uncertainty about the class to which a case in D belongs is (Quinlan,

1ee6):
C

r(D): -Dp@, j) xLos2(w@,i))
j:r

The information gained by test ? is:

k

Gain(D, 
") 

: 1(D) - t lD,l
lDl

x I(D¿)
i:t

This quantity tends to increase with the number of outcomes and therefore favotrrs discrete

variables that have many values, so the gain ratio is formed by using the split information:

sptit(D, T): _rn=r*Wx log2 (#)
which is the potential information obtained by simply dividing the data into ,k sub-sets'

regardless of class.

Continuous attributes tend to be favoured when selecting splits: for an attribute with N
values in the training set, there are .ð[- 1 splits to choose from, whereas for a discrete variable

there is only one possible split. Two modifications to C4.5 are described in (Quinlan, 1996)

to overcome this problem:

1. the minimum descripti,on length principle is the minimisation of the total n'Lessage

length, which is the sum of the bits required to encode the decision tree (the theory)
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and the bits needed to correct the errors made by the tree (the exceptions). The MDL
principle provides a mechanism for trading off the complexity and accuracy of the tree

to preserve generalisation. A split on a discrete variable requires the encoding of the
variable identifier only, whereas for a continuous variable an additional log2(,ll- 1) bits
are needed to encode the split point ú. This increase in message length is subtracted
from the information gain on a per-case basis:

Gain'(D, ?) : Gain(D,T) - log2(N' - 1)

Now a continuous attribute with many observed distinct values is less likely to be

selected.

2. the split information varies with the split position ú and is maximal when there are as

many cases in D above ú as there are below. Since the number of outcomes is always

two for a continuous variable, the gain rather than the gain ratio is used to select the
split point. Note that the gain ratio is still used to select the best variable.

Noisy data often leads to over-sized trees, so pruning is used.

2.8.3 QUEST
The QUEST algorithm (Quick, Unb'iased, Efficient Statistical Tfees) is a decision tree algo-

rithm based on the FACT and CART methods which addresses the following issues (Loh
and Shih, 1997b):

o exhaustive search methods tend to be biased toward variables with more possible splits;
and

o the order of computational complexity for a categorical variable with N values is ex-

ponential, OQN-r - l)"

The FACT algorithm deals with the problems of variable selection and split selection sepa-

rately. To select the split variable, the analysis-of-variance -F -statistic is calculated for con-

tinuous variables, and the variable with the largest statistic is selected. Linear discriminant
analysis is then used to find the split point. Discrete variables are handled by transforming
them into ordered variables using the CRIMCOORD method. The FACT algorithm results

in one sub-tree for each class represented at the node.

In contrast, Quest yields binary splits by applying a two-means clustering algorithm and

then using quadratic discriminant analysis to determine the split point between the two

super-classes. The FACT method of variable selection is biased towards discrete variables,
because after the CRIMCOORD transformation they tend to be stochastically larger. The

QUEST method overcomes this bias by using a different statistical test for discrete variables;

the overall process is quite complicated.
The QUEST algorithm can be used with u-fold cross-validation, pruning and linear com-

bination splits. A recent comparison of several decision tree methods on public databases

has found that QUEST performs relatively well overall in terms of accurac¡ speed and tree

size (Lim et a|.,1997).

2.9 Feature Selection

Feature selection is the process of selecting a sub-set Xt of the original set of input measure-

ments (features) .t to use for classification. One might argue that the maximum number

of features in hand should be presented to the classifier, since this provides the maximum
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amount of information available about the problem. It has been observed, however, that
there is a "peaking" effect associated with the addition of features to a classifier: as features

are added, performance improves up to a point, after which additional features degrade

performance (Young and Fu, 1986). Also, the features are usually correlated, so in situa-

tions where an economy of sensors or classifi.er size is required, redundant features should be

removed.
Although there could be several reasons for the peaking effect previously mentioned, the

main reason is the curse of d'imens'ionali,ty (Drda and Hart, 1973), the principle that as

the dimensionality of data points increases, they become more sparse in the feature space.

In fact, the hyper-volume of the input space increases exponentially as more features are

added (Sinkkonen, 1998). Since a classifier must provide a covering over the input space'

and the amount of resources required are in some way proportional to the hyper-volume of the

space, classifier generalisation performance tends to degrade as dimensionality is increased.

For a general classifi.er, the optimal features cannot be selected independently of one

another since they may be correlated. The only way to pick the optimal sub-set of features

is to perform an exhaustive search over all possible sub-sets and optimise some criterion' For

a set of d features, there are 2d -I - 1¡0'3xd possible sub-sets, prohibiting exhaustive search

for a significant number of features. For instance, if the problem is prediction for financial

forecasting and we wish to find the best set of stock indicators for our problem, there may be

thousands of possible indicators, from the Dow Jones to the humidity in Namibia. In cases

where there are many features to choose from, a heuristic search for a good sub-set must be

performed.
The next question is what criterion to use during the search. The obvious choice is

to examine the performance of the classifier directly using the sub-set of features at hand.

This approach is usually too computationally expensive, and the solution obtained may be

more characteristic of the particular training and test sets rather than the whole popula-

tion (Ripley, 1996). If the class-conditional density functions are known, then the true error

probabilities can be used to select the best sub-set. For example, the diuergence criterion for

two classes is (Young and F\r, 1986):

Jp(xt) : l*.*, þ(*1" - 1) - p(xlc:2)1. ln
p(xlc: 1)

dxxlc:2)

Jp is zero when the class distributions fully overlap, and a maximum when there is no overlap

at all. For the multi-class case, the criterion is averaged over all class-pair combinations:

CC
Jo(x'): t t P(i)P(i)Jij(x')

i=I i:i+I

Shannon's entropy measure can also be used:

Js(X'): - [Jx€

C

I r1;¡x; log2[P(ilx)].p(x).dx
x, ,=

Such criteria simplify when the distributions are assumed to be Gaussian.

Distribution-free criteria that do not involve error probabilities are based on the relation-

ship of within-class distances and between-class distances. These criteria are also used for

clustering, or unsupervised learning. Given some distance metric d(*¿n,xyl) between the kth
pattern of the ith class and the lth pattern of the jth class, the inter-class distance criterion

is: 
1c c 1 nini

r¿(x'): *t P(ùDPØ:Dt d,(x¿¡,x¡)
o i=7 i=l 

tox'ol k:l l=l
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There are several heuristic search algorithms that have been used for some time to select

sub-optimal feature sub-sets. Step-wise strategies assume that the feature selection criterion

is monotonic:

lf X¡ is a sub-set containing j features, X1C X2C..'X¿,

then J(.u1) S J(xz) ... I J(x¿)

Forward select,ion is the process of starting with one feature, then at each step adding the

feature that maximises the increase in J (Ripley, 1996). Baclcward, selection is the opposite

pïocess: we start with the full set of features and iteratively remove the featrrre whose

presence least increases J. These two methods are rather limited in that they do not account

for interactions between features.
A popular method from combinatorial optimisation that does produce optimal results

with respect to the criterion used is tlne branch and bound algorithm. Savings are made

during the search using the monotonicity property by eliminating sub-set ,4 from further

investigation if we know that a larger sub-set A' C A has a value of J that is below our

current best value ¿y over sub-sets of size k. We start with an estimate of a obtained using

one of the other heuristic techniques, and consider the set of all features. We recursively

drop one feature at a time to form branches in a search tree. At any point, the sub-tree

below a sub-set with a J value lower than the best so far need not be considered further. A
sub-set with J higher than the best is used to update o'

Genetic algorithms have also been applied to the task of feature selection (Punch et al.,

1993; Vafaie and Imam, 1994; Vafaie and De Jong, 1993). Several criteria have been de-

veloped to measure the relevance and irrelevance of features for classification (John et al.,

1994). A review of feature selection methods is given in (Scott et al., 1998)' where it is

concluded that in order for a feature selection algorithm to be successful, the classifier to be

used with the features must be taken into consideration'

2.LO Generalisation and Model Complexity

For a given set of data there are an infinite number of possible explanations or models, and

those models will vary in their complexity. For instance, if we were both to see a dolphin

balance a ball on its snout, you may conclude that it has been trained by humans to do

so, whereas I might postulate in a somewhat contrived manner that the dolphin is actually

a visitor from a parallel universe with an intellect far superior to ours, and is trying to

communicate to us its desire for a tin of dubbin. The general principle that the simplest

explanation is true offers widespread appeal to human beings. In science, this principle is

known as Occam's Razor, and was popularised by William of Ockham(1285-1349)' What

William actually said was "Pluralitas non est ponenda sine necessitas" (plurality shouldn't

be posited without necessity) (Ellison, 1995). He was by no means the first to express the

concept, since similar statements are found in the writings of his teacher Duns Scotus. Even

Aristotle in the Physics (book I, chapter vi) wrote "for the more limited, if adequate, is

always preferable".
This issue is pertinent for classification, since the objective is to construct a classifier that

generalises well. The classifier interpolates the given set of training points, and the behaviour

of the interpolation between these points determines the quality of the generalisation' There

is an infinite number of ways in which to do this, but if the training data is on the same scale

as the structure of the underlying model, then the smoothest or most regular mapping is

desirable. Consider, for example, the interpolation problem of Figure 2.13. Both interpola-

tions are correct in that they pass through the points provided, but the second is condemned

in the observer's mind as inplausible because it is not a well-behaved interpolator.
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(a) "smooth" interpolatron (b) "non-smooth" interpolation

Figure 2.13: An example of two possible interpolations of a set of measurements

The consequence for classification is that classifiers which are less complex will tend to
generalise better. Aside from splitting ties between equally-performing classifiers, we may

want to cut out the cross-validation process altogether and construct a classifier from a

training set alone using the principle of parsimony. This would require the minimisation
of some function of model complexity and model error. Difficulties soon arise over how to
quantify the complexity of the model and in what proportions to trade-off the two quantities.

There is even no reason to believe that a linear combination should be used.

The Bayesian framework allows this trade-off to occur in a principled manner, since a

more complex model is more likely to have a lower conditional probability (Hanson et aI.,

1991). Another mechanism that is more explicit about model complexity is the m,inimurn

message length (MML) principle (Quinlan, 1989), also known as min'imum description length

(MDL). MML and MDL were developed independently but are virtually identical. The MML
principle is usually stated as the following communication problem: I have a set of data D
which I intend to communicate to you as a string of bits in the most concise way possible.

We agree prior to this communication on an encoding scheme for the data; this scheme

remains fixed and is independent of the data. Now I could transmit the data to you directl¡
but it would probably contain redundant information. Instead, I develop a model for the

data, M, and transmit the model and the data given the model. The total length of this

message is L(M) + L(D\M). The principle states that the model that minimises the bit-
length of this message is the best model. For example, the model portion of the message

may be the parameters for the distribution of the data, while the data may be transmitted
as a Huffman code that was constructed based on this distribution. Although the problem

is framed in this way, the most important aspect is the mod,el rather than the bit-string
communicated: therefore it is only necessary to be able to calculate the encoded length of the

model and message, rather than the actual encoded strings themselves. The MML principle

has obvious applications in data mining and physics, since it generates a likely explanation

for a set of data.
For classification, consider the use of decision trees as models. You and I both have a

copy of the data set, but only I have the class labels which I wish to transmit to you. I
construct a decision tree to classify this data, but due to class overlap there will be some

erïors. Therefore the message I send to you is the encoded tree plus the exceptional cases

which the tree classifies incorrectly (Quinlan, 19Sg). The tree that minimises the length of

this message is the MMl-optimal tree. One of the main issues in the use of MML is how

to efficiently encode the model and the data; in general the encoding is sub-optimal which

results in a sub-optimal tree.
It has long been the goal of machine learning researchers to devise the perfect classifier

which can out-perform all other methods on all problems. Therefore one finds many general
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classifiers in the literature that are designed to operate on any data regardless of its origin.

Researchers have, however, reached the gradual realisation that there is no "Holy Grail" of
classifiers, but rather some methods are more appropriate than others in particular situations.

An important result is presented in (Schaffer, 1994): a conservation law for generalisation

performance.

Theorem 2.2 (Law of Conservation of Generalisation Performance) Define a learn-

ing situati,on S as atri,ple(D,C,n) where D and,C specify how the data are generated andn
is the s,ize of the training set. Define GPL(S) to be the generalisation perforrnance of learner

L in learning situat'ion S. For any learner L,

! crrls¡ : s
s

The theorem was proven for two-class problems. Generalisation performance was defined as

the correct classification rate of the learner on examples not used in the training set minus

0.5. The conservation law has interesting consequences for "general" classifiers. For instance,

it is possible for a classifier to perform very well on a few learning situations and mildly
worse-than-chance on the rest of learning situations, or to perform very well on a sub-set of
situations, very badly on another sub-set and neutrally on the rest of the possible learning

situations. It is not, however, possible for a classifier to perform better than chance in all
learning situations, or to have better-than-guessing performance on a sub-set of situations

and neutral performance on the rest. Good performance in some situations must necessarily

be balanced by poor performance in others. A similar result has been obtained in the No

Free Lunch theorems for learning algorithms (Wolpert, 1996), which conclude that any two

learning algorithms have the same expected generalisation loss when averaged over all target

functions.
The conservation of generalisation shifts the focus of research from "the quest for the

Holy Grail", to the question of which algorithms perform best in certain situations. Another

consequence is that any demonstration that an algorithm A is better than another algorithm
B on some test suite is counter-balanced by inverted relative performance on some other

test-suite.

z.LL Benchmark Standards

There is no question that pattern recognition is an exciting field that captures imaginations
with its many possibilities and futuristic applications. Perhaps this coupled with the ease

with which classifiers can be implemented on a computer has sparked the proliferation of
publications about new methods or applications for classification. Just as computer hardware

developments have succeeded advances in computer software, the theoretical analysis of
learning algorithms and the principled and methodical presentation of their results has fallen

far behind the number of publications involving superficial empirical investigations. A study

of 190 neural network articles published in 1993 and 1994 revealed that 29Vo contained no

realistic learning problems, only 8% presented results for more than one real-data problem,

and one third of papers didn't contain a comparison with other known algorithms (Prechelt'

1996). Another study (Flexer, 1996) on 61 articles from neural network journals found that

only 43To of experiments involved multiple training runs, only 5% used a statistical test in a
comparison with another method, and althoughT2% used a hold-out test set, only 5% used

a validation set.
In addition to these findings, it is rare to find the full details of algorithm parameters

and experimental configuration in a publication, and those parameters that are specified are

sometimes ambiguous in their meaning. Furthermore, reliance of results on the permutation,
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partitioning and encoding of the data often makes a direct comparison with published results

impossible.
There have been several attempts to overcome these problems by standardising experi-

ments and comparisons (Prechelt, 1994; Flexer, 1996; Zheng,1993; Rasmussen et aI., 7996;

ESPRIT, 1995). Many of the conventions adopted in this thesis have been taken from

the Probenl benchmark report (Prechelt, 1994), and will be described in Chapter 6' Of
particular interest in benchmarking are statistical tests for the comparison of two or more

classification algorithms. Some recommended methods are described next.

2.LI-.L McNemar's Test

Suppose we have two classifiers and we wish to compare their performance on the test set.

Simply assuming the errors are binomially distributed and comparing the error bounds on

the two error rates gives a pessimistic test of their difference, since there are some sam-

ples that both algorithms always get wrong or right, inflating both variances. McNemar's

Test (Ripley, 1994), a statistical test for differences between proportions in paired sample

designs, overcomes this problem. Let the two algorithms be A and B, with misclassification

probability estimates eA aîd eB on some test set. We construct the null hypothesis that
these two algorithms are equivalent:

Hg i e¡: ¿B

Without loss of generality, we want to test 1{6 against:

H1 :e¡lep

where ,4. is the algorithm that resulted in fewer misclassifications. We then construct the

contingency table for the number of samples correctly and incorrectly classified by both

algorithms, shown in Table 2.3. The main-diagonal elements contain the number of samples

that both algorithms agreed on. The important elements come from the off-diagonal: these

describe the differences between the algorithms.

Table 2.3: table for methods A and B
Cn Ip TotaI

Ct B C,¿,,1n Ct
I¡ I*Ca) (1,s, I n) Qt)

Total (cn) (Ia) TN

Let (I¡,CB), the number of observations correctly classified by B but not by -4, be

defined as success, and let M : (I*Cn) + (C*Ie). Under the null hypothesis, the number

of successes is binomially distributed:

(I'q,,Cn) - B(M,0'5)

For a given problem, we can use the cumulative probability density function for B(M,0.5)
at (I¡,CB) to calculate the level of significance of the result:

a: F(r S (I.q,,CB))

The probability that Hs car. be rejected is (1 - a)'
Note that McNemar's test gives a measure of the statistical significance that algorithm

,4 is better than B, but doesn't say by how much'
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2.L1.2 tTest
The ú-Test can be used to test for a significant difference in the auerage error rates of two

classifiers over several runs. Given the mean r and sample standard deviation s of an error

rate estimate for a classifier obtained from a sample of N values, we can estimate the standard
error of the mean:

^soz: ylñ
For sufficiently large values of N, r is distributed normally with mean X and standard

deviation ô¿, so that the true mean error rate X lies in the confidence interval r+I.96ãr
with probability 0.95.

For small samples (ie: N < 30) the normality assumption is no longer valid. Instead, a

Student's ú-distribution must be applied which yields accordingly larger confidence intervals.

A statistically-significant result can only be guaranteed if the two confidence intervals do

not overlap. Otherwise, a ú-test for the significance of the difference between means must be

used. We have two classification algorithms, A and B and we perform Na and N3 runs on A
and B respectively. It is assumed that the error rates both come from normal distributions
with the same standard deviation but different means. Using the sample means r¡ and rp
and variances s2o and s| of the runs, we perform the following test'

+_úrA-lDB
ixA - :LB

õno-n"

t-

oat-ns

ãf;oot"a : gr-il:1**rl: 
; 

r, r'

With the ú-statistic, the hypothesis that ,4 and B give the same error rate can be rejected

at some level of significance, say o : 0.05 by looking in a ú-table (for a two-tailed test) with
(N¿ + Na - 2) degrees of freedom'

In general, the populations of errors generated by the two classifiers will have different
variances. The statistic for the unequal variance test is (Press et aL, 1992):

x;A - frB

õf,oot"a(*^. #")

"'¿lN.¿,+ 
s2"f NB

ú is approximately distributed as a Student's ú distribution with a number of degrees of
freedom equal to:

"--É*h)'"_ u,#H+!+H

2.LL.3 Comparing Multiple Classifiers

The simplest way of comparing multiple classifiers is to perform each distinct pairwise com-

parison. Given the confidence o, the probability of making at least one Type I error in a
fanrily of ,.I statistically-independent tests is the family-wise error rate, FW E: 1 - (1 - o)J ;

for o: 0.05, FWE:0.64. One testing method that overcomes this problem is called the

one-waA repeated Tneasures des'ign, and is described in (Feelders and Verkooijen, 1995). It
produces confidence intervals for the pairwise differences in error rates between the methods,

and compensates for the multiplicity effect. Given thLe n¿s¿ test set observations and the k
classification methods h,,...,f¡,lhe first step is to produce the one-way repeated measures

lay-out, shown in Table 2.4. Yij is 1 if /¡ classifies observation i correctl¡ and zero otherwise.
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Table 2.4: One- eated measures

The pooled variance for each pairwise difference Y.¡ - Y.¡, is:

;.2 _ 2(kDT!iY. _ DT!:i\?)
"diff-@

Using the notation that 0¡ is the proportion of correct classifications on the test set of
classifier f ¡, the 100(1 - a)% simultaneous confidence intervals for all pairwise differences

0¡ - 0¡, is:

0¡ - 0¡, .17; -Y.¡, r zi.,-.,.õdlfr] (1 < i < i' < k)

where. Zl,.,r_o/ris based on the Student f distribution adjusted for k*, the total number of
pairwise comparisons involved, and u : rùtst - 1 the degrees of freedom. Tables for the Z
statistic can be found in (Marascuilo and McSweeney, L977). The value for Z increases with
k*,Ieading to wider confidence intervals. For each data set, the method results in a table of
confidence intervals for each pair of methods. Intervals that contain 0 indicate that there is

no significant difference between the errors of the two classifiers.

2.1,2 Conclusion

This chapter has presented an introduction to pattern recognition, and a comprehensive

overview of supervised classification. Material presented later in this thesis refers back to
this chapter. The next chapter has a similar function, but for genetic programming instead

of pattern recognition. With the introductory material aside, the main points of this thesis

begin in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Evolutionar
Techniques

y Optimisation

3.1- Introduction
The previous chapter has presented a founding knowledge of pattern recognition, and in
particular those topics that are relevant to the work of this thesis. This chapter serves

the same purpose for the topic of evolutionary computation. First, a general overview of
optimisation is given. Then evolutionary computation is introduced as a set of algorithms

inspired by the principles of biological evolution. Finally those paradigms of particular
relevance to this thesis, genetic algorithms and genetic programming, receive a lengthier

treatment. The reader familiar with these areas may wish to skip this chapter.

3.2 Optimisation and Search

Many problems of interest to humans can be framed as optimisation problems. An optimi-
sation problem requires an objecti,ue tunct'ion which quantifies how good or bad a solution
is. Such a function maps the space of possible solutions r e I into a real scalar value,

f @) ,.T -+ W. The term "search" is synonymous with optimisation because optimisation is

really a search for a global minimum or maximum of the objective function. Ãn opti,misati,on

algorithm is a series of steps which are carried out to search for an extremum of the objective
function. Two examples of an optimisation problem are:

1. Find the minimum value of (Foulds, 1981):

f@,a):4r*3a

subject to the constraints

2. The Tfaueli,ng Salesman Problem (Telfar, 1994): given the r¿ x r¿ matrix C : [c¿¡] where

c¿¡ is non-negative and denotes the Euclidean distance separating cities i and j, find
the cyclic permutation n of the integers 1,... ,n that minimises f (") :DT=tc¿"(¿).

3r*4y <
4r *2y <

0 < zand
0<A

47
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There are many differences between these two problems, the most notable being that the
first problem is a cont'inuous optimisation problem because it has a continuous solution
space, while the second is a combinatorial optimisation problem because the solution space

is discrete.
The objective function is commonly envisaged as a generalised landscape, containing

mountains, valleys and other structures in a high-dimensional space. An example of a 2-

dimensional objective function is shown in Figure 3.1. For a maximisation problem, the

"highest peak" in the landscape is the global opt'imum, the exact solution to the problem.

For a minimisation problem, the global optimum is the lowest point in the landscape.

8
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4

2

go
-¿

-4

-6

0

-1 0

-2 -1
-2

v -3 -3
X

Figure 3.1: An example of a 2-dimensional function l@,y) viewed as a landscape

3.2.t ComplexityTheory

Another difference between the example problems of the previous section is that the first is
considerably easier to solve than the second. Complerity theory is concerned with the amount

of computation required to solve a problem (Goldschlager and Lister, 1988). Complexity
theory uses order notation to bound the computational complexity of an algorithm. An
algorithm is said to be order p(n) (O(p("))), where r¿ is some measure of the size of the
problem and p(.) is some function, if the number of steps required by the algorithm to solve

the problem is bounded by a constant times p(n). Problems are divided into two categories:

those that are "easy", and those that are "hard" (\Meisstein, 1998). Easy problems can

be solved exactly in polynomial-time, and are said to be in the set P. A polynomial-time
algorithm has a number of steps that is bounded by a polynomial function of the size of the

problem. Linear programming, a numerical technique used to solve the first problem above,

is known to be in P.
Some problems are so hard as to be undecidable, and cannot be solved by any algorithm.

Examples of undecidable problems are the halting problem, Hilbert's tenth problem (solv-

abitity of polynomial equations in integers) and several problems of tiling the plane (Garey

and Johnson, 1979). The remaining hard problems require an exponential-time algorithm
for their solution, and are said to be 'intractable or i,nfeasi,ble'

2 3
2
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Problems for which no polynomial-time algorithm exists fall into two classes: those that
are proven to be hard, and those that are thought to be hard but have not been proven to
be so. Of those unproven hard problems, there is a class that can be solved in polynomial
time on a non-deterministic computer called the class of NP (non-deterministic polynomial)
problems (Garey and Johnson, 1979). If an algorithm ,4 e Al'P and every problem in
NP can be transformed to A via a polynomial-time algorithm, then A is said to be J{P-
complete (Telfar, 1994). The traveling salesman problem is an example of an .A/P-complete
problem. This class of problems includes the "hardest" problems in NP, and is particularly
interesting because if. one hlP-complete problem were proven to be P, then it is a consequence

that all,Â/P-complete problems are P. It is generally believed that NP-complete problems

are not solvable in polynomial time. There are hundreds of problems known to be AIP-
complete, such as the Hamiltonian path problem, the Steiner tree problem, the bin packing
problem and various scheduling tasks. An extensive list is found in (Garey and Johnson,
1e7e).

If a problem A is not known to be in JtÍP but every problem in NP is polynomial-
reducible to it, then,4. is said tobe NP-hard (Telfar,7994), that is at least as hard as any

"Â/P problem (Weisstein, 1998).

3.2.2 Heuristic Search Algorithms

Many interesting optimisation problems are,A/P-complete or NP-hard. For these problems,

an exact solution cannot be obtained in polynomial time: often the only way to obtain
the guaranteed global optimum is via exhaustive search. In most cases such a recourse is

prohibitively expensive, and one must settle with a near-optimal solution in a reasonable

amount of time. Algorithms which accomplish this goal are termed heurist'ic search algo-
rithms. Of these algorithms, some are generally applicable while others are tailored to the
problem but are not suitable for other problems. The more specific techniques are strong
methods because they exploit knowledge about the problem, and the general techniques are

wealç methods because little domain knowledge is used (Angeline, 1994). Strong methods
generally reach an acceptable solution faster than weak methods.

The simplest general heuristic search techniques employ local search, or hi,Il-climbing (Tel-
far, 1994). Given the objective function /(r) and the search space ø e ,1, define N(r,7), the
neighbourhood of point r, to be the set of points reachable by applying the transformation

"(.) 
to r. Local search starts with some initial solution and iteratively improves upon it by

searching the neighbourhood set for a superior solution. When the neighbourhood set con-

tains no solutions of superior quality, the search is at an end. The problem with local search

is that objective functions are generally non-convex, so there is no guarantee that the local
extremum reached is the global optimum. The quality of the final solution depends on the
starting point; the chances of reaching the global optimum can be increased by re-starting
the algorithm at different initial points.

Note that hill-climbing, and indeed every heuristic search algorithm, makes the implicit
assumption that the objective function is to some degree smooth, so that local extrema are

surrounded by search points with similar objective values. In any case, functions for which
this is not true have little chance of being successfully optimised. More complicated general

heuristic search algorithms are designed with the following goals in mind:

¡ to find an acceptable solution as quickly as possible; and

o to escape local extrema.

In general, these objectives are met by adapting to the observed characteristics of the objec-

tive function.
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3.2.3 Relationship between Search and Pattern Recognition

50

Optimisation is inextricably involved with pattern recognition. In the case of supervised

learning, one may be searching for an appropriate model, or given a model, for that model's

optimal parameters. For example, the weights that minimise the error function of an MLP
cannot be obtained analyticall¡ but via iterative training. The training process starts with
an initial set of randomly-generated weights corresponding to a single point on the error
Iandscape. Tlaining proceeds by iteratively estimating the direction of steepest descent in
weight-space with respect to error and stepping in that direction by a certain amount. This
down-hill trajectory can land the weights in a locally-optimal position. Therefore there is

no guarantee of a globally-optimal solution. Alternativel¡ an algorithm may be devised to

search for an optimal MLP architecture.
Not only do many aspects of classifier design involve optimisation, but often heuristic

algorithms are required. For instance, it has been shown in (Blum and Rivest, 1988) that
the construction of an optimal 3-node neural network is ,A/P-complete. In (Murthy, 1996),

several results are cited on the ,Å/P-completeness and NP-handness of different decision tree

induction tasks.
Another similarity between search and classification involves the conservation of perfor-

mance of general algorithms over all problems. In Section 2.10 the conservation law for
generalisation performance of classifiers was discussed. A similar result for optimisation has

been obtained in the No Free Lunch Theorems (Wolpert and Macread¡ 1996; Wolpert and

Macready, 1997). The theorems establish that for any two search algorithms, better perfor-

mance over a set of problems is offset by worse performance on another set of problems.

Theorem 3.l (No FYee Lunch Theorem for Optimisation) Define the search space

X , the cost-ualue space )), and an objecti,ue function f t f -+ y. The set of all possi'ble

objectiue funct,ions is F : lz . An algori,thm uisits a t'ime-ordered, set of m disti,nct points

d^ = {(d,%(l),d,y"(l)),...,(d!*(*),d'*(*))}, where each point i's a search-space point and

associated cost ualue. For any pair of algori,thms a1 and, a2:

D ptar^l¡,m,at): t P(#,,lf ,rn,az)
r€F lef

where dr*: {d,o^(l),..., do*(*)} denotes the ordered set of cost ualues.

The theorem applies to deterministic and stochastic algorithms. This probabilistic approach

uses P(/) : Pff(rù,...,¡(r1x)) to denote the probability that each f € f is the objec-

tive function for the optimisation problem at hand, and can be used to specify a class of
optimisation problems . P(do^ll ,m, a) is the conditional probability of obtaining a particular
sample of objective function values under the given conditions, and can be used to measure

the performance of an algorithm.
Wolpert and Macready's work also presents a geometrical interpretation of the suitability

of a search algorithm for a given problem. The probability of obtaining some sequence of
search points is:

P(d,a*1m,") : D P(dv^lm,",f)Pff)
leF

which can be written as an inner product:

P (d,Y^lm, a) : v d"y,,,o,^' P

where vd!^,a,mis the vector of length lf I containing the conditional probabilities P(da^lm,a, f),
and p is tÉé vector of the same length containing the objective function probabilities P(/).
The inner product form implies that the performance of an algorithm is proportional to its
projection onto the objective function probability vector p. That is, an algorithm must be

aligned with a particular problem to perform well. The framework also provides measures

for the performance of optimisation algorithms.
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3.3 Paradigms for Evolutionary Search

A field of biologically-inspired research contemporary with neural networks is euolutionary

computatior¿. This area of research is concerned with optimisation and search algorithms that
mimic the principles of biological evolution. In this section, the basic principles of biological

evolution are presented, and each of the four main paradigms within evolutionary computa-

tion are introduced. Deeper treatments of genetic algorithms and genetic programming are

given later in Section 3.4 and Section 3'5.

3.3.1 Biological Evolution

No scientific theory has so revolutionised both scientific and philosophical thought like the

Darwinian theories of biological evolution. Beginning with the work of Charles Darwin (1809-

1882) and Alfred Russel Wallace (1323-1913) in 1858, the classical evolutionary theory has

been refined to the universally accepted paradigm of neo-Darwinism we have today (Fogel,

1995). This paradigm asserts that the enormous variation in life on the earth is accounted

for by statistical processes acting on populations of organisms and their genetic codes. The

four processes are reproduction, mutation, competition and selection. Organisms compete

with one another for limited resources. Those organisms which are more adapted to their

environment and are more able to reproduce pass on their beneficial genetic material at a
higher rate than other organisms. Entities that are unable to cope with their environment

d.ie out, and are unable to propagate their genetic material. Thus, over a period of many

generations, superior genetic material proliferates and the ability of a population of organisms

to cope with its environment increases. This process is referred to as natural selection, or

suru,iual o! the fittest (Koza, 7992b). It is interesting to note that there is neither a "driving
force" behind natural evolution, nor a concept of progress: evolution is simply a result of
the statistical process of organisms unable to survive in their environment disappearing from

the population (Colby, 1996). Another common misconception is that the fitness of an

individual in its environment determines the survival of its genes. This is only indirectly
true: it is the ability of the organism to reproduce that determines the transferral of its
genetic material (Colb¡ 1996).

Natural evolution would not work without variations in genetic material. The genetic

encoding of each organism is contained in a very long DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) molecule

called a chromosome. The chromosome subsists in the concatenation of many nucleotide

bases. There are four different nucleotide bases: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G)

and thymine (T) (Koza,7992b). The human chromosome contains about 3,100,000,000 of
these bases. Thus there are 4á,000,000,000 - 1g1'806x10n distinct chromosomes possible, far

more than the number of people who have ever lived on the planet. Every sequence of three

bases is translated to one of the twenty amino acids that make up cellular life on earth via
a universal mapping referred to as the genet'ic code (A\tman, 1997). A cellular apparatus

called a Tibosome "reads" the DNA strand to create a sequence of amino acids. The sequence

of acids forms a chain called a protein. Proteins have structural properties that determine

the macroscopic properties of the organism; for example, there are light-receptor proteins,

muscle proteins and myoglobin which stores oxygen.

Sub-strings of the chromosome containing about a thousand nucleotide bases are called

genes. Each gene specifies a protein of about 333 amino acids. The set of genes which

constitute the genetic code of an organism is called a genotype or genoTrùe. Htrmans have

about 100,000 genes (100,000,000 DNA bases), the remaining 2,900,000,000 bases are for

control information (Altman, 1997). It is an organism's genes and control information that
determine its behaviour, development, disease, body structure and microscopic structure.

Hence there is a duality between the genotype and the macroscopic organism, or phenotype.
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Each gene can take on one of several values, called alleles. The position of a gene in the
chromosome is called its locus.

It was at first thought that each gene in a chromosome independently controlled a single
phenotypic trait. Although this view of a single gene mapping to a single phenotypic trait
has been taken in the past to facilitate tractable analysis, it is not the case in general and has

been labelled "beanbag genetics" (Fogel, 1995). Plei,otropg refers to the fact that a single gene

may have an effect on multiple phenotypic characteristics. Polygeny refers to the fact that
a single phenotypic characteristic may be controlled by the non-linear interaction of several

genes. Naturally-evolved systems exhibit extensive pleiotropy and polygeny. This non-linear
interaction between genes is called epistasis. Despite the complexity introduced by epistasis,

a genotype can contain co-adapted sets of alleles, which are alleles occurring in polygenically-

related genes that augment the fitness of the phenotype in its environment (Holland, 1995).

For instance, the co-adapted alleles in fish that result in their gills make them fit to survive

in their watery environment. Thus one can take a semi-modular view of genetics.

3.3.2 Evolutionary computation

Biological evolution is viewed by many as an optimisation process which proceeds by trial-
and-error in a similar manneï to human learning (Fogel, 1995, pg. 67). There have been

many endeavours to simulate evolution on a computer in order to solve practical problems.

These endeavours have resuited in the field of eaol,utionary computat'ion. There are now four
main types of algorithm based on evolutionary principles:

o genetic algorithms

o genetic programming

o evolution strategies

¡ evolutionary programming

AII evolutionary computation methods have the following common framework:

o A population A : {o¿}M of M individuals is maintained, each individual a¡ € A being

a solution to the problem.

o There is a user-defined fitness function f , A -+ W which quantifies how well an

individual solves the problem.

o The initial population, ,4(0), is randomly generated.

o Evolution proceeds as the current population is iteratively transformed to a new pop-

ulation through selection, reproduction, recombination and mutation:

A(g+t):rØØ))

where 
"(.) 

is the stochastic transformation process. Although ? varies from algo-

rithm to algorithm, it generally involves two stages. The first stage is the fitness-

proportionate selection of individuals from the population to form the mating pool.

The second stage is the application of genetic operators to individuals in the mating
pool to produce offspring. These offspring make up the new population. One iteration
of this transformation is called a generat'ion.

o Evolution proceeds until some termination criterion is met. Often this is a hard limit
G on the number of generations.
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This process describes oîe run of the algorithm. Since the results come from a stochastic

process, it is recommended that multiple runs be performed. If A runs are made, then the

fitness function is evaluated R x G x M times. For practical problems the fitness evaluation
is non-trivial and dominates the computation time of the algorithm.

Evolutionary methods have the following advantages over other techniques:

o They are broadly applicable, both in the use of fitness function and the representation

of solutions.

o Optimisation is based on observed values of the fitness function only: no gradient
information is required.

o Learning is stochastic, so the optimisation can escape local extrema.

¡ The presence of a population of solutions can result in robust adaptation to non-

stationary environments (Vavak and Fogart¡ 1996; Calabretta et a\.,1997), and faster

convergence than with the use of a single solution.

o The population-based approach is useful for multi-objective optimisation problems

using the concept of. Pareto optimality (Goldberg, 1989; Langdon, 1995; Fonseca and

Fleming, 1995; Horn and Nafpliotis, 1993).

The main disadvantages of evolutionary computation techniques are that they:

. can be difficult to successfully apply to a problem,

. are computationally intensive, and

. can converge prematurely.

Table 3.1 summarises the characteristics of the four main evolutionary computation
paradigms. Each of the evolutionary paradigms is briefly described in the following sub-

sections, followed by detailed sections on genetic algorithms and genetic programming.

Table 3.1: The main characteristics of each of the four evolu

3.3.3 GeneticAlgorithms

The Genetic Algori,thm (GA) is the most well-known paradigm of evolutionary computation.

GAs were first proposed by John Holland (Holland, 1995, first published 1975), and a seminal

treatment has been given by Goldberg (Goldberg, 1989). GAs operate on an encoding of the
problem solution in an analogous manner to the manipulation of natural genetic encodings.

GA GP ES EPParadigm

Rechenberg,
Schwefel,

Bienert 1964

Koza 1992 L. Fogel 1962Holland 1975date and
first author

finite-state
machine

fixed-length
string

tree real-valued
vector

solution
representation

mutationprimary method ot
genetic variation

crossover

(p + À), (p, À) 0t+ t)selection method fitness-proportionate
phenotypicphilosophical level

of evolution
genotypic
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trn the traditional GA, the solution to a problem is encoded as a fixed-length string of bits'
This binary genotype is decoded by a user-defined function to produce a phenotype, which is

a solution to the problem. The fitness function is applied to the phenotype, and a probability

of selection is assigned to each individual with a magnitude proportional to its fitness relative

to the rest of the population. Individuals are then stochastically selected according to their
selection probability, and the following genetic operators are applied to obtain one offspring

per individual:

reproduction: the parent individual's bits are copied exactly.

recombination: the bits from two parent individuals are stochastically combined to result

in two offspring.

mutation: one or more of the parent's randomly-selected bits are flipped'

Each bit represents a gene, and its position in the string determines its meaning. The mo-

tivation for recombination of genetic material is the assumption that, for some problems,

sub-sets of the chromosome determine certain traits of the phenotype independently of the

rest of the string. Through re-combination, different sets of co-adapted alleles can be com-

bined to result in an individual that is fitter than either of its parents. That is, different

desirable phenotypic traits from both parents can t¡e combined in a single offspring.

3.3.4 Genetic Programming

Ttie Genet,ic Programrning (GP) paradigm proposes the automatic generation of computer
programs through simulated evolution. The ultimate goal is "what-you-want-is-what-you-
get" programming: the user specifies some examples of desired behaviour, and the system

generates the computer program to perform the task. GP was popularised by John Koza

in his first book (Koza, 7992b), in which he applied GP to many problems from different

domains. Genetic programming is essentially an off-shoot of genetic algorithms, with the
primary difference being the structures undergoing adaptation. The individuals in a GP
population are not fixed-length strings, but rather trees which can vary in size. Each tree is

a parse-tree encoding ofa computer program or functional expression: the internal nodes (ze;

those nodes with children) of the tree contain functions whose arguments are the outputs
from the child sub-trees, and the leaf nodes (ze; those nodes without children) are the inputs
to the overall program. The fitness of an individual is determined by the performance of
the program when run on the problem. Hence there is no decoding step as in GAs; rather
the genotype ,is the phenotype. The genetic operators used in GP are analogous to GA
operators, but have been modified to manipulate trees rather than strings.

The versatility of the GP representation is its strength, which enables it to solve a

wide variety of symbolic problems. GP has achieved slightly superior performance than
the best known human-generated solution to at least four problems in genetics and circuit
synthesis (Koza et a1.,1996ö). Unlike other methods, GP allows the size and structure of
the final solution to be left unspecified and undergo adaptation. However, the ability of the

structures to vary in size can affect search performance, and if the individuals become too

large, they can hog computer resources.

3.3.5 Evolution Strategies

Euolution Strategi,es (ES) were jointly developed by Rechenberg, Schwefel and Bienert at

the Technical University of Berlin in 1964 (Fogel, 1997). ES is used for solving continuous

optimisation problems (Fogel, 1995). Each individual is a vector of real values. The initial
population is generated by randomly selecting the elements of each vector in a feasible range
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with a uniform distribution. For each parent ait ar offspring al is generated by adding a

random perturbation from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and user-defined stan-

dard deviation to each element of the parent vector. The contents of the population in the

next generation are determined by the following selection process: the parent and offspring

individuals are all mixed together and ranked according to their fitnesses. The M best indi-
viduals are retained for the next generation. The process continues until some termination
criterion is satisfied. Note that the real-values undergoing adaptation are meant to continu-

ously encode phenotypic traits. Therefore small numerical mutations should bring about a
small change in phenotypic behaviour.

The ES model described so far is the simplest, and is generalised by the (p + À)-ES

and (p,À)-ES (Fogel, 1995). The (p f À) model for evolution strategies uses the best ¡r

individuals as parents to generate À offspring. Both mutation and recombination may be

involved in this process. AII solutions compete for a place in the next generation. Under
the (p, À) model, the lifetime of solutions is more limited than for (¡, + À), since only the ¡-r

best offspring, 1 ( þ 1 \, are selected to be the parents in the next generation. Note that
while the mutation of individuals is stochastic, the selection process is deterministic (Bäck

and Schwefel, 1993).

Rechenberg observed that the rate of convergence can be improved by adapting the

standard deviation of mutations during the search (Fogel, 1997). The first attempt was

the one-i,n-fiue rule: the ratio of successful mutations to all mutations should be 1/5. If
it is greater, increase the standard deviation; if it is lower, reduce the standard deviation.
This heuristic was obtained through experimentation on several problems. The concept of
self-adaptat'ion was later introduced, which attaches a co-variant Gaussian distribution to

each individual for mutation, and adapts that distribution along with the solution param-

eters (Bäck and Schwefel, 1993). The covariance matrix C : [c¿¡] is represented by the
variances cü : o7 and equivalent rotation angles a¿¡ (tan(2ar¡) : 2c¿¡ l("1 - "]D to ensure

that C is positive-definite. These strategy parameters are included with the individual and

are n(n + 1)12 in number, where n is the number of solution parameters. Each strategy
parameter is also mutated along with the individual. The mutation distributions become

adapted to the local topology of the fitness landscape, allowing the algorithm to negotiate a
wider range of situations.

3.3.6 Evolutionary Programming

Euolut'ionary Programmi,ng (F.P) was introduced by Lawrence Fogel in 1962 (Fogel, 1995).

The aim of EP is to evolve programs that can predict their environment, and use those

predictions to attain some goal. The classical framework describes the environment as a

sequence of symbols from a finite alphabet. Individuals must output a symbol based on the
past observed environmental states to maximise some pay-off function. Each individual in
the population is a finite state machine (FSM), possessing a finite number of internal states.

Each FSM responds to an input symbol from the environment by outputting a symbol from
a finite alphabet; the output is based on the input symbol and the current state. Therefore,

when presented with a string of input symbols, the FSM generates an equal-length string of

output symbols. Individuals are evaluated based on their ability to predict future symbols

from the environment. As the string of input symbols is presented to the individual, the

output symbol is compared with the next input symbol. 'I'he overall fitness is based on the

total prediction accuracy over the whole set of input symbols.

Individuals each produce one offspring via mutation. There are several forms of mutation:

change an output symbol, change a state transition, add a state, delete a state, or change

the initial state. The offspring are ranked along with their parents according to fitness, and

the top M individuals are kept for the next generation; this is a (p+ tt) selection process. An
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example of an early application of EP is the prediction of prime numbers. The consecutive

integers starting at 1 were presented to the individuals, and each individual had to predict

whether the next integer would be a prime number.

3.3.7 Philosophical Differences between GA/GP and ES/EP

The GA and GP, or genet'ic, methodologies developed almost independently of the ES and

EP, or euolut'ionary methodologies. There are some fundamental philosophical differences

between genetic and evolutionary methods:

¡ GA and GP manipulate a genetic representation of the solution, whereas ES and EP

solutions are thought of as phenotypic representations. This is an important, though

vague distinction. The main difference is that in GA and GP, a recombination or small
mutation can result in progeny with radically different performance from the parents.

In contrast, ES and EP seeks to slightly vary the phenotypic traits of the individual
so that the fitness of parents and offspring are highly correlated.

o Recombination is a major feature of GA and GP, and facilitates the supposed i'mpli'cit

parallel,ism which is the strength of these methods (see Section 3.4.4). ES and EP,

however, predominantly use mutation to obtain variation amongst the individuals.

o Genetic methods use fitness-proportionate selection to propagate better individuals at
a higher rate, whereas evolutionary methods use selection as a culling force to remove

unfit individuals.

The main distinction between the two philosophies is their view of what is being evolved:

for the genetic methods, it is the genetic information in a population that evolves, whereas

for the evolutionary methods it is the phenotypic traits that are being evolved (Fogel, 1995).

3.4 Genetic Algorithms

A flow chart for one run of the basic genetic algorithm is shown in Figure 3.2. The initial
population of solutions is randomly generated, then the fitness of each individual is evaluated.

The fitness function requires a user-defined mapping from the binary string to a solution.
In general, the mapping is many-to-one: multiple binary strings can code for the same

behaviour. Next, the mating pool of size 1 ( M*p 3 M is created using a stochastic selection

mechanism. Although there are many different selection mechanisms, all of them select an

individual in proportion to its fitness; therefore the mating pool may contain multiple copies

of highly-fit individuals, but may not contain any copies of poor-performing individuals.
The individuals in the mating pool undergo genetic operations to derive offspring. The three

types of operator are recombination, reproduction and mutation. Recombination requires

two parents and results in two offspring, while reproduction and mutation require only

one parent and produce a single progeny. Each operator has a user-defined probability of
application, and the operator to use is selected stochastically according to these probabilities.

In the diagram, p" is the probability of crossover, p" is the probability of reproduction and

p- is the probability of mutation.
The manner in which offspring are inserted into the new population depends on the GA

model. If the GA is generational, then M^p : M and the whole population is replaced

with all the offspring. If a steady-state GA, is used, then M*, 1 M and the offspring

are placed back into the population via some replacement scheme (Jong and Sarma,7992).

The typical approach is to replace the worst individuals in the population, and commonly

M^p : 1. or 2. The steady-state GA is expected to converge faster, because offspring

become available for exploitation more rapidly. Faster convergence may, however, lead to
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Figure 3.2: Execution flow diagram of a genetic algorithm (adapted from (Koza, 1992b, pg

2e)).
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loss of diversity in the population. Since the generational model replaces all individuals
each generation, it is better for promoting diversity. Other population models exist strch as

tlne island model, in which the population is divided up into a number of demes. There is
a high probability of recombination between individuals from the same deme, but a lesser

probability of inter-breeding between individuals from different demes. The island model is

useful for avoiding premature convergence, for arriving at multiple solutions and for parallel

implementation (Ryan, 1994).

It is quite possible that, upon a given generation, the best individual in the population
is completely lost. To improve the quality of the final results, el'itism is often used. Elitism
simply ensures that the best individual from the previous generation is copied into the current

population. In some cases, the individual is only copied if it is better than the best individual
in the current population. Elitism ensures that the best-of-generation fitness is a monotonic

function; if not used, the best-of-generation fitness can decrease from one generation to the

next.
The specific details of the GA are discussed in detail in the following sub-sections.

3.4.1 Selection Mechanisms

The simplest method for choosing parent individuals is roulette-wheel selection. Each indi-
vidual is assigned a probability of selection as a function of its fitness relative to the rest of
the population: 

i¿P;: ;ff , (3'1)
)-¡:r l i

The selection process is then similar to a single spin of a roulette wheel in which each

individual has a wedge with an included angle proportional to its probability. This analogy

is demonstrated in Figure 3.3. The algorithm is implemented by randomly selecting a real

number r from the interval [0.0, 1.0] with uniform probability. The selection probabilities
are summed'in any order:urrrtilthe aggregate reaches or exceeds r. The individuali'at which

the threshold is reached is selected:

;, -,-\.'!.,ur {i, : r SD rr¡'L 
-,: r 

j:l

\Mith this selection mechanism, the expected number of offspring from individual i is

M,.p.f¿lÐ¡ f ¡.
Scaling-of the fitness function before selection is common practice (Goldberg, 1989). In

initial generations, there can be a wide disparity in fitness between individuals, and compe-

tition is fierce. The "tall poppies" with much higher-than-average fitness can dominate the

population causing premature convergence, so in initial generations, fitness values should be

scaled down. In later generations as the population converges) fitness values start to become

more and more similar. To stop the search from losing its focus on the best individuals,
differences in fitness need to be accentuated by scaling the scores up.

Some popular scaling schemes (Goldberg, 1989) are:

Linear: the scaled fitness values are derived from the objective scores as described in:

s¿:al¡ib

where s¿ is the scaled fitness, and ¿ and b are calculated based on the objective scores

of individuals in the population. Negative objective scores are not allowed. There are

many ways to choose ¿ and b. A typical method is to maintain the same average value

for the raw and scaled fitnesses, saue : f or", arrd set the maximum scaled fitness to
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Figure 3.3: Example of roulette-wheel selection for M : 5, ft - 10, lz : 12, ls : 14,

lt:25, and /5 : 38'

be s^o, : cmuh.laue. Values of c*u¿¿ : I.2 to 2 have been successfully used. This
method has the advantage of being simple, but becomes problematic when the average

and maximum fitnesses are close together, and the lowest fitness values are much less

than the average. In such cases, the scaled fitness values can become negative.

Sigma Truncation: fitness values are scaled based on the variation from the population
average. Scores can be negative, and are truncated arbitrarily at 0. The mapping from
raw to scaled fitness values is:

si: li - 0"¡ - ".o¡)
where c is a constant, ¡z¡ is the mean of the population's objective scores, and o¡ is
their standard deviation. Sigma truncation scaling can be used prior to linear scaling

to avoid the problem of negative results.

Power Law: fitness scores are mapped to scaled values using the following relationship:

s¿: (fùk

where k is a power scaling factor. The fitness values must be non-negative. The power

law method has the advantage that there is only one parameter to select, which may

have to be adapted during the algorithm.

To avoid the problems associated with choosing a scaling scheme and appropriate param-

eters, selection methods have been developed that are based only on the relati,ue fitness of
individuals in the population. Of these rank-based methods, the most popular \s tournament
select'ion. Using this scheme, a group of ,S individuals are selected at random from the pop-

ulation with uniform probability. A competition is held within this group, and the winner
is the result of the selection process. The probability with which individual 'i is selected for
addition to the mating pool is not as simple as the expression for roulette wheel selection,

shown in Equation(3.1). The equivalent expression has been derived for tournament selection

in (Bäck, 1994):
p¿ : M-s ((M - i+ 1)s - (M - i)s)

where the individuals have been sorted in increasing order of fitness (for a minimisation
task): l@t) < f@z) < ... < f@m).
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Researchers often speak of select'ion pressurel which qualitatively refers to the rate at

which better individuals are selected for future trials. Take-ouer time has been developed

as a measure of the selective pressure of a selection mechanism (Bäck, 1994). It is defined

as the number of generations required for the best-of-generation individual in the initial
population to fill all positions in the population through the operation of selection only.

Shorter take-over times correspond to stronger selection mechanisms. Since take-over time
is defined without the use of genetic operators, it is only useful for comparisons between

selection methods.
For tournament selection the take-over time is (Bäck, 1994):

_*_ItM+ln(lnM)
ln 

^g

For roulette-wheel selection, the take-over time is problem-dependent because the selection

probabilities rely on /. Goldberg and Deb have shown that, without scaling, the take-over

time for r@): r" is r* : (MlnM - 1)/c (Goldberg eú a/., 1991). According to these

calculations, tournament selection provides stronger selection pressure than roulette-wheel

selection by a factor of = M. The selective pressure can be modified for the roulette-

wheel method via the scaling function. Similarly for tournament selection, selective pressure

increases with tournament size ,9.

3.4.2 Genetic Operators

The most widely-used recombinative genetic operator in GAs is crossouer. Si'ngle-point

crossouer requires two parent strings. Let the length of all strings in the population be L .

A crossover site k is randomly chosen with uniform probability from the interval [1,¿ - 1].

Two new individuals are created by swapping the sub-strings in the interval lk + l-,I]. The
process is shown in Figure 3.4.

00000 000 11111 1 1 1 Parents

00000 1L1 11111i0 0 0 Children

Figure 3.4: An example of single-point crossover

Through this process, a novel solution of better utility can be synthesised from existing

solutions containing desirable features, in much the same way as a human might go about

combining different ideas to come up with a better idea.

The reproduction operator is very simple: it takes a single parent and just copies it
verbatim to the offspring. Mutation also requires a single parent and produces a single

offspring. A position is randomly selected in the individual with uniform probabilit¡ and

the bit at that position is inverted. Mutation is used sparingly in GAs, and is seen as a

background operator, while recombination is the driving force (Goldberg, 1989). Mutation
is useful for dislodging a stagnant search, and to compensate allele loss.

The crossover operator described here is only one of many. For instance, two-point

crossoaer exchanges the sub-strings between two randomly-selected crossover points. Uni-

form crosso,uer transfers bits between individuals at randomly-selected positions rather than
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in contiguous chunks. The appropriate choice of operator depends on the problem and its

encoding.
There is no reason why the strings should be constructed from a binary alphabet. Al-

though the pri,nciple of mi,nimal alphabets introduced by Goldberg proposed that the short-

est alphabet possible should be used (Goldberg, 19Bg), it has since been refuted (Antonisse,

19Sg). In fact, anything can be placed in the elements of the strings, as long as the operators

are designed to work with the representation. Also, in conventional GAs the meaning of an

allele is determined by its locus. This is not always the case: for instance, order-based GAs

such as those used for the traveling-salesman problem exploit only the relative positions of

the alleles rather than their absolute positions in the string (Ronald et a|.,1995).

3.4.3 Diversity and Premature Convergence

Although convergence to the optimal solution is often used as a measure for an algorithm's
performance, this criterion has been rejected by Holland (Holland, 1995) according to the

argument that even enumerative search converges under this criterion. Rather, the best

solution must be found in a "reasonable time". Convergence in genetic algorithms typically
refers to the situation that the population becomes homogeneous, containing M copies of the

same individual. Further search points cannot be reached through crossover, since crossing

over id.entical strings results in identical offspring, and the very low mutation rate is the only

chance of introducing new genetic material. One hopes that the algorithm has converged

upon the optimal solution; if not, the only recourse is to restart the algorithm with a different

initial population.
Under this definition of convergence, the diversity of genetic structures in the population

is expected to d.ecrease as evolution progresses. Due to the geometric rate at which highly-fit
individuals propagate into future generations, the GA can converge too quickly without hav-

ing explored enough of the search space to encounter a global or near-global optimum. This
phenomenon is called premature conuergence. In the presence of bit mutation, premature

convergence is a stagnation in the search for an undetermined amount of time (Fogel, 1995).

The way to stop the GA from converging prematurely is to promote diversity in the
population. There are several ways to achieve this:

o Use a high mutation rate.

¡ Disallow genotypic duplicates in the population, where two individuals are genotypic

duplicates if they are exactly the same. Note the distinction from phenotypic dupli'cates,

which are individuals with different strings resulting in the same behaviour.

r Use less selection pressure.

¡ Use a population model that promotes diversity. The island model is good for diversity

preservation, since the demes are kept largely separate so that a super-fit individual
cannot swamp all demes. Another single-population method is the use of fi'tness shar-
,ing, a technique for promoting speciation in the population (Goldberg, 1989). Groups

of individuals exploit environmental niches, and share the resources from that niche.

In practice, the fitness of each individual is de-rated by a weighted sum of the fi.tnesses

of all the other individuals in the population:

l,@¡): ' l@')
Ðf=t t@@i, a,i))

where d(ai,a¡) is some measure of the distance or similarity between two individuals,
and s(.) is the sharing funct'ion that weights the distance. Individualsthat are similar
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are given a relatively large weight, and the function drops off as individuals become less

similar. As the population starts to converge, the mutually-similar individuals begin

to de-rate one another's fitness values. Thus a single individual is unable to dominate

the whole population without restraint.

3.4.4 Schemata Theory and Implicit Parallelism

The mathematical foundations for genetic algorithms were set out by the work of John

Holland (Holland, 1995, first published in 1975). Holland's treatment attempted to char-

acterise adaptive systems, drawing together the common threads of natural and simulated

evolutionary processes. Holland defined an adapt'iae plan as an algorithm for generating new

search points in light of inputs from the environment and previously-visited search points.

By formalising the representation of adaptive plans, the efficiency of different plans can be

compared. Holland analysed the genetic algorithm tsing schemata theory. A schema (plural

schemata) is a template defining a sub-set of solutions representable by binary strings. They

are formed from an augmented alphabet {0, 1,*} where "*" means "don't care". For exam-

ple, the schema [0, +, 0] for L :3 represents strings {[0, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0]]. The order of a schema

H, o(H), is the number of fixed alleles in the template. Ttre defining length of a schema,

ô(¡1), is the distance between the first and last fixed bits in the schema. For example, if
H :17,*,0] then o(H) :2 and 6(H) : 3 - I :2.

Schemata provide a means for combining attributes, and for analysing their contribution
to performance and propagation through the population. Each schema can be thought of
as a hypothesis about the utility of the defined alleles. For example, the schema [1, *, +]

is like the hypothesis that the first bit being 1 is part of the optimal solution. The fixed

bits in the schema are like "building blocks" which can be combined to form solutions. A
binary string of length .L has 3¿ distinct schemata. Each string is a member of 2L different

schemata, and the whole population can represent at most M.2L schemata. It is natural that
some schemata will be superior to others in that the average fitness of strings representing a

schema can be higher. Therefore we can talk about some schemata being fitter than others,

and examine the rates at which highly-fit schemata proliferate throughout the population.
Suppose that at generation g the population contains rn(H,g) representatives of schema

H. Using the fitness-proportionate reproductive plan of roulette-wheel selection and only

using the reproduction operator, the expected number of representatives of the schema in

the next generation is:

rn(H,.s+1) :m(H,n)*m (3.2)

where l(H,g) is the average obserued fitness of schema fI at generation 9:

l@'s) -Ð:¡'ory¿n 
f¡Ø)

m(H,g)

Noting that the average fitness at generation g is rþ): Df:rti@lM, Equation(3.2)

becomes

(3.3)

Qualitatively, this means that the number of instances of a schema with consistently above-

average observed fitness will increase at a geometric rate with generations. It is important
to note that this happens in parallel for all schemata in the population via simple operations

on M strings. There are no calculated tables of schema representatives or schema average

fitness.

m(H,g+I):m(H,ùW
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Using only reproduction, it would be impossible to examine new schemata since we can

only reproduce those individuals created in the initial population. To enable the examination

of new search points, the variational operators of crossover and mutation must be used.

Variational operators, however, modify the difference Equation(3.3) because the offspring

may no longer be a member of schema fI. The question is, which schemata are preserved by

crossover and mutation, and which aren't? Consider the following two schemata represented

by individual a:

H1 :0**<d<*+0
Hz:*+*10x*

If the third crossover site is chosen rândomly, then the individual will be divided at the point

shown:
a

Ht
H2

Unless the second parent has the same fixed bits as I11, the offspring will belong to H2

but not to Hy. It is generally true that schemata with longer defining length have a higher
probability of disruption through crossover. In fact, the probability of disruption of schema

fI is

a :01110 0 0

:011
:0x*<
:*+*

1000
**x0
10**

6(H)
Pd: r,-l

The probability of survival of a schema is p" - 1 - pd, so for the example above we have

p¿(Hù:616:1, and p¿(Hz):I16. Taking into account the fact that the mating partner
sometimes has identical fixed positions, the probability of survival is bounded by:

P,)7-P.
6(H)
L-7

Incorporating this into the difference Equation(3.3) yields

rn(H,e + 1) ) m(H, ùf# ? - r" Pl
Now considering mutation, the probability of one of the fixed positions of schema ff being

mutated is o(H) I L. Therefore the total updated difference equation for the minimum number

of schema members propagated on a single generation is:

Tn(H,e + 1) ) m(H,ùW 
l, - r" fl - r^ +)

This difference equation implies that short-defining-length, low-order schemata with consis-

tently above-average observed fitness receive an exponentially-increasing number of trials in
future generations. This is referred to as the Schema Theorem, or the Fundamental Theorem

of GAs.
It is reasonable to question why the fitness-proportionate reproductive plan is desirable.

Holland showed that the exponentially-increasing allocation of trials based on observed pay-

off is optimal by analogy with the two-armed bandit problem. A hypothetical two-armed slot

machine has a different distribution of pay-offs associated with either arm, with means þt, þz
and standard deviations d1 ,o2. Assume that h) t¿z.Suppose we have l/ trials, or coins,

to spend on the machine. The question is, what is the optimal allocation of trials between

those arms? The answer is to spend all trials on the arm with the biggest expected pay-off,

but we don't know which is best beforehand. If we make some initial trials on both arms, we

have an estimate of the expected pay-off of each arm. If we were then to spend the rest of our
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money on the arm with the largest observed pay-off, there is always the chance that it was

observed as best only through sampling variations, so the odd trial should still be spent on the

other arm to make sure we did not go down the wrong track. There is therefore a balance

between erploiting what we know about the relative pay-offs, and erploring to gain more

information about the distributions of the two pay-offs. The trade-off between exploitation
and exploration is a key issue in genetic algorithms: how much should we exploit the best

observed schemata through reproduction, and how much should we explore schemata with
low observed fitness but which may truly have a higher expected pay-off.

Holland showed that, to minimise expected loss, n* trials should be given to the arm

with the lower expected pay-off and the remaining N - n* to the better arm, where n* is

given by

n*ob2 ln whereb:otl0.q-pz) (3.4)

Re-arranging yields
N-n*=¡r= SrbalnN2

"n* 
f2b2

Hence the optimal number of trials allocated to the better arm should be exponentially
increasing with the number given to the worse arm. Of course this strategy is rrnrealis-

able, since we do not know beforehand which arm has maximum expected returns. Holland

showed, however, that the plan which allocates an initial r¿* trials to each arm and then

spends the remaining l/ - 2n* trials to the best observed arm has an expected loss that
approaches the optimal loss as fast as N-l.

The analogy between the bandit's arms and two schemata is surely not lost on the reader.

The 2-armed bandit has been generalised to a k-armed bandit, and the optimal strategy is
similar, that relatively-good performers should receive a relatively-exponential number of
future trials. A ,k-armed bandit is analogous to a competition between k schemata with
the same fixed positions but at least one different value in those positions, because these

schemata compete for slots in the population.
The number of schemata contained in a population is anywhere between 2L and M '2L.

Taking into account the destruction of long schemata through crossover and the possibility
of multiple individuals belonging to the same schema, Holland estimated that the number

of schemata processed by a population of size M is O(M3). This is the theory of implici,t
parallelism, that through simple O(M) processing of strings, a cubic number of templates

or hypotheses can be processed implicitly in parallel. Given the exponential growth rates of
most search spaces, this is an attractive property.

The low-order, short-defining-length schemata processed by binary-string GAs are re-

ferred to as buildi,ng bloclcs. The GA juxtaposes these building blocks like a child playing

with lego, hoping that the combination of two partially-fit schemata will result in an individ-
ual of even greater fi.tness. This decomposition of the problem into many sub-problems allows

the optimal solution to be constructed gradually rather than stumbled upon all in one step.

Tlre proposal that a GA works in this manner has been termed lhe bui,Idi,ng block hypothesi,s.

Although the super-position of fitness is an intuitively appealing concept, its applicability to

real-world problems is the important question. Naturally there are cases in which building
blocks do exist for the problem, and cases where they don't. In the latter case, a change in
representation or genetic operators may allow for the exploitation of building blocks.

There have been many challenges to the utility of GAs. In particular, the large random

component in the algorithm superficially casts aspersions on the efficiency of GAs. Of course,

in light of the power of implicit parallelism, these arguments can be refuted. The Schema

Theorem and the Building Block Hypothesis, however, have themselves been called into
question. Many doubt the applicability of the schema diference equation to complex dynamic

systems, since it only describes the step between two generations. In (Altenberg, 1995) it is
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pointed out that the Schema Theorem ignores the relationship between the fitness of parents

and offspring, and so is not powerful enough to describe the performance of a GA. In some

research circles, the Schema Theorem is like the "Father Christmas" of GAs: something

that one believes in the beginning but loses its relevance in reality. Empirical investigations

have found that uniform crossover out-performs single-point crossover on a broad range of
problems, even though uniform crossover does not preserve small building blocks (Syswerda,

1e8e).
The analogy between the k-armed bandit problem and competition between schemata

is also questionable. The bandit trials are assumed independent, while trials in a GA are

heavily biased towards fitter members of a schema (Grefenstette, 1991; 'Grefenstette and

Baker, 19Sg). Also, in practical situations we may be interested in the schema containing

the best possible individual rather than the schema with the best average fitness. Flaws have

recently been revealed in Holland's analysis of the two-armed bandit problem (Macready

and Wolpert, 1996). In particular, Holland's result is only optimal for the single-decision

framework chosen, and does not account for the general case where a new decision is made

after each trial. They point out the fact that Equation(3.4) is independent of o2, which casts

aspersions on its correctness.
In any case, the question of whether a GA operates by processing building blocks is

problem-dependent. Efforts have been made to characterise problems that are suitable for

GAs by constructing epistasis measures of the representation (Mason, 1995).

3.4.6 Price's Theorem

Inthefieldof populationgenetics, Price's Couariance and Select'iontheorem (Price, 1970) has

been proposed to relate the change in frequency of a gene in a population to the covariance

of its frequency with the number of offspring produced by individuals in the population. In
recent times, the theorem has been used as an alternative to the Schema Theorem for the

explanation of the operation of GAs (Altenberg, 1995) and GP (Langdon, 19964).

Theorem 3.2 (Price's Covariance and Selection Theorem)

LQ
cou(2, q)

z

where:
LQ : erpected change in frequency of a giuen gene from one generation to the

nert

: erpected number of offspri,ng produced by an indi'ui,dual
: mean number of offspring per indiuidual in the population

The theorem holds "for a single gene or for any linear combination of genes at any number

of loci, holds for any sort of dominance or epistasis, for sexual or asexual reproduction,

for random or non-random mating, for diploid, haploid or polyploid species, and even for

imaginary species with more than two sexes" (Price, 1970). Price's theorer-n applies to GAs

under the assumption that the genetic operators are independent of the genes.

Lee Altenberg has suggested that Price's theorem is superior to the Schema Theorem

in its ability to describe how well a GA will perform (Altenberg,7994; Altenberg, 1995).

The Schema Theorem implicitly assumes a correlation between the fitness of a parent and

its offspring, while Price's theorem makes this correlation explicit. Price's theorem holds

for any choice of genetic operators and for any representation scheme. Altenberg has used

Price's theorem to derive the Schema Theorem as a special case. The theorem implies
that the search performance of a GA does not rely on schema processing, but rather on

correlations between the fitness of parents and offspring.

q

z
-
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Price's theorem has been used to predict several evolved measures in a genetic program,

such as program length and gene frequency (Langdon, 1995; Langdon and Poli, 19974;

Langdon and Poli, 1997å). The theorem was validated by empirical results, except for cases

in which the restriction on maximum size of programs interfered.

3.4.6 Lamarckian Evolution and the Baldwin Effect

Darwin was not the only pioneer to theorise about the evolution of species. Jean-Baptiste
Lamarck (7744-1829) preceded Darwin with the concept of evolution over a long period of
time. The most notable point today about his work is the hypothesis that organisms change

their behaviour in response to their changing environment, and that the resulting traits are

inherited over generations. A prime example is the proposal that the giraffe obtained its
long neck by repeatedly stretching for the high leaves (Gaarder, 1996). The repeated use

of the neck during the lifetime of the individual caused it to become strengthened, which
was inherited by its offspring. It is now known that Lamark's proposal is not the case in
biology, since it would require a feedback of behaviour to genetic material during the life of
an organism (Waggoner, 1996).

James Mark Baldwin later proposed a theory of the role of learning in evolution that
could explain the apparent Lamarckian phenomenon (Baldwin, 1896). Baldwin conjectured
that, although learnt traits cannot be passed on genetically, learning in individuals alters
the fitness landscape to facilitate evolution. Baldwin further proposed that skills that are

learned at first are replaced in later generations by genetically evolved systems. That is,

abilities that require learning in one generation become innate in later generations.

Genetic algorithms and genetic programming are relatively bad at "fine-tuning" solutions
to their local extremum in search space (Houck et a1.,1996). Therefore hybrid systems are

often used in which a simple optimisation process is applied to each individual on each gener-

ation. The evolutionary algorithm performs a global search for the structure of the solution,
and the optimiser performs a local search for the nearest local extremum. Lamarckian evo-

lution and the Baldwin effect are relevant to this type of solution, because they represent the
two possibilities for incorporating local optimisation information into the solutions. That is,

should the locally-optimised parameters of an individual replace the original parameters, or

should the genetic material remain the same and the local tuning affect the fitness function
only? There is evidence to suggest that the Lamarckian approach can interfere with schema

processing and lead to premature convergence (Houck et a1.,1996). However, the Baldwin
approach aggravates the possible problem that there are multiple genotypes that map to a
single phenotypic behaviour.

3.5 Genetic Programming

Genetic Programming (GP) is analogous to a genetic algorithm, except that the structures
undergoing adaptation are trees rather than strings. The trees are hierarchical representa-

tions of computer programs or functional expressions. An example is shown in Figure 3.5.

Under the tree is the reuerse-polish or prefir notation form of the expression. The tree is
said to be a parse tree for the expression. The internal nodes are functions that present their
output to their parent node, and take the outputs of their child nodes as arguments. The
leaf nodes are terminals which are the inputs to the program. The output of the program is

taken from the root (top) node. The set of functions and terminals are defined by the user,

and are specific to the problem. Functions can have side effects, such as altering the state
of memory.

In order to apply GP to a problem, there are five things that must be specified by the
user (Koza, 1992b):
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*(x(u,t), x(0.5, x(a, x(¿,¿))))

Figure 3.5: An example of a genetic program to compute s :'ttt + lat2

¡ the set of terminals,

¡ the set of functions,

¡ the fitness measure,

¡ the parameters for controlling the run, and

¡ the method for designating the result and the criterion for terminating a run.

In the above example, the function set is î: {+, x} and the terminal set is f : {t,u,a}.
The function and terminal sets must meet the conditions of suffic'iency and closure (Koza,

1992b). Sufficiency requires that the set of functions and terminals be capable of expressing a

solution to the problem. Closure requires each function to be able to accept as an argument

any value that could possibly be output by a function or a terminal. For example, the

arithmetic division function must be protected against division by zero:

.(',a) :

As will be shown in Section 4.10, the number of possible trees, and therefore the size of the

search space, increases as a very-high-degree polynomial function of the number of functions

and terminals. Therefore the function and terminal set should be limited in size for an

effective search. An issue here is the level of complexity of the function set. The best results

will be obtained by using as much prior information possible so that the GP does not have

to re-invent the wheel. For example, on a problem involving time series it may be more

sensible to use the Fourier transform as a function rather than {*, x,exp}, because if the

Fourier transform is required, it is unlikely that the GP would synthesise it given the current

limitations on computer memory and speed.

The fitness measure is obtained by executing an individual and seeing how well it solves

the problem. This may require a single execution, or require the evaluation of several fi,tness
cases. For example, when using GP for regression it is not practical to evaluate a program's

prediction at every point in the target function domain. Therefore the fitness function can

be based on a sub-set of all possible program inputs. The function set may also involve

loops, so the fitness evaluation may have to terminate execution of a non-halting program.

1 ifA:0;
r lA otherwise
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It was stated earlier that for GAs the fitness function evaluation dominates execution time
of the algorithm. There is an extra complication in GP: the number of nodes in a tree grows

exponentially with depth, so large programs can take a long time just to evaluate, and they

use up a lot of memory. For this reason, the maximum depth of trees is restricted during
creation and generation of offspring.

The user-defined parameters required for the standard GP algorithm are listed in Ta-

ble 3.2. The result of a run is usually the individual with the maximum fitness value en-

countered. A run is usually terminated after a set number of generations.

Table 3.2: Control Parameters uired for standard GP

3.5.1 The Initial Population

The initial population is randomly generated from the set of functions and terminals avail-

able. Since it is the starting point for the search, it is important that a range of tree

shapes and sizes be present to avoid bias. Although functions and terminals absent from

the population can be re-generated by mutation, this process should not be relied upon,

and the initial population should contain an even distribution of the functions and terminals
available. Genotypic duplicates should not be allowed so as to use the full potential of the
population (Koza, 1992b).

Three methods for the random generation of trees are suggested in (Koza, 1992b): the
grow rnethod, the full rnelhod, and the ramped half-and-hal,/ method. The grow method
randomly selects the next child node from the union of the function and terminal sets with
uniform probability, so the trees can have irregular shapes. The full method only selects

child nodes from the function set to give trees for which every path from the root node to a
terminal node has the same length. In both cases, the user imposes a maximum allowable

depth for the generated trees. When this depth is reached, nodes can only be selected from

the terminal set.

The ramped half-and-half method creates equal numbers of trees at depths in the range

12, D¿). At each depth, half of the trees are created using the grow method and the other

half using the full method. This method is the most widely used in GP applications.

3.5.2 Genetic Operators

The traditional GP operators are analogous to those used in GAs, but have been adapted to

work with trees. Each operator must ensure that the offspring do not exceed the maximum
allowable depth D" so that the trees cannot grow without bound. Reproduction and crossover

population size, M
max. number of generations, G
probability of crossover, pc

probability of mutation, p-
probability of reproduction, p"
probability of choosing internal points for crossovert Pip
selection scheme

fitness scaling scheme

max. depth of trees created during a run, D"
max. depth of initial random trees, D¿

method for generating initial population
elitist strategy?
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are viewed as the primary genetic operators, while mutation and other novel operators are

secondary and are used sparingly.
Reproduction simply copies the individual to obtain an identical offspring. Crossover

requires two parents and randomly selects a node in each as a crossover point. The sub-

trees rooted at these crossover points are sì¡/apped to obtain the offspring. An example is
shown in Figure 3.6. There are a few important points about crossover in GP. Firstly, unlike
genetic algorithms, crossover between two identical parents can result in different offspring.
Secondly, if the crossover points are the roots of both parents, then crossover degenerates to
reproduction. Thirdly, if the two crossover points are terminal nodes, crossover is like point
mutation that simply changes a single node. Because of this latter point, internal points are

typically chosen as crossover sites with a higher probability ptp than terminals; Koza used

Pep:0.9.

I
I

I

cross0ver

I
I

I

I

I

I

Figure 3.6: An example of sub-tree crossover

The most common form of mutation is sub-tree or grow mutation. A node is randomly
selected from the tree, and the sub-tree rooted at the selected node is replaced with a

new randomly-generated sub-tree. An example is shown in Figure 3.7. The usefulness of
mutation is questionable according to Koza: mutation is useful in GAs to relieve a search

from stagnation and to re-introduce lost alleles into the population. Since in GP identical
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parents can result in different offspring through crossover, mutation is not required to avoid

stagnation. In GP the meaning of an allele is not fixed to its position, and since the sizes of
the function and terminal sets are much smaller than the number of nodes in the population,
it is unlikely that a symbol would disappear from the population.

muktîIryt't

Figure 3.7: An example of sub-tree mutation.

Koza used several other secondary operators particular to GP. Permutation is a gener-

alisation of the GA inversion operator. It re-arranges the order of function arguments. The
operator proceeds by selecting an individual the same way as for crossover and reproduc-
tion. Next, a function in the tree is randomly selected with a uniform probability. If the
function has n arguments, then one of the n! possible permutations is selected with uniform
probability and the arguments are rearranged to assume that permutation.

The editinq operator visits each individual in the population and recursively applies

domain-independent and domain-specific editing rules to each function. The domain-independent
rule is: if any function has constant terminals as arguments, that function is evaluated and

replaced by a constant equal to the result of the evaluation. Domain-specific rules may in-
clude the removal of identities or redundancies, such as replacing (, - ") with 0. Editing can

be performed as a cosmetic operation at the end of the evolutionary run, or as a simplify-
ing operation with some generational frequency while the genetic program is running. The
consequences of using editing during a run are unclear. On one hand, simplifying verbose

sub-expressions can reduce their vulnerability to crossover. On the other hand, editing can
prematurely reduce the number of available structures for recombination.

Encapsulat¿on identifies a potentially useful sub-tree and gives it a name for future use

as a function. Encapsulation allows the GP to discover its own useful building blocks.

Encapsulation is demonstrated in Figure 3.8. The operator selects an individual according
to fitness, randomly chooses an internal function in the tree and then prunes the sub-tree

below and including that point. The sub-tree is given a function name, 80, El,82,..., which
replaces the original sub-tree at the pruning point. The function, which takes no arguments,

is then added to the GP's repertoire of functions for use during mutation operations.

3.5.3 Strong Typing

The traditional form of GP generates weakly-typed solutions: as long as the function and

terminal sets have the closure property, no distinction is made about the sensibility of a given

function taking the output of another function or terminal as an argument. It is common,

however, to want to combine different data types in the program trees with restrictions
on how types can interact. Strongly-typed genetic prograrnming (STGP) was introduced
in (Montana, 1993) to ensure the correct combination of different types. The types of
terminals, functions and their arguments must be specified beforehand by the user, as well

I
I

I

I
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Figure 3.8: An example of the encapsulation operator

as the return type at the root of the tree. The two constraints imposed by STGP are:

1. the root node must return a value with the type specified for the problem, and

2. each non-root node must return a value of the type required by the parent node as an

argument.

The creation and genetic operators must ensure that legal parse trees result. STGP effectively
reduces the size of the search space by disallowing nonsensical solutions.

One of the main complications of STGP is implementing functions which can take or
return multiple types. For instance, the lf-then-else function can have any type of second

and third argument, as long as they are the same. Montana approached this problem using
generic functions which are instantiated during program tree generation. Once instantiated,
the program acts just like a normal strongly-typed function.

The only operator ihat is significantly complicated by strong typing is the program
creator. Clearly the next node to be inserted below some function is restricted by the legal

types allowed for that argument. A further and more subtle restriction is that the element

chosen must make it possible to construct a sub-tree whose depth is within the legal limit.
Consider, for example, a problem in which the function set is ¡ : {0R, N0T, <} and all
the terminals are of type Real. During construction of the tree shown in Figure 3.9 with
maximum depth 3, no node of return type Boolean can be placed at "?" without violating
the depth restriction, because ( is the only function available that returns a Boolean result.

depth - 3

Figure 3.9: Example of an illegal type choice during program generation.

This problem is overcome by generating off-line a node possibi,li,ty tableT , which contains

for i : 7,. . . ,D the possible functions or terminals for the root node of a tree of maximum

lln Montana's work, a tgpe possibilitA table is used which contains the legal return types for the given

depth. In general, however, a function can be legal or illegal regardless of its return type. In Figure 3.9, for
example, the NOT node is illegal, but a < node at the same depth is legal, and they both return Boolean.

?

EO

OR

t.3
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depth ,i. There must be one table for the grow method and one for the full method. The
pseudo-code for generating these tables is shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Pseudo-code for generating the node possibility tables.

3.6.4 Validity of the Building Block Hypothesis

Since the algorithmic framework for GP has been borrowed by analogy from GAs, it has been

taken for granted that the building-block hypothesis also exists for GP. Useful sub-trees have

been found ubiquitously in the population for some problems (Koza, 1992b; Tackett, 1994;

Rosca and Ballard, 1994). The existence of a schema theory for GP has, however, been

questioned very critically in the literature. The first question to ask is: what is a schema

in GP? Several attempts have been made at defining a general template for variable-sized

programs (Koza, I992b; O'Reilly and Oppacher, 1995Ö; Whigham, 1995; Haynes, 1997;

Poli and Langdon, 1997). All of these definitions are complicated by the variable size and

structure of GP individuals. Under their framework, Poli and Langdon developed a GP

schema theorem for a specialised crossover operator. The theorem is more complicated than
that for GAs. They predict that using this operator, the GP conducts the search in two

continuously-joined phases: first a search for the optimal structure, and then a search for
the optimal contents of that structure.

If the building-block hypothesis was tenuous for GAs, then it is more so for genetic

programming because the functions used are typically non-linear. For example, the usefulness

of the expression r 1 c can be discontinuously reliant on the value of c. Therefore under
any definition of a schema, one would expect the variance of a schema to be very large.

The assumption that a functional expression can contribute to fitness in almost any context
is applicable in few instances. In (O'Reilly and Oppacher, 1992; O'ReiIly and Oppacher,
1994c; O'Reilly and Oppacher, 1995ó) the issues involved in a GP building-block hypothesis

/ / trees of depth 1 must be a single terminal
for each eLement j in the terminal set, loop:

add element j to grow-tabIe(1) and full-table(1);
end loop;

for each remaining depth i = 1 to D, loop:
// for the grow method, lega1 trees of size i-l
/ / are also lega1 trees of size i
add all elements from grow-table(i-1) to grow-table(i);

for each non-terminal element j, loop:
if each of the arguments of j is matched by the return
type of at least one el-ement in grow-table(i-1), then
add j to grow-table(i);

if each of the arguments of j is matched by the return
type of at least one el-ement in fulL-table(i-1), then
add j to full-table(i);

end loop;
end loop;
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are explored. The quantities from the GA Schema Theorem that are assumed to remain
relatively fixed over generations, namely relative observed schema fitness and probabilities
of destructive crossover and mutation, cannot be assumed to be so stable in GP since the
defining-length of a schema can change from one generation to the next.

Empirical evidence has shown that the mutation operator, which has traditionally been

thought to be a background operator in GP, can outperform crossover. In (Angeline, 1997ó),

a comparison was made between the standard GP using crossorrer and the use of "headless-
chicken crossover", which replaces one parent with a randomly-generated tree before re-

combination. The results showed that headless-chicken crossover performed as well as or
better than standard crossover. Angeline's explanation was that, rather than processing

building blocks with above-average fitness, the GP was progressing by means of mutation.
Standard crossover exhibited inferior performance because the pool of random sub-trees was

Iimited to those taken from the current population. Another comparison between crossover

and mutation (Luke and Spector, 1997) found that, although crossover gave better perfor-
mance on average, the improvement was rarely statistically significant, and that mutation
often performed better than crossover using small populations. Another comparison between

standard GP and GP without crossover but with a set of different mutation operators has

shown favourable performance for the mutation operators (Chellapilla, 1997).

Overall the evidence implies that the standard single-point crossover operator used in
GP does not exploit building blocks in all situations, if they exist at all. The philosophy
of Angeline and Chellapilla seems most appealing: that different, complementary operators
should be used when the optimal operator for a problem is not known beforehand. A clever
approach by (Teller, 1996) to finding the optimal operators for a given problem is to co-evolve

a population of recombination operators with the population of solutions. A population of
operators is maintained that are able to combine parent solutions in an arbitrary manner.
These operators are used to modify the individuals in the population of solutions. A fitness
value is then assigned to each operator based on the average improvement in fitness it brought
about on the solutions. The operators then undergo adaptation, and repeating this process

they evolve along with the population of solutions.

3.5.5 Automatically-Defined Functions

The functions and terminals supplied by the user are primitive components from which the
GP solutions are constructed. In programming code written by humans, a problem is sub-
divided into sub-routines which can be invoked multiple times. Similarly if the building
block hypothesis applies to a certain GP problem, then generally-useful macro-functions
constructed from the primitives should be found throughout the population. The next logical
step is to incorporate such macros into the function and terminal sets to facilitate a more
powerful search. This is a significant concept, as it allows the algorithm to accumulate
knowledge about the problem, perhaps even knowledge that would be applicable in other
domains.

The encapsulation operator described earlier is an example of a scheme to accumulate
sub-routines. There have been several other investigations into this concept. Hierarch'ical
genetic programm'ing (Rosca, 1995b; Rosca, 1995a) adapts the GP representation through
the discovery of new useful macro-functions. Another system constructs a library of func-
tions during evolution (Angeline and Pollack, 1993). The most popular method is the topic
of Koza's second book, automatically-defined functions (ADFs) (Koza, 1994ö). Using the
ADF representation, each individual has a set number of sub-routines and a main program.
The main program can call each of the sub-routines any number of times. The main thrust
of the work on ADFs is in erploiting regulari,ty. Many real-world problems of interest con-

tain repetitive structure. ADFs are able to exploit this by repetitively applying a useful
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sub-routine. Alternatively, if the sub-routines were to be inserted verbatim into the main

program, the size of the resulting program would be unmanageable. ADFs have been applied

to classification of gene sequence patterns (Koza, 7994a) and analog circuit synthesis (Koza
et a\.,1996a).

3.5.6 The Bloating Phenomenon and Parsimony Pressure

A phenomenon that has been observed by many GP practitioners is the tendency for the

average size of trees to increase with generations (Blickle and Thiele, 7994; Nordin and

Banzhaf, 1995; Nordin et a\.,1995; Tackett, 1994). Since the initial population is usually

biased towards smaller trees, it is natural that the population will grow to the appropriate

size as accuracy is gained. However, the code growth continues even when no improvement

in fitness is made (Blickle, 1996a). This phenomenon has been termed bloating, or the

size problem. Bloating is undesirable because larger solutions are difficult to read, tend to
generalise poorly (Zhang and Mühlenbein, 1995), and consume more system resources. It
has been suggested that bloating is useful in non-stationary environments, and generally

facilitates evolution because it can protect solutions against destructive crossover (Langdon

and PoIi, 1997b), as we shall see in a moment.
The three ingredients for bloating are selection pressurq a uariable-Iength representat'ion

a¡rd representational redundancy. In GP it is generally the case that the same behaviour can

be represented by many different trees. It is also generally true that the fitness of the best

encountered solution increases quickly with initial generations, but improvements are more

difficult to make later in a run (Langdon and Poli, I997b). Langdon observed that most

crossovers in later generations result in no change in fitness, so the evolution degenerates to
a random search for ways to represent the same behaviour. Since there are many more ways

to represent the same behaviour with larger solutions, more of these become prevalent.

Analysis in (Blickle and Thiele, 1994) focused on redundant portions of GP trees. An
edge ,4 in a tree ? was defined as redundant if, for all values of the terminals (inputs) of
T, the function represented by ? is independent of the sub-tree of edge ,4. That is, the

fitness of a program is independent of a redundant sub-tree. Often this occurs because a

sub-tree is never executed in the fitness calculation; for example, in the expression If(True,
T1, T2) the expression T2 is never evaluated. Redundant code is generally more subtle than
this example, involving portions that look useful but are never executed for the particular
fitness cases used. These redundant segments of code are also referred to as implicitly-defi'ned

introns (IDIs). Qualitatively, the argument of the analysis in (Blickle and Thiele, 1994) is

that when the search comes to an end and no improvements in fitness can be made, the

individuals that procreate the most are those whose fi.tness is not degraded by crossover.

Given that there is an effective portion of a tree and a redundant portion, the fitness will
decrease if a crossover or mutation point is selected within the effective portion. Therefore

trees with a larger redundant portion are less likely to undergo destructive crossover or

mutation because the redundant code acts as a decoy, protecting the effective code. Blickle
and Thiele showed that trees which contain more redundancy, and are hence larger, are

given an exponentially-increasing number of future trials relative to smaller trees. Thus the

population grows without bound.
There are three types of method for controlling code growth in GP (Langdon and Poli,

7ee7b):

Restrict Size: Restrict the maximum depth or maximum number of nodes in each tree.

This is really a band-aid solution because the size of the optimal solution is not known

beforehand and the restriction may stop the solution from being found.

Modify Fitness Function: The fitness function can be augmented with a complexity
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penalty:

l'@) : f @) + a-c(a)

where C(ø) is some measure of the complexity of an individual, such as the number
of nodes, and a is a constant. The problem is in the selection of a. The minimum
description length principle has been applied to GP for regression (Iba et al.,l994a).
The fitness function becomes the sum ofthe encoded length ofthe tree and the encoded

Iength of the exceptional fitness cases that the tree got wrong:

.f (o) : 0.5k log N +
tree coding length exception coding length

where ll is the number of fitness cases, ^9fr is ttre mean square error on the cases, and

k is the number of parameters in the particular tree representation used'

Adaptive methods have also been proposed. The adapti,ue Occam method described

in (Zhang and Mühlenbein, 1995) uses a two-stage process of learning in which parsi-

mony pressure is increased as the classification error decreases:

o(g) :
Ea."t(g-1)
Ca."r(g)

1

4;
11

4; E;,^r-Ðz*"^r)

Lf. 86",¡(9 - I) ) E^o,

otherwise

where Eø."t(g - 1) is the fractional error of the best individual from the previous
generation over nuat fitness cases, E^o, is the maximum allowed error for solutions
generated using this method, and C6",¡(g) is an estimation of the complexity of the
best individual in the current generation, calculated using a moving average:

L1"u,n(g) : |Vu""rØ) -Cu",t(9- 1) + A'C,,,.(g - 7)l

Cø."t(g -f l) : Cu."t(g) I L'C",,,(g)

\Mhen the best-of-generation error is greater than E^or, parsimony is of little conse-

quence since we want to grow the trees to obtain the desired performance. Once the
errordropsbelow E-o, a(g) increasestoforcethesizeof thetreesdown,whilemain-
taining the same accuracy. This method is troublesome, however, because the targeted
maximum error is not always known. A similar scheme is investigated in (Blickle,
1996ö), where the fitness function being minimised switches discretely to tree com-
plexity when the desired accuracy is reached.

These methods are all a basic form of multi-objective optimisation. Multi-objective
methods have explicitly been used to encourage parsimony with the concept of Pareto
optimality (Langdon, 1996ó). In the work of (Ryan, 1994), accurate programs and

small programs were bred independently with controlled rates of inter-breeding.

Modify Genetic Operators: Crossover and mutation can be biased towards smaller trees,

or made aware of redundant code. (Blickle and Thiele, 1994) rsed marlcing crossouer

by identilying those tree edges2 not traversed during fitness evaluation and avoiding
crossover at the marked edges.

Methods for biasing the GP towards smaller offspring are called parsimony pressure.

Given the cause of bloating, it seems that the logical method is to remove all redundancy

2An edge in a tree denotes the link between two nodes.
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from the representation. Unfortunately this is only possible in special casês because re-
moval of all redundant code is reducible to the program equivalence problem, which is non-
recursive (Soule et a1.,1996). Removal of redundancy was examined in (Soule et a1.,1996),
but they were unable to rid the programs of all IDIs and the programs eventually began
to grow. An example of a case where redundancy can be removed is in boolean func-
tions (Droste, 1997). Any boolean function can be represented by a directed acyclic graph
called an ordered boolean dec'ision diagram (OBDD). The reduced form of an OBDD has the
important property that it is unique for the given functional behaviour.

:

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter has presented a brief introduction to the field of evolutionary computation, and
in particular genetic algorithms and genetic programming. The next chapter starts the novel
content of this thesis by motivating a search over pre-processors for supervised classification.
Chapter 5 describes how genetic programming can be used to that end. Experimental re-
sults of the application of GP to pattern recognition are presented in Chapter 6, and the
conclusions are then given in Chapter 7.



Chapter 4

A FYamework for Automatic
Feature Extraction

4.I Introduction
The reader has been introduced to the fields of pattern recognition in Chapter 2 and of
evolutionary search techniques in Chapter 3. This chapter presents the main ideas and

motivations for the research of this thesis. In brief, the main idea is that of automatic, or
generalised, feature extraction. It has been noted that there is no existing formalism or

framework for feature extraction. A framework is suggested here which is a more general

form of existing pre-processing methods.
First, existing mechanisms for feature extraction are reviewed and their shortcomings

pointed out. Then a series of stand-points, or hypotheses) are presented along with their
justification. These logical steps in thought lead to a generalised pre-processor) one which

is not only universally applicable but also realisable with finite resources. Next, the issue

of how to synthesise such a pre-processor is raised, and population-based heuristic search

techniques are suggested. Two questions are posed concerning the feasibility of synthesis

and practical use of these pre-processors, which lead to the construction of the evolutionary
pre-processor described in Chapter 5 and the empirical study detailed in Chapter 6.

4.2 Manual Feature Extraction

It was pointed out in Chapter 2 that there are many general classifi,ers which objectively treat
the input data as points distributed in a high-dimensional feature space. These classifiers

are general because no knowledge of the problem is required to apply them, save that the

assumptions made by the classification algorithm should be concomitant with the data. The

step that makes these methods successful in practice is the pre-processing or feature ertrac-

t'ion stage, the transformation applied to the raw data before classification. Pre-processing is

required to reduce the dimensionality of the data, and to improve the discriminatory power of
the inputs to the classifier. Note that dimensionality reduction is beneficial by alleviating the

curse of dimensionality and reducing computational requirements. Features may also be ex-

tracted that are invariant to transformations such as scaling or rotation. While the boundary

between pre-processor and classifier is in some cases indeterminate, the distinction between

the two stages can generally be made as follows: feature extraction is problem-dependent,

but classification is more general. For this reasonT one finds many broadly-applicable classi-

fiers, such as k-Nearest Neighbours clustering, Perceptrons and Parzen Windowing, but few

generally-useful pre-processors.
Data are usually pre-processed in a way that is chosen bv the operator and is specific

li
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to the problem; this practice will be referred to as manual feature ertraction. There is

little theory to guide the feature-extraction process, and the operator typically draws on
domain knowledge, past experience, trial-and-error and intuitive ideas about which features

are important (Nilsson, 1993; Fu, 1980). There are many examples of ad-hoc manualfeature
extraction: a few are given here.

An example of manual feature extraction comes from the technique for recognition of
human faces described in (Dunstone, 1995). The facial images were first normalised using

Iow-frequency Gabor transformations, then local features were sought using Gabor functions.
The motivation for using Gabor functions is biological, as they have been found in the
mammalian visual system. Another example is found in (Casasent and Neiberg, 1995),

where distortion-invariant recognition of objects from infra-red images is performed. Wedge-

sampled magnitude-squared Fourier transforms were used as features because the designer
knew from experience that they would be appropriate for the application.

A common approach to feature extraction is to synthesise a large set of features and
select the most effective sub-set of these. The Multi-function Target Acquisition Processor
ATR System used in (Tackett, 1994) and the segment data set used later in this thesis (see

Appendix C) are both examples of the extraction of many (26 and 19 respectively) Iocalised
non-linear features from images. In (Breirnan et al., lg94) a section on the use of decision
trees for selection of a sub-set of features reads (bold face added):

Following this intuitive appraisal, 55 new features were constructed. These were

averages, Í^r,^, over the variables from rn1 to m2 for m1rm2 odd, that is

tr¡t,.rn,: ---f - 
î :[r.., Tn2 > rnl

Tn2 _ rnl _t I n7_m^

The selection of appropriate features for classification by a practitioner must be performed
with care, because the classifier cannot compensate for a poor choice of features (Nilsson,

1993). Manual feature selection is problematic for the following reasons:

o There is very little theory to guide the selection, except for the designer's intuitive
ideas about which features are important (Nilsson, 1993; Fu, 1980).

o For a difficult problem, there may be no intuitive understanding of the data. The
measurements provided may come from disparate sources, and may be intuitively dif-
ficult to combine. The scale-factor chosen for each measurement can greatly affect the
performance of the classifier (Duda and Hart, 1973).

o The best number of features is not known. Nevertheless there are methods for estimat-
ing the intrinsic dimens'ionality of a data set, which is the dimensionality of the smallest
non-linear sub-space which entirely contains the data (Bishop, 1995). One method es-

timates the fractal dimension of the data as a measure of self-similarity to determine
the necessary number of features (Aviles-Cruz et al., 1995). The difficulty with these

methods is that they may not necessarily produce the best number of features for use

with the classifi,er.

¡ Selecting features by trial-and-error, which may involve some dimensionality-reduction
work to visualise the clusters in the data, can be time consuming and laborious.

¡ Pre-processing is usually developed independently of the classifier, whereas the features
and the classifier are inter-dependent.

¡ There is no concept of optimality. Although there is no problem with using intuition
and experience per se, there is no way to be sure that the operator has done the best
job possible in manually extracting the features.
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Optimal features must be optimal with respect to some criterion, and the selection of an

appropriate criterion for a pre-processor is not obvious. For a classifier, the objective is clear:

to minimise the error rate. The criterion for good features suggested here is to minimise the

error rate of the classifier on the pre-processed data'

4.3 Automatic Feature Extraction

Given the problems associated with manual feature extraction, a general framework is re-

quired under which the pre-processing stage can be optimised. One may question the possi-

bility of a general pre-processor, since it has been stated in this thesis that pre-processing is

the problem-dependent component of pattern recognition. Consider, however, the following
pattern recognition tasks:

1. understanding of human speech,

2. recognition of human faces,

3. hand-written character recognition,

4. segmentation and classification of occluded objects in a visual scene, and

5. medical diagnosis via evaluation of diagnostic evidence.

These are all quite different tasks with different subtleties and data types, but they have

something in common: these tasks can all be performed by humans using neurons and

adaptive learning processes. The implication is that there are common aspects to these

problems which can be addressed under a general framework: an exemplary system being

the human brain. The extraction of features in a problem-independent manner will be

referred to here as automatic feature ertraction.
There are existing methods that extract features in a problem-independent way. The

most commonis principal component analysis (PCA), which projects the data onto the prin-
cipal axes of maximum variance in the data. The projections onto those axes with the largest

variance are used as features. There are two problems with PCA. First of all, the features

are linear combinations of the inputs and are not powerful enough to describe non-linear

data (Bishop, 1995, pg. 314). Secondly, PCA is useful for description of data, but not

always for discrimination. In some situations the lower-variance principal components may

contain the discriminatory information in the data, but would be discarded by PCA (Bishop,

1995, pg. 318). Discriminant analysis provides methods for extracting linear features with
discriminatory qualities. These methods find the optimal linear transformation of the data

according to a class-separability criterion (Fukunaga, 1990). Unfortunately, one needs to

know something about the structure of the naturally-occurring clusters, since different cri-
teria are appropriate for different cluster configurations (Duda and Hart, 1973).

Some people in pattern recognition research have attempted to build a perfect classifier

and de-emphasise feature extraction. In such cases the pre-processor is intrinsically contained

in the classifier. For example, a multi-layer perceptron used for classification is often fed the

raw data at its inputs with no explicit pre-processing. The non-linear hidden units transform
the input data in successive stages, with a different representation from one layer to the next.

It has been observed in (Gallinari et a1.,1991) that for these internal representations, the

clusters in the data are progressively more separated and compact from one layer to the

next. Thus the early layers of the network learn to perform feature extraction, and the final
Iayers perform classification.

The MLP suffers from two drawbacks which detract from its generality but are differ-
ent from the limitations of PCA. Firstly. the activation functions used in the hidden nodes
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are sometimes inappropriate for a given problem. Secondly, the optimal structure and in-
terconnection for an implemented network is unknown beforehand. These problems will be

discussed in detail later, but it must be noted that both arise from a discrepancy between the
theoretical existence of a network to perform the required mapping promised in Theorem 2.1,

and the limitations of what is practically realisable on current-day computers.
Therefore the MLP could not, for instance, be used for classification of 1000 x 1000

natural images because this would require over n million weights in the first hidden layer
for n hidden nodes, and the data would be too sparse for the optimisation of so many
weights. The computational and dimensional problems of the fully-connected MLP have

been overcome by conuolutional networlcs (Lawrence et a\.,1996) through the use of three
mechanisms: local receptive fields, shared weights and spatial sub-sampling. Each layer in
the network contains neurons that are connected to only a sub-set ofthe units in the previous
layer, and all neurons in a layer have the same weight values.

Another automatic method for non-linear feature extraction is to use an auto-associative
network which simply learns the mapping from each training instance to itself, but which
has a hidden layer in the centre with only a few hidden nodes (Bishop, 1995; Haykin, 1994).

The output values at the hidden nodes for a given input constitute a low-dimensional non-
linear representation of the data. This technique requires at least three hidden layers and
expensive training algorithms.

The methods for automatic feature extraction listed in this section can be considered
as frameworks for generalised pre-processing, albeit unwitting ones. In general, all existing
methods for automatic feature extraction are restricted to some fixed structure and functions
of which the features are composed. This imposes a limitation on the applicability of such

techniques and on the range of underlying physical generative processes that can be efficiently
modeled.

4.4 Contributions of this Thesis

This thesis introduces the concept of a generalised pre-processor (GPP) which is not found
explicitly in the literature. The generalised pre-processor provides a framework for automatic
feature extraction under which optimisation of the pre-processing stage can be performed.
The GPP extends the traditional Universal Approximator to be both universally applicable
and \mplernentable using finite resources. The optimal GPP must be sought in the context
of the classifier used. The shift of focus towards common facets of pre-processing rather than
classification is in itself a contribution to pattern recognition research, and may become the
launching pad for future fundamental developments in the field. Nevertheless, the hypotheses
and investigative questions introduced in this sub-section constitute the formal contribution
of this thesis.

Before proceeding to the hypotheses and research questions, let us define a constituent

function to be any function from which a pre-processor is composed. Note the distinc-
tion between constituent functions and basis functions. The term "basis function" tra-
ditionally refers to a function appearing in a linear combination. For example, the sine

and cosine functions are basis functions for the Fourier series representation. The defini-
tion of constituent functions is more general than that of basis functions. For example,
the addition and multiplication functions are also included as constituent functions of the
Fourier series representation. A distinction is commonly made between a linear function
and a non-linear function. A linear function is a linear combination of its arguments, ie:

I (rt,*2,. . .,ïd) : a0 * a1.r1 I a2.x2 I . . . I a¿.r¿ where the a¿ are constants. A non-linear
function is any other non-constant function.

The usefulness of a GPP is motivated by the following three conjectures:
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Hypothesis 4.1 A pre-processor constructed from the appropriate constituent functions can

be more economically realisable than eristing methods of uniuersal functi,on approrimation.

Hypothesis 4.2 A pre-processor hauing the appropriate structure can be more economically

reali,sable than erist'ing methods of uniuersal functi'on approrimat'ion.

Assuming that the results of these two hypotheses are positive, it follows that:

Hypothesis 4.3 A pre-processor haaing the appropriate structure and constructed from the

appropriate const'ituent functions can be rnore successfully appli,ed than eristing methods of
uniu er s al fun ctio n app ro rim ati o n.

On the basis of these hypotheses, one would like to construct a pre-processor using arbitrary
non-linear functions and having arbitrary size and structure. This requires a search for the
optimal pre-processor of arbitrary size.

Hypothesis 4.4 Search techn'iques that employ a population of soluti,ons are most appro-
priate for a search ouer pre-processors of arb'itrary size, structure and constituent functions,
and are able to focus on models with the right leuel of complerity.

If this hypothesis is true, then for reasonably simple underlying models, the search space is

effectively reduced to a manageable size.

Many questions arise from the points made so far; the questions addressed in this thesis

are:

Question 4.L Is a search oaer pre-processors of arbi,trary size, structure and constituent

funct'ions feasi,ble for real problerns?

Question 4.2 Is the generati,on of an economically-represented pre-processor useful for knowl-
edge discouery?

A section is dedicated to each of these hypotheses and questions below, but first the scope

of this thesis is defined.

4.5 Scope of this Thesis

The concept of automatic pre-processing of data for classification opens a multitude of av-

enues for research. This thesis constitutes a first step, and does not attempt to address all
of the issues at hand. The primary investigation of this work is the use of an evolutionary
optimisation technique to search for a variable-sized network of interconnected non-linear,
even discontinuous functions for pre-processing of data.

Pattern recognition has applications in every area of life, and only a sub-set of these

problems can be addressed. The specific area of supervised classification was chosen for
examination because of the availability of public domain data sets, and the presence of
ground-truth information for evaluation of results. The wide variety of problems that can

be examined in this genre facilitate general results, whereas focusing on face recognition or
speech recognition would have limited the scope of the work.

The criticism may be leveled at this work that the synthesis algorithm used only works

with low-dimensional data, so pre-processing is not needed anyway. The experiments had to
be designed either for high-dimensional data or for low-dimensional data. There are several

reasons why high-dimensional data were not used:

¡ Use of low-dimensional data allows for comparison with other classification methods.
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o Manipulation of high-dimensional data requires exploitation of regularity. This issue

has already been addressed in work on convolution networks, automatically-defined
functions (Ko2a,19940) and the work of Teller (see Section 4.12)'

¡ The use of low-dimensional data isolates the issues of interest, non-linear constituent
functions and arbitrary structure, from the issues of regular structure and sparseness

of the data.

o Work has already been performed by another researcher on the use of GP for automatic
classification of images and sound waveforms. Use of high-dimensional data with EPrep

would have resulted in work very similar to that of Teller (Teller and Veloso, 1996).

Given that mechanisms exist for exploiting regularity in high-dimensional data, the work

done here can be considered as a search for what pre-processing should be applied to the

data with regularity. This is literally the case in the satimage and segment problems to
be encountered later (see Appendix C), which are image-segment classification problems.

The feature extraction methods considered in this thesis are functional compositions of
constituent functions and input variables, and are therefore memoryless. Models that rely
on previous inputs to the pre-processor, such as hidden Markov models and recurrent neural
networks, are not considered. These models are useful for high-dimensional data, such as

images and time-series, that are explicitly correlated. Most of the data sets examined in this
thesis do not have e¡ s between the input measrrrements. Hence there is no

particular benefit tã sor models with feed-back in the experiments of this
thesis.

The method used to investigate Questions 4.1 and 4.2 is empirical rather than theoretical,
the reason being that the questions are about the situation in the real-world rather than on

paper. The traditional machine learning and artificial intelligence approach to evaluation of
classification methods is empirical because the data and algorithms are usually too complex

for a realistic formal treatment (Flexer, 1996). While experiments on synthetic data can

be informative, and indeed are performed in the work of this thesis, experiments using real
data are required to ascertain the practical utility of a system. Also, the use of empirical
evaluation is similar to the prototyping methodology. We can quickly build a system to "see

if it works", learn more about the problem and ascertain whether further investigation is
worthwhile. If so, then we can return with a more formal treatment, smoothing the rough

edges of decisions previously made via heuristics.

4.6 Hypothesis 4.1: Benefit of Appropriate Constituent Func-
tions

This section addresses the validity of Hypothesis 4.1: can the use of appropriate constituent
functions result in a more efficient pre-processor than existing methods of universal function
approximation? The method will be to demonstrate situations in which this hypothesis is

true. The relevance of this postulate in real-world situations is not addressed here. First, let

us define what is meant by "appropriate constituent functions".
It is a commonly known fact that any periodic, piece-wise continuous function can be

rcpresented as the weighted sum of sine and cosine functions of different frequencies; this is
the Fourier Series representation of the function. The basis functions used are sine and co-

sine functions, which are very important in engineering because they are the eigen-functions
for linear time-invariant systems. The consequence is that, given sine and cosine functions,
we can construct any function interesting to humans, and therefore any pre-processor. The
problem is in the effic'iency of the implementation, because these basis functions can be inap-
propriate in some situations. lbr example, a square wave function can be exactly represented

f)
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a Fourier series, but an infinite number of basis functions is required. Obviously this is not
practically realisable, whereas a finite set of threshold logic units could be used to represent
the square wave over a finite interval.

The Universal Approximation Theorem (Theorem 2.1) for the MLP states a similar result,
that any continuous function can be represented as a composition of addition, multiplication
and the activation functions at the hidden nodes. Addition, multiplication and the activation
functions can therefore be considered as the constituent functions for this pre-processing

method. In a similar manner to the Fourier Series representation, the MLP can approximate
any function in theory, but the practical implementation may be prohibitively large. To
illustrate, consider the 2-class classification problem shown in Figure 4.1. There are 900 2-

dimensional vectors, each belonging to one of two classes separated by the sinusoidal decision
boundary 0.4sin(2trfr1), with I : l5 Hz and rr € [-1,1]. The data are divided into 200

training, 100 validation and 600 test samples.
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Figure 4.1: Synthetic sinusoidal boundary problem; the data set on the domain [0,0.5] (o

class 0, x: class 1).

The MLP was used to classify this data. The experimental configuration is described
fully in Section 6.3.3.1; in brief, the RProp algorithm (Riedmiller and Braun, 1993) was

used to update the weights, and early stopping was used to halt training. To select the
MLP architecture, 36 preliminary runs were performed: 6 single-layer and 6 double-layer
architectures with up to 32 hidden nodes were searched, with 3 runs per architecture. Only
connections between consecutive layers were used, and the target vectors were restricted to
the [0.1, 0.9] interval. The final results were obtained from 10 runs using the best architecture.

For this data set the MLP obtained a best test set misclassification error of 25.96Vo,

and was clearly unable to approximate the complicated decision boundary with the limited
number of hidden nodes used. If sinusoidal activation functions were used in the MLP,
classification may have been more successful.

Numerous other scenarios can be engineered to make classification difficult for the MLP,
such as the spirals problem described in Appendix C. The solution is to tse constituent

functions that are appropriate f or the problem, but this generally prohibits successful training
of the network. First of all, the activations must be everywhere differentiable, and second,

the use of arbitrary continuous functions such as the sine function may introduce too many
local optima to facilitate successful training.
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Further proof for the validity of Hypothesis 4.1 comes from Kolmogorov's theorem. In
answer to the 13th Hilbert problem, Kolmogorov proved that every continuous function of
several variables can be written as the super-position of a fixed number of functions of one

variable (Bishop, 1995, pg. 137). This theorem has had limited relevance for neural networks

because the uni-variate functions are generally not smooth and their choice relies on the

function being approximated (Bishop, 1995). The fact that a fixed number of functions is

required for the Kolmogorov decomposition means that the mapping is practically realisable,

except in cases where the univariate functions themselves are extremely complicated. The

theorem therefore endorses the proposed framework of the use of arbitrary smooth or non-

smooth constituent functions for the efficient realisation of a pre-processor.

4.7 Hypothesis 4.2: Benefit of Appropriate Structure

Now we turn to Hypothesis 4.2, that a pre-processor having the appropriate structure can

be preferable to a traditional uniform structure. Let us first explore what is meant by

"structure". The structure of a pre-processor defines the functional composition of the

outputs, whereas the constituent functions define what goes into the composed functions.

Any composition of functions can be represented as a feed-forward network of interconnected

nodes, the nodes representing the functions and inputs, and the interconnections denoting

the relationship of a function argument. In Chapter 2 it was seen that the traditional MLP
consists of a number of layers of neurons, each of which is connected to every neuron in the
preceding layer. For a given number of layers and neurons, however, there is no reason to
believe that this interconnection strategy is preferable to any other: we could connect each

neuron to every neuron in each previous layer, or only connect to a sub-set of the neurons

in the preceding layer. One must also select the number of hidden layers and the number

of neurons in each layer. The structure of the MLP is the combination of number of hidden

Iayers, the number of nodes in each layer, and the matrix of interconnections between the

neurons.
The concept of structure is not relegated only to neural networks: there are numerous

other methods of data transformation which have some kind of structure. Decision trees

and genetic programs are examples where the solutions have structure that is automatically
obtained. For traditional neural networks, however, the structure must be selected by hand

before training. The selection of the correct structure is very important, because it directly
determines the complexity of the model. If the complexity of the structure is not concomitant

with the data, then under- or over-fitting is likely to occur.

Note that the Universal Approximation Theorem states that the same structure, namely

a single hidden layer, is sufficient for all continuous mappings, although the optimal size of
the structure can vary. But once again the existence theorem is not always compatible with
practice. A double-hidden-layer network may achieve the same mapping as a single-hidden-

layer network but with fewer nodes. Similarly, a more economical representation may be

achieved by reducing or increasing the number of interconnections between nodes; examples

are found in (Fiesler, 1993). We have already seen an example of appropriate structure
in the convolutional network, which, by reducing the number of inter-connections, achieves

what the traditional MLP cannot within the bounds of current-day computational resources.

The sheer weight of research into automatic methods for the choice of network structure is

sufficient evidence that the optimal network structure is considered to be important (Branke,

1995; Bartlett, 1994; Mitler et al., 1989; Balakrishnan and Honavar, 1995ø; Balakrishnan

and Honavar, 1995ó; Chen eú at., 1994; Zhang et a\.,1995; Bornholdt and Graudenz, 1992).
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4.8 Hypothesis 4.3: The Generalised Pre-Processor
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The case for Hypotheses 4.1 and 4.2 have been argued. On the basis of these hypotheses,

Hypothesis 4.3 is that a pre-processor with flexible structure and composition has particular
benefits in some situations. The generalised pre-processor is proposed as a framework for
constructing pre-processors with arbitrary structure and using arbitrary functions. The GPP
is simply a functional composition consisting of constituent functions selected by the user,

and the input measurements as input variables. The GPP can be represented as a feed-

forward network similar to the MLP. The differences from the MLP are that the architecture
can have any number of layers, nodes and inter-connections, the inputs are not weighted,

and the functions acting on the inputs to the nodes can take any non-linear form, and even

be discontinuous. The GPP is a generalisation of the MLP, and so in theory it can perform
any continuous mapping. The important feature of the GPP is that it is realisable with
finite resources. This feature is made possible if the appropriate constituent functions for
the problem are available.

Under the GPP framework, a criterion for an optimal pre-processor can be developed.

Since the pre-processor is designed for use with a classifier, a candidate criterion is min-
imisation of the estimated misclassification rate of the classifier on the pre-processed data.

There is an infinite number of pre-processors that yield the same estimate of misclassification
rate for a given problem. The simplest pre-processor is chosen as the optimal one, because

it is the most practically realisable. The concept of "simplest" here is some compromise

between the complexity of the activation functions and the complexity of the pre-processor's

structure.
By comparison of Kolmogorov's theorem with the Universal Approximation theorem for

single-hidden-layer sigmoidal networks, it may appear that there is a duality between the
constituent functions and the structure of the pre-processor. That is, we can fix the con-

stituent functions and optimise the structure, as with the MLP, or we can fix the architecture
and modify the constituent functions, as stated in Kolmogorov's theorem. This duality is

false, however, because Kolgomorov's constituent functions can be arbitrarily complex and

may therefore have a rich compositional structure of their own. Rather than a duality there

is a trade-off between the complexity of structure and constituent functions: if we fix the
structure to be small, we may need very complicated constituent functions, and if we use

simple constituent functions we may need a complex structure. For instance, we could choose

to build a pre-processor from addition functions, in which case multiplication would have to
be represented by multiple additions: the simpler addition functions are accompanied by an

increase in structural size. The practically desirable compromise lies somewhere in between,

and is dependent on our level ofrepresentation ofthe functions. This also affects our concept

of the "simplest" pre-processor mentioned earlier. The choice of constituent functions to use

in constructing the pre-processor could be affected by the following considerations:

o Choose functions which have been known in the past to be useful for pre-processing;

eg.' Fourier transform, Gabor functions.

o Use functions which are in some way complementary, having different types of non-

linearity.

o The functions should be meaningful to humans so that the results can be understood.

4.9 Hypothesis 4.4: Advantage of Population-Based Search

There is an infinite number of ways to represent a single functional mapping. The whole point
of the generalised pre-processor is that it must be realisable using finite resources. The prob-
lem is, there is no known method for the synthesis of the optimal generalised pre-processor;
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in most cases, the induction of minimal structures is NP-Hard (John et a1.,1994). A search

technique is required which allows the combination of arbitrary constituent functions and the
selection of an appropriate structure. The possibility of non-differentiable constituent func-
tions and variable-sized structure precludes the use of many traditional search techniques.

Only heuristic search can be used to manipulate totally general pre-processors, since gradi-

ent information is not explicitly available. Although the infinity of functions and structures

cannot be fully considered when searching for a pre-processor, the quest can be successful

because we are only interested in realisable pre-processors, which constrains the search.

The question arises as to which heuristic search technique to use. Let us define each

pre-processor a¡by the pair a¿: (\¡,d¿), where À¿ € l\ is the structure of the model, its size

and interconnectivity, and 0¿ € O¡' is the set of parameters, inputs and constituent functions
of the model, referred to here as content. For a fixed structure À¿ there is a search space

over different contents, the size of which increases with the size of À¿. Since the appropriate
structure for the pre-processor is not known beforehand, structures of many different sizes

need to be considered initially. The danger is that, since there are generally many more pre-

processors of larger size that perform a particular mapping than of smaller size, the search

technique may become focused on larger structures which increases the size of the content

search space, and makes discovery of a suitable pre-processor less feasible.

Optimisation algorithms that use a population of solutions to search in parallel, such

as genetic algorithms, are referred to as population-ó¿sed methods. The more traditional
optimisation methods that employ only a single solution to conduct the search are termed
single-point algorithms. Hypothesis 4.4 postulates that population-based search techniques

are more appropriate than single-point techniques for a search over generalised pre-processors

because they are able to focus on models with the right level of complexity. If so, then for
simple underlying models, the content space is effectively reduced to a reasonable size. The
hypothesis is demonstrated here with some general analysis using the following notation and

concepts.
There is a fitness function measuring the accuracy of the model, / : À x O -+ W, with

higher values of / being preferable and /(c) > 0 V a e A. Some measure of the size of
individual i is denoted âs s¿, ànd may be taken as the number of nodes in the pre-processor.

We construct the situation in which the optimal solution with fitness /* has a relatively
small size s*. The population-based algorithm begins with a population of M solutions with
sizes 0 < rr(0) < s2(0) < ... <
algorithm is run for G generations, with the size of individual i at generation 9 being s¿(g)

and the population size M remaining constant. To ensure that the same number of points

is visited by both methods, the single-point algorithm is rw M times, and run i starts from
individual ,i of the initial population of the population-based method so that a range of sizes

is considered. Each run of the single-point method lasts for G iterations, and s¿(9) is the
size of the current solution at iteration g of run z.

The population-based method is considered first. The total size of the initial population
is: 

M
5(0) : I "n(o)i:r

Let us assume that simple roulette-wheel selection is used in generating the next population.
Parents are selected in direct proportion to their fitness and offspring are formed through
the application of genetic operators:

ai(s+1):T("¡(s))

All heuristic search techniques use a neighbourhood function to generate new search points
in the vicinity of the current best solution; in the case of evolutionary methods, the genetic
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operators produce the neighbouring points, or offspring. We would expect pre-processors in
the neighbourhood of a point to have a similar size and similar constituent functions and
parameters to that point. Since the operators are applied stochasticall¡ the neighbourhood
function 7 is a stochastic process. Let us assume that 7 is unbiased with respect to size,

so that Erls¿(g + 1)] : s¿(9), wher" Erl.l is the expectation with respect to the stochastic
function 7. The expected total size of the population in the next generation is:

s(1) : 
ä'#*tr(s¿(o))l

Éffi",,', (4 1)

where we have used ?(s¿(0)) to denote the size of the offspring resulting from the genetic

operator on individual i, and /(0) to denote the mean fitness in generation 0. Let us consider
the sizes in the population to be a vector s(0), and similarly the corresponding fitnesses to
be a vector f(0):

s(0) : [rr(0), "z(0),
f(0) : [/r (0), lz(0),

Now we can write Equation(4.1) as a dot-product:

s(1)
f(0)'s(0)

, "¡z(0)l
,ltø(o)l

/(0)
M

. cos(d(0)) lr(o) | ls(o) |

DYr f¿Q)

Mcos(d(0))
ÐY, r¡Q)' DYt "¿Q)2 5(0)
ÐYr f¿Q) Ifr s¿(o)

M cos(d(0) )F(0) s(0)s(0) (4.2)

where d(0) is the angle between the size and fitness vectors, .F(0) is the ratio of the length
of the fitness vector to the sum of its elements, and similarly S(0) is the ratio of the length
of the size vector to the sum of its elements. We have the result that the total size of the
individuals in generation 1 is some factor times the total size in the previous generation;

this relationship generalises for all generations. Under what conditions does the total size

decrease? We must have: 
l

cos(d(0))r(0)s(0) < n, (4.3)

A sufficient condition for a geometric decrease in GPP sizes is:

Mcos(d(O)) < 1

We know from the triangle inequality that 0 < F(0) ( 1 and 0 < S(0) < 1. The fitness and
size values cannot be negative, therefore 0 < cos(d(O)) < 1. An example of a population of
size 2 for which cos(á) is relatively small is shown in Figure 4.2. As can be seen from the
figure, the angular separation between the vectors can be large if there is a good dynamic
range offitness and size values, and ifthere is an inverse proportionality between fitness and
size. Although it has already been stated that there are usually more cases of near-optimum
fitness for larger sizes, one would generally expect the fitness function to be more volatile
for larger-sized structures. In such a case, the average fitness of smaller individuals will be

higher than that of bigger individuals, and the conditions for a small cos(0) are viable.
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Figure 4.2: An example of size and fitness vectors for a population of size2'

Equation(4.2) generalises to generation 9:

s(g + 1) : K(s) s(s)

where K(s) : M cos(0(g))f (s)S(g). If K(g) ( 1 on average then there will be a geometric

decrease in the size of the population as generations progress. As s(g) approaches M.s*,
the mean size of individuals in the population will decrease. The sizes of the individuals
cannot be negative, so the variance will also decrease. Therefore the population will become

more homogeneous in size, and the size vector will approach a scaled version of the unit
vector [1,1, . . . , 1]. Hence cos(9(9)) will increase, and the average size of individuals in the
population will stop decreasing.

To illustrate, simulation results showing the relationship between average individual sizes

from one generation to the next for three different optimal solution sizes are shown in Fig-

tre 4.4. Using M : 7000, the sizes in the initial population were randomly generated 2000

times. For each of these populations, the total population size in the next generation was

calculated using the piecewise-linear fi.tness function:

/(") :
1oo.Ë
100. sm¿¿-+

Smo¡ -ö

if s ( s*

otherwise

where srno* is the size of the largest solution in the population. This fitness function is shown

in Figure 4.3 for s* : 30. Note that the function quantifies the average fitness of individuals
at that size, and larger values of fitness are better. By comparing the plotted points in
Figure 4.4 with the line S(0) : 5(1), it can be seen that the average size of individuals
decreases when greater than s*, increases when less than s* and stays the same when equal

to s*. Hence the change in solution size is always such that the sizes iteratively converge

upon s*.
The reason a geometric convergence upon the optimal solution size is possible with

population-based methods is that solutions with inappropriate size, and therefore relatively
Iow fitness, are discarded from the population on subsequent generations through natural
selection. Regions of the search space that are found from the initial population to hold the
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Figure 4.3: The average fitness of individuals with a given size plotted for s* : 30.
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Figure 4.4: Simulation results showing the change in size from one generation to the next
for different optimal solution sizes.
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most promise can have a proportionate amount of resources invested in them in subsequent

generations.
Compare the population-based approach with the single-point search. The neighbour-

hood function used to generate new points is 7(.), the same as that used to generate offspring

in the population-based method. Therefore on average, half of the neighbouring points will
have a smaller size than the current point. Assume the best case for the single-point algo-

rithm: that each neighbouring point under examination with smaller size than the current

best point has higher fitness and becomes the new best solution, and that neighbouring
points with larger size have lower fitness. Therefore, beginning with sr(0) > s*, the size of
the best solution after g iterations will be:

s/z
s¿(g): 

"¿(o) - tôcU)
j:t

whereô¿(j) isthesizechangeatiteration jof runi. Thetotalsizeof allsolutionsatiteration
g over lhe M runs is:

nffrl,:r I

sl2

j:t
Lr sl2

s(o) -II¿ot¡l
i:7 j:I

which, assuming the ô¿(j) are roughly the same on average, is an arithmetic decrease in
size. This is compared with the geometric decrease in size associated with population-based

search. Therefore the single-point search wastes resources on the larger initial pre-processors,

for which the content space is also large and the likelihood of finding a near-global optimum
is smaller. The reason single-point search suffers in this way is that the runs are independent,

so that if the search begins in a relatively unfit region of the search space, it is stuck there

for the rest of the run. In the population-based case, these unfit individuals are replaced

with the offspring of the fitter individuals.
Note well that the argument here is t}'e possibility that population-based methods can

out-perform single-point methods by focusing on models of the appropriate size. Whether or

not this will be the case in practice is dependent on the problem, and in particular whether
Equation(4.3) is satisfiable.

The astute reader may have noticed that the hypothesis presented in this section appears

to be in contradiction to the bloating phenomenon described in Section 3.5.6. Bloating occurs

when the fitness and size vectors are correlated in the following way: solutions of various

sizes can all share the same fitness value, and more importantly, there is a path between these

solutions via the genetic operators. More specifically, via sub-tree crossover one can add to

a genetic program a sub-tree that does the same job as the previous sub-tree, but which is

much larger. Bloating is avoided in the experiments of this thesis by reducing the number

of these constant-fitness paths from smaller to larger individuals via the genetic operators.

4.LO Question 4.L: Feasibility of Automatic Feature Extrac-
tion

The whole point of the general pre-processor is that it is practical rather than hypotheti-
cal. It would be contradictory to propose a framework that is of no practical use. Hence

Question 4.1: is the search over generalised pre-processors feasible for real problems? By

"feasible" we mean that the probability of finding an appropriately near-optimal solution is

s(g)
"¿(o) - Ddnu)
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acceptable. It is not difficult to suspect that the search is infeasible when the size of the
search space is considered. Suppose the pre-processor networks are represented as trees of
minimum depth 1 and some maximum depth D. Each internal node of the tree can be one

of f' functions, and each leaf node can be one of V input variables or numerical constants.
Let us also assume that all functions take two arguments so that the trees are binary. We

can start to write the number of distinct trees for each depth:

n(1) : T
n(2) : F.T2

n(3) : F.n(2)2

"(4) 
: F.n(3)2

"(D)
F.n(D - I)2

pz@-I) -t .rz@-r)
(F-T)2@-t)

F

Therefore the total number of distinct pre-processors of depth between 1 and D inclusive is

D

"r(D) Ð"(¿)
D

D(P.r)'<o-'t (4.4)

'a

d:

1

F

1

d:r

which increases with depth as an erponential of an erponential funct'ion. To fix ideas, the
number of possible trees is listed in Table 4.1 for various values of D using a modest F :
T :5. It is not unreasonable to expect pre-processors for real problems to have more than
five functions or terminals, or a depth larger than 8, so how can one expect to search this
space with any success?

Table 4.1: Number of possible binary trees with depth less than or equal to D and consisting
of

The method chosen to answer this question is empirical experimentation. Much effort
could have been expended by formally analysing a real-world problem, but the simplifications
required to make the analysis tractable would cast suspicion on the validity of the results.
Also, it is preferable to explore this questior, for as nxany real-world problems as possible, since

results obtained for one problem may be totally different from those on other problems, but
would nevertheless remain in the mind of the reader as a characterisation of the technique.
The software required to perform the investigative simulations is called the Euolutionary
Pre-Processor (EPrep for short). The total algorithm is very complicated and incorporates
much knowledge gained through iterative investigation; it is described fully in Chapter 5. The
question of whether EPrep can effectively search for pre-processors is discussed in Chapter 6,

where comparative experiments are performed on real data using EPrep, neural networks,
decision trees and a series of other statistical classification methods. The following sub-

sections discuss some of the issues associated with EPrep.

5 b 7 8D 1 2 4

"r(D) 5 725 78,725 3.052 x 1010 4.657 x 1021 1.084 x 10aa 5.878 x 1088 1.727 x 1or78
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4.10.1 Genetic Programming for Automatic Feature Extraction

To find an acceptable solution to an AÍP-hard or NP-cornplete search problem, special
properties of the objective function must be exploited. There are two areas of exploitation
that appeal to intuition. Firstly, the efficient convergence to the right-sized solutions offered

by population-based algorithms, as stated by Hypothesis 4.4. Secondly, the intuitive semi-

independent contribution of features to discrimination. It is a simple fact that a mapping
from a d-dimensional space to a g-dimensional space is essentially the concatenation of g
mappings from a d-dimensional space to a 1-dimensional range. In this respect, a pre-

processor can be viewed as a seú of features, each of which maps from the measurements

to a single feature dimension. Each feature, when used on its own for classification, has its
own ability to discriminate the data. Although not necessarily true, it is an intuitive step

to assume that some features have greater discriminatory power than others, and that the
addition of some feature to an existing set can improve the performance of the resulting set

more so than a feature of lesser discriminatory power. This semi-independent contribution
to fitness of a portion of the pre-processor is reminiscent of the building block hypothesis

in genetic algorithms. Therefore since a population-based approach is already suggested, a

recombinative method should also be employed to exploit the possible building blocks in the
solutions.

The generalised pre-processor to be optimised is an arbitrarily-connected feed-forward

network of different non-linear functions. Such a network can be represented as a forest of
trees: one for each of the d-dimensional to l-dimensional functions described previously. The
whole field of genet'ic programming, described in Chapter 3, is devoted to the manipulation
of tree structures containing arbitrary functions at the internal nodes. Hence GP was chosen

as the general method to search for pre-processors. The final algorithm deviates signifi-
cantly from the standard genetic program, but still manipulates the same variable-sized tree

structures. GP uses recombinative search to exploit possible super-positioning effects with
the features, and does not require explicit gradient information from the objective function,
which is a necessary property to allow arbitrary constituent functions in the pre-processor.

4.LO.2 Pre-Processor Representation

The functions of which the features are composed are selected to be complementary and
to handle different types of data; they are described fully in Chapter 5. For reasons to
be made known in the next section, the constituent functions are also commonly used by

humans. There are arithmetic functions, such as addition, multiplication, absolute value and
exponentiation, boolean functions such as AND, OR and NOT, and miscellaneous functions
such as if-then-else and test for equality. The arguments to the functions can be the outputs of
other functions, the input measurements for the problem, and randomly-generated constants.
It would be ideal to throw in every function known to man and have the algorithm determine

the best combination of these. In practice, GP is severely limited by the exponential growth
in search space with the number of functions and terminals (see Equation( . )). Therefore

the dimensionality of the data is severely restricted, and images or time-series cannot be

used directly with trPrep.

4.10.3 The Role of the Classifier

It is very important that the pre-processor be constructed to complement the classifier. If
the pre-processor were developed independently ofthe classifier, then the objective criterion
used could be completely different from that used to train the classifier. For example, a

classifier that assumes only one cluster per class must be preceded by a pre-processor which
collects all the clusters from one class into a single cluster. The GP approach allows the

ti

iii¡It
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pre-processors and classifier to be considered together by basing the fitness function on an

empirical estimate of misclassification cost using the classifier on the pre-processed data.
It may be argued that no classifier is required at all: since the pre-processor performs

a multi-dimensional mapping, why not have it approximate the mapping directly to the
predicted class labels? Indeed, this approach has been taken previously using GP (Tackett,
1994). In that work, vehicle detection was framed as a two-class classifi.cation problem.
Each individual in the population yielded a single feature, which was thresholded to obtain
a "present/absent" decision. This idea was generalised to C classes by (Banzhaf et a|.,1996),
in which the range of the output value was divided into C regions of equal size. The region
to which the output fell corresponded to the predicted class of that sample.

The method of arbitrarily dividing the output range into C fixed intervals is referred to
here as a static decis'ion rule. The static decision rule approach is not used here because it
is not as general as the adaptive decision rule realised by a trainable classifier. The local
tuning performed by the classifier facilitates search by removing the reliance of the pre-
processor fitness on the arbitrarily-placed decision region boundaries. Take the example in
Figure 4.5(a) below: three classes, with means of 5, 15 and 25 along the single feature,
fall into the regions 0-10, 11-20,2I-30. The fitness function designates that each sample
falling in the 0-10 region comes from class 1, and so on7 so that 100% correct classification
is achieved. Now consider the data shown in Figure 4.5(b) which have been transformed by
some pre-processor: although this solutiort is semantically correct in that it separates the
data into distinct clusters, it is judged to be syntacti,cally incorrect by the objective function
because the samples do not fall in their arbitrarily-placed regions. A classifier with adaptable
decision boundaries, on the other hand, introduces a shift and scale invariance that can

recognise semantically correct solutions regardless of the irrelevant scale and shift factors.
This provides the GP with more ways of representing desirable solutions, and therefore
increases the likelihood that the GP will converge to a good solution.

| ,:!."j$. 1:d.'.":,f Meä:_f,4'\_X____J
051015202530

(a) Deemed correct by the fitness function.

I )*$&iN.ìl"li+i"r.r:,-.:.------J

-8-6-4-20246810

(b) Deemed incorrect by the fitness function

Figure 4.5: An example of the static decision rule

Another reason why a classifier is useful is that it may allow the pre-processor to be

simpler in some situations. For example, if the classification problem has a paritv-type
structure, a pre-processor to perform the full task of discrimination may be quite complicated
and difficult to design. If, however, a classifier is used which can discriminate multiple clusters
per class, then the required pre-processing is simpler and easier to find.
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4.IL Question 4.2: Automatic Feature Extraction and Knowl-
edge Discovery

The field of knowledge discouery, or data m'in'ing, has received extraordinary popularity of
Iate. The basic principle is that large databases can be automatically processed by computers
to find succinct pieces of information which are "interesting" to people (Berry and Linoff,
1997). Example applications are fraud detection in banks, market segmentation for direct
marketing, and medical diagnosis. The most classic example of its use is in the finding
that nappies and beer were often bought simultaneously in a chain of supermarkets. The
explanation is that fathers are performing this transaction. Despite the simplicity of this
pattern, there are relatively few such real-world examples. Techniques from statistics and
machine learning are widely used in data mining, such as clustering, decision trees, neural
networks and genetic algorithms. The enormous databases must first be reduced using simple
methods to a size which renders the application of these methods feasible. The learning
algorithm is used to form some sort of model of the data through regression, classification or
clustering. The model is then used for prediction, or scrutinised to reveal some underlying
patterns in the data.

There are an infinity of ways to describe a finite set of data. Therefore one may wonder
that the user could be at all certain that the model obtained is the true model responsi-
ble for generating the data. The principle of Occam's razor is generally employed in data
mining: that among a set of models that accurately describe the data, the least complex of
those models is the most likely to be responsible for its generation. Given that the optimal
generalised pre-processor among those with adequate performance is the simplest according
to some criterion, it is possible that the resulting pre-processor could be reverse-engineered
to learn about the problem.

Question 4.2 asks whether EPrep would be useful for knowledge discovery. It is generally
agreed upon that the MLP is not useful for revealing underlying relationships, because the
model must be apprehensible by a human, and a set of real-valued weights reveals little. De-
cision trees, on the other hand, are useful for knowledge discovery because they generate a

series of questions or tests on the data which are easily understood by a person. The problem
with decision trees is that when the clusters are not axis-parallel or contain non-linear depen-
dencies between input variables, large complicated trees result and interpretability breaks
down.

EPrep has been designed to investigate Question 4.2 by taking the following design
measures:

o constituent functions are used that are meaningful to humans;

r the representation of features is simple to understand;

o the boundary between features is clear because they are represented as separate trees;
and

¡ in the context of equal classification accuracy, there is a bias towards simpler pre-
processors.

There are two main difficulties with the interpretability of solutions generated by EPrep:

¡ the way in which the features work with the classifier to perform discrimination may
not be clear; and

o the GP trees generally contain superfluous material which makes no contribution to
the overall fitness of the individual.
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The empirical investigations in Chapter 6 will serve to illuminate EPrep's utility for knowl-
edge discovery. In particular, several synthetic problems will be used for which the true
underlying model is known.

4.I2 Previous Work using GP for Pattern Recognition

Most of the previous work on classification using GP has been performed for a specific

application or domain. Classification of low-resolution optical characters has been achieved

by co-evolving 2-D features and the algorithms for using them (Koza,7994b; Andre, 1994).

A similar approach was taken to the classification of protein segments in (Koza, 1994ö).

Tackett (Tackett, 1993) evolved expressions to combine pre-calculated statistics of infra-red
images for the detection of military vehicles.

The Compi,ling Genetic Programming Systern has been used by (FYancone et al., 1.996)

on three classification problems to investigate generalisation capabilities as the training set

size is reduced. GP has also been used to classify data with missing values (Backer, 1996),

and to classify brain tumours from nuclear magnetic resonance biopsy spectra (Gray et al.,

1ee6).
Evolutionary computation has been used extensively for the design and training of neural

networks; an overview of this field is found in (Branke, 1995). In particular, genetic pro-
gramming has been applied to the evolution of neural networks for classification by Zli'ang
and Mühlenbein, who combined GP with hill-climbing to fine-tune the weights (Zhang and
Mühlenbein, 1995), and also by (Friedrich and Moraga, 1996), who used the Cellular Encod,-

ing representation of (Gruau, 1992).

Teller and Veloso developed the evolutionary Parallel Architecture Discouery and Orches-

tration (PADO) system for the classification of arbitrary signals. The idea is similar to that
of EPrep: a system to automatically generate a program that can identify signals, so that
the wheel does not need to be re-invented for every classification problem. PADO has been

applied to sound and visual object recognition (Teller and Veloso, 1995ö), and human face

recognition (Teller and Veloso, 1995o). PADO evolves programs that recognise individual
classes, and combines the outputs of these programs to give an overall decision. The PADO
system is extremely complicated, so a full description cannot be given here. Since there are

similarities between PADO and EPrep, the main differences are listed:

o EPrep is designed to work with medium-sized databases of small signals, such as social
science databases, whereas PADO is designed for small sets of large signals, such as

sounds and images.

o PADO uses loops and indexed memory to detect and exploit regularities in the data;
this is how it can classify such high-dimensional signals.

o EPrep is designed to work with mixed data types, while PADO works with integers
only.

o PADO evolves the whole classification program, while EPrep searches for the pre-
processor only.

PADO is an exciting concept with motivations similar to the work of this thesis. However,
it is the author's view that the data used to test PADO are so sparsely-distributed in the
very high-dimensional space that the accuracy of misclassification cost estimates must be

called into question. The work of this thesis tackles the issues of feature extraction at a
lower problem scale so that more realisable results can be obtained.
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4.L3 Conclusion

The main ideas that have motivated the work of this thesis have been presented in this
chapter. In brief, a general framework for pre-processing is required to further the field of
pattern recognition. This requires a functional mapping that is not only universal, but is also

realisable. It is the proposition of this thesis that feed-forward networks of arbitrary structure
and composed of different non-linear constituent functions constitute such a framework.
There is, however, no known algorithm to synthesise the optimal realisable pre-processor.

The evolutionary pre-processor has been developed as a first attempt to search over the space

of these pre-processors. Although there is an infinite number of realisable pre-processors with
similar performance for a given problem, preference is given to less complex models according
to Occam's principle.

The next chapter describes EPrep, the system used to search for an appropriate pre-
processor. Chapter 6 details the experiments used to investigate the feasibility of a search

over variable-sized pre-processors and their use in knowledge discovery. The conclusions are
given in Chapter 7.



Chapter 5

The Evolutionary Pre-Processor

5.1 Introduction

One of the questions posed in the previous chapter is whether a search over variable-sized pre-

processors with arbitrary constituent functions is feasible for real problems. The euolutionary
pre-processor (EPrep) is a piece of software which has been designed and implemented to
carry out the experiments necessary to ans\ry'er this question. The purpose of this chapter is

to describe the EPrep algorithm and its components in detail. The details of the software

implementation are generally irrelevant to the algorithm itself, and are not included here.

Some of the implementation details and software design choices are included in Appendix B

for the curious reader.

5.2 Algorithmic Design Issues

Before examining the details of the algorithm, it is necessary to describe some of the overall
design issues that are independent of the implementation: namely the representation of
solutions, the population model and the objective function.

5.2.L Solution Representation

Each individual in the population must represent a variable-sized arbitrarily-connected net-

work of nodes with arbitrary transfer functions, and a classification algorithm. The classi-

fication algorithm is specified by a label indicating one of a fixed set of classifiers available;

its use will be further described in Section 5.2.3. The remainder of this section focuses on

the representation of the pre-processing networks. There is no unique representation for this
task; in choosing a representation the following criteria must be considered:

f . it should allow simple modifications by genetic operators that result in valid solutions;

2. the migration of highly-fit short-defining-length building blocks should be facilitated;

3. the solutions should be easy for a human to read and interpret.

Note that it is the combination of representation and operators that facilitates efficient search,

so in principle any representation can achieve the same results by appropriate modification
of the genetic operators. The operators canT however, become quite complicated which may

result in programming or logical errors. For instance) suppose we represented each solution
as a directed acyclic graph; it is not obvious how recombination would proceed, since the
crossover fragments would generally have different numbers of input and output links which
would be nonsensical in their new context.

97
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The easier approach is to represent the network as a tree: this is the representation used

in EPrep. It is instructive to consider the representation used in the previous version of
EPrep and its associated flaws. An example is shown in Figure 5.1. The Pre-Processor
in Figure 5.1(a) represents a feed-forward network of diverse functional nodes. The Pre-

Processor operates on the input vector *: [rr, rz,rzf and transforms it to the output vector

V : fAt,yzl. The corresponding expression tree is displayed in Figure 5.1(b). The internal
nodes of the tree are functions which take the outputs of their child-nodes as arguments. The
leaf nodes are terminals which act as inputs to the Pre-Processor. Each function operates

on a vector of real-values and outputs a vector whose length depends on the function and

its number of inputs. Thus all edges in the tree represent vectors of arbitrary length; this
approach allows complicated expressions to be represented succinctly. Each function operates

on the concatenation of the output vectors of its child-nodes. All terminals are scalar-valued.
The output features are generated as follows. Execution flows up the tree from the terminals
to the root node, and the features are gathered at the output poi,nts labeled "Y" on the
diagram. The left branch takes the ratio of /1 and ix2 and stores it as the first feature. The
right branch calculates the sum of r1,r3 and 1. The two branches' results are multiplied
to produce the second feature. The use of the output points in this representation allows
individual features to be transferred through crossover.

(a) Example of a Pre-Processor (b) Ttee representation ofthe Pre-Processor

Figure 5.1: An example of EPrep's Pre-Processor representation.

There are several flawed aspects of this representation:

Weak Typing: any node can be an argument of any function regardless of the compati-
bility of their types. For example, a continuous input variable can be'the argument
of a boolean AND function. The weak typing is often exploited by the GP to gener-

ate portions of code that are unnecessarily complicated. For instance, consider the
expression:

xl <a
x2

If X1 is a boolean variable and X2 is real-valued, the meaning of the expression depends
on the numerical range of the real variable and on the representation of the boolean

xl x2 x3

1
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quantity. The expression would be better expressed as

99

NO"(xl) AND (lål 'å)
Vector branches: the fact that all inputs and outputs of functions are vectors can make

a solution virtually impossible to understand, since the dimension of each vector is

not displayed and must be determined by fully tracing the execution of the expression
below the relevant branch.

Varying arity: 1 each function can take any number of arguments (greater than zero); this
requires default behaviours which impede the interpretation of solutions.

Output points: although output points provide a building-block structure for the solution
representation, their hierarchical placement is un-intuitive and impedes understanding
of the solutions. Output points can also produce highly correlated features, which
suggests an unnecessary redundancy and therefore sub-optimal parsimony.

The representation used in EPrep version 3.0 seeks to overcome these problems and ad-

dresses the 3 criteria mentioned earlier. The multi,-úree representation is an array of expres-
sion trees, as shown in Figure 5.2. This representation has been used previously: in (Lang-
don, 1996ø), data structures were evolved by adapting the set of functions for an abstract
data type. Each function was represented by a single tree. Similar work by (Bruce, 1996)

used an array of trees representing object methods to generate abstract data type objects.
The representation has been used in the dynamic modeling of industrial processes (Hiden
et al., 1997), in the evolution of teams of co-operative agents (Luke and Spector, 1996), in
the evolution of multi-input-multi-output dynamical system models for a communications
receiver problem (Jaske, 1997), and for the classification of magnetic resonance spectroscopy
data (Gray, 1997). Angeline has also used the representation for his multi,ple 'interact'ing
prograrn system (Angeline, 1997 a).

This representation has been referred to in the literature as a mult'i-chromosome, but is
here called a multi-tree chromosome to avoid ambiguities with biological nomenclature.

Figure 5.2: The multi-tree representation.

The motivation for using multiple trees is to permit the presence of multiple features that
can be un-correlated and are clearly distinguishable for interpretation. The representation
allows two scales of search: a search over combinations of features, and a search over the

F"* F2 F3 F4

X1 + AND

X9 pow X5 NOT

X3 1.7 x4

rTlne arity of a function is the number of arguments it requires.
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features themselves. As will be seen later in Section 5.8, recombination occurs at the feature
level, while mutation occurs at the node level. Thus combinations of useful features can
be manipulated as building blocks, while sub-trees within the features that do not contain
obvious context-independent building blocks can be modified gradually through mutation.

The following constraints are applied to the multi-tree representation, and are maintained
by the creation and genetic operators:

1. a feature cannot be a constant.

2. a genotype cannot contain two features that are identical

3. a feature tree cannot exceed a user-defined maximum depth.

4. the length of the tree array cannot exceed d, the number of initial measurements
for the problem. This ameliorates the curse of dimensionality and maintains gener-
alisation. AIso, this constraint avoids the bloating problem, because the number of
non-contributory features which can be added to an individual is limited.

The feature expressions follow the traditional GP methodology of fixed-arity functions
with scalar inputs and outputs. This does not preclude the construction of arbitrary func-
tions, since multiple-argument functions can be equivalently constructed through composi-
tions of fixed-arity functions. For example, *(1 2 3 4) : +(1 + (2 + (3 4))) To further
assist in the interpretability of solutions, the trees are strongly-typed: each terminal, func-
tion argument and function return value has a type (Boolean, Real or Enumerated) and a
valid program must have all return value types matching with the corresponding argument
types. The syntactic correctness of programs is maintained during initial random creation
and the application of the genetic operators. Strong typing reduces the size of the search
space as seen by the GP, because many isomorphic solutions are eliminated from the set of
possibilities. See Section 3.5.3 for further details.

In EPrep, there are three node types used:

Real: any real number, including the integers.

Enumerated: an enumerated value which can take one of several values having no natural
ordering, such as the colours {red,green,blue,yellou}.

Boolean: either True or False.

Although Enumerated constants in EPrep and in the data are represented as integers, they
are not manipulated as normal integers (eg; with functions like addition and multiplication)
since the values by definition have no natural ordering. If the order does have significance
(eg: age in years, number of children) then the value should be treated as an integer, making
it type Real. It is important to note that different enumerated variables are not considered to
be of equal type, since they have diflerent ranges of values. Therefore enumerated variables
X1 and X2 cannot appear in the boolean expression Xl : X2?. As a tesult, the only
expression an enumerated variable can appear in is X : c?, where c is a constant of type
Enumerated within the range of values taken by X. An enumerated variable can appear on
its own as a feature; 'ie: Fl : X.

The functions and terminals used in EPrep and their associated type specitications are
listed in Table 5. 1 . It is up to the user to select an appropriate sub-set of these functions and
terminals. All input variables for the problem are automatically included in the terminal set.
Note that the return type for functions that can return one of several types (eg; If-then-else)
is specified by the parent node in the program.
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Table 5.1: Function and Terminal and return tn
Return Type Argument TypesF\rnction or Terminal

Addition Real (Real, Real)
(Real, Real)Subtraction R.eal

Real (Real, Real)Multiplication
Power Real (Real, Real)

Real (Real, Real)Ratio
Absolute Value Real (Real)

Real (Real)Natural Logarithm
Exponentiation Real (Real)

Boolean
Boolean

(Real, Real)
(Enumerated, Enumerated)

Equal To

Less Than Boolean (Real, Real)
Boolean (Boolean, Boolean)Logical AND

Logical OR Boolean (Boolean, Boolean)
Boolean (Boolean, BooleanLogical XOR

Logical NOT Boolean (Boolean)
(Boolean, Real, Real)
(Boolean, Boolean, Boolean)

If-Then-Else Real
Boolean
Real (Real)Sine

(Real)Cosine R.eaI

RealReal Input Variable
Enumerated Input Variable Enumerated

BooleanBoolean Input Variable
Real Constant Real
Ephemeral Random Constant R,eal

EnumeratedEmrmerated Constant
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6.2.2 Population Model

Even though steady-state evolutionary models are becoming the norm in recent times, a

generational population model is used to promote diversity, and to ensure that all individuals
are evaluated using the same training sample order.

To maintain diversity, exact duplicate individuals are not placed in the population; there-
fore no reproduction operator is used, since it would place multiple copies of some individuals
in the population. It is still possible for duplicates to occur as the result of genetic opera-
tions. Functional duplicates are too difficult to detect, and so the question of whether or not
to exclude them will not be considered.

Some form of reproduction is still desirable to avoid the loss of highly-fit individuals
through destructive crossover. In EPrep, the Nr", best individuals from the previous gener-

ation are copied straight into the new generation. This stops duplicates from being explicitly
placed in the population, and leaves an effective 1r¡ - Nren individuals for exploration.

5.2.3 Objective Function

The qualitative criterion for evolution is to generate a pre-processor that separates the data
appropriately for the classifier used. \Mhile class-separability criteria are often used in unsu-
pervised learning, decision trees and other methods, each criterion makes certain assumptions
about the data which would not be applicable in all instances. AIso, the pre-processor should
co-operate with the classifier in its action on the data; this interaction may not be captured
by the criterion used. These issues were avoided by basing the objective function directly on
an empirical estimate of classification error rate.

The classifier used by each individual is one of a set of three algorithms chosen for their
speed, simplicity, few parameters and independence of initial conditions and sample order:

r Minimum-Distance-to-Means Classifier (Section 2.6.2);

r Parallelepiped Classifier (Section 2.3.1); and

o Gaussian Maximum Likelihood Classifier (Section 2.6.3)

The classifiers must not be too powerful, otherwise they will do all the work of classification
and there will be no pressure for EPrep to evolve useful features. The classifiers are to some

extent complementary: the MDTM and PPD classifiers only allow one cluster per class,

while the quadratic discriminant boundaries of the ML classifier allow multiple clusters for
each class. Note that the MDTM and PPD classifiers are generally different, since the mean
of the class samples is not necessarily the same as the centroid of the parallelepiped. Both are
included because the PPD classifier is faster than the MDTM classifier on auerage. These
classifiers have the advantage that only one training epoch is needed, making them fast
enough to use in EPrep.

The following method is used to calculate the objective function (fitness) of an individual,
which is to be minimised 2 by the evolutionary algorithm. Let the pre-processor function
of individual i be f',(*). The training data are transformed to the feature space using the
pre-processor of individual i:

P¿: {VilY¡ : F¿(x¡); i :7,...,rr,¿,}

where n¿" is the number of training samples. Next the classifier associated with individual i
is trained onPi, resulting in the classification rule h¿(V). The fitness of individual'i is the

2The fact that the fitness function is minimised in EPrep makes the meaning of the word "fitness" counter-
intuitive. Fitness will nevertheless be used to refer to the objective function.
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The computational cost of this objective function is linear in the number of training sam-

ples. Experience with previous versions of EPrep has shown that this complexity is a severe

limitation on the size of problem EPrep can cope with. The Rational Allocati,on of Trials
algorithm, described in Section 5.5, is used in EPrep 3.0 to relax this complexity somewhat.

This algorithm evaluates each individual on the bare minimum number of training samples

required to make the error estimate statistically accurate enough for the evolutionary algo-

rithm. The true objective function obtained using this algorithm is more complicated than
that described here, but for now the current description will suffice. It should be noted,

though, that the first Â{o samples are used in some situations to obtain a rough estimate of
the apparent error, where llo is a user-defined parameter.

The reader may be wondering at this stage how an individual that optimises this objective
function can provide good generalisation performance. There are three mechanisms that
assist in avoiding over-fitting on the training data:

Parsimony Preference: rather than parsimony pressure, since it is only a gentle bias to-
wards less complex models. In comparisons involving two individuals having equal
fitness, the less complex model is preferred. There are several ways to quantify com-

plexity, such as the number of nodes in the individual nn, the number of features n¡,
and the number of distinct input variables n,. Since the curse of dimensionality is

such a problem, preference is given to individuals with fewer features. Parsimony in
the number of measurement variables is also important from an interpretative point of
view, so this is the next index for sorting. Finally the number of nodes is used to dis-
tinguish individuals. Overall the decision process is to select individual A in preference

to B if:

f ."?
AB
Í :'rLf
AB
I :'rLÍ

Time-varying Objective Function: because a sub-set of the training samples is used

to calculate classification error, the order of the samples is changed each generation
according to the algorithm described in Section 5.6. Therefore an individual can only
stay in the upper echelons of the population over a number of generations by performing
well on a series of partially-different training sets. This characteristic requires good
generalisation performance.

Early Stopping: for many problems, the best individuals in the population would even-

tually learn to classify the whole training set almost perfectly to the detriment of
generalisation. We would never know at what point the solutions lost their ability to
generalise. A validation set is used to detect this point in the optimisation, as described
in Section 5.9. The solution from the generation at which the best-of-generation indi-
vidual yielded the minimum validation set error is kept as the best-of-run individual.
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5.3 The EPrep Algorithm

An execution flow diagram of the entire EPrep 3.0 algorithm3 is shown in Figure 5.3. Each

rectangular block represents some process which may consist of several sub-routines. Each

diamond-shaped block represents a test as part of an if-then-else statement or as the condition
of a loop. Execution leaves the conditional boxes from the left or right when the condition
is true, and from the bottom when the condition is false. The arrows on connecting lines

show the direction of execution. The program begins with the block labelled "EPrep" at

the top, and ends with the block "end EPrep" below it. Most blocks in the diagram contain

references to the sections in which a description and motivation for their use can be found.
An overall description of the algorithm is given here. The remaining sections describe

the pieces of the algorithm in order of their logical dependence, and not the order in which
they are encountered in the diagram.

An outer loop allows the algorithm to be repeated R times, and the best overall results are

recorded. Each run begins with the initialisation of data structures, the most significant being
the random creation of the initial population. Then the generational loop is entered until one

of the termination criteria is reached. First, the enumerated and real-valued constants in each

individual are locally optimised. Then the Rational Allocation of Thials (RAT) algorithm is

applied to calculate the fitness of individuals and select individuals for the mating pool. With
the fitness of each individual calculated, the population can now be sorted with lower values

of the objective function being preferential and ties broken as described in Section 5.2.3. The

best individual is noted as the best-of-generation (BOG) individual.
Now that fitness evaluation is over, the next generation can be formed. No more fitness

calculations are required for this generation, so the training sample order is modified. Filling
of the next generation's population begins with the transfer of the top Nr", individuals. The
rest of the individuals are obtained by taking the next parent individual(s) from the mating
pool and applying a randomly-selected genetic operator to obtain the offspring. Note that
if the offspring is the same as the parent, no modification has occurred and the process of
selecting and applying an operator is repeated to ensure that duplicates are not explicitly
placed in the population. It is important that the operator selection be included in this loop
because some operators cannot bring about a change in some individuals, and the repeated

application of such an operator would cause an infinite loop. With the new population
full, the operator probabilities contained in the individuals are perturbed randomly and

the inversion operator is applied. The validation set error of the BOG individual is tested

against that of the best-of-run individual (BOR) to see if this generation has yielderl the best

performance so far. This point marks the passing of a generation, and the next generation

is entered.
At the end of a run, the BOR individual is first cleaned to remove superfluous features.

It is then compared with the best-ever individual according to validation set error and size

to check if it has become the best-ever individual.

5.4 Initial Population

The initial population is generated randomly and becomes the starting point for the optimi-
sation process. It is therefore crucial that the population be initialised with care, since biases

introduced in the initial population will inevitably bias the search algorithm. To obtain a
widerange of shapes and sizes inthe new trees, the ramped half-and-hal./generation method

3This is a list of steps performed by the algorithm, and does not include the steps that would have to
be performed by the user to apply the algorithm to his or her data (ie; initial selection of functions and

terminals, parameters, etc.).
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l-igure 5.3: Execution I'low Diagram of the evolutionary pre-processor Algorithm, version
3.0.
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is used (Koza, 7992a). This method generates equal numbers of solutions with depths ramp-
ing from 2 up to a user-specified maximum initial depth. Half of the individuals are created
using the /ull method, and half using the grow method. The full method ensures that all
terminals occur at the maximum depth of the tree (ie: all nodes at less than the maximum
depth are functions), and the grow method allows functions or terminals at any point in the
tree. The algorithm is described more fully in Section 3.5.1 of Chapter 3.

There may be cases in which the original input measurements constitute the best set of
features for one of the available classifiers. For this reason, and to ensure that each input
variable is present at least once in the population, the initial generation is seeded with one

individual that contains all the input measurements, -t'1 : rr¡. . . , F¿ : rd¡ and uses the
classifier that performs best on the full training set of the original data.

Exact duplicate individuals in the initial population waste space and reduce diversity
(Koza, I992a); no duplicate features are allowed in the initial population (therefore there

can be no duplicate individuals either). The overall algorithm used for production of multi-
tree individuals is shown in Figure 5.4. In short, the length of each individual is randomly
selected according to a uniform distribution to be an integer between 1 and d inclusive.
The sum of these lengths is calculated, M', and a population of Mt unique features is

created using the ramped half-and-half method. These features are then randomly sampled
without replacement to form the multi-tree individuals. The classification algorithm for each

individual is chosen as that of the set available which minimises the individual's training set

error on the first Àlo samples.

5.5 Mating Pool Selection and Fitness Evaluation

One of the main problems with EPrep is its computational burden: the number of training
samples processed is proportional to R x G x M x n¡r. The first three factors cannot be

reduced, but it seems wasteful to use all n¿, training samples for the evaluation of each

individual when some individuals will be such poor performers that their low worth is made

evident using much fewer samples. In general, the minimum number of training samples

required is different for each individual and for each generation. For instance, we would
expect the need for more training samples to distinguish individuals in later generations as

the population converges and individuals become more similar to one another than in initial
generations. Although using fewer fitness cases can save on computation time, there are two
pertinent issues:

1. how many fitness cases to use for each individual, and

2. which fitness cases to use.

The first issue is discussed here, while the second is dealt with in Section 5.6.

The issue of how many fi.tness cases are required for a genetic program has been tackled
previously. The Li,mited Error Fitness method of (Gathercole and Ross, 19974) uses a

different number of samples for each individual. Fitness calculation is halted when the
number of errors made by an individual exceeds an error limit. This way, time is not wasted

on individuals that perform poorly. Another algorithm for selecting the number of samples

per individual is the Rational Allocation of Trials (RAT) algorithm (Teller and Andre, 1997),

which is described in some detail below. The RAT algorithm evaluates each individual until
its rank is statistically unambiguous.

The RAT algorithm was chosen as the method for selecting the number of samples re-
quired for fitness evaluation because it is based on a statistical test. The RAT algorithm
had to be significantly modified to be used with EPrep, as will be discussed shortly.
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1. set Mt -- 0.

2. fori:I,...M -1loop
(a) randomly select the number of features in individual i with uniform

probability from the range [7,d]: L¿ - U(I,d).
(b) M' : M' * L¿.

end loop.

3. Create Mt featrres {F¿}M' with randomly-selected output types using the
ramped half-and-half method, ensuring that no two features are the same;

F¿ t F¡V i,i : 1,..' M',i + i.
4. Randomly shuffie the order of these features.

5. Set k: 1.

6. fori:7,...M -1loop
(a) Set individual i to consist of features Fk, . . . , F¡¡L¿-t.

(b) k:k+L¿.
(c) Initialise operator probabilities to 1/Norr.

(d) Insert one intron between each pair of features.

(e) Set the classifier label to refer to the classifier that results in the minimum
training set error on the first l/o samples pre-processed using individual
1,.

(f) Insert individual i into the population.

end loop.

7. Create an individual containing only the original input variables,

FI : rlrr2t. . .,, F¿ : !xd"

8. Set its classifier to be that which performs best on the original training set

9. Insert this individual into the population.

Figure 5.4: The algorithm for creating the initial population
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5.5.1 The Rational Allocation of T[ials

The RAT algorithm was introduced by Astro Teller and David Andre at the 1997 Genetic

Programming Conference (Teller and Andre, 1997). The algorithm is essentially the BRACE
algorithm (RACEing models using Blocking) applied to evolutionary algorithms. The RACE
and BRACE algorithms were introduced in (Moore and Lee, 1994) as a method to speed

up the selection of one from a large number of models. Given l/ data samples, the RACE
algorithm refines the leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) error of N^o¿"¿, models in
parallel, hence the name "race". When it becomes statistically unlikely that a model will
win the race by having the lowest LOOCV error, it is removed from the race and no further
computation time is wasted evaluating it. Under the strong assumption that the cross-

validation errors are normally distributed, the mean and standard deviation of the error of
model j based on k data points can be calculated:

1
k

tt*¡ k D"¡U)
i:7

a?¡ : 1k

= 
I("¡ (i) - t"n¡)'

^,-a 
,

X:I

where e¡(i) is the leave-one-out error of model j on sample 'i. The LOOCV error of model
j based on k samples is ej : þnj. Upon each iteration, model j is eliminated if there is

another model jt that is statistically better or indistinguishable. This elimination process is

shown graphically in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: An example of the RACE model elimination process

There are two parameters for the algorithm: d is the statistical significance of the elimina-
tion test, and 7 is a threshold (also a small positive number) which quantifies the maximum
error difference between two models that are indistinguishable. For example, if ô : 0.001

we have a one in a thousand chance of making an error in the test that model j has a mean

error that is not less than that of some model j' by more than an amount 7. The rule is to
eliminate j if there exists model j/ such that:

Prob(ej < ej, - I I e¡(l),...,"¡(k),e¡,(L),...,€j,(k)) < ô

The 7 shift is introduced to stop similar models racing indefinitely, and therefore must
quantify a trade-off between the consequences of erroneously eliminating a model, and the
cornputational effort required to continue evaluation of the model.
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The BRACE algorithm is an enhancement of the RACE algorithm using the statistical
technique of Blocking (Box el al., lg78). Blocking is the removal of variation in an experiment
by keeping dependent samples together. In the RACE algorithm, for instance, there is a

fair degree of dependence between the errors of different models for a given data sample:
an outlier may be erroneously classified by nearly all models, but still contributes to the
variance of each model error. If the errors coming from the same samples are kept together,
variations coming from the data set are eliminated and the confidence intervals for the tests
are reduced.

The race is now based on the difference of mean error rates of the models:

hïi':"i-"i'
The following statistics must be maintained:

t"!¡,(t') l("¡(t') - ei,(i))
k

1

k ;-1

õ!j,(k)

Model j is removed when there exists another model j/ such that

prob(hj¡,<_?) <ô

The improvement in performance brought by blocking can best be seen by examining the
race between two identical models. The RACE algorithm will race these models until the
confi.dence intervals of their error estimates becomes comparable to 7 (which may never
occur). BRACE, on the other hand, will quickly stop a race between identical individuals
since the distribution of the differences between outputs will have zero variance.

There are three problems encountered when applying BRACE to evolutionary algo-
rithms (Teller and Andre, 1997). Firstly, BRACE tests for the superiority of one model
over others, whereas the roulette-wheel selection strategy requires that we know the quan-
tity by which a model is better. Secondly, evolutionary algorithms typically select many
individuals, whereas BRACE only selects one. The third complication is the choice of the

7 value. In BRACE, the value of 7 is selected based on the model's current performance.
In an evolutionary algorithm, however, the quality of the fi,nal solúions is the pay-dirt, and
an individual at some intermediate generation can contribute to this result in many various
and subtle ways. For example, an individual may have a low fitness, but it may contain the
genetic material that, through recombination, results in the best individual encountered.

The first two problems are addressed by using tournament rather than roulette-wheel
selection. The tournament selection algorithm results in one clear winner per tournament,
and does not need to know the absolute fitness values. The individuals (or models) must be
evaluated only once per generation, so the tournaments need to be selected ahead of time.
Then each individual is raced against all the other individuals in the same tournaments. The
simultaneous performance of multiple tournaments is illustrated in Figure 5.6.

The third problem does not have a simple answer, as the method for selecting 7 is not
obvious. A trade-off must be sought between the computational cost of further evaluating a

model, and the consequences of a model losing a tournament without statistical confidence4.
(Teller and Andre, 1997) suggest several methods for selecting 7 with varying complexity.

The most basic thing to do is set 7 : 0, which assumes that the cost of further trials is
aThe decision will still result in the best individual based on the information we currently have, but that

decision could have a low statistical significance.

*tf, [,",,0, - "¡' 
(i)) - ¡'!,,)'
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model I

model2

model 3

model M

Figure 5.6: The simultaneous selection of tournaments using RAT

insignificant compared to the utility of a tournament winner. For 7 : c, à constant, the
utility of a tournament winner is considered to be independent of its fitness. In general, an

individual is considered more important for the evolutionary process if it has a higher fitness,
and should therefore have a smaller value of 7 to refine the comparison. The relative fitness
of an individual can be quantified through the expected number of tournaments it should
win based on its fitness rank. At the extreme level of detail, the whole myriad of complex
factors that affect an individual's contribution to the final best solution could be considered.

The RAT algorithm performed each generation is shown in Figure 5.7. Note well that
removing an individual from the contention list does not mean that the individual is of
lesser use to the evolutionary algorithm: it simply indicates that no further investigation is
required to ascertain this individual's relative performance. Indeed, an individual may be

removed from the list because it won all its tournaments with clear statistical confidence.
Steps 5a and 5b in Figure 5.7 are not found in the original RAT algorithm; they were

added so that models with larger observed mean error are removed first in comparisons
between indistinguishable individuals, and to reduce the average number of comparisons.
Further modifications to the algorithm were required, and are discussed next.

5.5.2 Modifications to RAT for EPrep

Three difficulties remain for the application of RAT to EPrep: how to update the fitness
of an individual with each additional training sample, what distribution to assume for the
classifier errors) and the choice of'y.

The saving in computational effort imparted by RAT relies on the computational com-
plexity of the fitness evaluation being incrementally linear in the number of fitness cases.

This property is defined here as the cornputational independence of the fitness function:

Definition 5.1 (Computational Independence) Gi,uen two mutually-erclusiue sets of

fi,tness cases to and, t6, and some fitness function f¿ whose eualuat'ion is based on the cases

in the set t, f is said to be computationally i,ndependent i,f:

f6u4 : g(ft",lto)
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and g(.,.) 'is some tri,ui,al funct'ion such as a l'inear comb'ination.
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Figure 5.7: The Rational Allocation of tials algorithm.

111

1. Randomly select individuals for all Mrno totnnaments, where M*, is the size

of the mating pool.

2. Initialise the contention list (Q) with all individuals.

3. Evaluate all individuals on the first Ä/o samples in the sample list S.

4. Set counter j : No + 7.

5. While j < N and lQl ) 0 loop:

(a) Sort the members of Q based on their current evaluation of fitness.

(b) Visit each individual X in Q in decreasing order of error (ie.' from worst
to best).

(c) Remove X from Q if, for every tournament ú that X is in:

¡ X is not in first place, and

prob(h\y, < _?) < ô

or

¡ X is in first place, and

Prob(h\y < -?) < ô

or

o there are no individuals in ú other than X.
where Y¿ is the individual from tournament ú other than X that has the
lowest error.

(d) Evaluate all individuals still in list Q on training sample j.
(e) Set j: j+1.

end loop.

6. Elect the individual in each tournament with the lowest error as the winner.
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The implication of this definition is that the number of operations required to calculate the
fitness for all available trials is roughly the same as that required to calculate the fitness
separately for each of the individual trials and combine these sub-calculations to arrive
at the overall fitness. The LOOCV error function used in (B)RACE is computationally
independent, because the overall error estimate is a linear combination of the k leave-one-

out errors evaluated so far.
For EPrep, fitness evaluation is a different story. We are not allowed the luxury of

LOOCV error, since we cannot even afford to evaluate all training samples once. The
objective function used in EPrep is not computationally independent because the addition
of one sample to the training set requires the classifier to be re-trained and the predicted class

labels to be re-calculated. If the computational complexity of the training algorithm is linear
in the number of training samples, then the worst-case computational cost in evaluating an
individual will be:

O(N,+ (^[ + 1) + (¡r, + 2) + ... t ntr) : O((rt - ^t 
+ r)(nt + N")12)

= o("I) (5.2)

assuming ntr Þ À[". This is much more expensive than the worst case without RAT, which
is O(n¡r). The complexity of Equation(5.2) can be reduced by adding A samples instead of
only one sample on each iteration (step 5d in Figure 5.7). The worst-case complexity of the
fitness function then becomes: t

o(*)
However there is a trade-off in choosing the size of A, since large values will more often result
in worst-case complexity. Therefore to justify the use of RAT, the fitness function must be
made computationally independent.

After consideration of several alternatives, the following compromise was reached. The
classifier of each individual is trained on the first 1Vo samples only, since these must be
processed for every individual anyway. This rough estimate of the classifier parameters
is assumed to be adequate for generalisation, and may even promote the evolution of more
robust features. After this initial training, the classifier remains static for the classification of
future trials in the RAT algorithm. For the kth trial, the objective function of Equation(5.1)
then becomes:

k I(h¿(y) I c¡)

k
100% x !

a

l¡(k)
j:t

(k - t).li(k - 1) + 700%.1(hi$Ð I "*)
k

which is computationally independent.
Since classification errors are binary (ze; correct or incorrect), the training error of each

classifier is more appropriately modeled with a binomial distribution rather than with a

Gaussian distribution. If the number of training samples is n¿" and the observed error rate
is q, then:

Q.ntr

nt q(I- q)

The binomial distribution can be approximated with a normal distribution when n¿" is large
and q is not too close to one or zero; in practice, the approximation is good 1f n¡r(l -q) and
n¿.e àrE both greater than 5.

l-r

o
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There is no problem using this assumption for the RACE algorithm; the situation is
more complicated for BRACE, since the distribution under test is that of the d'ifferences

in binomial errors. This results in a trinomial distribution with possible values both-the-
same, A-correct-B-incorrect and B-correct-A-incorrect. In order to keep things simple, the
rather brazen assumption was made that the error differences are normally distributed. This
assumption seems not unreasonable since if a binomial distribution can be approximated
well with a normal distribution, then a trinomial distribution must not be far behind.

The final choice is in the selection of the 7 value. The methods suggested previously all
have a disadvantage in that they try to derive a value of error (Z) i" terms of computational
effort. It seems reasonable to call upon the ability of humans to effectively trade-off quantities
of differing types. This can be done by asking the user a number of questions and using the
information to compute values for 7. The process is complicated by the fact that we don't
know how much computational effort will be required to further race two individuals: they
may be disambiguated by the next fitness case, or they may require all of the remaining
samples. Therefore a question must be framed as "how much error can be tolerated in
discerning individuals rather than continue a race?". As in the previous methods, this will
depend on the absolute fitness of the individuals undergoing comparison: a larger tolerance

can be used for individuals with lower fitness than for highly fit individuals.
Ftzzy logic allows linguistic concepts to be manipulated quantitatively (Ross, 1995).

Rather than asking the human a set of questions to determine the answer to a problem,

the human's expertise can be incorporated into a fuzzy rule set. Considering that the error
estimates e) and ej of two individuals can take on the Iinguistic values LOW, MEDIUM and

HIGH, a table of fiizzy rules can be constructed to calculate the value of 7, as shown in
Tatrle 5.2.

Table 5.2 rule base for the function

Each element of this table is interpreted as an IF-THEN-ELSE rule: for instance, IF e|

is LOW and ej is HIGH, then 7 is LOW. The lexical statements combined with an AND
operation are called conjunct'iue antecedents. The outcome (following THEN) is called the
consequent The rules reflect the relative importance of highly fit (low error) individuals,
since these individuals are more likety to have an impact on the quality of the final solution.
Only one of the rules needs to be true, so they are combined with an OR function, and are

therefore called a disjuncti,ue system of rules.
The Mamdani (max-min) implication method of inference is used to calculate the crisp

value of 7 from the crisp values ef and e] (Ross, 1995). Both ei and ej have a membership

¡r in each of the antecedent fuzzy sets Arow, Antøo and A¡¡¡çs. For each of the nine rules

in Table 5.2, the conjunctive antecedents are calculated to derive the consequent fuzzy set.

Thc consequents are then aggregated disjunctively, and the aggregated output is defuzzified

using the centroid method. Using the minimum function as fuzzy AND, and the maximum
function as fiszzy OR, the aggregated output membership function is:

tt a@):*jiL,, [min[¡rar (ei), p'¡gkj\)

where ,4.f ls tne first antecedent of the kth rule, and ,4f is ttre second antecedent of the kth

ei.Y

LOW MED HIGH

LOW LOW LOW LOW
MED LOW MED MED
HIGH LOW MED HIGH

ei
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rule. The defuzzified output value is:

^,_ït-t,s(z).zdz| - J p,s(z)dz

Figure 5.8 shows visually the hvzy sets and the operation of the min and max functions
in the whole process of calculating 7 for two rules. The actual membership functions to
be used in EPrep are shown in Figure 5.9. In Figure 5.9(a) , €rnint€aue ar,d erno, are the
minimum, average and maximum classification errors in the population calculated based on
the first ÄI, samples. In Figure 5.9(b), 'ym¡n is the minimum value of the grror tolerance,
defined as the equivalent of one error from the ,k RAT trials:

1
'lmin 

k

and:
õ?; : '"" {a!¡,zt^n,}

Rule l: if e] is LoW o¡6 ej is MEDIUM then Y is LO\{
p

t

F
A I t'.o*, A] tupr
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Bt l'

vx x!
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p

Rule 2: if ei is MEDIUM andej is HIGH thenY is MEDIUM

A i 1rrr, A? ru¡csr
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Figure 5.8: Frzzy inference of 7 from ei and ej

In Figure 5.10, the output of the fuzzy 1 function is plotted for 1^¿n - 0.1,

€rnin -- 5.0, e*o, : 20.0 afLd eaue: 10.0.

õli : s.o,

5.6 Ordering of Training Samples

The question of which samples to use for training has been considered previously in the
literature. Principled approaches have been taken to intelligently select the best training
samples for the MLP (Plutowski and White, 1991; Zhang, 1994). In the approach of (Zhang,
L994), training of an MLP was started with N, ( l/ samples and the sample size was

increased by iteratively adding the sample that resulted in the largest error under the current
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Figure 5.9: Ftzzy membership functions for calculating 7
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model; this equates to selecting the most difficult thing to learn next. Learning was found
to be more robust than use of the whole training sample.

In the Dynamic Sub-Set Select'ion (DSS) method of (Gathercole and Ross, 1997a), a

sub-set of cases is selected on each generation of a GP according to how difficult they were

in previous generations and how recently they have been evaluated. Although the number of
samples is chosen arbitrarily, the identity of the samples is biased towards samples that are

difficult or have not been used recently. The Limited Error Fitness algorithm also re-orders
the fitness cases in response to the performance of the best-of-generation individual. If there
is no improvement in the BOG individual after several generations and the BOG individual
makes fewer errors than the error limit, the limit is lowered and some of the easiest samples

are shifted to the end of the list of fitness cases. The problem with both DSS and LEF is

their dependence on several parameters which are difficult to choose.

The EPrep algorithm uses the first No samples to evaluate every individual, but thereafter
the number of samples varies from individual to individual. The set of samples evaluated
by each individual should be as similar as possible to minimise the amount of variation
in the comparison of individuals. Therefore the sample order should be the same for each

individual. According to this approach, the samples at the start of the list will be evaluated
by all individuals, while those at the end of the list will be evaluated by only a few individuals.
Therefore the sample order must be changed from generation to generation so that all samples

are considered by the whole population at least once during evolution. Rather than totally
re-ordering the training set each generation, only a few samples will be moved to the front
of the list. This results in a relatively slight modification to the objective function, rather
than the total upheaval associated with full re-ordering of the training samples.

A problem to be avoided with sample ordering is the sacrifice of certain classes because

they have few training samples. For example, in a two class problem with g0 samples from
class 1 and 10 from class 2, a classifier can obtain 10% error by misclassifying all samples

from class 2 and getting all of class l's samples correct. This individual would be ranked
higher than a more even-handed individual that correctly classifies B0 samples from class 1

and 8 from class 2. To properly address this problem a cost matrix should be used. In EPrep
the problem is partially addressed by ensuring that training samples are always sorted so as

to preserve equal proportions of all classes. In cases where the classes are represented in the
whole data set in unequal proportions, all the samples from the less-frequent classes may
appear near the beginning of the training sample list.

According to conventional wisdom, the training sample order is updated by moving those

samples which are the most difficult for the current population to the start of the list. There
will be some samples at the end of the list that are not considered difficult simply because

they have not been classified by many or by any individuals. Therefore the least-frequently
visited samples are also periodically shifted to the front of the list. The question of which
training samples to start with at generation 0 cannot be answered here, since at that stage

there is no information about the problem. Therefore the algorithm of Figure 5.11 is used

to initialise the order of the training samples. Note that the classifiers used by EPrep do not
depend on the order in which the samples are presented.

If we keep the ordering the same for all generations, over-fitting may occur. If we totally
re-order the samples after each r¿ generations, the population could become unsettled so

that convergence is slowed. As a trade-off between these two extremes, the algorithm of
Figure 5.12 is used at the end of each generation.

This algorithm requires two counters to be associated with each sample: one for each

visit, and one for the number of times it is erroneously classified. In steps la and lb, if
there are no samples left from class c then select from the class with the largest number of
samples remaining. The algorithm ensures that a sample is moved to the start of the list
(and is therefore evaluated by more individuals) if it has not been evaluated often or if the



1. Set list of samples, ^9, to be empty. Set i : 0

2. Whilei<n¡,loop

¡ forc-1,...,Cloop
(a) With uniform probability, randomly select a sample s of class c

without replacement from the training set.

(b) If there are no samples left from class c, select s from the class with
the largest number of samples remaining.

(c) Add s to S.

(d) Set i:i,l_l.
end loop.

end loop

CHAPTE,R 5. THE EVOLUTIONARY PRE-PROCESSOR

Figure 5.11: Algorithm for initially sorting training samples

tr7

1. for i : L,...,nsoúf2 loop

o forc-1,...,Cloop
(a) select the sample from class c that has been least frequently classified

and place it at the beginning of the list.
(b) randomly select a sample from class c in proportion to its classifi-

cation ercor E¡ using roulette-wheel selection, and place it at the
beginning of the list. The classification error of sample j is:

0 if never classified;

otherwise
E.¡ narror(i)

n"Iorrif i"d(i)

where n"rror(j) is the number of times sample j has been incorrectly
classified, and n.¿orr¿¡i"d(j) is the number of times sample j has been

classified.

end loop.

end loop

Figure 5.12: Algorithm for re-ordering the training samples
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population is finding it difficult to classify on average. The disadvantage is that outliers
which are irrevocably difficult to classify will spend more time at the beginning of the list,
and over-fitting may occur.

The number of samples moved each generation is C.'nsort, so the magnitude of change each

generation is controlled by the value of fl,"ort. A method of setting this value is to consider

the desirable criterion that every sample is shifted to the beginning of the list at least once

eyer1y !ror¡ generations, independent of its performance. Considering only the selection based

on frequency of evaluation, it would take at worst grrr¿ : (n¡ - N") I (C.nrortl2) generations

to cycle through all the samples. This yields a value of:

rtrsort :2(ry - u") 
(b.3)

u'9 sort

For typicalvalues of n¡r:1000, N, - 100, C:4andg"or¿: 10 we havenror¿:45 samples.

Looking at things from the minimum disturbance principle perspective t Dsort should be

chosen so as to disturb the learning mechanism only minimally. It is difficult to gauge the
effect of changing some training samples on the error of a classifier, as the alteration of only
a few samples can disproportionately affect the decision boundaries.

5.7 Optimisation of Constants

The efficient adaptation of constant values has been a point of difficulty in the GP community.
While the gross structure of genetic programs can be improved through crossover, there
remains no explicit mechanism for the optimisation of the constants, which can be considered

as parameters for the overall model. Although the classifiers in EPrep act to some degree as

a fine-tuning mechanism for the individuals, their effectiveness is limited to the adaptation
of the decision boundaries: it is the parameters within the individual that determine the
structure and separability of the data.

The problem of constants has previously been addressed through hybrid approaches.

GP combined with simulated annealing (GP/SA) (O'Reilly and Oppacher, 1995a; O'Reilly
and Oppacher, 1996; Sharman and Esparcia-Alcazar, 1993; Sharman et aL, 1995; trsparcia-
Ãlcazar and Sharman, 1997) or GP combined with hill-climbing (GP/HC) (Harries and

Smith, 1997; Iba et a|., L994b; O'Reilly and Oppacher,7994a; O'Reilly and Oppacher, 1994ö;

O'Reilly and Oppacher, 1995a; O'Reilly and Oppacher, 1996; Ztrang and Mühlenbein, 1993).

With these methods, the Iocal optimisation algorithm is applied to each individual in the
population with some frequency, or is integrated into the genetic operators to give selective

recombination results. Some methods use a local optimisation that is particular to the
representation (Hafner et a\.,1996; Sebag et a\.,1995; Iba et a\.,19934).

Simulated Annealing (Press et ø1., 1992) can be applied to an individual that contains
at least one non-binary constant. A perturbation is applied to each constant in the individ-
ual, and the fitness is re-evaluated, fl. If the difference in fitness is positive, this point is

selected as the new search point; if the difference is negative, the new point is selected with
a probability:

"L;t'
The temperature ? is decreased according to the annealing schedule. Iteration continues
until the objective is optimised or the maximum number of iterations is reached. The HC
algorithm is similar, but an alternative solution is only accepted if its fitness is improved.
SA is not used in EPrep since the evolutionary algorithm should place the constants in the
neighbourhood of a local optimum, which then need to be adjusted with hill-climbing.

Two complications associated with using HC in EPrep are the computational effort of
evaluating each alternative point, and choosing the scale of the perturbations. A successful
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hill-climb may require many iterations, and each iteration requires an evaluation of the fitness
function. This means an increase in computational effort which should be compensated for
by improved results for smaller populations, and convergence after fewer generations. As a
compromise, only the first No samples are used to obtain a rough approximation of training
set error for the local optimisation of individuals.

For any local optimisation method, the numerical perturbations must be concomitant
with the constant being perturbed. There are no constants associated with boolean functions,
so there are only constants of type Real and Enumerated. Since an enumeration's ordering
does not have any semantic significance, a perturbation means uniformly selecting a ne\M

value from the enumeration. Enumerated values are therefore optimised according to the
hill-climbing algorithm shown in Figure 5.13.

1. Let x(0) : [rr(0), rz(0),...,r"(0)] be the enumerated constants in the indi-
vidual, and the set of values attainable by each be ,41,42,...,4n.

2. Set the number of iterations k : 1, and the set of previously-visited points
y: {x(0)}.

3. Evaluate fitness of starting solution, ps, and set the best fitness and enumer-
ated constant values to be this solution; 'ie: 96.r¿ - !6 and x6"r¿: x(0).

4. while lc <rnin(k*o,,lIT:t lA¿l) loop:

(a) loop:

o fori-1,...,nloop
i. with probability If n, rnodlfy the ith element of the current so-

lution to be a new value from the set,4¿; ie: r¿(lc) e A¿,r¿(k) I
r¿(k - 1').

ii. otherwise set r¿(k) : r¿(k - l).
end loop.

while x(k) e l/.
(b) Evaluate An, the fitness of the individual with enumerated constants

*(k).
(") v:Vu {*(t)}
(d) If Uk l Uuest then set Ubest: Ak arrd x6"r¿ : x(k).

(e) k: k*1.

end loop.

Figure 5.13: The Hill-Climbing algorithm for the optimisation of enumerated constants.

The mutation of real-valued constants is a more difficult issue, since the appropriate
step-size for a given context is unknown. The Simpler optimisation method is used in EPrep
to locally tune the real-valued constants in each individual. The method has the advantage
that the step size adapts to the local landscape (Nelder and Mead, 1965). The problem is

to optimise the fitness of an individual with respect to its n real-valued constants. This can

be viewed as a search through an n-dimensional space. The simplex is the set of (n + 1)

points (or individuals) P¡, Pt,...,Pn in the r¿-dimensional space. Let the fitness value of
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point (individual) i, be y¿ : I (P¿), and define:

argmax
: i:0,...rn Ui

argmln
: i:}r...rn yi

That is, h stands for "high" and I stands for "low". P is the centroid of the points P¿,i I h.

The algorithm is found in Figure 5.14. At each stage, P¿ is replaced with a new point by one

of three mechanisms: refl,ect'ion, contraction and erpansion. The new point P* lies on the
line joining P¡ and P. P* lies on the opposite side of P from Pnby a distance determined
by the refl,ect'ion coeffic'ient a (a > 0), with lP-Pl : alPnPl. If the new point P* produces
a new minimum, we can expand the step size by expanding the simplex. The erpansion
coefficient,l h > 1) is the ratio of the distance lP.*Pl to lP.Pl, where P** is the expanded
point. If the new point P* becomes the maximum of the simplex, the step failed and the
simplex must be contracted. TbLe contraction coefficient, B (0 < P < 1) is the ratio of the
distance lP..Pl to lP¿Pl, where P** is the contracted point.

Through this mechanism, the simplex is "walked" down-hill through the fitness landscape,
adapting to local variations as it goes. The termination criterion used in EPrep is satisfied
when:

nll

h

I

t (v, - v)'
n

I 6"on,
i:1

where y is the centroid of the simplex and 6.on is a user-defined parameter.
If the local optimisation step is selected by the user, then it is applied each generation

to every individual. In cases where the data are purely boolean, then there is no need

for an optimisation step. In general an individual may contain real-valued and enumerated
constants. In such a case, either the real-valued or enumerated constants are optimised, each

with a probability of 0.5.

5.8 Genetic Operators

The most difficult task to perform when applying an evolutionary algorithm to a problem
is selection of an appropriate representation and corresponding operators that will facilitate
the search for fitter points in the solution space. There is a duality between operators
and representation: anything that can be done in the representation can also be done in
the operators. For instance, a GP tree can be represented as a tree or as a linear string
in reverse polish notation: in either case, the genetic operators can be written to perform
single-point sub-tree crossover. The action of the genetic operators on the representation
determines the transmission function, which is the probability distribution of oflspring from
every possible recombination (Altenberg, 1994). The relationship between the transmission
function and the fitness function determines the success of an evolutionary algorithm. If
the transmission function is not geared towards fitter offspring, performance will be poor.
Either the representation or the genetic operators can be modified to adapt the transmission
function.

It is generally accepted that the crossover operator will not result in the proliferation of
highly-fit building blocks unless the representation used provides building blocks in the form
of sub-trees for the given problem. If we make the assumption that building blocks do exist
in some form for the problem, then we can maintain the same representation and change the
genetic operators to be appropriate for the given problem.

EPrep is intended to be applicable to a range of classification problems. \Me cannot
generally assume that the standard single-point sub-tree crossover operator employed in GP
will be appropriate for all such problems. Therefore an approach that suggests itself is to
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1. Starting with constant values P, set Po : P and generate the remaining
P¿,i : 1,. . .,n by individually perturbing each constant:

..-lPoi*6¡-le if i:i
"r-ì. 

"0, 
if i+ j

where 6 j is a perturbation sampled from the normal distribution
ôj - N(0,0.5P0j) and the addition of e ensures a change when Ps¡ :0'

2. Loop:

(a) Calculate y¿,P,h,I and:

p*:(l+a)p-apn

(b) Evaluatea*-fe.).
(c) If y* < y¿ then:

i. Calculate:
P** : (I + 1)P* _.yP

ii. Calculate A**.
iii. If A** < y¡ thet:

. Replace P¡, with P**
else

o Replace P¿ with P*
end if.

else if y* ) a¿,i f h then:

i. If y* 1y¡ then replace P¿ with P*.
ii. Calculate:

P**:þPnt(t+þ)e
iii. Calculate A**.
iv. If y** > y¡ then:

¡ Replace all P¿'s with (,Q + n)12.
else

¡ Replace P¿ with P**.
end if.

else

¡ Replace P¿ with P*

end if.

until termination criterion is satisfied or maximum number of iterations is
achieved.

Figure 5.14: The Simplex algorithm used for the optimisation of real-valued constants.
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employ several complementary genetic operators, each of which may or may not be useful
for the problem at hand. The following sub-sections describe the operators, the method for
selecting them, and the use of introns in EPrep.

5.8.1 Self-Adaptation of Operator Probabilities

There are several ways in which the operators can be selected for deployment. The easiest is

to use a static probability of selection for each operator. SIow convergence is expected with
this naive method, since those operators which bring about the most improvement in fitness

must wait for their turn, and the evolutionary process must continually compensate for the
damage done by the inappropriate operators.

Another approach is to adapt the operator probabilities based on their observed perfor-
mance for the problem. There are several ways of adapting strategy parameters in general;

a taxonomy is given in (Hinterding et al., 1997; Angeline, 1995). To summarise, there are

three levels at which the adaptation can occur:

population: the adapted parameters belong to the whole population; for instance, the
probability of crossover.

individual: the strategy parameters undergoing adaptation are specific to each individual.

component: the parameters are local to each gene of each individual in the population.
For instance, the probability that a given bit will be mutated in a GA.

The mechanism for adaptation can belong to one of three categories:

deterministic: the strategy parameters are modified by a deterministic rule, and there is no

feedback from the algorithm. For instance, the probability of mutation may decrease

with time.

adaptive: the parameters undergo adaptation via a deterministic rule based on information
fed back from the evolutionary algorithm (EA). For example, the "1 in 5 rule" for
ES (Bäck and Schwefel, 1993): the ratio of successful mutations to all mutations should

be 1/5. If it is greater, increase the standard deviation, if it is lower, reduce the standard
deviation.

self-adaptive: the strategy parameters are evolved along with the population. The ra-

tionale is that parameters resulting in fitter offspring become associated with those
offspring, and thereby permeate the population. An example is the mutation strategy
parameters in evolution strategies (Fogel, 1995).

The goal of strategy parameter adaptation is for the algorithm to respond favourably to
unexpected situations during evolution. The adaptation becomes more flexible as the level

of adaptation becomes finer. Similarly, the mechanism will be more robust and able to cope

with unforeseen situations the more adaptive it is. Therefore the most robust combination
should be a self-adaptive component-level mechanism. It should be noted, however, that as

the level of detail and adaptation increase, the burden placed on the EA increases also. This
makes the complexity of the problem increase and may slow convergence. It is expected,

however, that in difficult problems for which optimal solutions are difficult to find, the quality
of the best solutions would be higher.

It is quite reasonable to assume that different operators will be more appropriate for
different individuals on the same problem. Therefore the adaptation should be at least at
the individual level. Ideally we would adapt the operator probabilities for each individual
tree, but this would result in too many strategy parameters for an individual. As a com-
promise, a self-adaptive individual-Ievel strategy is used in EPrep. A vector of operator
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probabilities is attached to each individual, as was done in (K. Chellapilla, 1997). The
probabilities are initialised to be equal at generation zero. When an offspring is generated

through recombination or mutation, it inherits the probability vector of its first parent. At
every generation, the probability vector of each individual is modified by adding a Gaussian
random perturbation to every element. Each element of the random perturbation vector
is drawn from a normal distribution N(O,O.Ifnor), where no, is the number of operators
used. Negative probabilities are set to 0.001, and probabilities that exceed 1 are set to 1, as

in (K. Chellapilla,7997). The probability vector is then normalised such that its elements
have unit sum. When a parent is selected from the mating pool, roulette wheel selection is
used to choose an operator according to the probabilities in the parent's operator probability
vector. If the operator requires two parents, the next individual in the mating pool is used

as the second parent. Since it was the first parent's vector that brought about the choice in
operator, both offspring inherit the first parent's operator probabilities.

5.8.2 Operators and their Level of Adaptation

Given that a set of operators will be used, which operators are most appropriate? The
operators must not be designed independently of the representation. Given the multi-tree
representation used in EPrep (described in Section 5.2.7), variation can be conducted at two
levels:

High-level Operators: which treat each tree like an indivisible gene, and therefore treat
the genotype as a variable-length string of genes; and

Low-level Operators: which modify the trees themselves.

The set of high-level operators is the same as in a standard GA:

High-Level Crossover: analogous to single-point crossover used in GAs. If parent i has

length tr¿ in features, i : 1,2, then the range of valid crossover points is [1,-L¿ - 1].

A crossover point s1 is randomly chosen between two features in the first parent with
a uniform distribution. The crossover point in the second parent s2 is also chosen

randomly, but from a constrained set of points so that the offspring have length within
the bounds [1, d]:

s2 € [max(sl * L2 - d,l),, min(d - h t s1,L2 - t)]

These bounds are derived as follows. The lengths of the offspring are:

L\: st I Lz - sz (5.4)

L', : tr I Lt - st (5.5)

Given that -úl ( d and L', < d, Equation(5.4) and (5.5) yield the inequality:

stlLz-d<s21rl-L7ls1

In practice the selection of crossover points is more complicated due to high-level
introns, which are discussed in Section 5.8.3

Add-Feature Mutation: if L 1 d, a feature is created randomly using the grow method
and inserted at a randomly-chosen point in the individual.

Delete-Feature Mutationz if L ) 1, a feature is randomly chosen with a uniform distri-
bution and deleted from the individual.
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Inversion: randomly chooses two features in the individual and reverses the order of the
features between them (inclusive). Inversion allows interdependent genes to come close

to one another in the string, thus constructing short defining-length schemata which are

less susceptible to destructive crossover (Holland, 1995). This operator is not applied
to individuals in the mating pool to obtain offspring. Inversion is different from the
other operators because it does not change the fitness of the individual to which it is

applied; it is described below in Section 5.8.3.

Intuitively building blocks can exist at the high level of adaptation, since a good feature can

to some extent contribute to the class-separability of the data independently of the rest of
the features.

Low-level operators modify the tree-structured genetic material. The general utility of
the standard single-point crossover operator is questionable since it is not always the case

that single sub-trees are the building blocks for a problem (Angeline, 1997ó; O'Reilly and

Oppacher, 1995b). For example, the internal nodes of a sub-tree may be as likely to constitute
a highly-fit code segment as the combination of code near the root and code near the bottom
of the tree. Blind recombination should not be expected to work in every context. This
state of affairs was addressed by the work on SMART operators (Teller, 1996) in which
a population of operators was evolved that could arbitrarily recombine two individuals to
form new offspring. The fitness of the operators was based on their ability to produce better
offspring in the problem GP.

In the absence of knowledge about what form highly fit building blocks take for a problem,
and of Teller's complicated system of operator evolution, the use of an arbitrary recombina-

tion operator cannot be justified. Therefore only mutation operators are used to modify the
trees; this approach has been used previously in (Chellapilla,l99T; Angeline, 1996; O'Reilly
and Oppacher, 1994ø).

A mutation is applied by selecting a feature from the individual with uniform random
probability and applying the operator to the selected tree. If the resulting tree contains
no input variables, the process is repeated until the new one does. The following mutation
operators are used in EPrep:

grou¡: randomly select a terminal node and replace it with a randomly-generated sub-tree.

oneNode: replace one node with another randomly-selected syntactically-legal symbol.

AllNodes: replace each node with another randomly-selected syntactically-legal symbol.

oneSymbol: replace each instance of a randomly-chosen symbol with one new randomly-
chosen symbol.

sv/ap: select a function node with two or more children having compatible return types, and

swap two of the child sub-trees.

truncate: randomly select an internal node and replace it with a randomly-selected termi-
nal.

hoist: select an internal node and replace the root node with the sub-tree from below that
node.

All of the operators in EPrep restrict the maximum depth of the feature trees to a

user-specified quantity. Note that bloating is unlikely to occur because sub-tree crossover

is not used. The only mutation operators which can result in an increase in the size of an

individual are the grow and add-feature mutators. However, bloating requires an increase

in size associated with a constant fitness. This is an unlikely event for these two mutation
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operators, since the randomly-generated sub-tree is very unlikely to have no effect on the
fitness of the individual.

In some situations the selected operator cannot be successfully applied to the parent
individual. For example, the crossover operator may be applied to two parents with tr1 : l
and L2 : 1, or strong typing constraints may preclude the use of the oneNode mutator.
When this is the case, the offspring returned is the same as the respective parent. To
maintain diversity in the population duplicates are not allowed to be explicitly inserted:
therefore the offspring are not allowed to be identical to the parents. If this does occur,
the process of selecting a new genetic operator and applying it to the parent(s) is repeated
until the offspring is (are) different from the parent(s). Finally, before insertion into the new
population, each offspring is checked to see if it contains any duplicate features. If a feature
is found to be an exact verbatim duplicate of another feature in the individual, it is deleted.

5.8.3 High-Level Introns and Inversion

Introns (as opposed to erons) are non-coding segments which do not contribute to the fitness
of an individual. Introns have been observed and studied in biological genetics; a survey
is found in (Wu and Lindsay, 1996). This inspiration from biology has been applied in
evolutionary algorithms in the form of erplicitly defined introns (EDI). EDIs are alleles

that have no effect on an individual's fitness, but through their presence they modulate the
probability of selection of a crossover or mutation point. Through the action of recombination
and fitness-proportionate selection, the configuration of EDIs in an individual can adapt to
protect co-adapted alleles against destructive crossover. They can therefore be considered
as self-adaptive strategy parameters. EDIs have been used in genetic algorithms (Levenick,
1991) and genetic programming (Nordin et a\.,1995) with general success.

EPrep uses EDIs at a high-level, in between the trees. Note that EDIs are not allowed
at the end of the string. To see how EDIs alter schema crossover probabilities, consider the
individual in Figure 5.15. For a string of length .L, there are L - 1 distinct crossover sites.

The probability of a crossover occurring at site i is llQ - 1). Now if an individual contains
?trees,andthenumberofEDlsbetweentreesiand(i+1) isnqDr(i)fori:1,...,7-1,
then the probability that crossover occurs somewhere between tree i and (z + 1) is:

p(i) : nnp¡(i) 
-t 

7

L-7
Therefore as -L increases and nqDr(i) decreases for tree i, the probability of adjacent trees

becoming separated through crossover can become arbitrarily small. For example, there
is a relatively low probability of separating Fl and F2 through crossover in Figure 5.15,

so through natural selection and crossover, schemata of arbitrary defining length and high
average fitness can proliferate and be protected from destructive crossover by intron accu-

mulation.
Rather than physically representing the EDIs in the data structure of the individual, an

integer is stored for each of the first ?- 1 trees which holds nB¿7(i). Examine the crossover

example in Figure 5.16. The length of the string is -L: af +DT-tnyDr(i).The crossover
point j is randomly selected with a uniform distribution from the L - 1 alternatives. The
tree to the left of point j (call this tree i with immediately following crossover site j') is the
cnd of the left crossover fragment, and the tree to the right (tree i * 1) is the beginning of the
right crossover fragment. When point I (and corresponding tree /c with following crossover

site //) is selected in the other parent, the first offspring has:

,'nnt(i) : (j - j') + (røot(k) - (l - l'))

and the second has:
,'øot(k) : (I - I') + (n6p1Ø - U - j'))
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altemative crossover sites

Figure 5.15: Explicitly Defined Introns in the multi-tree representation.
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Figure 5.16: Example of crossover with explicitly-defined introns
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Introns can protect highly-fit short-defining-length schemata from destructive crossover,

but cannot protect schemata of large defining length. For example, if an individual contains
10 features, and the first and last features are the main contributors to fitness, they will
be easily separated through crossover to the detriment of the offspring. This problem has

been recognised in genetic algorithms and is addressed by the 'inuersion operator (Holland,
1995). Inversion selects a contiguous sub-string of the chromosome and inverts its order. An
example is given in Figure 5.17. Considering our previous example, inversion with end points
1 and 9 can bring the first and last feature close together, making them less vulnerable to
destructive crossover. Note that in genetic algorithms the meaning of each allele must be

kept with the genes during inversion since the meaning of a gene is dependent on its position
in the string, whereas in EPrep the utility of a feature is independent of its position.

0tverslon
------->

A

Figure 5.17: An example of the inversion operator

The inversion operator is applied every generation to each individual in the population
with a user-defined probability p¿no. Note that the inversion operator does not alter the
fitness of an individual.

5.9 Stopping Criteria

Computational effort can be wasted by continuing converged or stagnated runs until the
maximum number of generations is reached. The new stopping criterion could therefore be:

if(g:c) OR
(validations set error * training set error : 0) OR
(convergence criterion : TRUE)

then stop

A possible convergence criterion that tests for stagnation is:

STAG: fu"rt(g - Ttconuersen.ò - fu"rt(g) 1 r.onu.rs"r".

where rtrconuersence is a positive integer constant. This criterion is unlikely to fire for EPrep,
though, since the training set error will fluctuate over generations for a single individual
due to the samples being shuffied around. A more appropriate criterion is tra'ining progress)

borrowed from (Prechelt, 1994):

TPB : stop after first generation 9 with PnØ) < 13 (5.6)

where P¡(g) is the training progress:

'a

B

Pn(s) : roo%'
DI,:o-n+t"P,oG k')

k' n':n!ìÏt,...,s 
"P,oc 

(g')

for g - k - 7,k,... ,G. "Prot 
(g) is the lowest training set error at generation g, and k is the

tra,ining strip length. Qualitatively, this criterion says to stop when the minimum training
set error over the strip is not lower than the strip average by more than B percent. P¿(g) is

-1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 6 5 42 3 7 8 9 t0
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high when training set error is changing, and will approach zero in the steady-state as long
as the training error does not oscillate.

There is another issue here, namely generalisation. Despite the steps taken to encourage
parsimony, it was observed in preliminary studies (Sherrah et al., 1997) that EPrep tended to
over-fit, to the detriment of generalisation. A commonly-used method for stopping training
before over-fitting occurs is early stopping (Prechelt, 1994). Some validation measure of
the population can be monitored, and when it starts to increase consistently, the run is

terminated. Note that the validation score can contain local minima) so one must be careful
to allow the validation score some leeway to increase. The state at which the best validation
score was obtained must also be held and reverted to upon termination.

Define generalisation loss at generation g to be (Prechelt, 1994):

GL(s): roo%o.lu44 - t)
\ eoP¿(g) /

where 
"rot(g) 

is the validation measure at generation g and erpt(g) is the minimum validation
measure before generation g:

eopt(g) :än 
",oúg')

Qualitatively, the generalisation loss is the percentage amount by which the current validation
measure exceeds the minimum achieved so far. As in (Prechelt, 1994), training ceases when
the generalisation loss exceeds a pre-specifi.ed amount a:

GLo: stop after first generation g > k with GL(g) > a (5.7)

Note that the GL criterion can only be true after one training strip; this allows for erratic
behaviour of the validation measure at the beginning of a run. The validation measure euo¿(g)

used in EPrep is the validation set error of the individual with the best training set error in
the population (ze: the BOG individual). This quantity is calculated by pre-processing the
training and validation sets with the individual, training the individual's classifier on all of
the pre-processed training samples, and calculating the percentage misclassifications of the
trained classifier on the pre-processed validation set.

The generalisation loss criterion, Equation(5.7), and the training progress criterion,
Equation(5.6), are combined with an OR rule.

5.10 Cleaning the BOR Individual

The BOR individualmust be cleaned by removing those features which do not contribute to
the individual's fitness. This enables the fair comparison of the BOR individual's size with
the size of the best-ever individual. The process starts with the full set of the individual's n
features, ¡'(0) : {Fr, Fr, . . . F"}. Each feature z is in turn removed from the BOR individual
and its validation set error is re-evaluated. If the validation set error increases above the
previous value, the feature is put back; otherwise, this feature is not necessary, and is left out
of the individual. The process continues until all features have been checked. The algorithm
is written in Figure 5.18.

5.11 Choice of Algorithm Parameters

EPrep is a complicated algorithm, and there are many parameters for the user to select. Ì
This section provides some guidance on how to select these parameters. It is an unfortunate
truth that there are currently no methods for calculating the optimal parameters; indeed, the
selection of parameters such as population size could constitute the topic of another thesis

J

t
¡



1. Set -F'(0) : {Ft,Fz,... F"}.

2. Set u^¿n to be the validation set error using ,F (0)

3. fori:I,...nloop

o if lF(z)l > 1 then

(a) Let F(i) : F(i - I) - F¿.

(b) Calculate u¿, the validation set error using only the features in F(z)
(c) If u¿ ) u^¿n then

- set F(z) : F(i' - I)
else

- set urn¿n - u¡

end if.

end loop.

4. Return the individual containing only the features in tr'(n)
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Figure 5.18: The algorithm for cleaning an individual's features.

altogether. The best parameters will generally be problem-dependent, and some helpful
suggestions are provided here to guide the user in their selection. The following sub-sections
deal with related parameters together.

Although this chapter has described the full EPrep algorithm, individual options can set

through the graphical user interface, or through a text file.

5.11.1 Tlaining Parameters

It is common for one classifier used by EPrep to perform considerably better on the original
data than the other two classifiers; the ML classifier assumes this pole position most fre-
quently. The user may want to eliminate this classifier from the set because it will be more
difficult for EPrep to improve on its already good performance) resulting in features that are
trivial or over-fit the data.

Assuming that the data have already been divided into training, validation and test sets,

the number of initial samples -ð/o used by RAT and local optimisation must be selected, along
with the number of samples to periodically move to the front of the list, n"or¿. An expression
has already been derivedfor nror¡, Equation(5.3), in terms of the turn-over time, g"o.¿, the
worst-case number of generations required to shift each training sample to the front of the
list. For convenience, that relation is repeated here:

'tLsot' :2(n¿' - No)
"t - - c'g"ort

The value of 
^L 

decides the accuracy of the rough estimate of training set error used
in RAT and local optimisation. It is these À{o samples which are used to estimate the true
parameters of the simple classifiers. Therefore, we can frame the selection of N, in terms of
the degree of accuracy to which we wish to estimate the classifier's parameters. To simplify
matters, we will only consider the class means, which are required by the ML and MDTM
classifiers. The classifier operates on the features generated by some individual, Ut,. . . ,As.
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When calculating the mean F4 of class i samples along feature j, the true mean will lie
within the following confidence interval with probability (1 - a):

ltt¡ - z
oij

\/M
1 tr¿j 1 uti + zffi

where Prob(Z ) z) : af 2, o¡¡ is the true stanrlard deviation of the population of g; values

from class i, and Ä[ is the number of samples in class i used to calculate the mean, DLr ll, :
Nr.

It would be ideal to select ÀL¿ so as to shrink this confidence interval to some desired size

for all classes; however o¿¡ wlll be different for each individual, and it is unlikely that the
g,¡'s will be normally distributed. Therefore all that can be practically done is to choose Iy'¿

so as to bring about some acceptable percentage reduction in the confidence intervals over

the estimated standard deviation. For example, to shrink the confidence interval to width
0.22o¿¡, we require ÄI, : 100, and assuming equal class proportions at the beginning of the
list, this makes I/o : 100C. If any wisdom can be gained from this analysis, it is that N,
should be linearly proportional to the nurnber of classes present.

5.LL.2 Evolution Parameters

The number of runs, number of generations and population size all interact to affect the
likelihood of encountering the optimal solution to the problem. For example, running the
algorithm for more generations increases the probability that a run will be successful. There
is a point, however, after which it becomes more efficient to increase the number of runs
rather than the number of generations. Similarly, increasing the population size will generally
increase the probability of encountering the ideal solution on or before a given generation,

but at some point it becomes more efficient to fix M and use more generations. These factors
were considered in (Koza, 1992a) to measure the number of fitness evaluations required to
solve a problem. Let z :1 - e be the probability of encountering the optimal solution, and
P(M,i) be the probability that the optimal solution is encountered on or before generation

i of any given run' Then: 
z : r - lr - p(M,i)l*

Note that P(M,i) is monotonically non-decreasing in i. Re-arranging yields:

R(z): -j-g*-=4-log(1 - P(M,i))

which is a non-linear dependence of the minimum number of runs on P(M,i). The number
of individuals required to obtain the solution , Rx i x M , can be plotted to obtain the optimal
number of runs and generations for a given population size.

The problem is that P(M,i) can only be obtained by computationally-expensive statis-
tical sampling, after which time the problem is solved anyway. The analysis was intended
to measure the difficulty of a problem for GP, and not for the selection of optimal pa.rame-

ters. In practice, the number of runs should be as large as possible given the computational
burden.

The size of populations in evolutionary algorithms has been a limiting factor in the field.
While biological populations can be enormous) computational methods are usually limited to
sizes = 1000 by constraints on speed and memory resources. The Parsytec parallel processor

used at Stanford University, consisting of 64 BO-MHz Power PC 601 processors arranged in a
toroidal mesh, can evolve an overall population size of 640,000 individuals representing analog
circuits (Koza et aI., 1997). Although it is generally held that the larger the population
size the better the performance, some results such as (Gathercole and Ross, 19974) have

exemplified the converse case.
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The issue of the minimum-required population size has been addressed in (Goldberg
et a\.,7997) for a genetic algorithm. There the statistical confidence of the obserued ranking
of the mean schema fi.tnesses for two schemata from the optimal solution is used to motivate
the derivation of the general population-sizing relation:

_2

\[ : 2"2 n"4

where z is the cumulative distribution ordinate value at some level of confidence, rc is the
number of competing schemata in the same partition as the two in question, d is the difference
in mean fitnesses of the two schemata, and of is the mean of the schema variances. Clearly
it would be difficult to apply this formula in practice since the mean schema fitnesses for the
optimal schemata are what we are trying to find in the first place.

The general advice on population sizing is to double the population size until no further
improvement in performance is observed (Kinnear, Jr., 1994).

Tournament size has a direct effect on the selective pressure of the evolutionary algorithm:
the larger the tournaments, the more possibility of involving the better individuals in the
population. The probability with which individual i is selected for addition to the mating
pool has been derived in (Bäck, 1994):

p¿ : M-s ((M -? + 1)s - @ - i)s)

where S is the tournament size and the individuals have been sorted in increasing order
of fitness (for a minimisation task): l@t) < l@z) < ...< l@¡rt). The take-ouer tirneis
a measure of selective pressure of a selection mechanism. It is defined as the number of
generations required for the best-of-generation individual in the initial population to fill the
population through the operation of selection only. For tournament selection the take-over
time is

* Ir M +h(IrrM)
T

ln,S

Of course this is without the use of genetic operators, and so is only useful for comparisons
between selection methods. Tournament selection provides much stronger pressure than
roulette-wheel selection (Bäck, 1994). Higher selective pressure leads to a loss of diversity,
which is offset in EPrep by the uniqueness of individuals inserted into the population. Nev-
ertheless given the high selective pressure of tournament selection and the observation from
initial experiments that EPrep tends to converge very quickly, the tournament size should
be set as low as possible, S : 2.

The motivation for carrying the top ÀL", individuals into the next population is to
protect highly-fit individuals from destructive crossovers and mutations. A good individual
may be selected for the mating pool many times, but there is a possibility that all of the
offspring have considerably lower fitness, especially given the highly non-linear nature of
the fitness function. Consider that for EPrep, the BOG individual is not necessarily the
best generalising individual. Therefore if we could calculate how many individuals in the
population are likely to be candidates for the best generalising individual based on their
training set error, this would be an ideal value for Nr"r, since the candidates are ensured
propagation to the next generation where they may become the BOG individual due to the
changing fitness function.

If we consider candidates for the best-of-generation generaliser to be those individuals
which are statistically indistinguishable from the BOG individual, then we could calculate
the confidence intervals for the BOG fitness assuming the errors take a Binomial distribution,
and set Nr", to be the number of individuals falling within the confidence interval. This value,
however, would change from generation to generation. At the beginning of a generation the
population is more sensitive to the loss of good individuals, since the individuals become
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more and more similar as the population converges so that the loss of one good individual
would not affect the average fitness much. For this reason and because the distribution of
fitnesses at generation 0 does not depend on the value of N""p, initial runs can be performed
to calculate the average number of candidates at generation 0.

5.11.3 Termination Parameters

It has been observed in experiments that runs are almost always terminated by the general-
isation loss criterion. Therefore the maximum number of generations should be set to some
large amount to stop the program running forever, but no more notice need be paid to it.
Similarly the training progress threshold is unimportant since the training error estimate
is unlikely stagnate, given that the sample order is changing each generation. The more
important parameters are the generalisation loss threshold o and the training strip length k.

Since the BOR individual will be chosen as that which obtains the minimum observed
validation set error irrespective of the values of k and a, these parameters should be set such
that a good result is observed. Ideally we would let the algorithm run forever (k: æ,a:
100%) and choose the best encountered solution, but we realise that generalisation will be
lost at an earlier point to a degree that makes us almost certain about the fruitlessness of
further computation.

One could use the curvature of the validation error plot to look for the global minimum,
but in practice the error can be quite erratic without any smooth trajectory. It may be wiser
for the user to make a subjective judgment based on trial runs. Note that the GUI has an
Abort,Run button to allow the user to manually terminate the run.

The value of k imposes a lower bound on the number of generations performed per run,
should the behaviour of the validation measure be volatile in early generations. A sensible
approach would be to set k : grort, the turn-over time for the training samples. This way
each training sample is considered by the whole population at least once.

5.LL.4 Optimisation Parameters

It is safest to set the convergence value for the simplex algorithm to some small number,
so that the algorithm stops when the variance of simplex scores is approximately zero. The
choice of the maximum number of iterations is the main issue. For the simplex algorithm,
n * I fitness evaluations are required just to initialise the simplex where r¿ is the number
of real-valued constants in the individual. For best performance the maximum number of
iterations should be proportional to n, but for very large individuals in the population an
inordinate amount of computation would be required. Therefore a constant value is used for
all individuals.

There is a trade-off between the amount of time spent on local optimisation and on
global optimisation: more iterations for the local optimiser may result in faster convergence
to a solution, but require more computational power per generation. This state of affairs
is similar to the discussion of number of runs versus number of generations: the use of
optimisation increases P(M,i) for a given generation z. Similarly the optimal trade-off can
only be seen in retrospect, since the utility of the local optimisation is highly problem- and
individual-dep endent.

5.11.5 Representation Parameters

The choice of functions and terminals must be performed by the user, and depends on the
data types and prior knowledge of the problem. The probability with which inversion is
applied to individuals in the population is not critical to the performance of the algorithm,
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since the inversion operator does not directly alter the fitness of an individual. If the prob-
ability is set too high, short-defining length schemata will not have a chance to settle in the
population. If too low, there will be insufficient modification of schema-defining lengths to
be worthwhile. It must be taken into account that crossover will not be applied to every
individual, since it must compete with the other available operators. Assuming that the
probability of crossover associated with each individual does not converge to 1, p¿,r, should
be set as high as possible (ie: p¿n : 1) to make use of every crossover that occurs.

Setting the maximum initial depth of features is tricky, since the optimal tree depth
is problem-dependent. The overall search can be biased by the appropriate choice of this
parameter, and a poor choice can lead to poor results. The only wisdom offered on this
topic is to try different depths. The depth should be started at a small value rather than a

large value, as computation time increases exponentially with the maximum tree depth and
smaller solutions are preferable anyway.

Note that if the maximum initial depth is set to 1, each feature can only possibly be

an input variable. In this case EPrep performs feature selection by evolving sub-sets of the
original measurements; this is useful when there is a very large number of measurements
available.

5.L2 Conclusion

This chapter has presented a thorough description of the evolutionary pre-processor algo-
rithm. The motivation for each design decision has been given, and heuristics for selecting
appropriate parameters have been listed. The next chapter describes the experiments using
EPrep to search for optimal pre-processors, and the corresponding results.



Chapter 6

Experimental Evaluation and
Comparison

6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4, the concept of a generalised pre-processor was introduced to facilitate a search

for the optimal pre-processor for a given supervised classification problem. The evolutionary
pre-processor described in Chapter 5 was developed to perform this search. It may be,

however, that such a search is infeasible for practical problems, or is of no practical use

because existing methods are adequate.
It is the purpose of this chapter to investigate the issue of whether a search for the

optimal generalised pre-processor is a practical enterprise. There are two aspects to the
practicality of the search: is it feasible, and is it worthwhile? The approach used here was

to run the evolutionary pre-processor on several data sets from different problem domains.
For each problem, the improvement in classification performance conferred by the evolved
pre-processor was observed to assess the feasibility of the search.

To ascertain whether the process was worthwhile, a comparison was made to see if a

generalised pre-processor could result in classification performance superior to conventional
methods for supervised classification and automatic feature extraction.

This chapter begins with a description of the data sets used in the experiments. Next,
the motivation for the experiments is given, and the experiments are described. The results
of the EPrep algorithm on the test problems follow. The results of the other methods are

then presented, followed by a comparison between them and EPrep. The conclusion presents
a summary of the results.

6.2 The Test Problems

The methodology taken in this thesis was to examine a reasonably large set of appropriate
problems and test EPrep's ability to learn from the data. Machine learning is of necessity an

empirical science, and consequently analytical results are not the boast of this thesis. At our
stage in history we do not have the tools to analytically decompose the dynamical behaviour
of most machine learning algorithms. Although there are, fortunately, some analytical results
for neural networks, genetic algorithms and other denizens of the machine learning literature,
they rarely lend powerful insight since the algorithms had to be so grossly simplified that
they scarcely resemble their original form.

The 15 data sets used in the experiments came from public domain repositories (White
and Fahlman, 1993; Rasmussen et a\.,1996; Aviles-Cruz et a\.,1995; Meyer, 1996; ESPRIT,
1995; Merz and Murph¡ 1996), and are briefly described in Table 6.1. A full description of

734
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each data set is given in Appendix C. Note that in this work, each data set is referred to
by a unique name in bold-face, as recommended in (Prechelt, 1994); eg; spirals for the two
intertwined spirals problem. Most of the data sets are real-world, while four are synthetic.
Since many of the classification algorithms used in the experiments have a model selection
step, the data were always divided into training, validation and test sets. The data sets were

chosen to have the following desirable characteristics:

o Real, noisy data with possible missing or incorrect values.

o Medium to large size to avoid issues concerning the statistical validity of results due to
small sample sizes. The number of samples is especially critical here because the data
will be divided into the training, validation and test sets.

o Problems from different domains such as medical diagnosis, social science and image
processing.

o Dimensionality of problems over a broad range.

o Number of classes of problems over a broad range.

o Non-trivial classification tasks: for instance, the well-known mushrooms (Prechelt,
1994) and iris (Aviles-Cruz et al., 1995) problems were not used because they are

almost linearly-separable, and present no challenge.

o Some enumerated attributes with a large number of distinct values, because some

classification methods are sensitive to this parameter.

o Problems with a mixture of the attribute types real, enumerated and boolean.

o Varying difficulties of classification: the synthetic problems have an exact solution and
there is no class overlap, while the real-world problems have varying degrees of class

overlap.

The 15 data sets are plotted according to their dimensionality, number of samples and
number of classes in Figure 6.1. FYom this figure it can be seen that the distribution of
problem sizes is fairly uniform, with two outliers having a relatively large value along one or
two of the axes. Note that there is no problem that is large according to all three dimensions.

Special characteristics attributable to some of the data sets are worth mentioning. The
four synthetic databases are balance, concentric, monks and spirals. The monks data
set consists of three separate problems defined on the same input domain. The concentric
and spirals have the r - g plane as their input domain, and therefore have a geometrical

interpretation. The treatment of spirals used here is different to that of past studies because

the data are divided into training, validation and test sets, and the input space is under-
sampled in the training and validation sets. The abalone data set has a relatively large

number of classes, and the satimage problem has a relatively high dimensionality and
number of samples. The australian data set has an enumerated variable with a relatively
large number of distinct values. The titanic domain only has 16 distinct combinations of the
inputs, and is heavily over-sampled. Therefore classification is based on statistics collected
from the data. It is expected that there is no discriminatory information contained in the
smoking data set, and that little more can be done than to guess the most frequent class.

6.3 Test Descriptions

To investigate the question of whether a search over pre-processors is feasible, the evolu-
tionary pre-processor was used to classify the data sets described in the previous section.
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Table 6.1: Summary of data sets used in experiments. "Default Error" is the percentage of
misclassifications obtained by always guessing the most frequent class. monks has 3 entries
because it contains 3 different problems. "Dim." is the dimensionality of the data. Data
types are real, enum erated and bool(ean)
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vehicle 76.48 846 1B 4

8 10yeast 68.80 1484
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On the basis of these results, a comparison was then performed with existing methods to
investigate whether the new approach is worthwhile. \Mhile addressing these two fundamen-
tal issues, other potential questions about the use of EPrep as a classification method were

investigated. The following questions could potentially be asked of EPrep, or of any machine
learning algorithm:

1. Does it work at all?

2. For what sort of problems is it appropriate? What are the limits on problem size and
data type?

3. How long does it take to run?

4. If ft is a stochastic algorithm, how much variation is there in the results?

5. Do the results yield useful information about the problem? Is the information reliable,
or does it vary too much over runs to be useful?

6. Does it learn efficiently?

7. How does it compare with other supervised learning algorithms, and what advantages
does it have?

For the practitioner, these questions can all be summarised into one: "why should I use

this algorithm?" Simply running trPrep on a broad range of example problems constituted
sufficient experimentation to address the first 5 of these questions. The last question was

addressed through a comparison with other methods. The question of efÊciency depends
on the criterion of interest. If, for example, search efficiency is the issue then the no-free-
lunch methods mentioned in Section 3.2.3 may be of use, or a comparison with hill-climbing
or random search may serve as a suitable benchmark. If, on the other hand, classification
accuracy is paramount, then the user would not care if an algorithm took longer to run as long
as it produced a more efficient classifier. Other criteria are the computational complexity
of the algorithms, the number of input measurements required by the trained classifier, and
average number of computations per classification of the trained classifier. The efficiency
comparison performed in these experiments was based on computational complexity.

The next sub-section describes the general decisions and conditions for the experiments.
The succeeding sub-section is devoted to the experiments applying EPrep to the test bed,
followed by a sub-section describing the comparative experiments.

6.3.1 Experimental Design

In the experimental design, the results were analysed statistically where possible rather than
naively jumping to conclusions. There were several sources of variation in the experiments
which were addressed to make the results more sound:

problem type A result or phenomenon that arises for one problem may not for another
problem. To address this, different problems from different domains were used.

stochastic algorithms Those algorithms relying on random initial conditions or having a
stochastic element during training were run 10 times each. This number of runs was
chosen as a compromise between statistical accuracy and computational cost.

partitioning of the data Classification errors can be heavily dependent on the partition-
ing of the data into training, validation and test sets. For example, if a random
partitioning happens to result in a training set that gives little information about the
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test set, then tests for generalisation will yield poor results. To offset this problem, the
experiments were performed separately for three different permutations of each data
set. This number of partitions was selected to give a feel for the effect of permuting
the data on the results, while keeping the amount of data generated manageable. Each
permutation of a data set is referred to by the data set name augmented with its num-
ber; eg: the second permutation of the two spirals data set is referred to as spirals2.
The data were permuted randomly while keeping the same relative class proportions
in each of the training, validation and test sets.

One of the issues in preparing the data was what proportions to use for the training, valida-
tion and test sets. There is a trade-off because we would like to use all of the data for training
to obtain the most accurate model, but we would also like to use as much as possible for
testing to obtain an accurate estimate of the misclassification rate. Fortunately in this case

the results do not rely heavily on this choice, because all of the experiments are comparative
in nature. Therefore it is not so much an issue of whether the classifier learned the structure
contained in all of the data from the problem, but rather which of the classifiers managed

to learn the most from the data used for training. With this in mind, all experiments used

a partition of 50% training, 25%o validation and 25To test. The exact number of samples in
each set is shown in Appendix C. Note that there are two exceptions to this rule, monks
and spirals. In the case of monks, the data were already partitioned into training and
test. The training samples were randomly divided into a training set and a validation set.

In the case of spirals, the training samples were randomly partitioned into the training and
validation sets for each of the three permutations.

In the experiments involving multiple runs of stochastic algorithms, the "best" run was

used as the measure of the overall algorithm performance. It is very important to note,
however, that best does not mean that run with the minimum test set error. If the
test set is used to select the best classifier, then it automatically becomes part of the training
data. Rather, the run with the minimum validation set error is selected as the best run. If a
classifier has good generalisation capabilities, then the test set error will be correspondingly
low.

6.3.2 Analysis of EPrep

The experiments were conducted on EPrep by performing 10 runs on each of the 3 permu-
tations of the 15 data sets: 450 runs overall. Each run resulted in a best-of-run individual,
consisting of a pre-processor and a classifier. This individual can in itself be considered as

a non-linear classifi.er: it can be applied on its own to the classification problem without
ever having to run EPrep again. Therefore a before-after comparison tù/as made between
t}ne classifi,er on the raw data and the class'ifier on the pre-processed data. The comparison
between these two classifiers indicated whether the performance of the classifier could be

improved upon by finding an appropriate generalised pre-processor. The misclassification
errors of the two classifiers on the test set were compared using McNemar's test (see Sec-

tion 2.11.1). This test is built into EPrep, and the probability that the evolved pre-processor

has improved classification performance is displayed in the HTML reports generated. Note
that this test does not tell us by how much EPrep has improved the performance of the
classifier.

Referring back to the questions asked in Section 6.3, trialing EPrep on different data
sets helps to answer the questions of whether the search for a generalised pre-processor is
feasible, what sort of problems are best solved using this method, and what the limitations
on problem size are.

After the best results were examined, the variability in the results was analysed to explore
the likelihood of obtaining the best solution were the algorithm run again with a different
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random seed. The variability in the structure and content of the pre-processors themselves
is also an issue, and is important for ascertaining the usefulness of trPrep for knowledge
discovery. To casually examine computational complexity, the average execution time of the
algorithm for each data set was recorded. These execution times are not directly useful for
comparative purposes, because they depend on the platform used to run the algorithm. The
execution times is included only to provide an order of magnitude estimate of the time taken
for the algorithm to solve a problem. The computational complexity of the EPrep algorithm
is examined in Section 6.8.4.

The parameters for EPrep were selected according to the guidelines given in Section 5.11.

In some cases) the parameters were iteratively refined by changing parameters that were
obviously chosen poorly. The following notes summarise the main points of the parameter
selection process:

o The parameters used were different for each problem, but usually kept the same for each

of the three permutations of the same problem. The exceptions were cmc, german,
monks, satimage and yeast.

o The power function pow(a, b) : ob was avoided because it was found to produce poor
results due to its highly non-linear behaviour.

o For many of the data sets, one of the three classifiers used by EPrep (see Section 5.2.3),
MDTM, PPD and ML, was excluded from the set used by EPrep because it performed
significantly better than the other two classifiers. This "tall poppy" was often the
ML classifier. The classifier was excluded in these cases because it was doing most
of the work in classification, leaving little for EPrep to do. It was found that if the
classifier was left in, there was too little room for improvement on classification error
for EPrep to evolve useful features. Removing the best classifier put more pressure on
EPrep to evolve features that separate the data, yielding more interesting results. The
exceptions to this rationale were monks2 and vehicle for which EPrep was unable to
achieve a reasonable error rate without the ML classifier. It may be that excluding the
most accurate classifier is a better approach for knowledge discovery, but if accuracy
is the main objective then the best classifier should perhaps be left in the set.

o In some cases, the parallelepiped classifier was excluded from the set used by EPrep
because it did not generalise well with the evolved features.

o Local optimisation was not used for monks3 and yeast due to restrictions on compu-
tation time, and the limited benefits of its use.

6.3.3 Comparison with Other Methods

To examine the strengths and weaknesses of the EPrep methodology) a comparison was
performed with 7 other classification methods. Without the benefit of experimental results,
EPrep has some advantages over other supervised classification methods:

¡ the search algorithm can escape local optima;

¡ the features generated are true for all time, and can be interpreted by the user;

. a range of different non-linear and discontinuous functions can be combined to construct
the decision surfaces;

¡ the data dimensionality is reduced and the classification algorithms are simple, so the
solution can be implemented inexpensively; and
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. the input measurements that are needed for classification are automatically selected.

How useful these advantages are in practice depends on the application at hand.

In terms of classification performance, a comparison with established methods was per-

formed. For each of the problems listed previously, EPrep's test set classification errors were

compared with those of the following methods:

o Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) trained with the RPROP algorithm; see Section 2.7.2

o Decision Ttees (QUEST); see Section 2.8.3

¡ Generalised Linear Machine (GLIM); see Section 2.7.1

r ,k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN); see Section 2.6.4

¡ Parallelepiped Classifier (PPD); see Section 2.3.1

o Minimum-Distance-to-Means Classifier (MDTM); see Section 2.6.2

o Gaussian Maximum Likelihood Classifier (ML); see Section 2.6.3

The MLP was chosen as part of the comparison because it is another automatic feature
extraction method, and is widely used. The QUEST algorithm was chosen because, like
EPrep, it generates solutions that can be scrutinised by the user. The other methods are

fairly simple and were used because they were readily available (PPD, MDTM and ML are

intrinsically part of EPrep), and can be used to indicate problems for which complicated
decision boundaries are not necessary.

The statistical test used to compare the best-case performance of the classifiers is the
one-way repeated measures design described in Section 2.1I.3. This method gives pair-wise
confidence intervals for all the algorithms. Comparing EPrep with these other methods
indicates in what situations the generalised pre-processor approach is advantageous.

The average-case performance of EPrep was compared with that of the MLP. The f-test
described in Section 2.7L.2 for the difference between means of distributions with unequal
variances was used to compare the mean test set errors over the 10 runs performed. The
understandability of the solutions generated by EPrep was compared with QUEST's decision

trees to investigate the utility of EPrep for knowledge discovery. A final comparison was mâde

between the execution times and computational complexities of the classification algorithms.
The execution times are only recorded to give the reader an idea of the time required for each

algorithm, and cannot be used for a direct comparison due to the multiplicity of platforms
used.

There is often an intrinsic bias in comparisons between a new algorithm and existing
algorithms, because the person conducting the experiments is usually the author of the new

method. Therefore the experimenter is the expert on how to select parameters for the new

method, but does not know how best to configure the existing methods. The comparison
made in this thesis was intended to be as unbiased as possible. Although for QUEST and

the MLP the same parameters were used for all data sets, different parameters were used if it
was obvious that the defaults were not appropriate. The parameters for EPrep were selected

according to common sense, and in some cases iteratively refined by changing parameters

that were obviously chosen poorly. The iterative process was limited, however, so that
sub-optimal parameters were also used for EPrep.

The experimental particulars for each of the methods are set out below.
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6.3.3.1- Multi-Layer Perceptron

The experimental set-up for the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) was virtually identical to
that used in the Probenl technical report (Prechelt, 1994). An initial search over 12 network
architectures r¡/as performed to find the best topolog¡ termed the piaot architecture. The
pivot network was then run 10 times to obtain the final results. The MLP algorithm was

implemented in Matlab.
One output layer neuron was used for each class, and the target vectors were constructed

using the 7-o1-m encoding (see Section 2.7.2). In order to improve training performance,

the target vector values 0,1 were shifted to 0.1,0.9. The networks contained all connections
between consecutive layers. The neuron activation function was the sigmoid:

r@): . ,o*, ,\ / 7+alrl

with derivative:

l'@) : 12 (")-a;r

¿ is the slope at the origin; a value of a : 1 was used. This sigmoidal function was used

in preference to the traditional tanh function because it does not require calculation of an

exponential function. The RPROP algorithm (see Section 2.7.2.2) was used to train the
networks. The GLo and TPB stopping criteria (see Section 5.9) were used to halt training
with training strip length k and a maximum number of 3000 epochs.

The 12 one- and two-hidden-layer network architectures trialed were 2+0, 4+0, 8+0,
16+0, 24+0, 32+0, 2+2, 4+2, 4+4, 8+4, 8+8, 16+8, where the notation rly means Í
neurons in the first hidden layer and g in the second hidden layer. For each architecture, two
runs were performed using linear output neurons and one using sigmoidal output neurons,
denoted rlyl and zfgrs respectively. Therefore a total of 36 initial runs were used to choose

the MLP architecture. The pivot architecture was chosen using the following algorithm,
recommended in (Prechelt, 1994) for use with early stopping. The set of networks with
validation set classification error (not sum-squared error) rates withinSTo of the lowest were

chosen as competitors. From these, the network with the largest number of weights was

chosen. If two competitors had the same size, the one with the smaller validation set error
was chosen unless the linear architecture appeared twice, in which case it was chosen.

The parameter settings used to find the pivot architectures were:

a ifr:0;
otherwise.

n
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Refer to Sections 2.7.2.2 and 5.9 for an explanation of each parameter
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The pivot architecture was then trained 10 times to obtain a best and average classifica-

tion error on the test set. The parameters used in these final runs were:

rl

L-o*
L^in

A-o"(0)
L^i"(0)

u)min

Um.ar,

5

5
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0.01

k-
a:
p:
r

n'

except for the concentric problem, for which the architecture-finding pârameters were used.

Since data are usually pre-processed specifically for neurâl networks (see Section 2.7.2.7),

the following modifications were made to all data files:

¡ Each enumerated variable was replaced with a set of boolean values, one for each value
in the enumeration. More formally, for a variable r¿ which can take on one of n distinct
vahres:

r¡)lr¿1rIi2r...Iinf
I t irj:r,rii:\0 

otherwise

¡ Real variables were scaled to the range [0,1].

This process resulted in an increase in the dimensionality of the data. The old and new

dimensionalities for each problem domain are shown in Table 6.2.

For the MLP, both the best and average classification errors were compared with those

of EPrep.

6.3.3.2 QUEST

There are many different decision tree methods. QUEST (see Section 2.8.3) was chosen for
this comparison because it was recommended as the best overall decision tree method from
a survey of 22 decision tree methods on 32 data sets (Lim eú aI., 1997), and the software is
public domain (Loh and Shih, 1997a). QUEST version 1.6 was used on the PC for most of
the data sets, but version 1.7 was used on Unix workstations for the larger problems. In each

case, the default parameters were used, listed in Table 6.3. The training and validation sets

were combined into a single learning sample, and the test set was kept aside as a hold-out
set.

6.3.3.3 lc-Nearest Neighbours

The k-Nearest Neighbours algorithm uses the full set of training samples to determine the
class of a newly-presented sample. \Mhen a new sample is presented, the distance from it to
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Table 6.2: Dimensionali of the domains before and after tion for the MLP

Table 6.3: Default parameters used for QUEST simulations

143

,LY

Problem original
dimensionality

MLP
dimensionality

abalone 8 10

australian 74 40

balance 4 4

72cmc I
concentric 2 2

diabetes 8 8

2 63gerrnan
monks 6 15

36satimage 36

segrnent 11 11

smoking I 22

spirals 2 2

titanic 3 8

vehicle 18 1B

yeast 8 B

Parameter Value

prrors estimated from data
misclassifi cation costs equal
minimal node size 5

splitting method univariate
variable selection method (unbiased) statistical tests
alpha value 0.05

method of split point selection discriminant analysis
number of SEs for pruning 1.0

pruning method I 0-fold cross-validation
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all the training samples is calculated, and the fr nearest samples are used to decide the class

of the sample. The decision is made by majority vote. In the case of a tie, the class whose

samples have the lowest aggregate distance is chosen. The distance function used depends
on the application; in this case, Euclidean distance was used.

The hyper-parameter k was chosen by minimising the validation set error over the range
k e I,. . .ll¿". This value of k was then used to classify the test set using the training and
validation sets as the reference data. Note that for satimage, only k values in the range [1,
1300] were examined due to excessive computation times, and the steady progression toward
larger errors for higher values of k.

6.3.3.4 Generalised Linear Machine

The generalised linear machine, described in (Nilsson, 1993), is similar to the linear percep-

tron. It separates the feature space with C hyper-planes, which are positioned via iterative
training with an error-correcting rule.

The neuron weights were always initialised to zero, so that the results were independent
of the initial conditions. The parameter that could vary was the number of epochs, which is
the number of times the whole training set was presented to the classifier. During training,
the minimum training set error indicated the best set of weights. To avoid over-training, the
algorithm was run for each number of epochs in the range [1,1000], and the classifier with
the minimum validation set error was chosen as the best.

6.3.3.5 Minimum Distance to Means Classifier

This is a very simple classifier indeed. The mean of the training samples is constructed for
each class. When a ner'¡rl sample is classified, it is assigned to the class of the mean that is

nearest. Euclidean distance was used here. There was no need for validation, so the training
and validation sets were merged into a single training set.

6.3.3.6 Parallelepiped Classifier

One step up from MDTM, the parallelepiped classifier calculates the extents of the training
samples from each class to form an enclosing parallelepiped. A novel sample that falls in a
single parallelepiped is assigned the class of that parallelepiped. If the sample falls in more
than one parallelepiped or is unclaimed, the centres of the parallelepipeds are calculated and
the algorithm reverts to minimum-distance-to-means. Again, the training and validation
sets were merged to form a single training set.

6.3.3.7 Gaussian Maximum Likelihood Classifier

This classifier assumes a single Gaussian density function for each class, resulting in quadratic
decision boundaries. There is no model selection step, so the training and validation sets

were merged into a single training set to estimate the means and covariance matrices for
each class.

6.4 Results of EPrep

It is natural that, since this thesis is about EPrep, more attention should be paid to its
results than to those of the other methods. The summarised results of the trPrep runs are

shown in Table 6.4. The meanings of the columns in the tables are:

Problern: the name of the data set and permutation
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Table 6.4: Classification results of EPrep algorithm.
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Problem tr
error%

val
error%n

test
enorTo

A
error

t-a testTo no.
ftrs

no.
nodes

classifier time
h:mlr ú

abaloneL 73.7r 73.18 75.60 L4.64 1.00 76.81 1.50 4 91 MDTM 42:55

abalone2 72.57 73.37 73.97 18.09 1.00 76.62 t.29 2 42 MDTM 11:00

abalone3 73.56 74.64 16.84 1.00 77.5t 2.01 6 t02 MDTM 10:58

australianl t7.97 r0.47 10.40 27.t7 1.00 11.39 0.37 2 13 MDTM 13:53

australian2 13.33 11.63 t6.76 22.54 1.00 t7.t7 0.37 5 55 MDTM 2:04

australianS 1 7.10 11.63 10.98 L5.20 1.00 1 1.50 0.31 1 5 MDTM I:43

balancel 0.00 0.00 0.00 ,,50 1.00 4.90 8.00 1 7 PPD 0:25
balance2 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.93 1.00 8.60 9.99 1 7 PPD 0:35
balanceS 0.00 0.00 0.64 24.20 1.00 PPD 0:2t

crncl 43.75 45.rt 40.92 23.31 0.99 44.63 3.27 4 4l MDTM 8:11

crnc2 43.89 38.32 44.99 18.97 0.99 45.85 1.83 3 182 MDTM 44:57

cmcS 46.06 45.r1 38.21 21.68 1.00 42.87 3.22 6 I27 MDTM l0:42

concentricl 0.00 0.16 0.00 23.52 1.00 2.51 0.99 1 15 PPD t4:29
concentric2 0.80 0.48 t.92 20.96 1.00 2.22 0.73 2 92 PPD 25:40
concentricS 0.48 0.80 r.76 2L.28 1.00 2.00 0.41 2 22 PPD 17:07

diabetesl 25.00 19.27 22.92 15.10 1.00 23.23 t.24 2 163 PPD 8:05
diabetes2 22.66 22.40 24.48 9.90 0.99 29.r1 4.40 1 2I MDTM 3:41

diabetesS 25.00 21.88 24.48 13.02 0.99 28.59 6.47 3 23 MDTM 3:23

gerrnanl 22.80 24.80 26.80 9.60 0.99 29.68 11 54 ML 11:38

gerrnan2 22.60 21.20 27.20 1.60 0.69 28.96 2.02 16 t73 ML 13:49

gerrnanS 25.00 22.80 28.40 0.80 0.60 27.48 1.53 t2 432 ML
monksl 0.00 0.00 0.00 27.O8 1.00 7.36 7.63 3 29 ML 0:53
rnonks2 0.00 0.00 0.93 24.77 1.00 7.96 8.77 5 45 ML 1:39

monksS 4.94 9.76 2.78 L6.67 1.00 2.78 0.00 2 7 MDTM 0:05

satirnagel 19.18 t9,22 2L.68 2.24 0.20 26.t7 6.15 18 856 PPD 65:16
satirnage2 15.82 t4.74 16.46 7.20 1.00 19.99 2.96 15 60 MDTM 95:51

satirnageB 77.28 76.79 15.34 4.97 0.99 17.06 1.82 I 49 MDTM It3:52
segrnentl 5.89 5.37 4.84 80.80 1.00 6.83 7.27 I 28 ML 45:59

segment2 5.97 4.5t 4.50 10.38 1.00 6.2r 1.48 8 92 ML 11:11

segmentS 4.24 16 12.80 1.00 7.23 0.75 I 111 ML 20:33

srnokingl 29.85 30.01 31.19 32.87 1.00 52.27 27.00 5 855 PPD 49:07

srnoking2 30.13 29.87 30.91 31.89 1.00 41.82 21.86 2 393 PPD 10:01

srnokingB 30.34 29.87 3r.47 34.41, 1.00 49.66 28.50 2 868 PPD 9:04

spiralsl 17.01 22.68 24.22 24.22 1.00 28.98 2.76 2 22 ML 9:12

spirals2 26.29 19.59 34.66 t7.t2 1.00 30.69 3.75 2 38 ML 8:34
spirals3 18.56 19.59 32.75 19.21 1.00 29.52 4.83 2 101 ML 6:13

titanicl 2t.55 20.55 20.1 5 L2.34 1.00 20.r5 0.01 1 1.2 MDTM 9:48
titanic2 22.t8 22.t8 20.r5 11.98 1.00 19.48 0.49 1 31 MDTM 4:41

titanicS 2t.64 22.18 20.69 It.62 1.00 2t.I3 0.68 2 48 MDTM 3:22

vehiclel 9.22 73.27 13.68 -0.94 0.17 13.77 0.86 13 13 ML 11.:20

vehicle2 9.93 1.4.22 17.45 0.94 0.35 18.73 2.I3 13 15 ML 45:18
vehicleS t2.29 t3.74 16.51 -2.36 0.09 r5.71 1.61 t2 t2 ML 12:53

veastl 39.62 46.90 46.90 22.I0 0.78 57.82 7.93 8 182 PPD 7:I9
yeast2 42.72 46.09 47.7t 27.02 0.75 69.54 10.93 6 .JJ PPD l4:01
yeastB 48.25 45.01 52.56 15.90 0.48 53.02 1.36 2 43 ML 6:22
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tr. error: the objective function value of the best-of-all-runs individual. Note that this is
the percentage error calculated by the RAT algorithm described in Section 5.5.1, and
is generally not based on the full training set.

val. error: the validation set percentage error of the best-of-all-runs individual.

test error: the test set percentage error of the best-of-all-runs individual.

A error: the improvement in test set percentage error of the best-of-all-runs individual over

the test set error of the best classifier on the original data. The best classifier comes

from the sub-set of MDTM, PPD and ML used by EPrep for the problem, and has the
minimum validation set error from amongst the sub-set.

I - a: 1 minus the McNemar's test confidence level, interpreted as the probability with
which the best-of-all-runs individual improved the test set error above that of the best
classifier in the set used on the original data.

p test: the mean test set error over the 10 runs.

o test: the standard deviation of the sample of test set errors over the 10 runs.

no. ftrs: the number of features contained in the best-of-all-runs individual.

no. nodes: the number of nodes contained in the best-of-all-runs individual.

classifier: the classifier used by the best-of-all-runs individual.

time(h:m): the elapsed time taken for the batch of runs, in hours and minutes

The parameters used to obtain these results are printed in Appendix D. Note that those

values of A error that are statistically significant at the 9970 level are high-lighted in bold.
The following comments can be made about the results:

o For 36 out of 45 problem domains, EPrep brought about a statistically significant (at

ttre 99% level) improvement in classification performance over the classifiers used.

o The test set error obtained by EPrep was far better than the default error rate for all
problems except german and smoking.

o The 9 data sets for which no significant improvement was obtained over the default
error or the error of the original classifier were german, satimagel, smoking, vehicle
and yeast. Of these, satimagel is an outlier according to Figure 6.1, smoking is

suspected to contain no learnable information, and vehicle is already well classified
by the ML method on the original data. There is no such explanation for the poor
performance of EPrep on german and yeast.

o The features generated usually resulted in good generalisation performance in the sense

that the test set error was close to the validation set error.

o The RAT estimate of training error was often similar to the validation set error.

o The time taken to perform 10 runs of EPrep ranged from hours to days.

o The results were fairly consistent for the three permutations of each data set. For
australian and satirnage, the test set error was changed dramatically by permuting
the data. In 11 of 15 cases, the same classifier was used from the set available for
all three permutations. The number of features in the best-of-all-runs individual was
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about the same for each permutation of the same data set, while the number of nodes

tended to vary quite a bit. Statistically significant improvements were obtained for all
three permutations in each case except for german and satimage.

¡ In most cases, the mean test set error was fairly close to the best, and the standard
deviations were small relative to the error.

o For germanS, spirals2, spiralsS, titanic2 and vehicleS, the mean test set error was

Iower than the best. Hence the best run did not correspond to the lowest test set error
for these data sets.

o The synthetic problems balance, concentric, monks and spirals were not, in gen-

eral, solved perfectly. While performance was good on balance, the best individual
did not generalise perfectly for balanceS. Similarly for monks, generalisation was

imperfect for monks2 and the minimum error was not achieved for monks3, which
contains noise. The results for spirals were quite poor, but it should be noted that
zero error may be out of the question because the training set is under-sampled.

¡ For many of the data sets, the dimensionality of the data was significantly reduced by
the best pre-processor.

¡ For vehiclel and vehicleS the test set error ofthe classifier on the pre-processed data
was worse than on the original data. This occurred because EPrep was not able to
improve upon the original input measurements. The reader may be wondering why, if
the initial population was seeded with the full set of input measurements, EPrep can

do any worse than the original data. The reason is primarily over-fitting: features are

evolved that reduce the error specifically on the training data, and happen to perform
better than the original measurements on the validation set. When it comes to the
test set, however, the over-specialised features do not generalise as well as the original
measutements.

Each time EPrep is run on a set of data, it generates many data files, plots and a HTML
report summarising the results. The main outputs of EPrep were the following 10 quantities:

best-of-generation fitness: the minimum objective function value (RAT training fitness)

of individuals in the population at generation g.

best-of-generation validation error: the validation set error of the best-of-generation
individual at generation g.

average fitness: the mean objective function value of individuals in the population at gen-

eration g.

standard deviation of fitness: the standard deviation of objective function values of in-
dividuals in the population at generation g.

average number of features: the average number of features contained in individuals in
the population at generation g.

average number of nodes: the average number of nodes contained in individuals in the
population at generation g.

average number of introns: the average number of introns contained in individuals in
the population at generation g.

average number of RAT trials: the average number of training samples required to eval-

uate the fitness of individuals in the population at generation g.
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average optimisation irnprovement: the average improvement in fitness brought about
by local optimisation at generation g.

average operator probabilities: the average probability per genetic operator contained
in individuals in the population at generation g.

Each quantity was plotted versus generation per run, and averaged over all runs. Therefore
the experiments performed resulted in 15 x3x(10+1)x10:4,950 plots, which cannot all
be included in this thesis. Instead, a single plot per quantity for each problem is included
in Appendix E. The plots are included to support the comments on EPrep's performance
made in the following sub-sections. Each plot contains the quantity for all of the three
permutations, averaged over the 10 runs. The exception is the operator probabilities) since

showing three groups of operator probabilities would over-complicate the plot. Instead, only
the probabilities for the first permutation are shown. The specific plots for each run can be

viewed through the HTML reports using a web-browser. All HTML reports generated in
these experiments are found on the CD-rom included with this thesis; instructions for the
use of the CD-rom are found in Appendix A.

Since the plots in Appendix E are averages, they do not capture the dynamics of in-
dividual runs. Therefore the reader should be careful in interpreting the dynamics of the
averaged plots, since they are generally not reflected in the curves from the individual runs.
In the following sub-sections, some examples of the evolved pre-processors are presented, and
characteristics of the plotted quantities are discussed.

6.4.I Pre-Processors

In this section, a selection of the pre-processors evolved during the experiments is shown.
Each pre-processor is displayed as a set of trees, each tree being a feature. The trees are
displayed horizontally, and the order of the function arguments is from bottom to top; ie:
the bottom-most argument is the first. For example, the tree:

represents the expression afb.
The pre-processors shown here do not constitute the full results of the experiments, but

are representative of the results obtained. In each case, the pre-processor shown is the
best-of-run individual from the best run on the corresponding permutation of the data set.

Therefore the pre-processor labeled australianl, say, corresponds to the autralianl- entry
in Table 6.4. Note that some of the pre-processors cannot be shown here because they are
too large to fit on a page, and would not make much sense to the reader anyway.

The pre-processors evolved for the synthetic problems are shown in Figure 6.2. These
results are easier to analyse, because the true distributions of the classes are known. Referring
to Appendix C, the true solution to the balance problem is based on the difference between
X1xX2 and X3xX4. Since the single feature in Figure 6.2(a) reduces to (X1.X2)/(X3.X4),
EPrep found the perfect solution. The concentric data are dichotomised by the circular
boundary between the two clusters; see the diagram in Figure C.1. The boundary is defined
by the circle centred at (0.5, 0.5):

{@,a) : (r -o.s)2 + (a - 0.5)' : 0.32}

The expression simplifies to:
12+Y2-r-U:-0'41

The feature evolved by EPrep, shown in Figure 6.2(b), reduces to

xÊ+x22-xr-x2+r

(6. 1)
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With the appropriate substitution of X1 for u and X2 for g, this is identical to Equa-

tion 6.1 except for the constant factor. It is the constant factor that is effectively modified by
the classifier, which acts like a fine-tuning mechanism. The validation set error is not zero in
Table 6.4 due to finite data effects. That is, the value of -0.41 is not perfectly obtained from
the finite training set, so some of the boundary points are misclassified on generalisation.

F1

F1 F1

X2

(a) balancel

(b) concentricl

(c) spiralsl

Figure 6.2: Best feature sets evolved by EPrep for synthetic problems

EPrep had some trouble classifying the spirals data, obtaining a best test set error of
24.22% on spiralsl.

The best pre-processors for the three monks problems are shown in Figure 6.3. As is
usual for the results of genetic programming, we find some redundant expressions that can

be simplified by hand, and others that do not contribute to the fitness of the solution. For

example, in Figure 6.3(b), F5 contains "If(X3 X6 X6)", which simplifies to X6.
For rnonksl, the concept to be learned was (head-shape(X1) : body-shape(X2) OR

jacket-colour(X5) : ted) (refer to Appendix C). EPrep learned this in some way? since the
test set error was zero. However, the results are not as neat and nice as we would have

hoped. FYom Figure 6.3(a) we see that EPrep has discovet"¿ :(X5 red), but the variables
X1 and X2 are not considered to be of equal type since they are enumerated variables, which
in general do not possess the same enumerated values. Therefore EPrep cannot generate the
expression :(X1 X2); it circumvented this restriction by increasing the dimensionality and
using the separating qualities of the classifier. Since X1 and X2 can take on the values round,
square and octagon, these were tested separately in different features of the pre-processor so

that the conjunction of X1 and X2 having some particular value is transformed to a corner
of the output-domain hyper-cube. These corners can then be separated by the ML classifier,
which has the advantage that diagonally-opposite corners can be included in the same class.

The solution also contains the superfluous variable X3, which has "hitch-hiked" along with
the best solution.

For monks2, the concept to learn is whether exactly two of a robot's six attributes have

their first value. EPrep almost learned this concept, making four errors on the test set. For
X1 and X2, the first value is round; for X4 sword and X5 red. X3 and X6 are boolean, so the
first value is fãlse. We can see these first values being used in the solution of Figure 6.3(b).
Tbial runs without the ML classifier have shown that EPrep is unable to discover the true
solution without the ML classifier, whose special properties are the key to discovering the
classification rule. The problem is that, when classifying the training and validation samples,

the classifier is only trained on the training set, whereas to classify the test set the union of
the training and validation sets is used for training. The features evolved are not robust to

'a

F2

3.51587e-01sln

X2sln
X1

-9.37256e-01sln
+ X1

+ pl
x2

X1

X1+
X1
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Figure 6.3: Best feature sets evolved by EPrep for the rnonks problems.
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this variation in training data, which overall stems from the very small data set available,
and 4 of the test samples are misclassified.

In the third monks problem, the concept is (jacket-colour(X5) - green AND holding(Xa)
: sword) OR (jacket-colour(X5) !: blue AND body-shape(X2) !: octagon), where !: means

"not equal to". Although EPrep managed to learn the second AND term in the concept,
it was unable to detect the first term. Indeed, X4 does not even feature in the solution. A
suitable explanation can be found by closer examination of the data, which is graphically
presented in (Thrun et al., 1991). Of the I22 training samples, there are only two samples

from class 1 that are covered by the first term and not by the second. Further, both of these

examples are found in the training set, so when choosing the best run based on validation set

error, an individual that has learned the first part of the concept is indistinguishable from
one that has not. Too little evidence is provided by which EPrep can learn the first term
rather than the added noise. In short, the training and validation sets are not sufÊciently
representative of the whole data set to properly learn the first part of the concept. EPrep
made 12 errors on the test set; these are the 12 samples that are covered by the second term
but not the first.

The remaining pre-processors shown here are for the real-world data sets. Figure 6.4

shows the best features evolved for each of the three permutations of australian. The
GPPs for australianl- and australianS are quite similar, with X8 and X12:p being the
common expressions. For australian2, however, the GPP is much larger, and does not
contain the variable X12 at all. This shows just how much the evolved features can vary
due to a permutation of the data. It is interesting to note that for australian3, only X8
and X12 were needed, whereas the documentation of the data set states that a step-wise
regression procedure strongly suggested that attributes X5, X8, X9, X13 and X14 were the
relevant measurements. The latter result is, however, only step-wise optimal.

The best-of-run GPPs vary not only with the permutations of the data, but also be-

tween runs on the same permutation. For example, compare the GPP from the best run
on australianS, shown in Figure 6.4(c), with training-validation-test set errors 17.10-11.63-

10.98%, against the BOR pre-processor from another run shown in Figure 6.5 with errors
15.94-11.63-77.56%. Although the two pre-processors have the same validation set error, the
second is much larger and uses a larger set of input variables. The training set error of the
larger individual is lower than that of the smaller because it has started to over-fit the data,
but the test set error is higher because it does not generalise as well.

The best feature set for titanicl and titanic2 are shown in Figure 6.6. The single
feature for titanicl in Figure 6.6(a) translates to "a passenger survived if he/she was a child
or female, and not in third class". This is the famiìiar women-and-children-first rationale,
with discrimination against third class. Slightly different results were obtained for titanic2.
The feature in Figure 6.6(b) simplifies to (child AND 3rd class AND male) OR (adult AND
(male OR 3rd class)). In words, "a passenger did not survive if he/she was a 3rd class male
child, an adult male, or an adult from third class". The difference from the first permutation
is that little girls from third class survived. This difference arose due to the permutation of
the data, so the whole data set would have to be used to ascertain the true facts.

In Figures 6.7 and 6.8, pre-processors for some of the other real-world data sets are

shown. The GPP for cmcl in Figure 6.7(a) does not use X5 (religion: islam or non-islam?)
or X6 (wife now working?). For diabetes3 in Figure 6.7(b), the attributes X1 (number
of times pregnant), X4 (triceps skin fold thickness) and X5 (2-hour serum insulin) are not
needed for classification of the data. For the segmentl problem, the solution shown in
Figure 6.7(c) only uses 6 of the original 11 input measurements. These results indicate that
EPrep performs attribute select'ion at the same time as performing feature extraction. The
information about which attributes are useful for classification must be handled with care,

though, because some attributes may be present but not contribute to the fitness of the
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Figure 6.4: Best feature sets evolved by EPrep for australian problem.
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Figure 6.5: Best feature set from run 9 for australianS
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(a) titanicl

x2
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Figure 6.6: Best feature sets evolved for first two permutations of titanic

individual, and the results vary from run to run.
The GPP for vehicle2 consists of virtually un-modified attributes. It would appear that

the ML classifier is already so effective that transforming the attributes could not improve
the classification rate, so EPrep reverted to feature selection, finding the most economical
combination of the original attributes through high-level crossover. The solution shown here

uses only 12 of the original 18 attributes. The pre-processors for abalonel- and satirnage2
are quite large, and have departed the limits of what can reasonably be interpreted by a
human. The solution for abalonel does not use Xl, which is the sex of the mollusk.

6.4.2 Evolution of Fitness

The figures in Appendix E show the best-of-generation, average and standard deviation
of fitness, along with the best-of-generation (BOG) validation error for each data set as a
function of generation. Note that fitness in this case is a classification error, so lower is
better.

The reproduction of the top Nr", individuals in the population ensures that the BOG
individual is propagated to the next generation. Therefore it may surprise the reader that
the BOG fitness and validation set error is not a strictly monotonic non-increasing function
ofthe generation. The reason is that the fitness criterion is changing each generation because
some of the samples are sorted to the start of the training set. Difficult samples are moved
to the front of the list, and in some cases the lowest error in the population is no longer as

low as that from the previous generation. This changes the criterion for selecting the BOG
individual, so the validation set error can increase.

The BOG fitness, based on training set error, generally decreased with time, with the
exception of the vehicle problem. For some of the data sets (eg; australian, diabetes,
satimage), there was a characteristic bump in the plot as the fitness initially increased,
then decreased with generations. This is to be expected: at generation 0, there are some
individuals in the population that have a low objective function value but do not generalise
well, or special'ists, and some with low fitness that do generalise relatively well, or generalists.
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Figure 6.7: Best feature sets evolved by EPrep for real-world problems

On the first generation, there is no way to tell the difference between a specialist and a gen-

eralist. Over the first few generations, the specialists are gradually removed from the upper
ranks of the population because their fitness does not remain low as the objective function
changes. The less brittle generalists remain around the top of the ranks, and gradually learn
to classify the new difficult samples through the genetic operators' modifications. After sev-

eral generations, the gross structure of the data has been learned, and the error starts to
decrease.

In most cases, the plots of BOG fitness were similar for the three permutations of the
data. When the plots were different, they usually had roughly the same shape but differed
by a bias; eg.' australian, diabetes, titanic, satimage. The implication is that some

permutations of the data deprive the training set of samples that are essential to approach
the Bayes rate. In particular, the first permutation of satimage was significantly more
difficult for EPrep than the other two permutations.

In the BOG validation set error, there is a characteristic decrease to a minimum value,
and then an increase as over-fitting occurs and generalisation capabilities are lost. As an

example, the best-of-generation validation set error is plotted in Figure 6.9 for the best run
of segmentS. The validation set error was fairly volatile in general, except for the monks
and concentric data sets.

Average fitness generally decreased with time, and shared the bump characteristic with
BOG fitness early in the run. The standard deviation of fitness increased most of the time,
but sometimes decreased. In both cases, it often stabilised around some value in the steady-
state, indicating that the genetic operators were providing a good degree ofgenetic diversity.
The behaviour of the fitness variance is problem-dependent, and relies on the amount of
reproduction and tournament size as well.

In most casesT EPrep converged quickly upon the solution when compared with typical
run durations for GP. As an extreme example, the best solution for australianS was found
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Figure 6.8: Best feature sets evolved by EPrep for real-world problems.
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Figure 6.9: Plot of best-of-generation validation set error (%) versus generation for the best

run of segmentS.

in the first generation, as shown by the plot of validation set error versus generation in
Figure 6.10. On the other hand, crnc2 and the yeast problem took 200 and 150 generations

to complete respectively.

6.4.3 Evolution of Size

The figures in Appendix E show the average number of features and nodes per individual
plotted versus generation for each data set. Apart from australian, titanic and yeast, the
average number of features increased as a function of generation. This indicates that the use

of more features is advantageous for separating the data. For german, segment and vehicle
there was a characteristic trough in the number of features after several generations. In those

cases, it may be that the optimisation process focused on a particularly valuable, small set

of features and later added to their number to improve accuracy. Note that the trough is

much more pronounced for german2 than for germanl and germanS. Presumably this is
a consequence of the different parameters used for german2. Since several parameters were

changed for this permutation, the trough cannot be attributed to any single parameter.

The behaviour of the average number of nodes per individual was problem-dependent.
In some cases the number of nodes gradually decreased, in others it increased and for some

it stayed the same in the steady-state. In those cases where the number of nodes continued
to increase, it was a slight increase that ended in a roughly constant level; eg: segment and

balance2. Therefore bloating did not occur in the same sense that it traditionally does in
GP: the BOG fitness was still changing with a steady increase in program size, indicating
that more and more nodes were being added to the pre-processors to improve their accuracy

on the training set. Eventually this would lead to over-fitting.

6.4.4 Evolution of Operators

In Appendix E, the average number of introns per individual and the average operator
probability per individual for each genetic operators is shown versus generation for each

data set. The number of introns in the population generally fell or stayed the same as
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evolution proceeded. This indicates that the evolutionary algorithm was not utilising the
introns to protect highly-fit schemata as predicted. There are two implementation details

that may have interfered with the accumulation of introns. First, the high-level crossover

operator was biased towards a decrease in the number of introns in the offspring, the reason

being that in special cases, such as one of the parents having only a single feature, introns
left hanging off the ends of the offspring were discarded. Second, a closer examination has

found that the delete-feature mutation operator had a bug in it: the deleted feature was

randomly selected from amongst the 7 features present, rather than selecting a point in
the whole chromosome including the features and introns. Consequently introns could not
protect features from delete-feature mutation. Nevertheless, it was expected that the number

of introns would increase dramatically with generations in a similar fashion to the bloating
phenomenon through the operation of high-level crossover.

For 34 of the 45 data permutations, high-level crossover had the highest probability
averaged over runs, generations and individuals. On the surface, this suggests that high-level
crossover is useful in almost any situation. However, there was a natural bias towards the
high-level crossover operator, because both offspring from a crossover inherited the operator
probabilities from the parent used to select the operator. Therefore the ascendancy of this
operator may be purely due to the bias. Apart from that, there was generally no pattern
to the operator probabilities, and the plots from individual runs deviated significantly from
the averaged plot.

6.4.5 Evolution of Training

In Appendix E, the average number of training samples examined per individual and the
average improvement in fitness due to local optimisation are shown versus generation for
each data set. The number of RAT trials generally increased with generations, ending

at some number significantly less than n¿r. This behaviour was anticipated, since fewer

samples should be required to distinguish individuals in the initial random population, but
more and more samples should be required to distinguish similar solutions that appear

as the population converges. To illustrate, the settings for abalone2 were Ttrtr :2088 and
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ÀL : 750. From Figure E.1, the average number of trials needed per individual at generation
0 was approximately 880, and after 15 generations the number of trials had risen to about
1150, which is still around half of the full training set.

The number of RAT trials was constant for the monks and spirals problems, since the
training set was so small that all the samples were used to evaluate fitness. For german
and vehicle, there r,r¡as a characteristic dip in the number of trials after several generations.

In the case of german) this dip coincides with the dip in the average number of features per

individual. The change in models could be related to the reduced number of trials, because

classifiers using fewer features may be easier in general to distinguish. For example, suppose

that two offspring are generated from a parent individual, both via the mutation of the
first feature F1. The first offspring ø1 has a new feature F1 with improved discriminatory
properties, while az has an F1 whose discriminatory powers have been destroyed through the
mutation. If there are many features in each individual, then the classifier may be able to
classify the data in the sub-space of a2's features that do not include Fl fairly well, and more

samples will be required to distinguish the performances of a1 and a2. If, on the other hand,

there are few features in the individual, then the new feature plays a more important role,

and the poor F1 in a2 cannot be disguised as effectively by the other features. Therefore
fewer trials are necessary to distinguish the individuals.

There was little consistency between the optimisation improvement plots for the different
data sets. In some instances, optimisation was more effective at the beginning of the run and
quickly tapered off, while in other instances its effectiveness increased with generations. The
average improvement never rose above 5.3Vo error for any problem, and was most often less

than l%o. There was no improvement for monksS and yeast because optimisation was not
used for these problems. The usefulness of optimisation is questionable, since it increases

the execution time of EPrep by a multiplicative factor.

6.4.6 Other Observations

The HTML reports generated by EPrep and included on the CD-rom contain extra infor-
mation about the simulations. This sub-section contains salient points from those sources of
information.

The confusion matrices (explained in Section 2.4.3) of the best-of-all-runs individuals
were examined. The confusion behaviour for abalone was interesting in that classes were

generally confused with numerically-adjacent classes. The confusion matrix for abalone2 is

shown in Table 6.5. For example, of the samples belonging to the seventh class for abalone2,
28 samples were classified as belonging to the sixth class, 28 were correctly assigned to
the seventh class and 30 samples were misclassified as belonging to the eighth class. This
behaviour is understandable because the class labels correspond to age and have a natural
ordering. That is, we are more likely to misclassify a 1O-year-old abalone as an 11-year-old

than as a 2O-year-old.

For the diabetes problem, EPrep tended to mistake a large portion of the diabetics for
non-diabetics. Similarly for german, people with bad credit tended to be mistaken for people

with good credit. In the titanic domain, the classifier was biased towards non-survivors. In
all three of these cases, the class to which EPrep was biased had a larger number of samples

in the test set than the other class.

In satimage, there was confusion between grey (tnira class), damp grey (fourth class)

and very damp grey (sixth class) land types. This confusion is understandable. In the
vehicle problem, the main confusion was between the first and second classes, the Opel
and the Saab. Again this is understandable, since both vehicles are sedans and the other
two classes are bus and van. The confusion matrices for the smoking problem verified that
EPrep was guessing the most frequent class, the third class.

i\

ii
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Table 6.5: Confusion matrix for abalone2

The average number of fitness evaluations during a run was problem-dependent. The
largest was for crnc2, which used over 886,000 fi.tness evaluations per run.

Most of the runs were terminated by the generalisation loss criterion or by reaching the
maximum number of generations. Zero validation set error was sometimes the reason for
stopping for the synthetic data sets, and the training progress criterion occasionally fired.

Generalisation was generally good, in that the best run had a test set error that was the
lowest or very close to the lowest of the ten runs. For 9 of the data sets, however, the test set

error of the best run was significantly higher than the lowest. These data sets were cmc2?
diabetesl and 3, gerrnanS, spirals2 and 3, titanic2, and vehicle2 and 3. The poor
generalisation for spirals indicates that EPrep was badly over-fitting the training data. The
below-average generalisation for diabetes is attributable to the relatively small number of
samples in that data set.

The pre-processors themselves varied significantly for the different runs by the number
of features, nodes and distinct input variables.

6.5 Experimental Results of MLP

The results of the architecture-search runs are shown in Table 6.6. For each data set, the
pivot architecture is shown, along with its validation set error, number of weights and the
number of epochs required to train it. These pivot architectures were then run 10 times to
obtain the results shown in Table 6.7. This table contains the mean and standard deviation
of training, validation and test set error and number of training epochs for each of the data
sets over the 10 runs, as well as the test set error of the best run and the time in hours and

Class Predicted 'lbtat
1l2l 3 4 5 tt ( ö I IU 11 t2 13 I4 15 16 t7 18 19 20 2I 22 24 25 26 27 28 29

Actual

1 fol¡Tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

2 | 1l0l 0 0 LI 0 U U U t, U U u U U U U U U U U U U U U U 0 0 0 1

| 1l0l 3 I 0 0 U U U U U U U U U U U U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

4 I rlul 3 q I U I o U U U U U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15
5 I rlul 3 tt I 1U I (, U U U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29
6 | 4lul u U 5 '25 '2r E U I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 65
7 I slul I U '2 2A '2¿t 3U 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 97
8 I ulul u o U IU 2U 5E 11 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 tì 0 0 0 0 135
9 ì nlul u t, U I lö 44 27 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 168
l(, | /lul u U U b ð l¡) 28 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U U 0 U U U I U U t67
ll l4lul u U 0 1 5 11 13 L4 0 U 0 U 0 0 t) 0 U U U U I U U U (, U t22
t'2 lzlul u 0 0 0 6 9 5 4L (ì U 0 U 0 0 U U U U () 0 0 t, 0 '2 U U 6ð
I3 l 10l0l 0 0 0 2 0 6 5 23 0 t) 0 0 0 U U U U U (, U U U U '¿ U U õl
I4 | 310l o 0 0 0 1 0 tt 1E 0 U U U U (l t) t) U U U U U U U I U U 'ó2

15 | 510l 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 U t4 t) U U (, U (, t) U U U U U I U U U U U ¿ö
16 | 110l 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 E U U U U U U U U U U U U I U U 2 0 0 18
t7 I ril0l u U U 0 (, U 3 I I U U U U U I U U U 0 U 0 I 0 0 2 0 0 1õ
l8 I ul0l u U U t) U 2 U I 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 1l
l9 I llul u U U U U U 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t) 0 2 (ì 0 8
'2(l I UIUI U U U U U 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LI 0 U 0 I 0 U I U U I

'2t I rlul u U U 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U U U U I U U 4
'¿'¿ | 1l0l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (.) I U U U U 0 U 0 U IJ U t, U U U U U U U

o2 I 1l0l 0 0 0 0 (.) 0 U l U U U U U t) o t) U U U U U U U U I U U ö
24 | 0l0l 0 0 0 (ì 0 U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U I 0 0 1

25 | 0lul u U U o U U U U U U U U U U U U U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I
26 I UIUI U (, U U U U U 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (.) U 1

2t I UIUI U U U U U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U U t) U I 0 U U U 0 I
'24 I U¡UI U U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 U 0 U U U 0 U U (, (, U

29 | 0lol o 0 0 0 0 0 0 U t 0 U U U U U U U 0 U U U U U U U U U I
Total 15310111 16 16 a2 101 t76 140 99 327 o o o o o I o o o o o o 7 o o I7 0 o 1045
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minutes for the architecture search and the ten runs combined.
From the results, the following general observations can be made:

¡ The classification errors obtained by the MLP are lower than the default error rate by
a significant margin for all data sets except spirals and smoking.

o In most cases) the pivot architecture was different for different permutations of the
data.

o Execution times ranged from minutes to days.

o Classification error rates were fairly similar from permutation to permutation.

¡ The mean test set error was fairly indicative of the best error except for the cases of
balance2, balance3 and monks2, which had a much lower best test error.

o vehicle2, vehicleS, yeastl, yeastS, germanS, diabetesl and balancel had a
higher test set error from the best run than the average. In these cases, the mini-
mum validation set error did not correspond to the mìnimum test set error.

6.6 Experimental Results of Decision Trees

The results of the QUEST experiments are shown in Table 6.8. For each permutation of
each data set, the l0-fold cross-validation classification error, test set error and number of
leaf nodes in the tree are shown. The number of leaf nodes in the tree can be interpreted
as the number of regions into which the feature space is divided. The execution time is not
listed, but times ranged from a few seconds to 8 minutes.

From the results, the following general observations can be made:

r The results are fairly robust to permutation of the data.

o It is common for the CV error to be larger than the test set error. The reason for this
is the CV estimates of error are based on fewer training samples than the test set error.

¡ The trees for abalone, germanS and smoking contain fewer leaf nodes, and therefore
fewer decision regions, than classes.

o All of the test set errors are lower than the default error rate for the data set, except
for smoking and german3 for which the tree has a single node and guesses the most
frequent class.

Some of the decision trees obtained are shown in Figures 6.11, 6.12 and 6.14-6.17. Note
that in most cases, the nodes near the root of the tree are identical for the different per-
mutations of the data; that is, the same variables are usually chosen first for splitting. In
Figure 6.11, the tree obtained for all three permutations of the australian data set is shown.

The tree splits on only one attribute, XB. In the diagram, split nodes are circular and leaf
nodes are square. The number in the centre of each node is a unique label given to that
node. On the left of each split node is the criterion for splitting. If this criterion is true,
the decision proceeds down the left branch, otherwise down the right branch. The number
to the left of each leaf node is the number of training samples assigned to that node. The
number under each leaf node is the class to which samples falling in that node are assigned.

The decision tree for concentricl- is shown in Figure 6.12. The decision regions created
by this tree are shown in Figure 6.13. We can see that the decision tree approximated
the circular shape with a piece-wise linear boundary. The resolution of this boundary was

determined by the amount of training data available.
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Table 6.6: Architecture search results for MLP.
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Problem architecture best
val. error %

no
weights

no.
epochs

abalonel- 32+OL TL.552 1309 250
abalone2 32+0t 73.084 1309 300
abaloneS 32+01 73.563 1309 250

australianl 04+21 Il.rJ47 180 1800
australian2 24*0s 9.884 1034 700
australianS 04-l4s 12.79r t94 1650

balancel 04+21 0.641 39 3000
balance2 u8+8¿ 1.923 139 SUUU

balanceS lti+8r r.923 243 2400

crncl 16*8s 42.935
crnc2 16+0/ 41.848 259 550
cmcS 24+01 41.033 387 500

concentricl 1tt+8¿ u.320 202 3UUO

concentric2 1ti*8s 0.640 202 3001)

concentricS 16+81 0.480 202 3000

diabetesl- 32+01 20.833 354 600
diabetes2 24+01 2r.354 266 700
diabetesS 16*0s 1,9.792 t78 450

germanl 16*8s 24.tJrJl) 1178 2300
gerrnan2 04|-2s 2L.20tJ 272 2I00
germanB 32*0s 20.000 2tr4 1300

monksl- 32+OL 0.000 578 3000
monks2 08+81 0.000 2I8 3000
monksS 08+0r 7.317 I46 3000

satimagel 16+81 r0.752 782 3000
satimage2 32+01 9.820 1382 3000
satimageS 16+8¿ 10.503 782 2450

segrnentl 1tt+8¿ 3.4titt 391 2tt0u
segment2 ltt+8¿ 2.773 391 3000
segmentS 32+OI 4.r59 ti15 3000

smokingL 32*0s 29.692 835 450
smoking2 24+01 29.832 627 700
smokingS 32*0s 29.972 835 450

spiralsl ltt+8t 31.959 202 29ítJ
spirals2 16*8s 29.897 202 1000
spiralsB 16+8¿ 34.021 202 1400

titanicl 32+01 20.545 354 100

titanic2 32+01 '22.t82 354 100
titanicS 32+rJL '22.545 354 100

vehiclel- 32*0s 18.009 740 2800
vehicle2 32+01 15.166 740 1900
vehicleS 32*Us 15.1titi 740 3U00

yeastl 32+tJL 38.814 tt18 800
yeast2 32+01 40.70r 618 900
yeastS 32+01 35.040 618 750
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Table 6.7: Classification results for best MLP architectures
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Problem training % validation % test % best
test Vo

epochs time
(h:m)p o I,r o ll o I,r o

abalonel 75.584 0.599 76.9',25 75.809 1.605 73.301 2:02

abalone2 74.607 0.939 76.34r 1.057 77.32r 1.100 75.407 30.50 9.26 2:00

abaloneS 75.038 t.25r 76.360 1,.02r 76.t72 l_482 75.311 29.50 1,0.r2 1:01

australianl 7.623 372 0.613 13. 51.50 r4.92 1:01

australian2 7.333 2.04L 10.75ö 0.919 18.208 0.734 77.34r 1i8.00 45.t7 l:01
australianS 8.928 0.935 14.593 rJ.748 rr.272 0.734 10.983 66.50 19.59 0:00

balancel 2.099 10.962 r.964 7.b43 155.00 44.78 4:03

balance2 5.962 2.237 8.205 2.488 7.643 2.383 r.274 143.50 123.13 4:00

balanceS 3.974 2.635 6.282 1.954 7.389 2.788 2.548 192.50 178.39 (.):00

cmc 38.098 2. 1.537 4 40.650 111.00 20

crnc? 40.435 1.896 43.261 1.305 46.748 r.92b 45.257 72.50 1,7.99 4:01

cmcS 42.U79 3.920 43.859 1 256 41.463 2.649 39.tJ24 9U.5U 37.23 1:00

concentricl 0.688 0.477 0.976 0 2 I.I2rJ 2780.00 tt95.7L) 13:56

concentric2 1.104 0.594 1.904 0.725 2.792 0.735 t.440 3000.00 0.00 I4:44
concentricS 0.384 0.145 I.344 0.560 r.7t2 0.512 1.280 3000.00 0.00 I 5:31

16 1 rJ.794 22.L35 0.859 22.9r7 86.50 19.87 2:02

diabetes2 1.9.792 1.705 23.906 1.055 23.9Ott 1.355 22.396 50.00 38.87 2:00

diabetesS 20.000 2.086 79.427 0.852 2r.094 0.563 20.833 120.00 29.25 0:00

germanl 2.82r 27.760 1.969 25.tt0L) 2tt.50 7.47 0:00

german2 18.101) 7.287 27.240 1.899 26.400 2.r99 24.qrJO 54.UL) 33.3',¿ 0:02
gerrnanS 1tt.100 I.9U5 20.360 0.479 20.960 1.375 22.400 51.50 8.83 2:02

rnonksl 0.000 0.000 0.735 0.371 0.89 0.000 1:01

rnonks2 20.000 15.549 25.53tt 77.759 22.824 15.807 0.000 212.00 347.09 1: l0
monksS 7.728 1.193 9.756 0.000 0.972 0.754 0.463 75.00 46.49 13:05

SA 9.456 0 rJ.76T I4.4I3 0.427 13.797 238.00 51.60 53:15

SA 72.r97 0.469 13.468 0.562 13.250 0.58tt r2.989 165.50 22.54 22:29

satirnageS 10.398 1.186 13.605 0.591 72.293 0.79r 11.187 225.tJtJ 34.0B 29:34

segmentl. 3.931 762 6.014 t.t32 6.263 5.190 465.50 148.78 3:57

segment2 4.597 r.29tJ 4.662 1.116 5.294 1.887 3.460 449.50 89.80 59:15

segmentS 5.r77 0.80ö 7.574 0.772 8.495 0.821 7.612 323.00 79.31 48:53

S 1 30.112 0.934 3U.b7',2 0.093 30.672 344.t7 256.13 33:44
29.516 7.275 30.902 0.850 30.938 0.154 3U.812 345.83 254.2L 39:1.7

smokingS 30.203 0.087 30.921 0.829 30.882 0.151 31.092 343.Ott 257.43 9:01

spiralsl 44.8r9 0.560 46.804 4.5t2 I 21.50 2.42 13: t4
43.420 1.gtttt 48.8titt 2.440 49.r25 2.409 50.477 24.50 14.23 50:01

40.207 3.413 47.rr3 3.50ri 48.27t 2.248 46.250 28.50 4.74 33:57

titanicl 0.000 20. (.).(.xtO 20.690 4ti.0u 3.94 28:02

titanic2 21.03tt 0.115 22.545 0.148 20.036 0.454 2tJ.r45 4ti.00 5.ti8 bt'25

titanicS 19.909 0.(.x10 22.545 0.000 2r.597 0.000 27.597 45.50 4.38 19:1 9

1 16.1 t.207 21.ti51 1.548 19.340 191.00 23.66 32:36

vehicle2 9.196 2.733 18.199 0.953 2r.745 t.48',2 2',2.b42 324.00 95.77 32:21

vehicleS 17.1Iti 0.642 24.787 1.073 17.830 2.666 18.868 r70.00 25.82 22:22

yeastl 38.423 0.899 40.296 1.166 4I 1

yeast2 37.439 0.6t2 44.rJr6 r.4'27 38.922 1.802 36.388 119.50 14.80 20:27
yeastS 37.898 7.725 38.868 1.015 43.tt39 I.I54 43.666 113.00 73.77 25:22
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Table 6.8: Classification results of QUEST algorithm.

Problem 10-fbld
CV error

test set
error

no. Ieaf
nodes

abalonel 72.89 73.88 20

at¡alone2 73.79 75.r2 L4

abaloneS 73.82 72.63 12

australianl 13.54 11.56 2

australian2 15.47 77.34 2

australianS r5.47 11.5tt 2

23.50 1 83

balance2 18.38 19.75 13

balanceS 19.87 19.1 1 19

crncL 45.20 45.26 I
crnc2 47.t0 42.55 18

cmcS 45.47 39.30 11

concentricl 3.47 2.88 25

concentric2 3.09 2.56 29

concentricS 2.67 2.88 29

diabetesl 25.87 23.44 2

diabetes2 25.35 24.48 2

diabetesS 25.87 24.48 2

germanl 26.93 28.40 4
german2 27.07 28.80 4
germanS 30.00 30.00 1

rnonksl 8.Oti 1r.11 I
monks2 33.14 28.24 31

monksS 6.56 2.78 ¿)

satimagel 14.01 15.53 75
15.13 t5.7r JJ

satirnage3 74.78 15.09 64

segrnentl 6.35 5.19 39

segment2 5.ttO 5.54 31

segrnentS 5.60 7.79 26

30,42 30.63 I
30.37 30.77 I
49.40 30.77 1

spiralsl 35.U5 24.84 34

spirals2 18.21 25.05 57
30.93 34.03 35

titanicl 22.06 20.51 3

titanic2 27.52 19.78 B

titanic3 21.58 20.15 5

vehicleL 31.55 26.89 28

vehicle2 29.65 31.13 61

vehicleB 31.23 28.77 20

yeastl- 44.47 4tJ.97 24
yeast2 43.85 4',2.32 I4
yeastS 45.28 43.67 2t

1,64
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Xs: f alse

245 272

01
Figure 6.11: Decision tree obtained by QUEST for the australian data set

The decision trees for the monks problems are shown in Figures 6.14 and 6.15. For the
monksl problem, QUEST had no problem learning jacket-colour : ted, but was confused

by head-shâpe : body-shape. At node 8 it chose X4 as the split variable, which is unrelated
to the class variable. Apart from this and some other bad decisions, it almost learned the
concept fully. QUEST performed poorly on monks2, which being a parity-style problem

is really quite difÊcult. For the monksS problem, QUEST learned the main part of the
concept, (jacket-colour(X5) !: blue AND body-shape(X2) !: octagon), but did not pick up
on the under-represented (jacket-colour(X5) - green AND holding(X4) : sword).

The trees generated for the segment data sets are quite complicated, and are generally

beyond the immediate comprehension of the user. The tree for segmentl is shown in
Figure 6.16.

The trees obtained by QUtrST for the first two permutations of the titanic data are

shown in Figure 6.17. The simpler tree for titanicl- shown in Figure 6.17(a) indicates that
the average passenger did not survive if he/she was male or in third class. This is not quite
intuitive, because it means that male children from first class died. For titanic2, the tree

shown in Figure 6.17(b) agrees with the previous, but now admits that first and second class

boys survived, as well as girls from third class.

Another useful output of the QUEST program is a ranking of the variables according to
their importance for discrimination. Note that this ranking is not necessarily reflected in
the final tree. That is, the variables that are most important according to the ranking may

not be included in the tree due to masking by other variables. The ranking of variables for
some of the data sets are listed below. In the tables, the most important variable has rank
100 and all others are normalised with respect to it. A description of the ranking method is

found in Section 2.8.1.

The ranking of variables for cmcl is shown in Table 6.9. Age, number of children and

education are ranked as the top three variables for this problem, while religion is ranked

second-to-last. The ranking for segmentl is shown in Table 6.10.

Table 6.9: Variable importance measure generated by QUEST for cmcl

Variable X1 x2 X3 X4 X5 X6 x7 X8 X9
Importance 100 77 25 99 37 8 51 53 40

Variable x1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 x7 X8 X9 xl0 x11
Importance 24 84 4 6 1,2 8 30 20 100 52 B3

Table 6.10: Variable importance measure generated by QUEST for segmentl
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o2

01

1,67

01 02 03 04 0.5 0€ 07 08 09
X1

Figure 6.13: The decision regions created by QUEST for concentricl

The variable importance measures for the monks problems are shown in Table 6.11. For

monksl, QUEST has identified the importance of X1, X2 and X5, but has erroneously given

X4 a high rank as well. For monks2, all attributes have the same conceptual importance;
yet X5 has been given almost double the rank of the next highest variable. For monksS,
X2 and X5 have been clearly identified as the most important variables, but X4 missed out
due to the under-representation of this part of the concept in the training data.

Table 6.11: Variable importance measure generated by QUEST for rnonks problems

Variable x1 x2 X3 X4 X5 X6

monksl 100 67 19 73 72 74

monks2 55 46 65 39 100 4L

monksS D
i) 72 3 1 100 6

6.7 Experimental Results of Simple Methods

The results of the simple classifiers are shown in Table 6.12. The kNN and GLIM algorithms
involved parameter selection, so the minimum validation set errot, optimal value of k and

best number of epochs are shown. For the other methods there were no parameters to select,

so only the test set error is shown. The execution time is given in hours:minutes for the kNN
and GLIM methods. The other algorithms took on the order of seconds and were only run
once, so the time is not recorded.

On average, the kNN algorithm achieved the lowest classification error on the test set, and

was only surpassed significantly by the ML classifier on australian, balance and vehicle.
The disadvantage of the kNN classifier is that classification of a new sample is O(n¿r.d), and
the training samples must be stored to perform classification. The ML classifier was the next
best method on average over the problems. Strangely, the ML classifier performed poorly
on segmentl but well on segment2 and segmentS.

Since the GLIM classifier did not achieve 0% error on any of the data sets, none of them
are linearly separable. For vehicle, however, the GLIM had lower errors than kNN, and
similar errors for german. The performance of the GLIM classifier was relatively sensitive
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Figure 6.14: Decision Trees obtained for the monks problems using QUEST
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Table 6.12: Classification error rates for the simple classifiers: k-Nearest Neighbours, Gener-

alised Linear Machine, Minimum-Distance-to-Means, Parallelepiped and Gaussian Maximum
Likelihood.

problem
KNN GLIM MDTM PPD ML

h val.Yo test% t h:m ep. val.To teslY t(h:m testTo test% testYo

abalonel 47 74.45 49:38 19 78.16 84.79 I4:37 91.39 90.24 99.90

abalone2 t25 72.70 76.08 50:26 136 75.00 77.5r t9:26 92.06 92.92 99.90

abaloneS 25 72.r3 75.50 50:25 18 74.8r 88.33 15:18 91.48 93.68 99.90

australianl 26.74 32.95 0:03 56 25.00 34.68 0:13 37.57 39.88 2r.97
australian2 4 30.23 33.53 0:03 364 26.74 36.99 0:13 38.73 39.31 20.81

australian3 6 30.81 3r.2t 0:03 829 27.33 27.75 0:13 31.79 36.99 16.18

1 42 10.26 10.83 0:01 661 t2.82 8.28 0:6 22.29 54.t4 5.73

balance2 2t 9.62 8.92 0:01 708 14.74 10.19 0:6 22.93 54.14 5.73

balanceS 36 8.97 10.83 0:01 83 8.97 2r.02 0:6 24.84 54.14 7.64

crncl 48 42.t2 46.34 0:50 128 52.72 63.42 0:32 59.35 64.23 44.99

cmc2 15 45.38 44.99 0:50 7 52.17 73.98 O:32 63.96 65.04 52.30

crncS 62 46.20 40.65 0:50 4 51.63 72.36 0:33 59.89 66.67 42.0t

concentricl 65 1.44 76:27 1 36.80 36.96 0:21 49.92 23.52 4.32

concentric2 11 0.96 0.64 16:19 1 36.96 36.80 0:21 51.04 22.88 3.68

concentricS 58 0.96 r.72 12:14 5 36.80 36.96 0:2t 6r.52 23.04 4.48

diabetesl 7 25.00 25.00 0:05 645 32.29 64.58 0:10 38.02 32.29 24.48

diabetes2 7 23.96 27.60 0:05 544 29.r7 32.29 0:10 33.85 34.38 27.60

diabetesS T7 25.52 20.31 0:05 292 33.85 32.29 0:10 37.50 64.58 27.08

gerrnanl 29 28.80 30.00 0:19 1 30.00 30.00 0:28 40.80 67.20 36.40
gerrnan2 19 26.80 31.20 0:15 1 70.00 30.00 0:28 4t.20 32.00 28.80

gerrnan3 2l 29.20 28.40 0:16 tt4 29.60 30.00 0:28 37.20 28.40 29.20

rnonksl 1 74.29 15.51 0:01 9 30.95 44.9t 0:02 34.03 33.33 27.08

rnonks2 4 28.57 25.00 0:01 4 33.93 32.87 0:03 46.53 32.87 25.69

rnonksS 11 9.76 8.80 0:01 47 t7.07 2t.53 0:02 19.44 52.78 11.34

satirnagel 4 9.63 9.20 I45:40 460 22.56 23.31 10:07 23.9r 34.53 14.66

satirnage2 4 8.89 9.07 75:23 67 2t.32 31.57 10:09 23.66 37.95 14.47

satirnageB 4 10.69 6.84 75:55 89 22.93 23.68 9:49 20.3r 33.23 t2.55

segrnentl 1 11.96 8.82 11:58 906 24.78 38.58 2:t6 37.37 t7.47 85.64

segment2 1 t0.76 8.82 18:46 837 26.69 34.78 2:I7 33.22 15.74 14.88

segmentB 1 t0.23 t0.27 11:31 677 22.36 40.83 2:75 36.33 76.26 19.20

srnokingl 51 30.25 30.95 27:16 133 34.73 1:19 64.06 88.53 65.59

smoking2 32 30.39 29.97 43:00 1 30.39 t1 t- 1:19 62.80 88.95 63.50

srnokingB 49 29.83 31.09 27:38 4 44.82 38.80 7:20 65.87 89.09 65.45

spiralsL 1 22 0.42 0:01 100 47.24 60.63 0:2 51.57 50.31 48.43

spirals2 1 7.22 2.08 0:01 2 42.27 43.96 0:2 5t.57 50.52 5t.77
spiralsS 1 8.25 t.46 0:01 31 43.30 48.13 0:2 51.36 5r.57 51.15

3 20.55 20.15 9:09 1 2t.82 27.60 0:I7 30.67 32.49 2t.23
titanic2 22.t8 20.r5 8:32 1 26.65 26.59 0:17 32.72 32.49 20.69

titanicS 6 22.55 21.60 8:45 1 67.64 67.70 0:17 32.30 32.30 22.87

vehiclel 1 33.18 37.26 1 5:55 229 32.23 29.25 0:30 60.38 62.26 t2.74
vehicle2 6 32.23 38.68 l521 345 29.86 34.91 0:30 60.38 67.4ó 18.40

vehicleB 3 31,75 36.79 14:31 544 30.81 23.59 0:30 63.2r 65 57 14.75

yeastl 20 38.28 42.32 1 :59 29 55.80 65.50 l:04 46.09 83.83 69.00
yeast2 4t 39.89 37.47 1 :59 3 49.33 80.32 1:04 48.52 79.78 68.73
yeastS 13 40.16 42.05 2:OO 13 45.82 58.22 1:04 49.60 77.90 68.46
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Figure 6.17: Decision TYees obtained for first two permutations of titanic using QUEST

to the permutation of the data, while the other classifiers had similar errors for the three
permutations. This is not surprising, because the GLIM is the only classifier in the table
that relies on the order of the training samples.

The kNN classifier achieved almost zero error on the spirals data set with k : 1, which is
due to the large distance between the two spiral arms. For the concentric problem, the ML
classifier had the perfect density functions, but still made some errors because the density
parameters were estimated from finite data. The kNN classifier did not manage so well with
discrete data sets like balance and rnonks, which nevertheless can be perfectly classified.

6.8 Results of Comparison

This section compares the best-case performance of all classification methods examined, the
average-case performance of EPrep and the MLP, the understandability of EPrep's features

and QUEST's decision trees, and the computational complexity of the algorithms used.

6.8.1 Best-case Performance Comparison

Table 6.13 shows the test set error for each method on each data set. For each problem,
the lowest test set error is shown in bold-face. Table 6.14 shows how many times each of
the EPrep, MLP, QUEST, kNN and ML classifiers achieved the lowest, second-lowest or
third-lowest test set error. The following observations can be made from Tables 6.13 and

6.t4:

o The simpler methods to the right of the double vertical line performed relatively poorly
orì average, except for kNN.
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Table 6.13: Classification results of all methods.

t73

EPrep MLP QUEST KNN GLIM MD'I'M PPL) ML
abalonel 75.60 73.30 73.88 I 91.39 90.24 99.90
abalone2 73.97 75.4r 75.r2 76.08 77.5r 92.06 92.92 99.90
at¡aloneS 74.64 75.3r 72.34 75.50 88.33 91.48 93.68 99.90

aus 10.40 13.8 32.95 34.68 37.57 39.88 27.97

australian2 16.76 17.34 t7.34 33.53 36.99 38.73 39.31 20.81

australianS 10.98 10.9E 11.56 3I.27 27.75 31.79 36.99 16.18

balancel 0.00 17.83 10.83 8.28 22.29 54.t4 5.73

balance2 0.00 r.27 19.75 8.92 10.19 22.93 54.t4 5.73

balanceS o.64 2.55 19.1 I 10.83 2r.02 24.84 54.t4 7.b4

cmcl 40.92 40.65 45.26 46.34 63.42 59.35 64.23 44.99

crnc2 44.99 45.26 42.55 44.99 73.98 63.96 65.04 52.30

crncS 38.21 39.02 39.30 40.65 72.36 59.89 66.67 42.0t
0.00 7.t2 3tt.gtt 49.9',2 23.52 4.32

concentric2 r.92 1.44 2.56 0.64 36.80 51.04 22.88 3.68

concentricS I.T6 t.2B 2.88 I.L2 36.96 5r.52 23.04 4.48

diabetesl 22.92 22.92 23.44 25.00 64.58 38.02 32.29 24.48
diabetes2 24.48 22.40 24.48 27.60 32.29 33.85 34.38 27.60

diabetesS 24.48 20.83 24.48 20.31 32.29 37.50 64.58 27.08

26.80 25.60 30.00 30.00 40.81) b7.2tJ 36.40
27.20 24.OO 28.80 31.20 30.00 4I.20 32.0U 28.80

germanS 28.40 22.40 30.00 28.40 30.00 37.20 28.4r,) 29.20

monksl o.o0 0.00 11.11 15.51 '27.08

monks2 0.93 o.o0 28.24 25.00 32.87 46.53 32.87 25.69
rnonksB 2.78 0.46 2.78 8.80 2t.53 79.44 52.78 11.34

21.68 13.81) 15.53 9.20 23.31 23.9r 34.53 14.66

16.46 12.99 15.71 9.O7 3r..57 23.66 37.95 74.47

mageS 15.34 11.19 15.09 6.84 23.68 20.31 33.23 72.55

4.84 5.19 37.37 17.47 85.tt4
segment2 4.50 3.46 5.54 8.82 34.78 33.22 r5.74 14.88

segmentS 6.40 7.61 7.79 70.21 40.83 36.33 16.26 L9.20

smokingl 31.19 30.67 30.63 30.95 34.73 64.06 88.53 65.59
smoking2 30.91 30.81 30.77 29.97 3l.37 62.80 88.95 63.50

smokingS 3L.47 31.09 30.77 31.09 38.80 65.87 89.09 65.45

24.22 45.83 0 50.31 48.43

spirals2 34.tttt 50.42 25.05 2.08 43.96 57.57 50.52 5t.77
spiralsS 32.r5 46.25 34.03 1.46 48.13 51.36 57.57 51.15

titanicl 20.L6 20.69 20.51 20.r5 2I.60 30.67 32.49 21.23

titanic2 20.15 20.L5 L9.78 20.r5 25.59 32.r',z 32.49 20.69
titanicS 20.69 2r.60 20.L6 21.60 67.70 32.30 32.30 2',2.87

vehiclel- 13.tt8 19.34 26.89 37.26 29.25 60.38 62.26 L2.74
vehicle2 t7.45 22.64 31.13 38.ö8 34.91 60.38 67.45 18.40

vehicleS 16.51 18.87 28.77 36.79 23.59 tt3.21 b5.57 L4.T5
yeastl 46.90 4t.24 40. 32 65 69.00
yeast2 47.7r 36.39 42.32 ,ry llnrll.al 80.32 48.52 79.78 68.73
yeastS 52.5b 43.67 43.67 42.06 58.22 49.60 77.90 68.46
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Table 6.14: Frequency of top ranking for the best five classification methods

Classifier EPrep MLP QUEST KNN ML
number of times first 15 13 7 12 2

number of times first
or second

31 31 2r t7 4

number of times first,
second or third

36 42 30 27 17

o The methods that most often achieved the lowest test set error were EPrep (15 times),
the MLP (13 times), kNN (12 times) and QUEST (7 times).

o The MLP was among the top three classifiers for 42 data sets, EPrep for 36, and

QUEST for 30. In this sense, the MLP was the most reliable classifier.

o For the synthetic problems balance, concentric, monks and spirals there is no class

overlap and zero error is attainable. The relatively simple balance problem proved

too difficult for the MLP and QUEST, but was solved by EPrep. Finite but small
errors were obtained for all methods on concentric due to the limited amount of data.
Both EPrep and the MLP were able to perfectly learn the concept in monksl, while
only the MLP was able to learn rnonks2. None of the methods could cope with the
noise and under-representation of the concept in monksS. The spirals problem was

especially difficult for the MLP, and still difficult for EPrep and QUEST, while kNN
achieved almost zero error on this data set. Note that in other studies of the spirals
problem (Lang and Whitbrock, 1989; Koza, 7992a) zero error has been achieved. In
the experiments presented here, however, only a limited portion of the data was used

for training which made learning more difficult.

o The classifier achieving best performance was not always the same for the three per-

mutations. Nevertheless, the ascendancy of one algorithm over the others for at least

two out of the three permutations was observed for all problems except abalone, cmc
and yeast.

r smoking was the only data set for which the lowest test set error was not significantly
less than the default error rate.

The variability of the best classifier with permutation of the data demonstrates the value of
using more than one permutation of the data. For example, if examination diabetes had
been based only on the third permutation, it would have appeared that the kNN was most
suited to this data set.

It is not sufficient to state that method A achieved superior classification performance to
method B on the test set because its test set error was lower. For example, the test set for
the balance problem contains 157 samples, so the difference of 1.27% between the errors of
EPrep and the MLP equates to 2 samples. A statistical comparison must be performed to
ensure that this difference did not come about by chance. The testing method used here is
the one-way repeated measures design described in Section 2.1I.3. The simple methods to
the right of the double vertical line generally performed poorly, so the statistical comparison
was constrainedto thefirst three methods. Since k:3, /c* :3(3 -I)12:3. The Z statistic
values listed in (Marascuilo and McSweeney, 1,977) only go up to 120 degrees of freedom;
since all data sets examined had more than 121 test samples, t/ : oo \ry'as used. From the
table, Zf.o.szs : 2.39 is the value used to obtain 95% confidence intervals, because the test is
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two-tailed. The 95To confidence intervals of differences in test set classification error rate (%)

for each data set are given in Table 6.15. Intervals that include 0 do not indicate a significant

difference. Those differences that are significant at the a : 0.05 level are high-lighted in
bold.

The following observations can be made from Table 6.15:

o Of the 45 comparative experiments, only 18 yielded a statistically significant result.

o EPrep achieved a lower test set error than the MLP and QUEST on balancel only.

¡ The MLP achieved a lower test set error than EPrep and QUEST on 4 data sets,

monksS and all permutations of satimage.

o QUEST achieved a lower test set error than EPrep and the MLP for spirals2 only.

o The MLP beat EPrep on 6 data sets, while EPrep beat the MLP on 4.

r EPrep beat QUEST on 9 data sets, while QUEST beat EPrep on 3'

¡ The MLP beat QUEST on 13 data sets, while QUEST beat the MLP on 3.

o EPrep performed relatively poorly on the satimage and yeast problems. This is most

likely due to the relatively high dimensionality of the satimage data.

Based on these results, we can loosely say that, in terms of classification accuracy, the MLP
was one-and-a-half times as accurate as EPrep, and EPrep was three times as accurate as

QUEST.

6.8.2 Average-case Performance Comparison

The mean and standard deviation of test set errors achieved by EPrep and the MLP over

the 10 runs are compared in Table 6.16. The sixth column contains the difference between

the average percentage error obtained by EPrep and that obtained by the MLP. A Student's
ú-test for the difference between means of samples from distributions with unequal variances

was performed to test for the significance of the differences in mean error; the test is fully
described in Section 2.17.2. The last column in Table 6.16 contains the probability p : 7 - a
that the difference between the means did not arise by chance. Those differences that are

significant at a level of a :0.05 are high-lighted in bold.
EPrep generally had a higher standard deviation of test set errors than the MLP. In

some instances, such as balance, diabetes, smoking and yeast, the standard deviation
of EPrep's errors was several times larger than that of the MLP. Note that this was the

case even when the best run of EPrep was superior to the best run of the MLP, such as for

balancel and spirals. The ú-test revealed that for 27 of the 45 data sets the error difference

was significant. Of those 27 cases, the MLP obtained a lower mean error 15 times. While
this is not an overwhelming majority, the MLP was lower than EPrep by a larger margin on

average. Therefore it can be concluded that the MLP was more robust from run to run than
EPrep.

6.8.3 Comparison of Interpretability

There are two types of auxiliary information that can be provided by the QUEST and EPrep
algorithms: identification of the measurements that are of most use for classification, and

simple relationships between the variables that reveal structure in the data. \Mhile the other
classification methods may yield better accuracy, they are not considered to offer any useful

information for interpretation of the data. The practice of identifying those measurements
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Table 6.15: Confidence intervals for the differences in percentage test set errors of EPrep,
the MLP and

QUEST - MLPproblem MLP - EPrep (" UES'l'- .EìPre

-3.3ti, 4.51-6.23, 1

-2.48,5.35 -2.77,5.07 -4.20,3.63abalone2
-5.80, 1.78 -6.47, l1rabaloneS -3.r2,4.4b

-7.72, 3.1.0a -4.25, b.57
-5.29,5.29-4.7r,5.87 -4,7r,5.87australian2

-4.22,4.22 -3.64, 4.80 -3.ti4, 4.80australian3
1_0.80, 24.87 3.L6, L7.22tlalancel o.6L, 14.67

11.55, 25.39balance2 -5.65,8.19 L2.82,26.67
9.42,23.70-5.23, 9.05 11.33, 26.6rbalanceS

-r.92, L5.53 -1.65, 10.8ticmcl
-8.40, 3.52 -9.01, 3.59crnc2 -5.ti9, ti.23
-4.83, 7.00 -5.64, 6.18crnc3 -5.10, ti.73

0.33, 3.19L.45, 4.3t-0.31,1conc
-ÍJ.38,',z.b',z-1.98, 1.02 -0.86,2.r4concentric2
-0.02,3.2',2-2.r0, r.r4 -0.50,2.74concentricS

6.59 11-6
1diabetesl

-5.75,5.75 -3.67, 7.83diabetes2 -7.83,3.b7
-5.66, 5.66 -2.01, 9.30diabetesS -9.30, 2.01

-5.11,8.31 -3.87,9.47germanl -7.91,5.51
-5.29,8.49 -2.09, 11.69german2 -10.09, 3.69

0.62, L4.18germanB -13.15,1.15 -5.55, 8.75

7.98, t4.24-3.13,3.1 98'
-5.98, 4.72 22.26,32.37 23.L9r 33.29monks2

-3.74, -0.89 -\.43, L.43 0.89, 3.74monksS
-Ì).l) -6.46, -1.86 L.43,6.02satimagel

-2.77, t.28 o.71, 4.75satimage2
-2.23,7.74 1.93, 5.90mageS -6.15, -2.18

-7.92,2.95,mentl ) -1.57, 3.31)

-(.).Otj, 4.2Iment2 -3.17, 1.10 -1.10,3.17
-2.57, 2.9',2-1.53,3.95 -1.36,4.13mentS

-1.33,0.210.27
1smokingl

-0.86, 0.86 -r.00,0.72 -7.00,0.72smoking2
-1.76, 0.36 -1.34,0.78-1.48, 0.ti4

L4. 1s Lr 28
8.63,23.20 -L6.94, -2.27 -32.80,-18.14spirals2
7.28,20.69 -4.83, 8.59 -18.96, -6.26spiralsS

-0.70, 1.43 -1.24,0.BBtitanicl -0.52, 1.ti1
-2.82,2.09titanic2 -2.45,2.45 -2.82,2.09

-1.33,3.15 -2.78, r.70 -3.ti9, 0.79titanicS
-2.t0 1,3.42 5.45,20.vehiclel

6.7L,2L.65 o.52, L6.462 -2.78,1.3.16
1.88, 17.93vehicleS -5.67, 10.38 4.24,20.29
-ti.94, ti.4t)-11.99,0.6 I

-L7.29, -5.35 -11.36,0.58 -1.15, 13.01yeast2
-L6.O7, -2.72 -t5.o7, -2.72 -6.59, 6.59yeastS
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Table 6.16: Average percentage test set errors of EPrep and MLP

1,77

Problem EPrep MLP EPrep - MLP
(%)

l-a
p o p o

abalonel 76.81 1.50 75.809 1.605 1.00 0.833
abalone2 76.62 1.29 77.32r 1.100 -0.70 0.792
abaloneS 77.5r 2.07 76.r72 7.482 1.33 0.891

australianL 11.39 0.37 13.468 0.820 -2.O7 1.000
australian2 t7.77 0.37 18.208 0.734 -1.03 0.998
australianS 11.50 0.31 rr.272 0.734 rJ.22 0.ör8

balancel 4.90 8.00 7.t34 7.964 -2.23 0.590
balance2 8.60 9.99 7.643 2.383 0.95 0.226
balanceS 14.33 L5.75 7.389 2.788 6.94 0.800

cmcl 44.63 2.074 1.51 0.77r
crnc2 45.85 1.83 46.748 r.926 -0.90 0.701
crncS 42.87 3.22 47.463 2.649 1.40 0.700

concentricl 2.5r 0.99 '2.I9',2 0.908 0.31 0.536
concentric2 2.22 0.73 2.r92 0.735 0.02 0.067
concentricS 2.00 0.4r I.7I2 0.512 0.28 0.818

23.23 1 1.09 0.965
diabetes2 29.71 4.40 23.906 1.355 6.20 0.995
diabetesS 28.59 6.47 2t.094 0.563 7.49 0.995

germanl 29.68 2.73 26.920 1.969 2.76 0.981
german2 28.96 2.02 2b.4tJU 2.799 2.56 0.985
gerrnan3 27.48 1.53 20.960 1.375 6.62 1.000

monksl 7.36 7.63 0.371 0.897 6.98 0.983
rnonks2 7.96 8.77 '22.82 15.80 -14.E6 0.979
rnonksS 2.78 0.00 0.97 0.75 1.81 1.000

sa 1 26.r7 6.15 1 13 0 0.999
SA 19.99 2.96 13.250 0.586 6.74 1.000

SA 17.06 7.82 t2.293 0.791 4.76 1.000

segmentl 6.83 r.2\ 6.26 1.66 0.57 0.607
segment2 6.2t 1.48 5.29 1.88 0.92 0.760
segmentS 7.23 0.75 8.49 0.82 -t.26 u.997

1 52 0.970
4t.82 21.86 30.93 0.15 10.89 0.853
49.66 28.50 30.88 0.15 18.78 0.936

spiralsl- 28.98 2.0b -19.99 1.000

30.69 3.75 49.r2 2.4tJ -1E.43 1.0u1)

ralsS 29.52 4.83 48.27 2.24 -18.75 1.000

titanicl 20.75 0.01 20.690 0.000 -o.54 1.000

titanic2 19.48 0.49 20.036 0.454 -0.55 0.983
titanicS 2I.I3 0.68 2r.597 0.0u0 -0.46 0.942

vehiclel 13.77 0.86 21.651 1.548 -7.88 1.000

vehicle2 18.73 2.13 21.745 7.482 -3.0L 0.998
vehicleS 15.71 1.61 17.830 2.666 -2.L2 0.952

yeastl 57.82 7.93 40.296 1.1tt6 L7.62 1.000
yeast2 59.54 10.93 38.922 1.802 20.62 0.999
yeastS 53.02 1.36 43.639 1,.154 9.38 1.000
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in the final solution as exclusively useful is unwise, and is warned against in (Breiman et al.,

1934). The reason is that the measurements are generally not independent, so that some

group of variables may in combination contain the same amount of information as some

other group of variables.
The solution obtained by QUEST for australian (Figure 6.11) used the variable X8

only. \Mhile the solutions generated by EPrep were more complicated, the feature sets for
the first and third permutations (Figures 6.a(a) and 6.4(b)) are quite small, and use X8 as

well as X12 and X13. Hence there is some agreement between the two methods that X8 is

an important variable. The decision tree for segmentl (Figure 6.16) is much larger than
the feature set generated by EPrep (Figure 6.7(c)). Among the variables highest in the tree

and having the highest rank in Table 6.10 are X9, X2, Xl1 and X10. Of the 11 variables,

EPrep's solution uses X2, X4, X5, X9, X10 and X11, with Xg, X10 and X11 appearing more

than once in the feature set. Both methods agreed upon the importance of X9, X2, X11 and

X10, but not on X4 and X5 that have a low rank according to QUEST.
For the monksl problem, both QUEST (Figure 6.la(a)) and EPrep (Figure 6.3(a))

included a variable in the solution that was unassociated with the concept to be learned. In
the case of EPrep, the presence of this variable did not interfere with the classification of
the data, while QUEST's performance was degraded. For monks2, EPrep evolved a more

compact solution (Figure 6.3(b)) than the QUEST tree (Figure 6.15), and the two solutions
are quite different. The features evolved by EPrep for the monks3 problem (Figure 6.3(c))
contained all the variables except for the useful X4; this excess confusion is probably the
result of the noise in the training data. QUEST (Figure 6.14(b)) also missed the importance
of X4, but used only the other critical variables.

Some consensus was also reached on the importance of X1, X2 and X4 for crncl-. The
variable importance ranking produced by QUEST for crncl (Table 6.9) has these three
variables first, and gives a low rank to the subject's religion. The features evolved by EPrep
for cmcl (Figure 6.7(a)) predominantly used Xl, X2 and X4, and did not use the variable
for religion.

The results for concentric (Figures 6.2(b) and 6.12) and titanic (Figures 6.6 and 6.17)

reveal useful relationships in the data. While the tree of QUEST for concentric is large and

complicated, and generally difficult to read, the solution presented by EPrep is succinct and

understandable. The decision tree can only ever approximate the true decision boundary,
whereas EPrep can produce an exact expression due to its versatility in combining different
functions. Both methods gave similar results for titanic. Although the previously-known
women-and-children-first rule was in operation, the analysis revealed that third class children
were discriminated against. Both methods found that, for titanic2, third-class girls survived
while third-class boys did not. This finding may have come about due to permutation of
the data, and is not necessarily indicative of the whole data set. The features evolved by
EPrep are slightly easier to read than the decision trees for this problem, because AND/OR
statements are easier to translate into sentences.

6.8.4 OtherComparisons

There are other criteria by which to compare classification algorithms. The two addressed

here are parameter selection and computational complexity. The more parameters there are

associated with an algorithm, the less certain it is that the results obtained are the best that
can be attained using the algorithm. On the other hand, a higher level of configurability
means more flexibility, which can be an advantage. A lower computational complexity is

always desirable, but more resources may be affordable if the algorithm can achieve signifi-
cantly better results.

The simpler algorithms used in these experiments are the most appealing in terms of the
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number of parameters that need to be selected by the user. PPD, MDTM and ML have no
parameters at all, and are deterministic. kNN is also deterministic, but requires the choice

of k. The results of the GLIM algorithm depend on the choice of learning rate, maximum
number of epochs, initial weights and order of the data samples. All of these simpler al-

gorithms are quite easy to understand and to implement in a programming language. The
EPrep, MLP and QUEST methods have more parameters tq select, are harder to understand
and are more prone to programming errors. EPrep is the most complicated algorithm of all,
and has many different parameters to select. EPrep is also a stochastic algorithm, and the
results depend on random choices during the algorithm apart from data sub-set selection,

which is also randomised in QUEST. The MLP algorithm used trains in batch mode, so the
order of training samples does not matter. The sample order was randomised internally by
EPrep and QUEST.

A comparison of elapsed computation time is complicated by the multiplicity of platforms,
and the variations in efficiency of coding of the different methods. Also, the concurrent load

on Unix workstations can deceptively double or triple the time taken. The times quoted in
this chapter are included only to give an idea of the relative times it would practically take

to run each algorithm. A more rigorous analysis requires the computational complexity of
the algorithm to be calculated.

The computation time of EPrep and the MLP were similar, being on the order of 1-10

hours, with EPrep generally taking longer. The QUEST algorithm took on the order of 1

minute, about two orders of magnitude faster than the other two methods. The simpler
methods took on the order of less than one second, but for the kNN and GLIM methods an

exhaustive search for the hyper-parameters was performed which took a long time.
The computational complexity of each algorithm for training and for classification of a

single sample are shown in Table 6.17. Some of the complexities require further explanation.
The kNN method requires no training. For the GLIM, eo, is the average number of epochs

required for training. For QUEST, 'u is the fold of cross-validation, and d,¿r"" is the depth of
the tree obtained, which is proportional to the number of attributes and the complexity of
the problem. For the MLP, eo, is the average number of epochs for training, and n-"¿n¡¿, is

the number of weights in the network. For a two-hidden-layer network with n1 nodes in the
first hidden layer and n2 in t};.e second:

nuteishts : (d + 1).rr + (ry + 1).nz -l (nz + l).C

Therefore the number of weights involves a product of the number of hidden nodes with
the number of classes and input variables. For EPrep, eoo¿ is the average number of fitness

evaluations in the local optimisation routine, Onoo is the complexity of the derived pre-

processor) which will usually be proportional to d, and O"¿ is the complexity of the classifiers

used on the pre-processed data.
Of QUEST, the MLP and EPrep, QUEST is the most efficient, with EPrep the most

expensive algorithm. The local optimisation used in trPrep is a severe burden on the com-
putational load. Note that in the complexity of trPrep shown in Table 6.17, the cost of
evaluating the pre-processing function is usually assumed to be much less than the cost of
classification. If optimisation is not used, the complexity becomes 0(G.M.O"¿), which can

be less than the complexity for a neural network \f G.M.d I eor.Tt'."¿nt ts. If, however, the av-

erage tree size or number of features in the population becomes large, the feature evaluation
component of the fitness function can dominate computation time to a degree exponential
with depth.

Although EPrep is more computationally intensive than the other methods, the evolved
pre-processors and simple classifiers used require relatively few resources. Once the pre-

processor has been evolved, it can be used for the problem independently of the EPrep
algorithm. Therefore the algorithm may be preferable to the others according to the criterion
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Table 6.17: Computational complexity of each classification algorithm for training, and for
classification of a sam

that the final classifier have minimum complexity. For example, compare the results of EPrep
and the MLP for the abalone2 data set. The two algorithms achieved comparable test set

error rates. The MLP has 1309 adaptive weights, which means that 1309 multiplications
are required to classify a new sample. The classification system generated by EPrep has

a pre-processor with 42 nodes which passes its features to the MDTM classifier. The pre-

processor, shown in Figure 6.18, requires only 5 multiplicationsl, and the classifier requires

d x C : 232 multiplications. Therefore EPrep's solution requires only about 18% of the
computational and memory resources that the MLP does.

X3

F1

Figure 6.18: Best feature set evolved by EPrep for abalone2

lMultiplications are the operations by which computational complexity is usually measured, because they
take more time than additions. Divisions are counted as multiplications
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6.9 Postmortem of EPrep

In light of the comparative results, the problems for which EPrep performed relatively poorly
or relatively well are identifiable. This section investigates the reasons why EPrep performed
poorly or well on certain problems.

EPrep performed relatively well on the abalone problem, indicating that the algorithm
does not have difficulty with a large number of classes. EPrep also excelled for the australian
data set, which shows that the method is not sensitive to enumerated attributes with a large

number of distinct values. EPrep's symbolic approach proved useful for titanic and for the
synthetic problems, for which relatively good accuracy was achieved. In particular, EPrep
classified the balance data relatively easily. The distinctive quality of this data set is that
the attributes are discrete, but have a natural ordering. In absolute terms, however, the
classification performance for spirals was quite bad. If the full data set were made available

for training, a perfectly general solution may be attainable.
For vehicle, the ML classifier was already achieving the lowest error rate of all the

classifiers other than EPrep. Consequently there was no way for EPrep to improve upon
the classification rate other than to over-fit the data, therefore generalisation was poor. For

the srnoking problem, the best strategy was to always predict the most frequent class.

Hence this problem is another candidate for over-fitting, since there is little else that can be

done other than a very simple strategy. Nevertheless, EPrep managed to achieve almost-
optimal error rates for this problem, even though it generated some enormously complicated
pre-processors. This situation exemplifies the danger of interpreting results from machine

learning algorithms: the user could look at the solution from EPrep and conclude that the
data set is extremely complicated, whereas the decision tree generated by QUEST contains

only one node.
The two data sets that were the most problematic for EPrep were satimage and yeast.

The satimage data set contains the most attributes of all the data sets. EPrep's failure to
effectively search the space ofsolutions for this data set is understandable, because ofthe size

of the search space is a very-high-order polynomial in the number of input measurements for
the problem (see Section 4.10). The reason for the poor performance on yeast is less obvious.

Although this problem has 10 classes with disproportionate numbers of samples in the classes,

the similar situation in abalone did not present a problem. From examination of the plots in
Appendix E, the results were similar for yeastl and yeast2, but quite different for yeastS.
In particular, the standard deviation of fi.tness, shown for convenience in Figure 6.19, displays
quite different behaviour. The cause for this difference is that different parameters were used

for the permutations. The common difference between the first two permutations and the
third is that the PPD classifier was not used for yeastS. It is not obvious how the PPD
classifier led to a higher initial diversity but lower final diversity in the population. The
inability of EPrep to achieve competitive error rates on this data set suggests that, for the
function and terminal sets chosen, representation of a useful pre-processor is not easy. The
use of a different function set, or other modified parameters may be sufficient to improve the
success of the algorithm.

6.10 Conclusion

This chapter has presented experiments designed to investigate the feasibility of a search for
optimal generalised pre-processors for real-world problems, and to examine the advantages

of this approach over existing methods for classification and feature extraction. The experi-
ments have shown that EPrep is able to synthesise generalised pre-processors to improve the
performance of a classifier for synthetic and real-world problems. Although the simple classi-

fiers used by EPrep performed relatively poorly on their own, EPrep was able to significantly
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Figure 6.19: Standard deviation of fitness versus generation for all three permutations of
yeast, averaged over 10 runs.

improve their performance by evolving appropriate features. When compared with existing
techniques for classification, EPrep achieved error rates that were similar to the MLP and

better than QUEST. Except for the kNN algorithm, the simple methods did not perform
well on average. Although EPrep obtained the lowest estimate of test set error for more data
sets than the MLP, the advantage was only statistically significant about a quarter of the
time. The advantage of the MLP over EPrep was statistically significant more often. The
MLP was generally more consistent from run to run than EPrep was, and achieved a test
set error among the lowest three for more data sets.

EPrep yielded particularly good results for the balance data set, which is characterised

by its discrete attributes that have a natural ordering, and are therefore treated as real-values.

EPrep's performance on satirnage was poor due to the large number of input measurements

for that domain. Performance was also poor for the yeast problem, the reason most likely
being an incompatibility between the structure in the data and the function set used. For

each data set, it is possible that EPrep could achieve a lower error by better selection of
the parameters. For the vehicle data set, it was impossible for EPrep to improve upon the
maximum likelihood classifier, and the algorithm reverted to feature selection.

The results of EPrep and QUEST were compared for their interpretability. For some

problems, such as concentric, EPrep had a clear advantage in understandability due to its
ability to combine intuitively appropriate functions to form the decision boundaries. For

other problems, EPrep's results were harder to read because the features can contain useless

sub-expressions, the combination of multiple features can lead to discrimination in a non-

intuitive manner, the way in which the classifier contributes to discrimination is unknown,
and the features may require simplification by hand. Both methods sometimes resulted in
solutions that were too large and complicated to be understood by a human. Both EPrep
and QUtrST were able to perform attribute selection by excluding input measurements not
required for classification. There was general agreement between EPrep and QUEST on

which measurements are required for discrimination for the australian, segment and crnc
data sets. It was found for titanic that the relationships found in the data can vary with the
permutation of the data. For the rnonks problems, QUEST sometimes split on variables that
are known to be unimportant, while EPrep sometimes included the unimportant variables

yeast_1

- - yeast_2
yeast_3

- .z lt_''lt' 
^
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in useless expressions. Very different feature sets were obtained by EPrep on different runs

and for different permutations of the data. The results of QUEST varied with permutation,
but the variables used for the first few splits were generally the same. All these factors make

interpretation of the data a complex matter which should be carried out with great care.

Of QUEST, the MLP and EPrep, QUEST was the most efficient algorithm, while EPrep
was the most computationally expensive. If the local optimisation were switched off, EPrep
could complete a run in about the same time as the MLP. The choice of whether to use EPrep
depends on the trade-off between the expected benefits and the increased computational cost

over other methods.
Regarding the EPrep algorithm, the RAT algorithm was able to effectively reduce the

number of training samples processed on average for all data sets. In contrast, the self-

adaptive operator probabilities and introns did not seem to work effectively. There was

no consistent pattern to the behaviour of the operator probabilities from one run to the
next, other than the seeming tendency towards the use of high-level crossover, which is most
likely due to the inherent bias. The number of introns in the population was expected to
increase with generations to protect highly-fit sub-sets of features, but tended to decrease

with generations. An error in the program contributed to the lack of success of the intron
accumulation. The local optimisation brought about a relatively small improvement in fit-
ness on average, and does not appear to be worth the dramatic increase in computation time
necessary. EPrep tended to use more features rather than fewer, which indicates that the
classifier is being exploited by increasing the dimensionality of the feature space. The bloat-
ing phenomenon was not observed, which may be due to the explicit bias towards smaller
individuals when breaking ties, or to the requirement that solutions generalise well, which
implicitly biases the algorithm towards smaller pre-processors. An examination of the con-

fusion matrices of the EPrep solutions indicates that there was confusion between classes

that are intuitively similar, and that there was sometimes a bias towards classes with more
samples in the database.

To conclude, EPrep was able to achieve similar classification accuracy to the MLP while
providing information about the data.



Chapter 7

Concluslon

7.I Introduction

The reader was provided with an introduction to pattern recognition in Chapter 2 and an

overview of evolutionary computation in Chapter 3. The main hypotheses and research

questions of the thesis were put forth in Chapter 4. The algorithm used to investigate

the research questions was described in Chapter 5, and the experiments and results were

presented in Chapter 6. This concluding chapter links the experimental results back to the
original research questions and hypotheses, lists the implications for various fields of research,

and contains recommendations for further investigation.

7.2 Conclusions about Research Questions and Hypotheses

The results of Chapter 6 are now discussed in the context of the research questions and

hypotheses presented in Chapter 4. First, the research questions are discussed, then experi-
mental support for the hypotheses is presented.

7.2.1 Question 4.1: Feasibility of Automatic Feature Extraction

The experiments of Chapter 6 have demonstrated that a search for a near-optimal gener-

alised pre-processor is feasible for real-world supervised classification problems. Starting with
simple classifiers that performed relatively poorly on their own, EPrep was able to improve
their classification performance significantly by evolving features that were appropriate for
the specific classifier. This improvement was statistically significant at tlne gg% level for 80%

of the data sets used in the experiments.
The search was not confounded by a large number of classes, or by enumerated variables

with large numbers of distinct values. Tlaining time was linear in the number of training
samples used, as is the case for most classification algorithms. The main sensitivity of
performance to problem size was through the dimensionality of the data. This sensitivity
was expected, because the size of the search space is a polynomial function of the data
dimensionalit¡ and the order of the polynomial increases exponentially with the maximum
depth of the feature trees. EPrep achieved relatively poor error rates was when the function
set did not contain the appropriate constituent functions for the problem, as was the case

with the yeast data set.

a
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7.2.2 Question 4.22 .þrutomatic Feature Extraction for Knowledge Discov-
ery

The generalised pre-processor method has advantages and disadvantages for knowledge dis-

covery. On the positive side, the ability to combine arbitrary non-linear functions resulted in
easily-understood solutions for balance, concentric and titanic. The arbitrary structure
allows attribute selection to occur at the same time as feature extraction so that the most

discriminatory input measurements can be identified. On the negative side, the presence

of multiple features can make interpretation difficult, and their interaction with the classi-

fier can blur the role of the features for discrimination. The pre-processors often contain
expressions that must be simplified by hand, and superfluous expressions which do not con-

tribute to fitness. The evolved features vary dramatically from run to run, which undermines
confidence in interpretation of the results.

For the balance, concentric and titanic problems, useful relationships between the
variables were extracted from the data. For instance, the user may not have previously known
that third class passengers were discriminated against on the SS Titanic life-boats. Similarly,
the automatic selection of attributes was revealing for the australian and cmc problems.

The information file that came with the australian data set indicated that only five of
the fourteen attributes were judged important by a stepwise regression procedure, whereas

EPrep evolved pre-processors that used only two or three attributes, and disregarded four of
the five supposedly-important attributes. This discrepancy indicates that it is dangerous to
select the attributes based on only one method. For the cmc problem, EPrep revealed the
interesting fact that religion was not related to the subject's choice of contraceptive method.

7.2.3 Hypothesis 4.1: Benefit of Appropriate Constituent Functions

The experiments have demonstrated the advantage of combining the appropriate constituent
functions in particular situations. The use of the division function proved beneficial for the
balance problem, so that the results obtained by EPrep were better than those of any other
algorithm examined. The arithmetic functions used for concentricl resulted in a concise

pre-processor for the problem containing 15 nodes, while the MLP which achieved the same

accuracy trad 202 adjustable weights, and the QUEST decision tree had 49 nodes. The use of
the sine and cosine functions for the spirals problem gave EPrep an advantage over the MLP.
For several of the real-world problems, such as abalone, australian and titanic, EPrep
obtained accuracies similar to the MLP, but used a number of nodes an order-of-magnitude
less than the number of weights used by the MLP.

In each of these examples, the combination of appropriate constituent functions allowed
for a more realisable or, in the case of balance, more accurate classifier. When considering
this comparison, however, it must be remembered that the classifier used in conjunction with
the pre-processor also requires resources.

7.2.4 Hypothesis 4.22 Benefit of Appropriate Structure

The pre-processors shown in Chapter 6 do not have a regular structure like the MLP does.

The removal of constraints on the pre-processor architecture has allowed EPrep to evolve

more compact solutions than the MLP, as discussed in the previous sub-section. The pre-

processors are not fully-connected from layer to layer, theref'ore not all of the input measure-

ments are necessarily present in EPrep's solutions. Thus flexibility in structure allows EPrep
to perform attribute selection while the MLP gives no immediately recognisable information
as to which measurements are irrelevant for classification.
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7.2.5 Hypothesis 4.3: Advantage of the Generalised Pre-Processor

From the comparative experiments, it can be concluded that there are problems for which the
generalised pre-processor method is preferable to the other classification methods examined.

In particular, EPrep was an advantageous method to use for the balance problem. The
EPrep algorithm had the best peak performance in that it achieved the lowest test set error
for more problems than the other classifiers examined. Howevet, not all of these results were

statistically significant. In terms of those results that were statistically significant at the
95% level, the MLP was the best algorithm, with EPrep a close second, and QUEST a more

distant third. Similarly in terms of reliability, the MLP was the most reliable algorithm in
that it was one of the three best methods for the most problems, EPrep was second, and

QUEST was third. The results of the MLP were more reliable from run to run than those

of EPrep.
Although the MLP algorithm was on average the most accurate and reliable, it offers no

interpretable information for knowledge discovery. EPrep and QUEST, however, can perform
attribute selection and reveal relationships in the data. For the concentric data set, EPrep
had a more understandable solution than QUEST due to its ability to combine intuitively
appropriate functions to form the decision boundaries. In other cases, the difficulties in
interpreting EPrep's features made the QUEST trees more understandable. Both algorithms
used variables that were known to be unimportant for the monks problems, but this only
seemed to interfere with the classification accuracy of the QUEST method.

There was some consensus between EPrep and QUEST on the importance of certain
attributes for the australian, segment and cmc data sets. The relationships found in the
data for titanic were also in general agreement for the two algorithms. For the smoking data
set, the QUEST tree had only a single node whereas the over-fitted EPrep pre-processor was

quite large and complicated. This exhibits the danger of using a single method for knowledge

discovery. The results of QUEST were more robust to permutation of the data, and did not
suffer from the variability over runs that EPrep's pre-processors did.

In terms of computational complexity, QUEST was the simplest algorithm and EPrep
was the most intensive. With local optimisation switched off, however, EPrep's computation
time is approximately the same as that of the MLP.

In summary, the use of a generalised pre-processor did not bring about significant im-
provements in classification accuracy over other methods for real-world problems. The gen-

eralised pre-processors wereT however, more practically realisable than the MLP in the sense

that they generally required fewer nodes and fewer input measurements. An additional
feature of the method is that the economical pre-processors and classifiers can be easily

implemented on a micro-processor. The function set could even be constrained to those

functions available on the micro-processor. In some instances, the pre-processors were more

informative about the data than the decision tree method. Since neither EPrep nor QUEST
are reliable enough to use in isolation for knowledge discovery, EPrep can be used as an

additional source of information.

7.2.6 Hypothesis 4.4: Advantage of Population-Based Search

The performance curves in Appendix E show that, in many cases, the average size of solutions
in the population did decrease with generations. In particular, a size decrease was observed

for all of the synthetic problems. The most poignant example of an exponential decrease was

for the vehicle problem, which displayed a very rapid drop in average pre-processor size. In
several of the cases for which an initial size decrease was observed, the size later increased.

The two explanations for this are over-fitting and bloating. In most cases where the average

pre-processor size increased, the training error continued to improve as well. Hence the cause

for the size increase was over-fitting rather than bloating.
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7.3 Conclusions about the Performance of EPrep

t87

Additional conclusions can be made about the performance of the evolutionary pre-processor

algorithm itself. The rational-allocation-of-trials algorithm worked well at decreasing the
average number of samples processed per individual. This is a promising addition to the
standard genetic or evolutionary algorithm. The use of many genetic operators successfully

maintained diversity for the duration of each run. The self-adaptive operator probabilities,
however, did not adapt with any pattern, and the mechanism seemed to be of little use. The
introns tended to trickle away rather than building up in number to protect co-adapted sets

of features. A similar lack of improvement through the use of inversion has been reported
in (Goldberg, 1989, pp. 166-170). The average improvement in classification rate brought
about by local optimisation was so slight as to not be worth the enormous increase in
computation time required.

The bloating phenomenon did not often occur: in those instances where the average size

of individuals in the population increased with generations, the fitness was also changing.

This indicates that the individuals were increasing in size due to over-fitting rather than
bloating. The absence of bloating v/as expected for several reasons:

¡ Those offspring having the same fitness as their parent but containing more nodes

were given a lower rank in the population due to a preference towards parsimony
during sorting.

¡ According to Occam's principle, more parsimonious solutions should generalise better.
Since the time-varying fitness function resulted in a fitness criterion of generalisation,

there was an intrinsic bias towards smaller pre-processors.

o Sub-tree crossover was not used. Therefore trees could only increase in size by applica-

tion of the grow mutation operator. This operator was not applied frequently enough
to cause a radical growth in average feature size.

EPrep tended to generate more features as generations progressed, but nevertheless most

of the best evolved pre-processors reduced the dimensionality of the data from input to out-
put. The generalisation performance of the evolved features used with the simple classifiers
r¡/as generally very good, and the run with the minimum validation set error was usually
the run with the minimum test set error. However, the pre-processors themselves varied

significantly from run to run. It was sometimes difficult to choose acceptable parameters for
EPrep, as was the case for the yeast problem.

If one of the simple classifiers used by EPrep was already achieving an error rate close to
the Bayes limit for the problem, there was little scope for improvement and EPrep reverted to
feature selection. Such was the case for the vehicle data set. From the confusion matrices

of the best solutions generated by EPrep, it could be seen that intuitively similar classes

were often confused. For problems with disproportionate class representations in the data
set, EPrep tended to favour the more frequent classes in its decisions. This problem can be

controlled through the use of cost matrices.

7.4 Conclusions about the Research Topic

In Chapter 1, the following question was stated to summarise the topic of this thesis:

How effectiue is a general'ised pre-processor at ertracti,ng features from real data

when compared wi,th eristing automatic feature ertract'ion methods?

The answer revealed by ihe examinations of this thesis depends on the criterion employed.
In terms of classification accuracy, the GPP approach was effective in that it was able to
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improve the performance of simple classifi.ers. For the real-world data sets, however, the GPP
approach did not result in significantly better classification rates than the MLP. In terms of
utility for knowledge discovery, the GPP method resulted in more informative features than
the MLP. The GPP approach had advantages over decision trees due to its versatility in
combining different functions. Nevertheless, the decision trees were generally more reliable.
In terms of computational complexity, the search for the best GPP was relatively expensive,

but the resulting classification systems were relatively economical, both in computational
resources and in the number of input measurements required.

Whatever the criterion used to assess the performance of the GPP search method, the
effectiveness of the algorithm broke down when the dimensionality of the data was large.

7.5 Implications for Theory

The findings of this thesis have implications for feature extraction in general. The fixed
structure and limited but smooth constituent functions used in the multi-layer perceptron
are sufficient to extract features from the real-world data sets examined. Nevertheless, the
fact that the combination of different non-linear functions can achieve better results for
some synthetic problems suggests that the generalised pre-processor methodology would be

advantageous in certain real scenarios. By removing constraints on the structure and content

of a feature extractor, the system can be realised more economically. When problems are

scaled up, this economy may mean the difference between a feasible and an infeasible real-

time system.
The experimental procedures and findings have general implications for the field of su-

pervised learning. The use of multiple permutations of each data set has shown the danger

of drawing conclusions from a single permutation of the data. In comparing different classifi-

cation techniques, relatively few of the differences in error rate were statistically significant.
The interpretation of the models obtained by the classification methods also varied with per-
mutation of the data. Atl of these findings indicate that machine learning algorithms cannot

be compared prima facie, and that their use for knowledge discovery must be performed
with great care. Amidst the recent excitement about knowledge discovery in databases for
practical applications, such caution is scarce. It is recommended that several different meth-
ods be used for knowledge discovery, and their results cross-referenced. The evolutionary
pre-processor is one such method that can be used in conjunction with other techniques.

The implications for the No Free Lunch theorem are that some general algorithms are

more tuned to the problems people are interested in than others. For instance, the MLP
ranked near the top the most often, and some of the simpler methods such as the GLIM
performed quite badly across the problem set. The main result of the NFL theorem, that
all algorithms perform equally on average, was vindicated in that no algorithm was the best

for all problems examined.
There were important findings for the field of genetic programming. The rational-

allocation-of-trials algorithm was quite effective at reducing the number of fitness evalua-

tions, and should find more widespread use amongst the GP community. The method used

for self-adaptation of operator probabilities, however, was not effective and needs improve-
ment. The use of the simplex method and hill-climbing for local optimisation did not seem

to be worth the overhead on average. It is difficult to assess the value of optimisation overall,

however, because it may have brought about large improvements for a few key individuals
and thus improved the quality of the final solutions. The fact that the co-operation of high-
level introns and the inversion operator did not work to protect co-adapted features from
destructive crossover may be an indication that there was no schema accumulation occurring.
This sustains the argument in (Angeline,1997b) that for many problems, crossover is a form
of macro-mutation.
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The final contribution of this thesis to scientific research as a whole is to question popular

assumptions. Sometimes gains can be made by framing a problem in a more general manner'

7.6 Implications for Further Research

The two most severe limitations of the EPrep algorithm are its computational complexity and

its sensitivity to the dimensionality of the input data. The most interesting avenue of further

research would be to extend EPrep to work with high-dimensional data such as images and

time-series. This could be achieved by adding loops and memory to the pre-processors so

that a relatively small pre-processor could be iteratively applied to the data. Similar work

has already been conducted by (Koza, 1994b) and (Teller and Veloso, 1996). The increase

in data size would bring about a significant increase in computation time, which would have

to be somehow circumvented. Methods would also have to be developed to cope with sparse

sampling of the very-high dimensional data.
Further research is required into mechanisms for self-adaptation of parameters in ge-

netic programming. Cross-fertilisation with methods for partial credit assignment from the

artificial intelligence community may produce effective algorithms for adapting operator

probabilities. To reduce the computational overhead of local optimisation, algorithms could

be developed to apply different amounts of computational resources to different inrlividuals.

For instance, individuals whose ancestors have been optimised and that are similar to those

ancestors may receive relatively few optimisation trials in future, under the assumption that
they are already relatively well optimised.

The field of knowledge discovery is now becoming important, but the main drawback of
EPrep for this use is the high variability in the results. Future research could endeavour to
constrain the solution representation so as to produce more consistent results from run to
run. Methods could be developed to remove superfluous expressions from the features. The

performance of EPrep could also be improved by investigating what set of complementary

constituent functions is the most appropriate for a broad range of problems.

-a



Appendix A

Instructions for LJse of CD-Rom

Due to the enormous amount of data produced by EPrep, a CD-rom disk has been attached
to the back of this thesis. The CD-rom can be used with a Unix workstation, or with a PC
under Windows 95 or Windows NT. The CD-rom contains the following directories:

resultsz HTML reports, data and figures generated by EPrep in the experiments of Chap-

ter 6.

dataz data files and types files used with EPrep in the experiments of Chapter 6

parameters: parameter files used with EPrep in the experiments of Chapter 6.

eprepi executable fiIes of EPrep and associated utilities, for use with DEC and Sun com-
puters. Note that the EPrep GUI is not included.

The item of most interest to the reader is the collection of reports output by EPrep.
These reports can be viewed with a web browser such as Netscape or Microsoft Internet
Explorer through the top-level HTML page:

cd-romf index.html

where cd-rom is the path of your CD-rom drive. Simply insert the CD-rom disk into the
drive, and select the top-level HTML file through the internet browser.
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Implementation Details of EPrep

This appendix contains some of the history and details of the evolutionary pre-processor

software implementation, and motivates the major design choices.

8.1 Development History

The EPrep algorithm and software described in this thesis are the latest version, EPrep 3.0.

The previous version of EPrep were significantly different: due to poor maintainability of the

software and algorithmic shortcomings, the software was entirely re-written from scratch.

Before version 3.0, the implementation of EPrep was a mixture of three software compo-

nents: proprietary code, the XView Graphical-User Interface (GUI) library (Microsystems,

1991), and Matthew's GALib genetic algorithm library (Wall, 1996). The software was writ-
ten in C and C++ for Unix and Linux workstations. Over 21,000 lines of code (LOC) were

written for version 2.5 of. the software (this does not include the GALib or XView libraries).

Version 3.0 of EPrep was written in C+* (31,000 LOC) with a Java GUI (6,700 LOC) for
a Unix workstation.

Although the total abandonment of the previous implementation of EPrep may seem like

time wasted, many invaluable lessons were learned about the implementation and algorithmic
details, which resulted in a final algorithm of higher quality.

8.2 Design Choices

Some of the global design choices involved with design of the latest version of the software

are discussed here. These choices were motivated by the following difficulties encountered

with previous versions.

8.2.1 Maintainabitity

Although GALib is a reusable object-oriented library, it was not flexible enough to neatly

accommodate the structures and algorithms of EPrep. The GUI library XView, like many

GUI libraries, was very messy to integrate with proprietary code. Consequently the previous

version of EPrep was expensive to maintain as a piece of software. The complicated modifi-
cations to be made for the next version would have been extremely difficult to implement by

modifying the existing GALib, and would have required the re-writing of many components.

As an alternative to the band-aid approach, the GP kernel was re-written resulting

in Jamie's Genetic Program (JGP), a generally re-usable C++ object-oriented strongly-
typed genetic programming library. JGP was designed specifically to accommodate the
modifications to GP that were required by EPrep 3.0.
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8.2.2 Portability
The XView library only worked under Solaris and Linux operating systems, so the GUI
could not be used on other platforms. This restricted future availability to any parties

interested in the use of EPrep. A version of the software without the GUI is available, and

can be configured through text files, so one may wonder if a GUI is necessary to perform the

experiments at all. The user interface is useful for two reasons:

o the user can see the results plotted versus generation as they occur, and examine the

contents of the population at arbitrary generations. This is useful for understanding
how the algorithm operates, and for heuristic selection of learning parameters.

¡ if an external party wished to use the software, the GUI is invaluable for user-friendliness

and their understanding of the algorithm.

The solution to the problem of GUI portability has two parts. The first is to implement an

interface class to communicate between the GUI and EPrep, as shown in Figure 8.1. This has

the attractive quality that the GUI can be replaced by a command-line interpreter or a data

file. The second part is to use a platform-independent GUI library, such as Java (Flanagan,

1997) or V (Wampler, 1998). This cuts down on programming if multiple platforms need

to be supported, but technically the GUI could be re-written using any GUI library for the
platform in mind.

Figure El.1: The Large-Scale Architecture of EPrep, showing the interface class.

It was preferable to implement the interface class regardless of the choice of GUI library,
because this insulatesl the GUI writer tïom the details of the EPrep software.

The Java Development Kit version 1.1 (Microsystems, 1998) was chosen to implement the

GUI due to its continued support, alleged platform independence, and easy use of call-back

functions and threads. The resulting combination of C** and Java code required the use

rlnsulation is the practice of making implementation details programmatically inaccessible to the library
user (Lakos, 1996).

Interpreter Input
Data File

Output
Data File

Graphical User
Interface

EPrep Interface

JGP
EPrep
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of nat'iue methods, which are Java methods written in C (Stearns, 1997). To date there have

been problems with using native methods on DEC machines, and the necessary modifications

have not been made to the C++ code to enable use on a PC, so the GUI version of EPrep

currently works on Sun workstations only.

8.2.3 Speed

The issue of speed is very important, since the EPrep algorithm does not scale well with
problem size and some simulations using the previous version have taken weeks to compute.

While the objective function is the dominating time factor in most evolutionary algorithms,

the evaluation of a tree expression can also be extremely time consuming: the number of
nodes in a tree is exponential in the depth, and can become quite large. The previous im-

plementation stored trees as records connected with pointers, which is not the most efficient

implementation for evaluating individuals. There were many inefficiencies in GALib as well,

since generality and reusability generally incurs a run-time overhead in pointer dereferencing

and virtual table look-ups.
A comparison of several GP implementations in C++ by (Keith and Martin, 1994)

revealed that a linear prefix and jump table approach is overall the most efficient implemen-

tation. This approach stores the expression trees in prefix notation in a linear array. Each

array element contains an index into a jnmp table where the node information is stored.

Execution of an individual proceeds by initialising a program counter at the start of the

array, and iterating a lookup-evaluate cycle until no more arguments are expected. Only
two bytes are required per node. Although the tree of pointers method is the fastest method

in terms of number of instructions required for evaluation, it has a much larger memory

overhead which, in the long run, can slow the system down due to disk swapping and restrict
the largest possible population size.



Appendix C

Description of Data Sets

This Appendix contains a description of each of the 15 public-domain data sets used in the

experiments of Chapter 6. Each data set has a sub-section with a brief description of the

classification problem, and a table containing the details of the data set. The fields of the

tables are:

dimensions: number of input attributes from which to predict the class label.

classes: number of distinct classes.

samples: number of examples in the database.

preparation: steps carried out on the data to prepare it for use with EPrep.

partition: number of samples in the training, validation and test sets; n¿" - huat - Ttrtst.

source: whence the data came. All data sets used (except for cmc) come from the following

repositories:

cmu CMU Neural Network Benchmark Database (White and

Fahlman, 1993)

delve Data for Evaluating Learning in Valid Experiments (Rasmussen

et a1.,7996)
elena Enhanced Learning for Evolutive Neural Architecture (Aviles-

Crtz et a/., 1995)

statlib Statlib: a system for distributing statistical software, datasets,

and information by electronic mail, FTP and WWW (Meyer,

1ee6)

statlog Project Statlog (ESPRIT, 1995)

uci UCI Repository of Machine Learning (Merz and Murphy, 1996)

default error: the percentage of misclassifications made on the whole data set by always

guessing the most frequent class.

input attributes: the name, type and range of values for each input attribute from the

database. Possible types are real, enum(erated) and bool(ean). Note that some at-

tributes are discrete but are still considered to be real-valued rather than enumerated

because the ordering over the values makes sense; eg.' number of children, age. Some

enumerated values only have two possible values and could be considered boolean: this
is an arbitrary choice.

missing values: describes how missing values were handled by the original collectors of the

data.
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class distribution: the name of each class, along with the number and proportion of sam-

ples from the database belonging to that class.

C.1 abalone

Predicting the age of abalone from physical measurements. The age of abalone is determined
by cutting the shell through the cone, staining it, and counting the number of rings through
a microscope - a boring and time-consuming task. Other measurements, which are easier

to obtain, are used to predict the age. Further information, such as weather patterns and

location (hence food availability) may be required to solve the problem.
From the original data, examples with missing values were removed (the majority having

the predicted value missing), and the ranges of the continuous values have been scaled by
dividing by 200.

The details of the abalone data set are shown in Table C.1. Note that some of the
classes contain only one or two samples.
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Table C.1: Details of the abalone data set.

196

dimensions 8

classes 29

samples 4r77
preparation For attribute 1, replaced M with 1, F with 2, and I with 3. Subtracted 1 from

class labels.
partition 2088-1044-1045

source UCI
default error 83.51%

input
attributes

attr I

1 male, female, infant
2 0.075,...,0.815
3 0.055,...,0.650
4 0.000,. . , ,1.130
5 0.002, ... ,2.826
6 0.001,...,1.488
7 0.001,...,0.760
8 hell weight real 0.002,. . . ,1.005

mrssrng
values

none

class
distribution

sam

0
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C.2 australian credit

Classify credit card applications as successful or unsuccessful. All attribute names and values

have been changed to meaningless symbols to protect confidentiality of the data. This dataset

is interesting because there is a good mix of attributes continuous, nominal with small
numbers of values, and nominal with larger numbers of values. There were originally a few

missing values, but these have all been replaced by the overall median.

A stepwise regression procedure strongly suggests that only attributes ,{5, 48, 49, 413
and 414 are relevant. Improved results are often obtained if only these five attributes are

used.

Table C.2: Details of the australian data set.

dimensions 1.4

classes 2

samples 690

preparation none
partition 345-t72-r73
source statlog
default error 44.5%

input
attributes

descriptions are confidential

attr
a,

p
w

v,nto 12

S,ItP

name type
A1 enum
A2 real
A3 real U

L4 enum
fi,d,i,A5 enum

Att enum ft,dd,
,c',l real
A8 boolean true
A9 boolean
410 real
All boolean

^12
enum

413 real
414 real

mrssrng
values

37 cases 5%) of the original data had one or more missing values. The missing

values from particular attributes were: A1 
^2 

4 A5 A6 A7 Ã14
r2r2669913

These were replaced by the mode of the attribute (categorical) mean of the
attribute (continuous).

class

distribution

class proportion(%)

successful 44.5

unsuccessful 55.5

total 100.00
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C.3 balance

This data set was generated to model psychological experimental results. Each example is

classified as having the balance scale tip to the right, tip to the left, or be balanced. The

attributes are the left weight, the left distance, the right weight, and the right distance. The

correct way to find the class is the greater of (left-distance x left-weight) and (right-distance

x right-weight). If they are equal, it is balanced.

Table C.3: Details of the balance data set

dimensions 4

classes 3

samples 625
preparation moved class labels to last column, replaced letters: L with 0, B with 1, R wirh

2

partition 3t2-156-t57
sollrce UCI
default error 53.92%

input
attributes

attr
1 1 )

, 3, 4, 5

2 1 , 3, 4, 5

3 1
.')
A7 3, 4, 5

4 Right-Distance real 1 3, 4, 5

mrssrng
values

none

class
distribution

class proportion (%)

left 46.08

balanced 7.84

right 46.08

total 625 100.00
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C.4 concentric

A synthetic data set consisting of 2-dimensional points distributed in a circle of radius 0.3

centred on (0.5, 0.5) (class 0), and in an immediately-surrounding concentric annulus with
external radius 0.5 (class 1). The data are plotted in Figure C.1, from (Aviles-Cruz et aI.,

1ee5).

Figure C.1: Plot of concentric data set

Table C.4: Details of the concentric data set

dimensions 2

classes 2

samples 2500

preparation nothing
partition 7250-625-625
source elena
default error 36.84%

input
attributes

attr range

1 0,...,1
2 Y real 0,...,1

x real

mrssrng
values

none

class

distribution

class proportion(%)

circle 36.84

anmrhrs 63.16

total 2500 100.00
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C.5 contraceptive method choice (cmc)

This dataset is a subset of the 1987 National Indonesia Contraceptive Prevalence Survey.

The samples are married women who were either not pregnant or do not know if they were

at the time of interview. The problem is to predict the current contraceptive method choice

(no use, long-term methods, or short-term methods) of a woman based on her demographic

and socio-economic characteristics.

Table C.5: Details of the cmc data set

dimensions I
classes 3

samples r473
preparation Subtracted 1 from class labels.

partition 736-368-369

source Wei-Yin Loh, http www.stat.wisc.edu html
default error 57.30%

input
attributes

attr range

1 76, ' " r49
2 Ir213,4
3 I,2,3, 4

4 0,"',16
5 non-islam, islam

6 yes, no

7 Ir213,4
8 71 2,3, 4

I Media exposure boolean good, not good

mrssrng
values

none

class
distribution

class proportion(%)

No-use 42.70

Long-term 22.61

Short-term 34.69

total 7473 100.00
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C.6 diabetes

The task is to determine whether the patient shows signs of diabetes according to World
Health Organization criteria (ie: if. the 2 hour post-load plasma glucose was at least 200

mg/dl at any survey examination, or if found during routine medical care). The population
under study is the tribe of Pima Indians, living near Phoenix, Arizona, USA.

Table C.6: Details of the diabetes data set

C.7 german credit

Credit card approval problem from a German bank. Classify applicants as successful or

unsuccessful.

dimensions 8

classes 2

samples 768

preparation removed commas
partition 384-r92-r92
source UCI
default error 35%

input
attributes

attr range

1 0-t7
2 0-199

3 0-1.22

4 0-99

5 0-846

6 0. . .67.1

F7
I 0.078 . . .2.42

B Ag" real 2t-87

mrssrng
values

Although there are no missing values in this data set according to its docu-

mentation, there are several senseless 0 values. These most probably indicate
missing data. Nevertheless, we handle this data as if it was teal, thereby in-
troducing some errors (or noise, if you want) into the data set

class
clistribution

class proportion (%)

no diabetes 65

diabetes 35

total 768 100.00
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Table C.7: Details of the german data set

202

dimensions 20

classes 2

samples 1000

preparation Replaced AxXX with XX; subtracted 1 from class labels

partition 500-250-250

source statlog
default error 30%

input
attributes

1

41,2
413 > 200 DM salary assignments for at leâst 1

,A.31 : all credits at this bank paid back duly
432 : existing credits paid back duly till now
433 ; delay in paying off in the past
434 : critical account, other credits existing (not at

A4t
car
car

4

442 : furniture/equipment
443: rÀdio/television
444 : domestic appliances
445: repairs
446: education
,A.47 : (vacation - does not exist?)
448 ; retraining
A'49: business

6
< 500 DM
< 1000 DM

> looo DM
no accouot

7
I year
. < 4 years
< 7 years

492 : female : divorced/separated/married
493: male: single
494 : male : nrarried/widowed

I

: DOne
10 A1O2: co-applicant

A.103

72

Al22 : 1f not 4121 : building society savings agree-
ment/ life insurance
Ar23 : ifnot Al2l/^122: car or other, not in attribute
6
4124: unknown no

t4 4142: stores

15 4152: own

t7
4172 : unskilled- resident
,A.173: skilled employee / official
4174 : management/ self-eoployed/ highly qualified
em ofEcer

19
: none

20 eDum yesforeign worker
A2O2 : tto

mrssrng
values

none

class
distribution
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C.8 monks

The three monks problems were the basis of an international comparison of learning algo-

rithms. The results of this comparison are summarised in (Thrun et al., 7991). The artificial
input domain, which is the same for all three problems, consists of six nominal attributes of
robots. The concepts to be learned for each problem are:

monksl-: head-shape : body-shape or jacket-colour : red

monks2: The second monk's problem is to determine whether exactly two of a robot's six

attributes have their first value. There is no noise added.

monksS: (jacket-colour - green and holding: sword) or fiacket-colour !: blue and body-shape

!: octagon).
5% class noise is added to the training set (6 misclassifications).

Rather than using three permutations of one problem, one permutation of each of the three
problems is examined. Since there is no noise added to the test set for any of ihe problems,

100% accuracy is attainable in each case.

Table C.B: Details of the monks data sets.

dimensions 6

classes 2

samples The test sample is the same for all three problems, consisting of all 432 possible examples.

The training sample is different for each of the three data sets, being drawn randomly from
the test set. The sample sizes are

Nt, Nuot

rnonks2
rnonksS

169
t22

113
81

56
4L

preparation Removed sample indices, moved class label from start to end of measurement vector

partition

Problem N¿. Nu., l[r"¿
rnonksl 82
rnonks2 113
tnonksS 81

42
56
4l

432
432
432

source UCI
<lefault error 60Vo for monksl,, 32.87% for rnonks2, and 47.227o for rnonksS

input attributes

attr name
enum
enum

IS

enum
enum

missing values none

class
distribution

different for each class
Problem Class 0 Class 1

rnonksl
rnonks2
monksB

2t6
290
204

216
142
228
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C.9 satimage

Satellite image classification problem. One frame of Landsat multi-spectral imagery consists

of four digital images of the same scene in different spectral bands. Two of these are in the
visible region (corresponding approximately to green and red regions of the visible spectrum)
and two are in the (near) infra-red. Each pixel is an 8-bit binary word, with 0 corresponding
to black and 255 to white. The spatial resolution of a pixel is about BOm x 80m. Each image

contains 2340 x 3380 such pixels. The data is given in random order and certain lines of
data have been removed so you cannot reconstruct the original image from this dataset.

Table C.9: Details of the satimage data set

dimensions 36

classes 6

samples 6435

preparation transformed class labels from {1, 2,3,4,5,7} to {0,. . . ,5}
partition 3217-1608-1610

source ELENA
default error 76.t8%
input
attributes

The present database is a (tiny) sub-area of a scene, consisting of 82 x 100

pixels. Each line of data corresponds to a 3 x 3 square neighbourhood of pixels

completely contained within the 82 x 100 sub-area. Each line contains the pixel
values in the four spectral bands (converted to ASCII) of each of the 9 pixels in
the 3 x 3 neighbourhood and a number indicating the classification label of the
central pixel. The aim is to predict this classification, given the multi-spectral
values. The attributes are numerical, in the range 0 to 255 (8 bits).
In each line of data the four spectral values for the top-left pixel are given first
followed by the four spectral values for the top-middle pixel and then those for
the top-right pixel, and so on with the pixels read out in sequence left-to-right
and top-to-bottom. Thus, the four spectral values for the central pixel are

given by attributes 17, 18, 19 and 20

mrssrng
values

none

class
distribution

class proportion(%)

red soil 23.82

cotton crop 10.92

grey soil 2I.TO

damp grey soil 9.73

soil with vegetation stubble 10.99

very damp grey soil 23.43

total 6435 100.00
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C.10 segment

Natural image segmentation problem. The instances were drawn randomly from a database

of 7 outdoor images. The images were hand-segmented to create a classification for every

pixel. Each instance is a 3 x 3 region.

Table C.10: Details of the segment data set

dimensions 11 (originally 19)

classes 7

samples 2310

preparation the constant and linearly-dependent attributes (3 and 10-16) were removed.

partition rr55-577-578
sollrce statlog
default error 85.77%
input
attributes

the inputs are various statistical features of the 3 x 3 region. Eight attributes
(3 and 10-16) are linear combinations of the data or are constant.

attr range

1 1 254

2 1 257

3 0 0.3

4 0.2

5 0...29.2
6 0. . .991.7

I 0 . . .44.7
8 0...1386.3
I 0...150.9
10 0 10
11 hue-mean real -3 .0442 2.9

typename

region-centroid-col real
realregion-centroid-row

short-line-density-5 real
realshort-line-density-2

vedge-mean real
realvegde-sd

hedge-mean real
realhedge-sd

value-mean real
realsaturation-mean

mrssìng
values

none

class
distribution

class proportion

brick face 14.29

sky t4.29
14.29

cement 74.29

window 1.4.29

path 74.29

grass 14.29

total 2310 
|

100.00
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C.11 smoking

206

Data from a Survey on Attitudes Toward Smoking Legislation, analysed and described

in (BuII, 1994). The task is to predict each subject's attitude toward restrictions on smoking

in the work-place (prohibited, restricted or unrestricted) based on bylaw-related, smoking-

related and sociodemographic attributes.
In a comparison of 33 classification methods on this data set (Lim eú aI., LggT), no method

was able to reduce the error rate below the default rate, indicating that there is no structure
in the data to be learnt.

Table C.11: Details of the srnoking data set

dimensions I
classes 3

samples 2855

preparation removed example labels, moved class label to end of line, collapsed redun-

dant encoding into one variable for work place and smoking status variables

(removed 4 variables)
partition 1427-7r3-775

source statlib
default error 30.47%

input
attributes

a name

survey to enum Pf€t
Iaw

wor enum , not-ou
enum metro ,cl
enum never

quit-6-to-12:nonths,

-6-rnonths, current-smoker

sex enum
rn years -

enum
high-or-trade-school, college-or-uni,
uni-degree

mìssrng
values

none

class

distribution

class proportion(%)

prohibited 5.29

restricted 25.18

unrestricted 69.53

total 2855 100.00
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C.L2 spirals

The task is to learn to discriminate between two sets of points which lie on two distinct
spirals in the x-y plane. These spirals coil three times around the origin and around one

another. This appears to be a very difficult task for many learning techniques. The training
and validation data come from different regions of the spiral arms, while the test set contains

points evenly distributed along the lengths of the spirals. The test set is plotted in Figure C.2.

-6 -?

Figure C.2: Plot of the two interleaved spirals data set

Table C.12: Details of the spirals data set.

dimensions 2

classes 2

samples 770

preparation

Used c program to data:
two-spirals-gen 4 6.5 > spirals.dat

Divided the training data into the training and validation sets. Removed com-

mas, replacedtt ) -" with 0 and ":) *" with 1

partition t94-97-479
source CMU
default error 48.23%

input
attributes

attr name
x
v

mrssrng
values

none

class
distribution

class
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C.13 titanic
The titanic dataset gives the values of three categorical attributes for each of the 2201 people

on board the Titanic when it struck an iceberg and sank. The attributes are social class

(first class, second class, third class, crew member), age (adult or child), and sex. The task

is to predict whether or not the person survived.
The question of interest for this natural data set is how survival relates to the other

attributes. There is obviously no practical need to predict survival, so the real interest

is in interpretation, but success at prediction would appear to be closely related to the

discovery of interesting features of the relationship. Note that there are only sixteen possible

combinations of input attributes for this prediction task, so the interesting behaviour will be

that with small training sets.

Table C.13: Details of the titanic data set

a

dimensions 3

classes 2

samples 2201

preparation replaced class-type lst, 2nd, 3rd, crew with 0, l, 2, 3 Replaced adult, child

with 0, 1. Replaced male, female with 0, 1. Replaced survived? no, yes with
0, 1

partition 1100-550-551

source delve
default error 32.30%

input
attributes

attr range

1 1st, 2nd,3rd, crew

2 child, adult
3 female, male

missing
values

none

class

distribution

class proportion(%)

died 67.70

survived 32.30

total 2201 100.00
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C.L4 vehicle

Vehicle silhouette dataset. The purpose is to classify a given silhouette as one of four types

of vehicle, using a set of features extracted from the silhouette. The vehicle may be viewed

from one of many different angles.

The features were extracted from the silhouettes by the HIPS (Hierarchical Image Pro-

cessing System) extension BINATTS, which extracts a combination of scale independent

features utilising both classical moments based measures such as scaled variance, skewness

and kurtosis about the major/minor axes and heuristic measures such as hollows, circularit¡
rectangularity and compactness. Four "Corgie" model vehicles were used for the experiment:

a double decker bus, Cheverolet van, Saab 9000 and an Opel Manta 400. This particular

combination of vehicles was chosen with the expectation that the bus, van and either one

of the cars would be readily distinguishable, but it would be more difficult to distinguish
between the cars.

Table C.14: Details of the vehicle data set

dimensions 18

classes 4

samples 846

preparation subtracted 1 from class labels

partition 423-2rr-212
source statlog
default error 76.48%

input
attributes

name

r
max.

.AXIS

max

varlance

â
a

ou
ou

mrssrnS
values

none

class

distribution

class

van
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C.15 yeast

Predict the localisation site of a protein.

Table C.15: Details of the yeast data set

2r0

dimensions 8

classes 10

samples t484
preparation removed first attribute (label). Replaced mnemonic class labels with numeric

starting at 0:

0123456789
CYT NUC MIT ME3 ME2 ME1 EXC VAC POX ERL

partition 742-37r-377
source UCI
default error 68.80%

input
attributes

name r
mcg: sequence 1

1.0000
gv von ne sequence

1.0000
spannrng reglon

am 1.0000
amlno

content of the N-terminal region (20 residues long) of 1.0000

mitochondrial and non-mitochondrial
SU act as I

a signal for retention in the endoplasmic reticulum lu- 1.0000

men B attribute.
pox: ln

0.8300
vac
content of vacuolar and extracellular 0.7300
nuc
tion signals of nuclear and non-nuclear proteins. 1.0000

mrssrng
values

none

class

distribution

sam

or

ml
no



Appendix D

EPrep Parameters

This Appendix contains the parameter files used by EPrep for the experiments of Chapter 6.

The parameter files are listed here for repeatability of the experiments. If these parameters

are used with the same random seed chosen by EPrep at the time of execution, identical

results will be obtained. The random seed used for each problem can be found in the HTML
reports included on the CD-rom; see Appendix A.

The parameters were essentially the same for all permutations of a given data set. There-

fore only the parameter file for the first permutation is included here. As an exception,

different parameters were used for each of the three monks problems, and so they are listed

separately. For guidelines on the selection of parameters for EPrep, refer to Section 5.11.

2TI
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D.1 abalone
/ / nPrep Parameter File Mon Ìtay 11 21:43:06 1998

212

dat a = /home /users / j sherrah/EPt ep3 / d'at' a / abalone- 1 . dat
classífier = MDTM

classifier = PPD

classifier = l,ll
tournament-size = 2

rat-de1ta = 0.02
rat-n-init = 750
rat-n-inc = 40
n-sort = 10

n-runs = 10

pop-size = 400
n-gens = 30

rand-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 70

seed-init-pop = True
optinise-pop = True
opt-max-iter = 7

opt-convergence-va1 = 0.01
gl-thresh = 15

tp-thresh = 0.001
tr-strip-Ien = 10

feature-corr = True
results-to-log = ¡11
results-log-freq = 1

max-init-depth = 9

max-run-depth = 9

use-h-l-introns = True
prob-inversion = 1

operator = High-Level Crossover
operator = Grow Mutation
operator = 0ne-Node Mutation
operator = All-Nodes Mutation
opelator = 0ne-Symbol Mutation
operator = Swap Mutation
operator = Truncate Mutation
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
terminal = Random Ephemeral Constant
function = Add

function = Subtract
function = Multiply
function = Divide
function = Equal To

function = Less Than
function = If-Then-Else
function = And

function = 0r
function = Not

(tr=2088 va=1044)
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D.2 australian credit
// EYrep Pa¡ameter File Tue May 12 t2"44:56 1998

dat a = /home /users / j sherrah/EPr ep3 / dat a/ aust¡al i an- 1' dat
classifier = MDTM

classifier = PPD

tournament-si.ze = 2

rat-delta = O.O2

rat-n-init = 120
rat-n-inc = 8

n-sort = 22

n-runs = 10

pop-size = 500
n-gens = 50

rand-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 26

seed-init-pop = True
optimise-pop = True
oDt max iter = 15

opt-convergence-va1 = 0.01
gl-thresh = 20

tp-thresh = 0.01
tr-strip-len = 10

feature-corr = True
results-to-Iog = ¡11
results-log-freq = 1

max-init-depth = 8

max-run-depth = I
use-h-1-introns = T¡ue
prob-inversion = 1

operator = High-Level C¡ossover
operator = Gro!¡ Mutation
operator = One-Node Mutation
operator = All-Nodes Mutation
operator = One-Symbol Mutation
operator = Swap Mutation
operator = Truncate Mutation
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutatj.on
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
terminal = Random Ephemeral Constant
terminal = Zero
terminal = One

terminal = Tl¡o

terminal = Three
functíon = Add

function = Subtract
function = Multiply
function = Divide
function = Abs

function = Log
function = Equal To

function = Less Than

function = If-Then-Else
function = And

function = 0r
function = Not

2t3

(tr=345 va=L72)
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D.3 balance
/ / EYrep Para¡reter File Tue I'fay 12 It:11:38 1998

214

data = /home/cssip/j sherrah/EPrep3,/data/balance-1. dat
classifier = MDTI'I

classifier = PPD

tournament-size = 2

rat-delta = 0.O2
rat-n-init = 90

rat-n-inc = 6

n-sort = 18

n-runs = 10

pop-size = 400
n-gens = 40
rand-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 7
seed-init-pop = True
optimise-pop = True
oDt max iter = 15

opt-convergence-val = 0.001
gI-thresh = 35

tp-thresh = 0.001
tr-strip-len = I
feature-corr = True
results-to-Iog = ¡11
results-log-freq = 1

max-init-depth = 8

max-run-depth = I
use-h-1-introns = True
prob-inversion = 1

operator = High-Level Crossover
operator = Gror¡ Mutatíon
operator = One-Node Mutation
operator = All-Nodes I'futation
operator = One-Symbol Mutation
operator = Swap Mutation
operator = Truncate Mutation
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Featute Mutation
terminal = Random Ephemeral Constant
function = Add

function = Subtract
function = Multiply
function = Divide
function = Abs

function = Equal To

function = Less Than
function = If-Then-Else
function = And
function = 0r
function = Not

(tr=312 va=156)
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D.4 concentric
// tYrep Parameter File Mon May It L5:2L:39 1998

215

data = /home/css ip-a/ j sherrah / d'ata/ concentric-l . dat
classifier = MDTM

classifier = PPD

tournament-size = 18

rat-deIta = O.O2

rat-n-init = 800
¡at-n-inc = 20

n-sort = 10

n-runs = 10

pop-size = 600
n-gens = 50

rand-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 100

seed-init-pop = True
optimise-pop = True
opt-max-iter = 10

opt-convergence-val = 0.005
gl-thresh = 100

tp-thresh = 0.01
tr-strip-len = 2Q

feature-corr = True
results-to-log = ¡11
results-log-freq = 1

max-init-depth = 15

max run depth = 17

use-h-1-introns = True
prob-inversion = 0

operator = High-Level Crossover
operator = Gro!¡ Mutation
operator = 0ne-Node ùlutation
operator = AII-Nodes Mutation
operator = 0ne-Symbol Mutation
operator = Sllap Mutation
operator = Truncate Mutation
operator = Hoist Ìlutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
terminal = Bandom Ephemeral Constant
terminal = One

ter¡ninal = Tl¡o

function = Add

function = Subtract
function = Multiply
function = Divide

(tr=1250 va=625)
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D.5 contraceptive method choice (cmc)

// EPrep Parameter File Tue May L2 Ll:19:53 1998

data = /home/cssip/jsherrah/EPrep3/data/cmc-1. dat
classifier = MDTM

toìrrnanent-size = 3

rat-delta = 0.02
rat-n-init = 240
rat-n-inc = 12

n-sort = 33
n-runs = 10

pop-size = 500
n-gens = 50
rand-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 150

seed-init-pop = True
optimise-pop = True
opt-max-iter = 10

opt-convergence-val = 0.01
gI-thresh = 50

tp-thresh = 0.015
tr-strip-len = 10

feature-corr = True
results-to-log = ¡11
results-log-freq = 1

max-init-depth = 8

max-run-depth = I
use-h-1-introns = True
prob-inversion = 1

operator = High-LeveÌ Crossover
operator = Grow Mutation
operator = 0ne-Node Mutation
operator = All-Nodes Mutation
operator = One-Symbol Mutation
operator = Swap Mutation
operator = Truncate Mutation
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
terminal = Random Ephemeral Constant
terminal = Zeto
terminal = One

terminal = Two

terminal- = Three
function = Add

function = Subtract
function = MultiplI
function = Divide
function = Abs

function = Equal To

function = Less Than
function = If-Then-Else
function = And

function = 0r
function = Not

(tr=736 va=368)

2t6
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D.6 diabetes
/ / Eerep Parameter File I'lon May 11 14:36:06 1998

2t7

data = /home/cssip/jsherrah/EPrep3/data/diabetes-1. dat
classifier = MDTM

classifier = PPD

tourna¡nent-size = 2

rat-delta = 0.02
rat_n_init = 100
rat-n-inc = 6

n-sort = 28

n-runs = 10

pop-size = 500
n-gens = 40
rand-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 25

seed-init-pop = True
optimise-pop = True
oDt max iter = 15

opt-convergence-val = 0.01
gl-thresh = 50

tp-thresh = 0.015
tr-strip-Ien = 10

feature-corr = True
results-to-Iog = ¡11
results-Iog-freq = 5

max-init-depth = 7

max-run-depth = 7

use-h-I-introns = True
prob-inversion = 1.0
operator = High-Level Crossover
operator = Grow Mutation
operator = 0ne-Node Mutation
operator = All-Nodes Hutation
operator = 0ne-Symbo1 Mutation
operator = Swap Mutation
operator = Truncate Mutation
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
terminal = Bandom Ephemeral Constant
function = Add

function = Subtract
function = MuLtiplY
function = Divide
function = Abs

function = Log
function = Less Than
function = If-Then-E1se

(tr=384 va=192)
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D.7 german credit
// tYrep Parameter File Tue l,lay 12 13:45:49 1998

278

data = /home/cssip/jsherral/EPrep3/data/german-1' dat
classifier = MDTM

classifier = ML

tournament-size = 2

rat-delta = 0.02
rat-n-init = 250
rat-n-inc = 6

n-sort = 32

n-runs = 10

pop-size = 500
n-gens = 50

rand-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 50

seed-init-pop = True
optimise-pop = True
opt-max-iter = 10

opt-convergence-val = 0.01
gl-thresh = 30

tp-thresh = 0.01
tr-strip-len = 10

feature-corr = True
results-to-log = ¡11
results-log-freq = 5

max-init-depth = 8

max-run-depth = 13

use-h-1-introns = True
prob-inversion = 1

operator = High-Leve1 Crossover
operator = Grolt Mutatíon
operator = One-Node Mutation
operator = AII-Nodes Mutation
operator = 0ne-Symbo1 Mutation
operator = Swap Mutatíon
opelator = Truncate Mutatíon
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
terminal = Random Ephemeral Constant
function = Add

function = Subtract
function = Multiply
function = Divide
function = Equal To

function = Less Tha¡r

function = If-Then-Else
function = And

function = 0r
function = Not

(tr=500 va=250)
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D.8 monksl
/ / Eetep Parameter File Tue May 12 16:00:27 1998

219

data = /home/cssip/jsherrah/EPrep3/data/monks-1.dat
classifier = ML

classifier = MDTM

classifier = PPD

tournament-size = 2

rat-delta = 0.01
rat-n-init = 82

rat-n-inc = 0

n-sort = 0

n-runs = 10

pop-size = 400
n-gens = 30

rand-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 28

seed-init-pop = True
optimi.se-pop = True
opt-max-iter = 15

opt-convergence-val = 0'01
gl-thresh = 60

tp-thresh = 0.01
tr-strip-Ien = I
feature-corr = True
¡esults-to-log = ¡11
results-log-freq = 1

max-init-depth = 7

max-run-depth = 7

use-h-1-introns = True
prob-inversion = 1

operator = High-Level Crossover
operator = Grow Mutation
operator = One-Node Mutation
operator = All-Nodes Mutation
operator = 0ne-Symbol Mutation
operator = StraP Mutation
operator = Truncate Mutation
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
function = Equal To

functíon = If-Then-E1se
function = And

function = 0r
function = Not

(tr=82 va=42)
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D.9 monks2
/ / EP¡ep Parameter FiIe llon Mar 16 13:22:08 1998

220

dat a = /home/ cs s ipl j sherrah,/EPrep3,/dat a/monks -2 . dat
classifier = MDTM

classifier = PPD

classifier = ML

tournament-size = 7
rat-delta = 0.01
rat_n_init = 113
rat-n-inc = 1

n-sort = 0
n-runs = 10

pop-size = 500
n-gens = 30
ra¡d-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 10

seed-init-pop = True
optimise-pop = True
oDt max iter = 10

opt-convergence-val = 0.4
gl-thresh = 10

tp-thresh = 0.01
tr-strip-len = 8

feature-corr = True
results-to-log = ¡11
results-Iog-freq = 5

max-ínit-depth = 7

max-run-depth = 7

use-h-I-introns = True
prob-inversion = 0.5
operator = High-Level Crossover
operator = Grow Mutation
operator = 0ne-Node Mutation
opelator = Âll-Nodes Mutation
operator = 0ne-Symbol Mutation
operator = Hoist llutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
function = Equal To

function = If-Then-Else
function = And

function = 0r
function = Not

(tr=113 va=56)
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D.10 monksS
/ / Eerep Parameter File Tue May 12 t6:L2:4I 1998

22t

data = /home/cssip/j sherrah/EPrep3/data/monks-3 . dat
classifier = MDTM

classifier = PPD

tournament-size = 2

rat-delta = 0.01
rat-n-init = 81

rat-n-inc = 0

n-sort = 0
n-runs = 10

pop-size = 400
n-gens = 30

rand-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 20

seed-init-pop = True
optimise-pop = False
opt-max-iter = 15

opt-convergence-val = 0.01
gI-thresh = 70
tp-thresh = 0.01
tr-strip-len = 8

feature-corr = True
results-to-Iog = ¡11
results-Iog-freq = 1

max-init-depth = 7

max-run-depth = 7

use-h-1-introns = True
prob-inversion = 1

operator = High-Level Crossover
operator = Gro!¡ Mutation
operator = 0ne-Node Mutation
operator = AII-Nodes Mutation
operator = 0ne-Symbol Mutation
operator = Swap Mutation
operator = Truncate Mutation
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutatíon
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
function = Equal To

function = If-Then-Else
function = And

function = 0r
function = Not

(tr=81 va=41)
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D.11 satimage

222

// EPrep Parameter File Tue May L2 L2:07:39 1998

data = /hone/cssip/jsherral/EPrep3,/data/satimage-1.dat (tr=3217 va=1608)

classifier = MDTM

classifier = PPD

tournament-size = 2

rat-delta = 0.02
rat-n-init = 600
rat-n-inc = 60
n-sort = 84
n-runs = 10

pop-size = 500
n-gens = 50

rand-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 116

seed-init-pop = True
optimise-pop = True
oDt max iter = 10

opt-convergence-val = 0.001
gl-thresh = 100
tp-thresh = 0.001
tr-strip-Len = 10

feature-corr = True
results-to-log = ¡11
results-Iog-freq = 1

max-init-depth = 10

max-run-depth = 10

use-h-1-introns = True
prob-inversion = 1

operator = High-Leve1 Crossover
operator = Grow Mutation
operator = One-Node Mutation
operator = All-Nodes Mutation
operator = 0ne-Symbol Mutatíon
operator = Swap Mutation
operator = Truncate Mutation
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
terminal = Random Ephemeral Consta¡t
terminal = Zeto
terminal = One

terminal = Two

terminal = Three
function = Add

function = Subtract
function = Multíply
function = Divide
function = Abs

function = Log
function = Equal To

function = Less Than
function = If-Then-Else
function = And

function = 0r
function = Not
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D.lz segment
// EPrep Par^neter File Tue May 12 11:33:03 1998

dat a = /houre / c s s ipl j sherrah/EPrep3/dat a/ se gment - 1 . dat
classifier = ML

tournament-síze = 2

rat-delta = 0.02
rat-n-init = 420
rat-n-inc = 21

n-sort = 21

n-runs = 10

pop-size = 500
n-gens = 40
ra¡rd-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 8

seed-init-pop = True
optimise-pop = True
oDt max iter = 15

opt-convergence-val = 0.001
gl-thresh = 100

tp-thresh = 0.001
tr-strip-len = 10

feature-corr = True
results-to-log = ¡11
results-Iog-freq = 1

max-init-depth = 8

max-run-depth = 8

use-h-1-introns = True
prob-inversion = 1

operator = High-Leve1 Crossover
operator = Gros Mutation
operator = 0ne-Node Mutation
operator = A1l-Nodes Mutation
operatol = 0ne-Symbol Mutatj.on
operator = Swap Mutation
operator = Truncate Mutation
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Featute Mutation
terminal = Random Ephemeral Constant
terminal- = Zero
terminal = One

terminal = Two

terminal = Three
function = Add

function = Subtract
function = Multiply
function = Divide
function = Abs

function = Equal To

function = Less Than
function = If-Then-Else
function = And

function = 0r
function = Not

223

(tr=1155 va=577)
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D.13 smoking
// EPrep Parameter File Tue May 12 15:39:48 1998

data = /home/cssíp,/jsherrah/EPrep3/data/smoking-1. dat
classifier = MDTM

classifier = PPD

classifier = ML

tournanent-size = 2

rat-delta = O.02
rat-n-init = 450
rat-n-inc = 30

n-sort = 66
n-runs = 10

pop-size = 500
n-gens = 30
rand-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 35

seed-init-pop = True
optinise-pop = True
opt-max-iter = 15

opt-convergence-val = 0.01
gl-thresh = 100
tp-thresh = 0.001
tr-strip-Ien = 10

feature-corr = True
results-to-Iog = ¡11
results-log-freq = 5

max-init-depth = 8

max-run-depth = 8

use-h-1-introns = True
prob-inversion = 1

operator = High-Level C¡ossover
operator = Grow Mutation
operator = One-Node Mutation
operator = All-Nodes Mutation
operator. = 0ne-Symbol Mutation
operator = Swap Mutation
operator = T¡uncate Mutation
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
terminal = Random Epherneral Constant
function = Subtract
function = Multiply
function = Divide
function = Equal To

function = If-Then-Else
function = And

function = 0r
function = Not

224

(tr=I427 va=713)
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D.L4 spirals
// EPrep Parameter File Mon May ll 21219:38 1998

225

data = /horne/cssip,/jsherrah/EPrep3/data/spirals-1.dat
classifier = MDTM

classifier = PPD

classifier = ML

tournament-size = 18

rat-delta = 0.02
rat-n-init = 194

rat-n-inc = 0

n-sort = 0

n-runs = 10

pop-size = 800
n-gens = 100

rand-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 100

seed-init-pop = True
optimise-pop = True
oDt max iter = 10

opt-convergence-val = 0.001
gI-thresh = 100

tp-thresh = 0.01
tr-strip-len = 25

feature-corr = True
results-to-log = ¡11
results-Ìog-freq = 1

max init deoth = 15

max-run-depth = 17

use-h-l-introns = True
prob-inversion = 0

operator = High-Level Crossover
operator = Grow Mutation
operator = One-Node Mutation
operator = All-Nodes Mutation
operator = 0ne-Symbol Mutation
operator = Sltap Mutation
operator = Truncate Mutation
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
terminal = Random Epheneral Constant
terminal = Pi
function = Add

function = Subtract
function = Multiply
function = Divide
function = Sin
function = Cos

(tr=194 va=97)
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D.15 titanic
/ / EPrep Parameter File Mon l'!ay 11 15:00:37 1998

226

dat a = /home/cs sip-a/ j sherrah/data/titanic- 1 . dat
classifier = MDTM

classifier = PPD

tournament-síze = 2

rat-deIta = 0.01
rat-n-init = 400
rat-n-inc = 20

n-sort = 80
n-runs = 10

pop-size = 500
n-gens = 40
rald-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 250
seed-init-pop = True
optimise-pop = True
opt-max-iter = 12

opt-convergence-val = 0.001
gl-thresh = 25

tp-thresh = 0.001
tr-strip-Ien = 10

feature-corr = True
results-to-Iog = ¡11
results-log-freq = 1

max-init-depth = 7
max-run-depth = 7

use-h-1-introns = True
prob-inversion = 1.0
operator = High-Level C¡ossove¡
operator = Gro¡¡ Mutation
operator = One-Node Mutation
operator = All-Nodes Ìfutation
operator = One-Symbol Mutation
operator = Sltap Mutation
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
function = Equal To

function = If-Then-Else
function = And

function = 0r
function = Not

(tr=1100 va=550)
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D.16 vehicle
/ / EPrep Parameter File Tue May 12 14:24:16 1998

227

data = /home/ c s sip/ j sherrah,/EP r ep3 / dat a/ vehí cIe - 1' dat
classifier = MDTM

classifier = ML

classifier = PPD

tourna¡nent-size = 2

rat-delta = O.02
rat-n-init = 200
rat-n-inc = 4

n-sort = 12

n-runs = 10

pop-size = 500
n-gens = 50

rand-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 16

seed-init-pop = True
optímise-pop = True
opt-max-iter = 15

opt-convergence-val = 0'01
gl-thresh = 60
tp-thresh = 0.01
tr-strip-len = 10

feature-corr = True
results-to-log = ¡11
results-Iog-freq = 5

max-inít-depth = 9

max-run-depth = 9

use-h-l-íntrons = True
prob-inversion = 1

operator = High-Leve1 Crossover
operator = Grol¡ Mutation
operator = 0ne-Node Mutation
operator = All-Nodes Mutation
operator = One-Symbol Mutation
operatori = Swap Mutation
operator = Truncate Mutation
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
terminal = Ra¡rdom Ephemeral Consta¡t
function = Add

function = Subtract
function = MultiplI
function = Divide
function = Abs

function = Log
function = Exp
function = Less Than
function = If-Then-Else

(tr=423 va=211)
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D.LT yeast

/ / EPrcp Parameter File

data = /home/cssip/jsherrah/EPrep3/data/yeast-1.dat
classifier = PPD

classifier = ML

tournament-síze = 2

rat-del-ta = 0.O2
rat-n-init = 350
rat-n-inc = 10

n-sort = 10

n-runs = 10

pop-size = 600
n-gens = 150

rand-seed = 0

n-reproduction = 100
seed-init-pop = True
optimise-pop = False
oDt max iter = 10

opt-convergence-val = 0.01
gI-thresh = 50

tp-thresh = 0.015
t!-strip-Ien = 10

feature-corr = True
results-to-Iog = ¡11
results-Iog-freq = 5

max-init-depth = 7

max-run-depth = 7

use-h-1-introns = True
prob-inversion = 1.0
operator = High-Level Crossover
operator = Grow Mutation
operator = 0ne-Node Mutation
operator = All-Nodes Mutation
operator = One-Symbol Mutation
operator = Swap Mutation
operator = Truncate Mutation
operator = Hoist Mutation
operator = Add-Feature Mutation
operator = Delete-Feature Mutation
terminal = Random Ephemeral Constant
function = Âdd

function = Subtract
function = Multiply
function = Divide
function = Abs

function = Log

228
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Results of EPrep Experiments

This Appendix contains the plots obtained by running EPrep on each of the 15 public-domain data sets

used in the experiments of Chapter 6. Each data set has a sub-section containing plots of the following 10

quantities versus generation:

best-of-generation fitness: the minimum objective function value (RAT training fitness) of individuals in

the population at generation g. Fitness is based on training set classification error, so lower is better.

best-of-generation validation error: the validation set error of the best-of-generation individual at gen-

eration g.

average fitness: the mean objective function value of individuals in the population at generation 9.

standard deviation of fitness: the standard deviation of objective function values of individuals in the

population at generation 9.

average nurnber of features: the average number of features contained in individuals in the population

at generation g.

average nurnber of nodes: the average number of nodes contained in individuals in the population at

generation g.

average nurnt¡er of introns: the average number of introns contained in individuals in the population at

generation g.

average mrrnber of RAT trials: the average number of training samples required to evaltrate the fitness

of individuals in the population at generation 9.

average optimisation improvement: the average improvement in fitness brought about by local optimi-

sation at generation g.

âverage operator probabilities: the average probability per genetic operator contained in individuals in

the population at generation 9.

All results are averaged over the 10 runs performed for each permutation. Each plot shows the results for all

three permutations of the data on the same axes. The only exception is the average operator probabilities:

only the results for the first permutation of the data are shown, because the plot would become too complicated

if the other two permutations were added.
Note that runs generally last for a different number of generations on the same permutation of the data,

so when a value was absent from a shorter run, the value at the last generation for that run was used to

calculate the average. For example, if the longest run lasted 20 generations, and run i lasted 15 generations,

then we set q(j) : q(i),j - 16,...20 to calculate the average, where q(9) is the value of the quantity at

generation g. Since these plots are averaged, fluctuations in the individual run-curves cannot be observed'

Nevertheless the averaged plots exhibit some interesting fluctuations.
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8.1 abalone
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8.2 australian credit
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8.3 balance
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8.4 concentric
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8.5 contraceptive method choice (cmc)
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E.6 diabetes
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8.7 german credit
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8.8 monks
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8.9 satimage
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8.10 segment
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8.11 smoking
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E.LZ spirals
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E.13 titanic
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E.t4 vehicle
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8.15 yeast
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